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PREFACE

THE present volume is devoted to geometry in three dimensions.

The discussion of the logical standpoint, to which sufficient

space has been given in the preceding volume, is left aside ; and,

from a desire to limit the size of the volume, many things are

omitted which might well have been included. What is given may,

however, be regarded as essential to any student who professes

to have received a mathematical education. The aptitude for geo-

metrical construction in space, important as it is in the applications

of mathematics to physics and engineering, receives, in our educa-

tional system at present, less training than it deserves. It is the

writer''s hope that this volume may help to emphasize this ; and

may convey to readers something of the fascination and freedom

which belongs to the reduction of intricate geometrical relations to

the properties of a constructed figure. Only by such methods,

moreover, can progress be made beyond the first principles of the

subject.

Up to the end of Chapter iii, this volume was in type when

death severed an association to which the writer owed more help

than he can well express. In business, James Bennet Peace was

clear and honest ; in friendship, constant and self-regardless ; many
beside the writer deplore his loss. To him, and to the co-operation

of the other members of the Staff of the University Press, great

acknowledgment is due.

H. F. BAKER.
l-i July 1923.



'^Teodoro Reye, , che avevo cominciato ad ammirare fin da

studente, leggendo la sua classica Geometrie der Lage ; e col quale poi

non avevo tardato ad entrare in relazione scientifica, ed anche permnale,

si da poter apprezzare, oltre al valore del matematico, la grande bontu

d'aninio dell'uomo: vera gentiluomo !

Nato a Cuxhmmi il SO giugno 1838, , era passato verso il 186Jj,

ad insegnare nel Politecnico di Zurigo Aiwa esordito nella scienza

con lavori di Fisica matematica e di Meteorologia. Ma, poiche a Zurigo

il corso del Culmann, fondatore della Statica grafica, si basava sulle

teorie della Geometria di posizione, e il classico trattato di Staudt era

troppo difficile per gli studenti ; Reye fu condotto ad insegnare quelle

teorie e ad esporle in un nuovo trattato, che use) in due parti nel 1866

end 1868

Artista non meno che scienziato, Reye ha molto contribuito a quella

grandiosa e pure snella costruzione scientifica che e la Geometria di

posizione, introducendo o svolgendo idee semplici e geniali; studiando,

com' e carattere di essa, svuriate figure in tal maniera da illuminarne di

vivida luce le proprietd pin profonde, e i legami che le uniscono. Non
solo ci ha fatto conoscere nuoin veri ; ma ci ha procurato squisiti godi-

menti estetici, quali solo pud dare il bello. Onore e gratitudine a Lui !
"

Corrado Segre, Rendiconti . . .dei Lincei, 2 Aprile 1922.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION TO THE THEORY
OF QUADRIC SURFACES

Preliminary remark. We have, in previous volumes, given

trouble to emphasizing the view that the use of the algebraic symbols
is not necessary to the geometrical theory ; and that the use of

symbols of any particular system is equivalent to the adoption of

definite geometrical restrictions.

It is, however, often conducive to clearness and brevity, to employ
symbols ; and it is usual to suppose that the symbols have the same
laws of operation as the numbers of ordinary Analysis. Accordingly
in the present volume we shall employ such symbols, whenever it

seems desirable. The arithmetic notion of the magnitude of the

symbols, and especially of hi/inite values, remains excluded—as

indeed it is in a logical theory of Analysis ; and, as heretofore, the

length and congruence of geometrical lines are not employed, save in

the conventional sense explained in Volume ii (Chap. V).

It will be seen that the utility of the symbols arises chiefly fronr.

the use of the equation of a quadric (or other) .surface. We here

deduce this from the geometrical definition of the surface. It

becomes therefore an interesting problem to replace proofs de-
pending on this equation by direct geometrical deductions from
the definition.

Not much space is given in this Volume to the proof, which has
already been given in Volume ii, p. 191, that a plane is represented

by a single equation which is linear in the coordinates ; that this

is so will be readily understood from the explanation given of the
equation of a line, in a plane, in Volume ii. A line, in this chapter,

is generally given as the join of two points, or the intersection of
two planes. The theory of the coordinates of a line is discussed at

length in a subsequent section (pp. 56 ff.).

Definition of a quadric surface by means of its lines.

We may define a quadric surface, or, as we shall often briefly say,

a quadric, in several ways.

Take three arbitrary lines, in space of three dimensions, of which
no two intersect. From any point of one of these can be drawn a
transversal to meet both the other lines. Consider the aggregate
of all the points on all the transversals so drawn. This does not
include all points of space, since it is not in general possible to draw
from an arbitrary point a transversal to meet three given lines.
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The points of the aggregate which lie in an arbitrary plane lie on

y a conic. For denote the

4 -^ given lines by a, 6, c ; let

3Q an arbitrary plane meet

Dv-.,..^^
the lines «, 6, respectively,

\""~^--^^ in A and 5, and let the

transversal drawn from an
arbitrary point, X, of the
third line, c, meet the lines

a, 6, respectively, in Q and H^ and meet the arbitrary plane in P.

Then the two axial pencils of planes, having, respectively, a and h

as axes, given by the planes a {X.) and h (JC) as X varies on r, are

related. On the arbitrary plane these give therefore the two related

pencils of lines, A(P) and B{P). The locus of P is therefore a
conic, passing through A and B ; this conic equally passes through
the point, say C, where the line c meets the arbitrary plane, for

evidently a transversal of a and b can be drawn from this point.

If the points Ay B, C are in line, the ray AC of the pencil A (P)

is ABy and coincides with the ray BC of the pencil B (P). Then
the locus of P consists, beside the line ABC, of a straight line. In

other words, the aggregate now being considered, of points lying

on all transversals of the three lines a, b, c, contains, in a plane

which contains a transversal ABC of a, b, c, beside the points of

this line, also the points of another line, say d, which does not meet a

or b or c. Every point of this new line, d, is thus a point from which

a transversal can be drawn to meet the given lines a, b and c. It is

thus clear that the aggregate of points under consideration consists

of the points of a system of lines a, b, c, d, ..., infinite in number,

of which no two intersect, together with the points of another

system of lines, every one of which meets all those of the first system,

but of which no two intersect.

This aggregate of points constitutes a quadric. We see that

through every point of the locus there pass two lines, consisting of

points belonging to the locus, and the plane of these two lines

contains no other points of the locus. But a general plane meets

the quadric in the points of a conic. Through points E, A,B,C,D,...

of this conic will pass lines e, a, b, c, d, ..., no two of which meet,

of which the points are points of the quadric, and also lines

e', a', b', c\ d\ ..., also skew to one another, of which every one

meets all those of the first system. On the conic, the fiat pencil of

lines, E(A, B, C, D), is a section of the axial pencil of planes ca,

eb', cc', ed', which is met, by any particular one of the lines a, 6, c, d,

in the points where this line meets the lines a', b', c\ d\ Thus we
see that these lines a', b', c', d' meet the lines of the other system

in related ranges, which are also related to the ranfje, on the conic
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in a plane section, determined by the points where these Hnes
a\ h\ (•', d' meet the conic. Similarly the lines a, 6, c, d determine,

on any of the lines e\ a\ b\ c', (/', a range related to that of A^ B, C, D
on the conic.

Conversely, if, on two lines, a, b, which do not intersect one

another, we have two related ranges, the joins of corresponding

points of these ranges are lines which are all met by an infinite

number of other lines ; the points of these lines are, therefore, those

of a quadric surface. For, if P, Q, R be points of the line a, to

which correspond the points P', Q', R\ respectively, of the line b,

and a transversal, c, be drawn from any point of the line PP' to

meet QQ' and RR', it follows at once, from what we have seen, that

a line drawn from any point of c, to meet a and b, meets these in

corresponding points of the two given related ranges thereon. The
construction assumes, by hypothesis, that the lines, a, 6, of the two
related ranges, are not in one plane ; if they are, the joins of corre-

sponding points of the two ranges are, as we have seen in Volume ii,

the tangents of a conic lying in that plane, having the two given

lines also as two tangents. The points of a plane, regarded as lying

on the tangents of a conic in that plane, may thus be regarded as

the points of a degenerate quadric, each tangent line of the conic

being taken twice over as a line of the quadric, as a line of each of

the systems lying on the quadric.

This account has been obtained by considering the aggregate of

the points lying on all the lines which meet three given skew lines.

But, in three dimensions, a line is self-dual, and two lines which
have a point in common lie also in a common plane ; it is proper

to consider, then, also the aggregate of all the planes which pass

1—2
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through all the transversals of three given lines. As we have found
that through any point of the quadric there pass two lines lying

entirely thereon, so we have incidentally found that in any plane

passing through a transversal of three given skew lines, a, 6, c, there

is another line, fZ, not meeting a, /;, c, which meets all transversals

of these.

To describe the dual correspondence in further detail it is neces-

sary to speak first of what is meant by a quadric cone. We have
seen that the quadric surface is the locus of points on lines joining

corresponding points of two related ranges on skew lines, these

joining lines degenerating into the tangents of a conic when the skew
ranges are replaced by ranges on two intersecting lines. Similarly

the aggregate of planes we are now considering, as the dual of the

aggregate of points of a quadric, may be obtained bv taking two
skew lines as axes of two related axial pencils of planes ; a line of
intersection of a plane of one pencil, with the corresponding plane

of the other pencil, is then a line meeting both the axes, and, as

may easily be seen, in points of two related ranges thereon. The
planes of the aggregate are the planes through such lines of inter-

section. But, now, if we take two intersecting lines, and have two
related axial pencils of planes with these as axes, the line of inter-

section of a plane of one pencil with the corresponding plane of the

other pencil, is a line through the point of intersection of the axes ;

the aggregate of these lines, passing through a point, constitutes

what is called a quadric cone, and is the dual of the aggregate of

lines in a plane which touch a conic. As two tangents of the conic

meet in a point, so two of the lines forming the cone lie in a plane

;

as the point of intersection of two tangents of the conic becomes
a point of the conic when the two tangents coincide (Vol. it, p. 25),,

so, if the two lines of the cone coincide, the plane containing them
is replaced by a definite plane, called a tangent plane of the cone.

The section of a cone by an arbitrary plane is evidently a conic, of

which one point is determined by a line of the cone, and a tangent

line by a tangent plane of the cone ; conversely from any conic we
obtain a quadric cone by projection from an arbitrary point not
lying in the plane of the conic.

This being understood, consider the dual of the statement that

a plane section of a quadric is a conic, through every point of which

there passes a line of each of the two systems lying on the quadric.

Let an arbitrary point of space be joined to every line of one system

of lines lying on the quadric, by a plane. Each of these planes

will, as we have seen, contain another line lying on the quadric, of

the other system. The aggregate of these planes is then that of

the tangent planes of a quadric cone. This is obvious from the

fundamental duality of the figure. But it is clear, too, by considering
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that a variable line, a', of one system, of the quadric surface, meets

two lines, a, 6, of the other system, in related ranges of points.

The plane Oa^ joining the line o! to a fixed point 0, thus meets the

planes 0//, Oh in two related flat pencils of lines, with as common
centre. Bv taking a section by an arbitrary plane, the planes Oa
give rise to lines in this plane meeting two fixed lines, which are

the sections of the arbitrary plane by the planes Oa and 06, in two
related ranges. These lines, therefore, are tangents of a conic in

that plane ; and the planes Oa are tangent planes of a quadric cone

of which all the lines pass through 0. This point is called the

vertex of the cone, and its lines are called its generators ; the lines

of a (juadric surface are also called the generators of the quadric.

A particular consequence is that, as there are two points of the

quadric locus lying on an arbitrary line, so there are two of the

aggregate of planes, passing through an arbitrary line. These may
be obtained, directly from the definition, as the two common corre-

sponding planes of two related axial pencils, just as in the case of

the locus of points.

Ex. 1. If ^, fi, C, D, O be five general points in space, the pairs

of planes joining to the opposite pairs of joins of A, B, C, D,

such as OAD, OBC, meet an arbitrary line in three pairs of points

which are in involution.

Ex. 2. If an axial pencil of planes be drawn through a line, /,

and a related axial pencil of planes be drawn through another line,

m, which does not meet /, the lines of intersection, of a plane of

the first pencil with the corresponding plane of the second pencil,

define a (juadric surface, upon which the lines / and m also lie.

Ex. 3. A line / meets the planes BCD, CAD, ABD, ABC, which

contain the triads of four arbitrary points A, B, C, D, respectively

in P, Q, R, S ; another line, /', meets these planes, respectively, in

P, Q', R\ S' ; and the four lines PP'
,
QQ', RR' , SS' all lie oii the

same quadric surface. Prove that the four transversals drawn from

A, B, C, D, each to meet both the lines I and /', all lie on a quadric

surface. (Cf. Vol. i, p. 30.)

Ex. 4. Let D, P, Q, R be four points in line, and A, B, C be

three points whose plane does not contain the line. Let the trans-

versal, /, be drawn from A to meet the lines BQ, CR ; the transversal,

m, be drawn from B to meet the lines CR, AP ; and the transversal,

n, be drawn from C to meet the lines AP, BQ. Prove that a line

can be drawn from D to meet all of /, vi, n.

The representation of this definition by means of the
algebraic symbols. We may represent the matter very simply

by means of the algebraic symbols. Let a, b, c be three skew lines,

of which DAA', BCL, B'MR are any three transversals. Taking
D, A, C, B, which do not lie in a plane, as fundamental points, we
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can choose the symbols of the points A, A', relatively to that of D,
so that A' = D + A, and, similarly, the

symbols of C, L, relatively to that of B,

so that L = B + C. Then the symbol of
R may be supposed to be

R = A'+fiL = D-{-A+/ii(B + C)

= D + /xB + A + fjiC,

where D + /xB is the symbol of some
point on the line a, and A + fxC of some
point on the line b. Hence we infer, for

"* ^ ^ the symbols of B' and M, which lie on
a line through i2, respectively,

B' = D + ,jiB, M^A + fiC.

Any other point of the transversal B'M has thus a symbol B' + XM,
namely

\A + fiB + \fiC + D,

which, then, for different symbols X, yu,, is the general point of the

general transversal of the fundamental lines a, b, c. It is thus the

general point of the quadric surface under consideration. The
symbol can also be written

D + \A+fji{B + XC),

and the point lies on a transversal of the lines DA^ BC, this trans-

versal meeting these, respectively, in the points D + \A, B + XC
We see that every point of the quadric is characterised by two

particular algebraic symbols, X and yu. ; and further that all points

of the quadric for which X is the same are on a line, not intersecting

a, or 6, or c ; and all points for which fx is the same are on a line,

meeting a, b, c but not meeting DA, BC, B'M.
The two points of the quadric which lie on an arbitrary line, say

on the line joining the points whose symbols are

a,A + b,B + c,C + Z>, a.,A + b,B + rX + D,

would then be found by choosing a, so that the point of this line

given by

(tti + o-r/o) A + {b, + ab.^ B + {c, + ac.^ C + {l + a)D

is the same, for proper values of X and /z, as the point

\A + fiB + XfxC + B ;

this requires

(1 + 0-) {C\ + OTo) = («i + 0-rto) (6i + 0-62).

We can express the character of the quadric also by representing

any point of it by a symbol

XA + YB + ZC + TD,
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so that A", F, Z, T are the coonl'mates of this point relatively to the

points .4, B, C, D ; then the sole condition for X, F, Z, T, is that

XY = ZT ;

this is called the equation of the quadrie. If we take new points of

reference A-^, Bj, Cj, Dj, such that

A^ = C-D, B, = A+B, C, = A-B, D, = C + D,

any point of space given by

xA,+i/B, + r:C, + tD„

is .v{C - D) + 1/ (A + B) + :j{A - B)+ t(C + D),

and is a point of the quadrie if

X^i/ + rj, Yr=y-z, Z = t-\-x, T = t-.v,

that is, if .r^ 4- ?/- — z- — P.

This, then, is another form for the equation of the quadrie. What-
ever 6 may be, this equation is satisfied by

y j^ z = 0-^t + x), y-z = e{t- x) ;

also, whatever ^ may be, it is satisfied by

y + Z = -<^'{t-x), y-Z = -(f>{t + .v).

It is, however, easy to see that a single linear equation connecting

the coordinates, (.r, ?/, ^, t), of a point, implies that this point lies

on a certain plane ; for instance, an equation t = Lv + my + nz shews

that the point, xA-^^ +,?/^i + ^^i + (^'^' + '>ny 4- nz) D^ is on the plane

through the three points A^ + ID^, B^ + mD^, Ci + nDi. Thus the

points for which y + z= d~^ (t + .r), y — z= (t — x) are those of a

line ; and, by taking different values of 6, we thus obtain a system

of lines lying on the quadrie surface; it is easy to see that no two
of these have a point in common. Another system of mutually non-

intersecting lines is given by the equations y + z = — (f)~^{t — x),

y — z = — (f)(t + .r), for different values of ^. It is easily verified

that, whatever 6 and cf) may be, the ^-line, of the first system, has

a point in common with the (^-line, of the second system, this being,

in fact, that given by

x=d +
(f), y = l-e<j>, z = l + d(p, t = d-(f).

These expressions then satisfy identically the equation

.r^ + 7/- - z- -t' = 0.

Quadrie surface defined by two conies in space having
tivo points in common, and a line which meets these conies.

We have seen that the points of a quadrie which are on a plane lie

on a conic. If two points. A, B, of the quadrie be taken, and two
planes be drawn through these two points, we thus obtain two conies
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lying on the quadric. Considering only the lines of the quadric be-
longing to one system of generators, there will be one line of this

system through an arbitrary point, P, of one of these conies ; this

line will meet the plane of the other conic in a point, say P', which,
as the line lies entirely on the quadric, will be on the other conic.

There is thus a (1, 1) correspondence between the points of the
two conies, whereby to every point, P, of one of these conies, there

corresponds a definite point, P', of the other, while P' equally deter-

mines P. By what has been proved above, the range of points, P',
on one conic, is related to the range of points, P, on the other.

Conversely, let two arbitrary conies be given, lying in different

planes, but having two points, A^ B, in common ; let a further
arbitrary fixed point, C, be taken on one conic, and a point, C, on
the other ; then, we can, to any variable point, P, of the former
conic, make correspond a definite point, P', of the latter conic, by
the condition that the range of points. A, B, C, P, of the former
conic is related to the range of points. A, B, C, P', of the latter.

The aggregate of all the points lying on all the lines PP' is then a
quadric surface. And when the conies only are given, there is an
infinite number of quadrics so obtainable, since we can choose the
point C, which is to correspond to C, in an infinite number of ways.
A definite quadric is determined bv the two conies together with
the line CC. In particular, if the tangents of one conic at the
points A, B meet in the point T, and the tangents of the other conic

at the points A, B meet in the point U, and the line CC intersect

the line TU, say in O, it can be shewn that the conies are in per-

spective from the point 0. For if the lines which join the point O
to the points, P', of one of the two given conies, cr', be allowed to

meet the plane of the other conic, a, in points, Q, it follows, because

the pencils of lines, A{P'), B(P'), are related, that the pencils of
lines, A(Q), B(Q\ are also related, so that Q describes a conic, t,

in the plane of the conic a. As 0, A, T, U are in one plane, the

conic T will touch the conic cr at ^ ; similarly it will touch it at B ;

and the point C, lying on OC, will be common to the conies t and
cr. Two conies which touch at two points, and have another point
in common, are however coincident. Thus the lines, PP

,
joining

corresponding points of the two conies, all pass through 0. The
quadric determined bv this particular correspondence of C to C
thus reduces to a quadric cone, of vertex 0.

In symbols, referred to A, P, T, U, the corresponding points P, P'
of the two conies may be taken to be

P=6'A+eT + B, P'=(}i-A-\-(jiU + B,

where 6, 0, by their variation, are to give two related ranges on the

two conies, with the condition that the values 6~^ = 0, 6 = 0, at
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A, B, are to correspond to the values
(f)~^

= 0, ^ = ; thus (p is of
the form Oa~\ where a is the same for all points P, P', but depends
upon the initial correspondence adopted, of C to C. A general
point pP + aP\ of the line PP\ is then

6'(p + a-')A + OpT+eU + ip+a) B,

or, say, .vA + tT + zU +^B, so that

.1' = &- (p + «~i),
t = 0p^ z=0, y = pj^a;

eliminating p we have, for the equation satisfied by the coordinates
of any point of the line PP'

,

xy = z- + (a-Va-^)st + t^-,

if we put

|^ = .r+.y, 7; = .r-7/, i;={a^ + a~^) {z^t), t = (a^ - a' ^^) {z - t),

this equation is the same as

which is another form of the equation of the quadric.

But, without assigning the correspondence of the two points C, C,
we may suppose the two conies to be given, respectively, with the

coordinates here used, bv the equations

s = 0, .vy — t- = 0, and ^ = 0, .r?/ — 5- = ;

then, whatever A' may be, the equation

a??/ = z^ + 2kzt + t%

is evidently that of a locus containing both the given conies. And
k can be chosen so that the locus contains an arbitrary point of
space which does not lie in the plane of either of the two conies.

A plane drawn through such an arbitrary point, say 0, will meet
each of the two conies in two points ; through the four points so

found, and the point 0, a definite conic can be drawn. The points

of all such conies, obtained by drawing different planes through the

same point O, do in fact constitute a quadric determined by the two
conies and the point 0. To prove this, it is sufficient, after what
has preceded, to shew that a quadric can be found to contain two
conies which have two points in common, and to contain also an
arbitrary point not lying on the plane of either of the two conies

;

and this follows from the equation just put down. But we can de-

duce the result at once without the symbols, from the preceding

theory, by remarking that a line (two lines, indeed) can be drawn
from the arbitrary point to meet the given conies, say in C and C
respectively, and these points C, C can then be used to establisli a

(1, 1) relation of points of the two conies. That such a transversal

of the two conies can be drawn from the arbitrary point, is clear by
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projecting one of the conies, from the point, on to the plane of the
other conic ; thereby a conic is obtained having, beside A and 5^
two points of intersection with the given conic on that plane.

Thereby two such transversals are obtained ; but these lead to the
same quadric, being the generators of the two systems of the quadrie
which pass through the arbitrary point.

When k is real, in the quadric given by the equation

xy ^z^-\- %kzt + 1\

there is a difference according to the value of A;', that is, according

to the position of the arbitrary point, which is given in addition

to the two conies. When If- > 1, there exists a 7-eal number a such

that ^Ji = a + a~^ ; then the quadric contains real lines, as we have
seen. When k'^ < 1, the lines are imaginary. When A;^ = 1, the equa-
tion of the quadric surface is one of the two represented by

xy = (^ + t)\ ocy = {z - 1)\

and the surface is, in fact, a cone. In this case the corresponding

points, P, P', of the two conies, are

p=0^A + eT+B, p' = e'A±eu+B,
and the line PP' contains one of the two points T + U, whatever P
and P' may be.

An interesting simple result follows from what we have said ; rf^

zee have three conies in space of zvhich every tzco have tzco points in

common, then a quadric surface exists containing all these conies.

This remark is made by Poncelet, Traite des propriHes prqjcctives

des figures, 1865, i, p. 378, § 606.

JEx. 1. There are in fact just two quadric cones which can be
constructed to contain two conies in space which have two points

in common, as will appear also in another way. We may construct

these, if T, U be, as above, the intersections of the tangents of the
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two conies, respectively, at their common points A^ B, by taking

an arbitrary point, sav H, upon the line AB, then joining TH, to

meet the conic of the plane TAB in Pj and P.,, and joining UH, to

meet the conic of the plane UAB in Qi and Q.^. It is then clear

that the lines P,(^,, PoQ., meet in a point, say 0, of the line TC7

;

and the lines PiQo, P.Qi meet in another point, say 0', of this line.

The lines joining O to the points of one of the conies meet the plane

of the other conic in this conic itself, and constitute one of the two
quadric cones, with as vertex ; and 0' is the vertex of the other

cone. The same points, O and O', are found whatever be the point

H taken on AB.
Ed'. 2. Shew that the equations of three conies in space of which

every two have two points in common, can be taken to be, respec-

tively,

.r = 0, 1/ + yyz + z" = tr; .7/
= 0, z- + 2gz.v + .r- = ^'

;

,•:; = 0, cf- + ^hxy +y' = t-.

All these then lie on the locus represented by the equation

.r- + ?/- + -•:;- + %fyz + 2gz.r + ^hxy = t^.

Definition of a quadric by two related central systems of

lines and planes. We have in Vol. i (pp. 148, 149) explained what
is meant by two related plane systems of points and lines, of which the

correspondence is determined by assigning four points of one plane

to correspond respeetivelv to four points of the other, no three of the

four points being in line. In this relation, to any point of one plane

corresponds a point of the other, the points of a range, on a line of

one plane, corresponding to the points of a related range on a corre-

sponding line of the other plane ; and, consequently, to a pencil of

lines through a point in one plane, corresponds a related pencil of

lines through the corresponding point of the other plane. We may,
however, have two dually related plane systems, in which to a point

of one plane corresponds a line of the other plane, and, to the points

of a range of the former plane, correspond the lines of a pencil of

lines through the corresponding point of the latter plane ; then to

the lines of a pencil in the former plane will correspond the points

of a range in the latter plane. As we have established the theory of

related ranges and pencils, in Vol. i, by means of incidences, coupled

with Pappus' theorem, which is a self-dual theorem, it follows at

once that when a range in the former plane corresponds to a pencil

in the latter plane, these will be related to one another ; and, hence,

that when a pencil of lines in the former plane corresponds to a
range of points in the latter plane, these will also be related.

When we have, in space of three dimensions, two related plane

systems, ct and ot', and, also, two points, and 0', of which does
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not lie in the plane rar, and 0' does not lie in the plane vs'^ we may
join the points and lines of ct to 0, by lines and planes, respectively,

and the points and lines of ct' to 0', by lines and planes, respectively.

Thereby we obtain two systems of lines and planes, passing respec-

tively through O and 0', which we may call star systems, or central

systems. AVhen the plane systems zr and ot' are related, we may
speak of these central systems as being related.

But then, equally, if we have two dually related plane systems,

37 and cr', and two points, and O', of which O is not in the plane

of OT, and 0' is not in the plane of a', we may join the points and

lines of tir to by lines and planes, respectively, and the lines and

points of a to 0' by planes and lines, respectively. Then we obtain

two central systems which are dually related. To a line of the

system of centre 0, will correspond a plane of the system of centre

O' ; to a plane through 0, containing two lines of the system 0, will

correspond the line through 0\ which is the intersection of the

planes through 0' corresponding to the lines through ; to a pencil

of lines through 0, lying in a plane through 0, will correspond an

axial pencil of planes through 0', all passing through the line,

through 0', which corresponds to the plane of the flat pencil through

O ; and this axial pencil of planes will be related to the flat pencil

of lines. And the same may be said of the correspondence, of planes

and lines through O', to the lines and planes through O,

Taking now two such dually related central systems, of centres

and 0', we consider the locus of the intersection of any line of the

system with the corresponding plane of the system O' . It is the

fact that this locus is a cjuadric surface containing and O' ; con-

versely, on a given quadric surface we may take two points and 0\
arbitrarily, and, in an infinite number of ways, regard the surface

as the locus of the intersection of lines of a central system of centre

O, with the corresponding planes of a dually related system of centre

O'. The theorv arises naturally in a later section, devoted to the

(1, 1) correspondence of two spaces, and we shall limit ourselves here

to the proof of the first part of the statement we have made. To
every line, /, through 0, there corresponds a plane, V, through 0'\

and to every line in the plane V, passing through 0', there corre-

sponds a plane X, passing through the line /, and through 0; and

the same for 0' and as for and 0'. In particular, to the line

00, of the system 0', there corresponds a plane t, through ; to

every line, I, through 0, in this plane t, there corresponds then a

plane through the line 00. This plane, which corresponds to the

line /, will meet the plane r in a line, say m, passing through 0.

AVe shall thus have two related pencils of lines, / and m, in the

plane r, all passing through 0. Tiiese two related pencils will, in

the case we regard as general, have two connnon corresponding rays.
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There are, therefore, two Hues /, through 0, in the plane t, such that
the corresponchng planes of the central system 0\ respectively, con-
tain them ; we may call these lines ^>', and ^2, the planes through 0'

to which they correspond being called, respectively, 7/ and 72'- As
every point of the line ^'i lies in the corresponding plane 7/, every
point of ^, is a point of the locus; and, similarly, so is every point
oi g\. Then, to every plane through g\ (and hence, through 0), will

correspond a line through 0' lying in the plane 7/ ; in particular,

to the plane .o",0', will correspond a line ^'/, through 0\ which, as

it lies in this plane ^'lO', will meet g\. And there will, similarly, be
a line g\\ through O', in the plane g'M', and, therefore, meeting ^2-
The lines g.2, gi will be the lines through 0' which lie, respectively,

in the planes through which correspond to them.
Now consider a line meeting ^1, say in N, and meeting ^'i', say in N'.

Then, to the lines through in the plane NON', correspond planes

through 0', all passing through a

line, and forming an axial pencil re-

lated to the pencil of lines through
0. The lines in question, and these

planes, will meet the line NN' in

two related ranges ; in the most
general case these ranges will have

two corresponding points in com-
mon ; these are the points N, N',

and no other point of the locus lies

on the line NN'. The locus, how-
ever, contains a point on any line drawn through ; let P be such

a point, not lying on g^^ or g\' ; let PNN' be the transversal from
P to ^1 and ^1 . Then, upon this line, there are two related ranges,

as explained, which now have three common corresponding points,

and therefore coincide entirely. The line PAW thus lies entirely on

the locus. By taking various points P we can thus obtain an infinite

number of lines such as PNN , lying entirely on the locus. If three

such lines be taken, it can be proved that any transversal of these

lies entirely on the locus, each of these transversals containing three

corresponding points of two related ranges in common.
The locus is thus identified with that of all points on all the

transversals of three skew lines, namely as a quadric.

Quadric as representing a plane on which two funda-
mental points are given. The expression above given of the

points of a quadric by means of two parameters

is capable of being regarded from a point of view to which brief

reference may now be made. We have already, in \'ol. 11 (p. 191),
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come to regard the points of a plane on which two absolute points

are given as arising from the points of a quadric. Without repeating

what is there said, we refer here to a general point of view.

If for the parameters ^, <^, in the formulae just cited, we write,

respectively, |/^ and 7;/^, we may suppose the points of the quadric

to be given by

if we regard ^, 77, ^ as homogeneous coordinates in a plane, there will

correspond, in this plane, to a condition Aa' + By + Cz + Dt = for

the points of the quadric, the equation

this is easily seen to be that of the general conic, in the plane of

I, 77, ^, which passes through the two points (1,0, 0), (0, 1, 0). The
condition AcV + ... + Dt = 6 expresses, as we have remarked above,

that the point (a', y, z, t) lies on a certain plane ; the section of the

quadric by this plane, then, corresponds to a particular conic in the

plane |, 77, ^, passing through two definite points, which are the

same for all such plane sections. More generally, take two absolute

points in the plane of ^, 77, ^, and let S^, S.^, S.^, S^ be any four

homogeneous quadratic functions of ^, 77, ^, such that the general

conic passing through these two absolute points has an equation of

the form

AS, + BS. + CS,+DS, = ;

then, to any point (^,ViO of the plane, determine a point in three-

fold space whose coordinates are given by

X _y _ ^ _ i

Oj 0.2 S-^ S^

the coordinates x, y, z, t will then be connected by a rational homo-
geneous equation, obtainable by elimination of the two ratios ^/^,

77/^ from the three equations by which the ratios of iV,y, z, t are de-

fined. This equation may be regarded as the equation of a locus.

Any general line will meet this locus in two points ; for such a line

consists of points, whose coordinates satisfy the equations of two
planes, Ax + . . . + D^ = 0, and A'x +...-{ Dt = ; and these corre-

spond to points (^, 77, ^) lying on two conies AS^^ -I- . . . -f- DS^ = 0,

A'S^ -(-... + D'S^ = ; as these conies have two points in common,
which are independent of ^, ...<, D, A', ..., D\ they will have two
other points in conunon. It is in fact the case that this locus is a

quadric surffice, as will appear abundantly below. To any point of

this, which lies on an infinite number of planes, will correspond a

single point of the plane (^, tj, ^).
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Consideration of the most general homogeneous equation
of the second order connecting the space coordinates. It

will add considerably to clearness to prove at once that the most
general homogeneous quadratic equation connecting a-, ?/, z., t im-
plies that the point .r, y/, ;:-, t lies upon a quadric surface, or upon a
locus which we may regard as a particular case of this.

Write this equation in the form

.«.?••- + by- + cz- + dt- + ^yz + ^gz.v + ^hvy + ^iixt + 9,vyt + 9.ivzt = 0,

which we may abbreviate into either of the forms

{a, b, c, d,f, g, h, 21, V, zo'^x, y, z, tf = 0, (a?, y, z, 0' = ;

we prove, first, that, in an infinite number of ways, this can be put
into the form

A, {a.x + b,y + c^z + d^t)- + A.^ {uoX + b^y + CoZ + dJf

+ ^3 {a.,x +% + c^z + d.,tf + Ai {a^x + 64?/ + c^z + d^tf = 0,

Avherein A^, A^, A.^, A^, a^, b^, c^, d^, . .
.
, a^, b^, c^, d^ are all rational

real functions of the coefficients, a, b, c, d, . .
.
, zo, which occur in

the original equation.

1". A quadratic form in two variables, x and?/, say ax'+2hxy+by^,
if the coefficient b be not zero, is

6-1 (ab - h-) x"" + b-^ (hx + by)" ;

and similarly if a be not zero. If a and b be both zero it is

In any case, therefore, it is of the form A^'" + B7}'-, where A, B are
rational real functions of a, 6, A, and ^, 77 are linear functions of
jc, y with coefficients which are real rational functions of a, b, h.

2°. A quadratic form in three variables, x, y, z, say

ax"^ + by"^ + cz- + ^yz + 2gzx + 2hxy,

if one of the coefficients a, b, c be not zero, for example, if c be not
zero, can be written

C-' (g'V ^fy + czr + C-' [(m - g"') x"-
-'2{fg- ch) xy + {be -p)y%

wherein the terms after the square constitute a quadratic form in
the variables x, y only ; if «, b, c be all zero, and none off, g, h be
zero, the form is

hfg-'^^-' ig- + % + V'-'gh.vf - 9f-^ghx"- - i/^-A-i {gz - hyf

if a, b, c be all zero, and one off g, h be zero, or two of these,

for example either/= 0, or/=^=0, the form is, respectively,

2.r (gz + hy) or 9.hxy, that is, respectively,
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In any case then the form can be written as A^- + Bi]- + C^-,

where A, B, C are real rational functions of the original coefficients

«, b, ..., //, of which one, or two, may be zero, and f, t), ^are inde-

pendent linear functions of a:, ?/, z, with coefficients which are
rational real functions of a, 6, ,.., h.

3°. The quadratic form in four variables,

ax^ + hy^ + cz^ + dt" + ^fyz + %gzx + 9}ixy + 9.nxt + 9.vyt + Sa^^i!,

(i) if not all of a, 6, c, <i be zero, for example if d be not zero, is

d~'^ {ux + vy + wz + dty +
(f),

where ^ is a quadratic form in x, ?/, z only, whose coefficients are

rational real functions of the original coefficients a, b, ..., zc.

(ii) if all of a, b, c, d be zero, but none oif, g", h be zero, we can
choose I, m, n so that

lim + gn + w = 0, Id -\-fn + v = 0, gl -\-fm + re = 0,

namely

I = ^g-%-^
( fu - gv - hzv\ m = ^h-^f-^ i-Ju + gv- Jno%

n = ^f-'g-' (-fu -gv + Ino)
;

then, substituting in the quadratic form, for x, y, z, respectively,

x = x' + It, y = y' + mt^ z = z + nt,

this form reduces to

yy'z + ^gz'x 4- ^}ixy' + 2/- {rnnf-\- nig + Imh + id + vvi + mi\

wherein the first part is a quadratic form in x\ y, z only, and the
last part contains only the term in f^.

(iii) if all of «, 6, c, d be zero, andy be zero, but not both of

g and h, the form is

2 {hy + gz) .r + 2 (?<.r + vy + ra^) ^

;

here it may happen that ux + vy-\-xcz is of the form ux + X, (tty+ gz)y

namely that vjh = re?/g-, (= X) ; then the form is

2 (% + gz) x-\-% \ux +\{hy+ gz)] t,

and is a quadratic form in the three variables x, t, hy +gz ; if

ux + vy + wz is not of the form in question, taking ^, t), ^, r so that

hy+gz = r) + ^, ux+ vy + zoz = T -\- f

,

we can, from these, determine .r, y, z, t as linear functions of ^, rj, ^, t,

with coefficients which are real and rational in the coefficients of

the original form, which then is
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(iv) if all of rf, 6, c, d be zero, and all of f, g, h be zero, the

form is

2 (mv + vy + li-'z) ^,

and is a (|iiadratic form in the two variables ux + vy + wz^ t.

Thus in all cases the reduction is possible, to the form

A^ («i.r + h^y + i\z + d^t)- + . . . + ^, {a^x + 64.7/ + f4''2 + dj^y^

wherein the four linear forms are linearly independent.

Consideration of particular cases. The case of a cone.

AVe regard the case in which none of the coefficients A^^ A.2, A.-^, A^

is zero as the general case. Before coming to this we consider the

particular cases, and, first, the case in which one of these coefficients,

and only one, say A^, is zero. Then if we put

^ = a^x + b^y + c^z + dj^t, 77 = cioX + h..y + CoZ + fZJ,

^ = a^x + h^y + c^z + dst, r = a^x + h^y + c^z + d^t^

which is equivalent to choosing for the points of reference, for the

space, the four points of intersection of the four planes wdiich are

represented by the equations ^ = 0, ?; =0, ^=0 and r = 0, the funda-

mental quadratic form becomes A^^- + AoT]^ + As^'\ We consider

then what is represented by the equation

A,l'-+A,r)-' + A,^-^=0.

Let (^, T], ^, 1) be any point which satisfies this equation; the general

point on the line which joins this to the point ^=0, ?? = 0, ^= 0,

T = 1, has coordinates of the form (^, 17, ^, 1 + X) ; this point then,

also, satisfies the equation. The equation is then satisfied by all

the points of an aggregate of lines passing through the point

(0, 0, 0, 1). These lines evidently meet the plane t = in the points

of a conic, of w^hich the equations are r = 0, ^i^ + A^rj^ + A.^l" — 0.

The equation therefore represents what we have called a quadric

cone. Conversely, from the definition of such a cone given above,

it follows that its equation must be capable of this form.

Thus we see that the necessary and sufficient condition that the

general quadratic polynomial, in the space coordinates x, y, z, t,

should represent a quadric cone, when equated to zero, is that

this polynomial should be capable of being expressed as a function

of only three linear functions of x, y, z, t.

We can hence obtain the condition for this in terms of the

coefficients in the original form. For, if this be J'{x, y, z, t), and be

capable of being expressed in terms of the three linear functions,

^,7?,^, of x,y,z,t, in the form f(x,y,z,t) = F(^,i],^), we have

four identities such as

df_dl dF dv dF d^ dF

dx dx ' d^ dx '
drj dx ' 9^

'
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wherein the factors d^/dx, drjjdx, etc., are functions of the original

coefficients alone, and do not depend on x,y,z, t. Thus the four

linear functions of x, 7/, ^, t given by dfjdx, ^fl^y-> etc., are all

expressible as linear functions of the three forms dFjd^^ dF/dr), etc.

which are linear in ^, 77, ^ and therefore, also, in x, ?/, z, t. There
exist, however, values of x, «/, ^, t reducing to zero these three

linear forms dFjd^, etc. There exist, therefore, values of x, 7/, z, t

reducing to zero the four forms df/dx, etc. These forms are,

respectively,

2 (ax + liy -^gz+ ut\ 2 {hx + by +fz + vt),

2 (gx -\-fy + c^ + wt)^ 2 {ux + vy + icz + dt\

and the condition necessary and sufficient that there should be

values of a*, y, z, t for which these all vanish is that the determinant

a.
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is equal to tff{x^ ?/, z^ t). This supposes that 4 is not zero; but we
can suppose that one at least of a^o^.^oj-^o to is not zero, and so, in

any case, obtain a similar formula.

The case of two planes. Consider now the more particular

case when the quadratic form in .r, y, z, t, f{x, ;?/, z, t), reduces to

only two squares,

Ai (ai.r + hii/ + c\z + djy + A., {a.^x + hy 4- c.^z + d-J,)-,

say to At^^ + A.t]-. The equation y(^? 3/? ^•>t) = ^ is then equiva-

lent to

so that, as ^ and t] are linear in x, y, z, t, it represents two planes.

These are imaginary when A^ and A2 are real and both positive, or

negative. In this case, by identities such as those used in the last

case, the four linear forms df/dx, df/dy, etc., are linearly expressible

by tzao linear forms; thus every first minor, of three rows and
columns, in the determinant

a,
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The case of two coincident planes. For the last particular

case suppose \hsitf{x^ij,z, t) reduces to the single term

Ji {a-^x + b^y + CyZ + d^ty.

Then, we see, as in the preceding cases, that the four linear forms

df/dx, df/dij, etc., are identical save for a factor independent of

X, 1/, z, t. When this is so, every second minor of the determinant A
vanishes. Conversely suppose that this is so, but f{x, ?/, z, t) does

not vanish identically. The forms U, F, W, P, with the notation

just employed, are then the same, save for a factor independent of
X, 7/, z, t. The coefficients a, h, c, d, respectively of a--, ?/-, z^, t-, in

J'(x,y, z, t), cannot all vanish, since then, from be —f''= 0, ad — ?r = 0,

would follow f-= 0, u = 0, and similarly all other coefficients in

y(.r, ?/, z, t) would vanish. Suppose then, for example, that a is not
zero; then from the equivalence of the forms U, V, W, P, it follows

that Uja = V/h = Wjg = P/m, and hence

f{x, y, z, t)=xU+yV+ zW+ tP= a-^ U {ax + hy +gz + ut) = a'^ U%

so thaX y(x,y,z,t) is the square of a single linear form, and the

equationy(.r, y, z,t) = represents a plane taken twice over.

After Sylvester (Coll. Papeis, i, p. 147), the vanishing of six,

suitably chosen, second minors of A, is sufficient to ensure that

they all vanish.

General properties of a quadric given by its equation.
After what we have seen we may agree to understand by a quadric

the locus determined by the vanishing of any homogeneous quadratic

form,y(.r, ?/, z, t), in x,y, z, t. When the contrary is not referred to,

we suppose that the determinant A does not vanish, so \h?itf{x,y^z^ty

can be expressed in the form A^'- + Br]- + C^'- + jDt", where A^ B, C, D
are rational real functions of the original coefficients, all different

from zero, and ^, 77, ^, t are linear functions of x, ?/, z, t, with co-

efficients which are equally rational real functions of the original

coefficients. The coefficients A, P, C, D, if real, may be all positive,

or all negative ; then, clearly, there is no point, of which the

coordinates are all real, for which. J' {x, y, z,t) vanishes; it is,

then, usual, as in the case of a conic (Vol. 11, p. 163), to speak of

J'{x,y,z,t) = as representing an imaginary quadric. Or, the

coefficients A^ P, C, D may consist of two which are positive and
two which are negative. In this case, as appears from what we
have seen above (p. 7), there are two systems of real lines of

which every point is a point of the quadric ./"(.r, y, z, t) = 0. Or,

finally, three of the coefficients A,B,C,D may be of one sign, and
the remaining one of the opposite sign. In this case, the locus

J\x^y^ z,t) = contains real points; for example, if A,B, C be of

one sign and D be of the opposite sign, two real points are given
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bv ?; = 0, ^ = 0, A^- + Dt- = 0. But the locus does not contain

any real lines. For example, with the particular signs just taken,

a real line of the locus would contain a real point lying on the

plane represented by t = ; but r = involves, for points of the

locus, A\- + Br)- + C^- = 0, and, as A, B, C are of the same sign,

there is no set of real values of ^, r), ^ for which this can be satisfied.

We see thus that the three cases are distinct, if we take account of

the reality of the points of the locus ; and, though the reduction to

a sum of four squares can be made in an infinite number of ways,

yet, when made by rational real substitutions only, as here, the

number of positive and negative signs obtained for the coefficients

A, B,C,D will be the same, for any particular form f{x^y^ z, t) of

o-eal coefficients, in whatever way the reduction is made.

Certain general properties of the quadric locus may now be

enumerated : (1) If a linear transformation be made, from variables

<r, ?/, z, t to variables ^, 77, ^, t, by equations of the forms

^ = a^.v + h^y -f c-i^z +dit, t} = ci^oc + h-iy + c.^z + d^t^

^ = a^x + . .
.
, T = ttiX + . .

.

,

whereby a function y(.-r, ?/, ;2, ^) becomes F (^, rj, ^, r), and if

f, 77', f', t' be the same linear functions of variables a,'\y',z', t' as

are f, 77, ^, t of .r, y, z, t, then

d^ dr] ^ d^ dr dx ^ dy dz dt

For we have
df dF dF dF dF

df ,dF jdF ^dF , dF

if these equations be multiplied in turn by aj',y',z',t', and then

added, the result follows at once.

It is often convenient to represent the original equations of

transformation by

(I, V, ^, r)

the array of coefficients

«1,
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where the new variables, ^,r],^, t, occur on the left in the first

equation, but the new differential coefficients dF/d^, dF/dij, etc.,

occur on the right in the second equation. This is often expressed

by saying that the differential coefficients dfjdx, dfjdy^ etc., are

transformed contragi-ed'iently from the variables x^y^z^ t.

(2) A general quadric, expressed by the equationy(.r, z/, z^ t) = 0,is

met in two points by the line joining any two given points (a?, ?/, z,

and (x\y\z',t'). The necessary and sufficient condition that the

two points of meeting should be harmonic conjugates of one another
in regard to the given points (.v,y, z, t), (x',y',z\ t'), is

ox ^ oy oz ot

this equation, whew J'{x,y^z,i) is a quadratic function, is sym-
metrical in regard to the two points {x^y^z^t\ {x\y\z\t')\ with
the notation originally suggested "for the coefficients m^(x,y^z, t)^

it is (after division by 2)

axx' + hyy + cz^ + dtt' +f{yz' + y'z) +g {zx + z'x)

+ h {xy' + x'y) + u (xf + x't) + v {yf + y't) + xo (zf + z't).

For the point {x-\-\x\y+\y\ z+\z', t-\-\t') lies ox\f{x^y^z^t)=0 if

fix, y, ^, + X {x'
f^
+ y^£ + z I + t' ^) + X^/(.r',y, ^',0= 0;

this equation in X has two roots, and they are equal, and of opposite

sign, only if the coefficient of \ vanish.

(3) Particular applications of the result in (2) may be referred to

:

It appears that if, from an arbitrary point, {x\ y\ z\ f), or 0>
variable lines be drawn to meet the quadric, each in two points,

P and Q, the locus of a point, R, which is the harmonic conjugate

of in regard to P and Q, is a plane, with the equation

ox '^ oy oz ot

This plane is called the polarplane of in regard to the quadric.

In the particular case in which the quadric is a cone, and all the

differential coefficients dfjdx, ^fl^iJ-i ^^c, vanish at the point which
is the vertex of this cone, this polar plane passes through the vertex.

In the still more particular case Avhen the quadric is a pair of planes,

the polar plane passes through the line in which these two planes

intersect. Finally, when the quadric is a pair of coincident planes,

the polar plane coincides with these.
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It appears, also, that if {x',y\z\t') be a point of the quadric

fi.i\jj, ~, t) = 0, which we now suppose not to be a cone or a particular

case of this, so that one of the two roots of the above quadratic

equation for \~^ is zero, and if (.f, «/, ;s, i) be taken on the polar plane
of (.»', 7/', -,-', ^'), but not o\\f{x^y.z, t) = 0, then the second value of
\~^ is also zero, so that the two points, where the line joining the

points {x\y\ z\ t'), (.r, ?/, ,•:;, t) meets the quadric, both coincide with
(.r', y', z'. t') ; while if, with (.r', ?/', z, t' ) on the quadric, the point

(.r, 7/, ;:, t) be both on the polar plane of {x\y\ z\ t'), and also such

thaty(.r, 7/, XT, t) = 0, then the quadratic equation for X is satisfied

for every value of X, namely every point of the line joining

{x',y',z', f) to (x^y,z,t) lies on the quadric. In general the inter-

section of the quadric surface with a plane is a conic, being a locus

met by a line of the plane in two points ; in the case spoken of,

when the plane is the polar plane of a point of the quadric, this

conic, we see, contains a line, and, therefore, also another line, as

part of itself, and consists of these two lines. Thus for a general

quadric, the polar plane of any point lying on the quadric, which
for such a point is called the tangent plane of the quadric at the

point, meets the quadric in two lines intersecting at the point

;

any other line, in the tangent plane through this point, has two
coincident intersections with the quadric, lying at this point. The
point itself is called the point of' contact of the tangent plane with

the quadric. When the quadric considered is a cone, the tangent
plane at any point passes through the vertex of the cone, and the

two lines in which the tangent plane meets the cone coincide, in the

line joining the vertex to the point of contact, as is easy to see ; at

the vertex itself there is no proper tangent plane. When the

quadric considered consists of two planes, the tangent plane at

any point, not on the line of intersection of the two planes,

coincides with one of these.

(4) The coiidition that a plane, represented, suppose, by the

equation

Ix + my 4- nz +pt = 0,

should be a tangent plane of the quadric J'{x,y, z, t) = 0, is that

its equation should be capable, for values of x\y\ z\ t' which satisfy

the two equations

f{x\ y\ z\ t') = 0, IJ + my' + nz +pt' = 0,

of being written in the form appropriate to that of the tangent

plane at (x', y', z, ^'), which is

X (ax + hy + gz' + ut') + ... + ^ {ux + vy' + wz + dt') = 0.

For this it is necessary and sufficient that the coefficients of x,y, z, t,

in the last equation, should be proportional to those in the given
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equation, namely that there should be a value of cr for which we
have the four equations

ax + hy -^gr^ \- id' + o"/ = 0,

a,
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of A, B, C, etc., in this last determinant. The case of A = will be

considered innnediately below.

The equation Al'- + Bm- + ... + iiJVnp = 0, may then be spoken

of as the tangential equation of the quadric, and l,7n^n,p as the

I'oordinates of a plane, the whole being analogous to the case of a

conic dealt with in Chap. Ill of Vol. ii.

In particular, if F {l, m, n,p) = be the tangential ecjuation of a

quadric, the point of contact of a particular tangent plane, whose

coordinates are /„, Wq? ^o^i^o^ has for its equation

, dF dF dF
,

^F ^

so that, if F (/„, ?«„, n,„p^,) be denoted by F^, the coordinates of the

point of contact are dF^^jdl^y dFo/dmo, etc.

When the determinant A vanishes, the tangential equation above

written, regarded as deduced from the point equation, is not general,

being in fact a perfect square. For, by the theorem of reciprocal

determinants referred to above, the determinants of two rows and

columns such as

BC-F\ AD-U\ GH-AF, HU-AV,
which are equal respectively to ad — ?/-, be —f'^, fd — vzo, fw — vc,

multiplied bv A, all vanish ; thus, when A is not zero, the tangential

equation is the same as

(AI + Hm + Gn + Upf = 0,

and so in other cases.

Taking, however, the general tangential equation, we may shew,

as for the point equation above, that it can be written in the form

-^1 («i^ + 6i m + fj « + f/i/j)- + . . . + ^4 {aj, + bim + c^n + d^p)- = 0.

In the most general case none of A^^A^^A^^A^ vanishes. When
one of these vanishes, the planes conditioned by this equation are

all those which pass through the tangent lines of a certain conic.

When two of the coefficients ^i, ..., A^ vanish, the planes con-

ditioned by this equation are all those which pass through one of

two particular points. Finally, when only one of the coefficients is

present, the planes are all those passing through a particular point.

This follows from the principle of duality, the tangential equation

of a pointy of the form

^0^ + .3/oWi + z^,n + t^p = 0,

being exactly analogous to the equation of a plane. The matter

has been explained in detail for a plane, in Chap. Ill of Vol. ii.

(o) Denoting f{x\ y, z, t) hy f{x), and/^r', y\ z, t') hy f{x') and
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byy(tr, x'\ we have remarked above that the points

{x + '\x\ y + X.?/', z + \z\ t + X^'),

of the line joining (.r', ?/', z\ f) to (.r, ?/, z, t), which lie on the quadric

/"(.r, ?/, z, t) — 0, are given by the quadratic equation

f{x) + 9Xf{x, oc' ) + xyGr') = 0.

The line will then meet the quadric in two coincident points if, for

an assigned point {x, y\ z\ t' ), the point (^r, ?/, ^, t) be such that

f{x)f{x')-U{x,x')^- = Q.

Regarded as a condition for (a', «/, ^, t\ this equation represents a
quadric. It is, however, evidently satisfied by any point of the line

joining {x\ y\ z\ t') to {x, ?/, z, t). Thus all the lines from {x',y', z, t')

which meet the quadric in two coincident points lie on a quadric
cone. This is called the tangent cone, or the enveloping cone, to the
given quadric, from the point, and the lines are said to touch the
quadric. It can in fact be directly verified, (a), that the equation

represents a cone ; (6), that every one of its tangent planes is

equally a tangent plane of the given quadric.

(6) As the general equation f{x,y, z,t) = contains ten, homo-
geneously entering, coefficients, and the condition that the quadric
should contain an assigned point is a single linear condition for

these coefficients, it follows that a quadric can be found containing^

nine points arbitrarily chosen. For instance, if three non-intersect-

ing lines be given, a quadric can be found containing three points

on each of these lines ; and then, as each line meets this quadric in

more than two points, the line lies entirely upon the quadric. Or
again, if three conies be given in space, of which every two have two
points in common, by taking another point upon each of the conies,

we have nine points in all ; the quadric through these nine points

will meet the plane of any one of the three given conies in a conic

having five points lying thereon, and, therefore, coinciding with it.

The cjuadric thus contains the three given conies.

It has seemed desirable to give the preceding analysis in order

to make clear the general conception of a quadric surface ; the

notion of the equation of a quadric is undoubtedly of great power,

and as we have deduced this from the geometrical definition of the

surface, it would be pedantic to avoid the use of it. The descriptive

theory, however, often gives a better insight into the geometrical

figure under consideration. This theory we now resume.

The polar plane of a point in regard to a quadric. Given
any quadric, take an arbitrary point, 0, not lying thereon. Draw
an arbitrary plane through O, meeting this quadric in a conic. Let
a line, passing through 0, lying ii^ this plane, meet this conic in

the points A and B, and let P be the harmonic conjugate of O
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in regard to A and B. As the line varies in this plane, passing

through 0, the locus of P is a line, the polar line of O in regard to

this conic. Now let another plane be drawn through O, meeting

the foiTuer plane in a line /, passing through 0, and let the points

in which the line I meets the quadric be U and V. If W be the

harmonic conjugate of O in regard to XJ and F, the point W is on

the polar lines of in regard to both the conies, in which the

quadric is met by the two planes drawn through O; these two

polar lines, therefore, intersect one another. Hence, if a third plane,

not containing the line 7, be drawn through 0, the polar line of 0,

in i-egard to the conic in which this third plane cuts the quadric,

will intersect the polar lines of taken in regard to the two former

conies, and not pass through the point of intersection of these lines,

which is on /. The third polar line will thus lie in the plane of the

first two. From this it is clear that, if an arbitrary line be drawn
through 0, to meet the quadric in the points Q and R, and P be

the point which is the harmonic conjugate of in regard to Q and

R, then the locus of P is a plane. This is called the polar plane of

in regard to the quadric. From the definition it is manifest that

if the polar plane of pass through P, the polar plane of P passes

through 0.

The tangent plane of the quadric at any point. The polar

plane of meets the quadric in a conic. Let H be any point of

this. Then the second point, H\ in which the line OH meets the

((uadric, coincides with H \ for H is the harmonic conjugate of O
in regard to H and H' . We therefore say that the line OH touches

the quadric at the point H. Any plane drawn through OH meets

the quadric in a conic ; this conic is met by OH in two points

which coincide at H, that is, HO is the tangent at H of this conic.

Again, the conic, also passing through H, in which the quadric is

met by the polar plane of 0, has a tangent at H^ say ^, unless this

conic consists of two lines. This line, ^, meets the conic in two
points which coincide at H, and, therefore, meets the quadric in

two points which coincide at H. Consider now the conic in which

the quadric is met bv the plane containing the two lines HO and t ;

this conic is met in two points coinciding at H, both by the line

HO and bv the line t. It cannot, therefore, be a proper conic, but

must consist of two lines meeting at H. The plane of these lines

is called the tangent plane of the quadric at H. It is to be regarded

as the polar plane of the point H ; it passes through 0, and the

polar plane of passes through H. By choosing suitably, H may
be supposed to be any general point of the quadric. But there

may be exception if the polar plane of meets the quadric in two
lines, as happens when the quadric degenerates into a cone, or into

two planes; the polar plane of then passes, respectively, through
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the vertex of the cone, or through the line of intersection of the

two planes ; in the former case it meets the cone in lines, in the

latter case it meets the planes only in their line of intersection ; in

the former case there is still a tangent plane of the cone, which
passes through the vertex, unless H be actually the vertex.

The polar line of any line in regard to a quadric. Let

Oi, Oo be any two points, not lying on the quadric. Their polar

planes will meet in a line, say m. Draw through the line O^Oo any
plane, meeting the line m in a point K. As the polar planes of

Oi and O2 both pass through K.,, it follows that the polar plane of

K passes through both 0^ and Oo, and therefore contains any point,

0.J, of the line 0^02- The polar plane of O3, therefore, passes

through K. The lines 0^0.^ and m are thus in reciprocal relation,

the polar plane of any point of either of these containing every

point of the other, and, therefore, containing the other. Either of

these lines is called the polar line of the other in regard to the

quadric. A plane drawn through one of these lines will meet the

quadric in a conic and meet the polar line in a point; in regard to

this conic, this point is the pole of the first line, as follows from
the harmonic relation for points on a transversal. The polar planes,

in regard to the quadric, of any range of points on one of the lines,

form an axial pencil, of which the polar line is the axis, and, as

follows from what has just been remarked, and the theory of conies,

this axial pencil of planes is related to the range of points.

Let one of these two lines meet the quadric in the two points

F and G ; then, as the polar plane of any point, 0, of the other

line, contains the line FG^ and hence contains F and G, it follows,

as we have seen above, that the tangent plane of the quadric at F,

as also the tangent plane at G, both contain 0. In other words, as

O is any point of the second line, the tangent planes of the quadric

at F and G intersect in this line, the polar line of FG. From this

it follows, also, that the lines, lying on the quadric, which pass

through F^ being in the tangent plane of the quadric at F, both
meet the polar line of FG. The points of meeting, being points on
lines which lie on the quadric, are themselves on the quadric; they

are, therefore, the two points in which the cjuadric is intersected

by the polar line of FG. The lines on the quadric which pass

through G must, similarly, pass through these two points. Calling

these points F' and G\ the two lines, on the quadric, which meet
at F', determine the tangent plane of the cjuadric at F', and this,

Ave see, contains FG ; similarly the two lines, on the quadric, which
meet at G\ determine the tangent plane of the quadric at G\ and
this plane also passes through the line FG. When the quadric is a
cone, the lines on the cone, at any point F, coincide in a line which
passes through the vertex ; the tangent plane of the cone at any
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point of this line is the same plane as the tangent plane at any

other point of this line, and passes through the vertex. The polar

line of a line F6?, where F. G are points of the cone other than the

vertex, is thus a line through the vertex.

Emploving a symbolism introduced in connexion with the ori-

ginal definition of a quadric (above, p. 6), we may suppose, in

general, that the points F, G are, respectively, of symbols

\A +fiB + XfiC + D, \'A + ix'B + W'C + D,

so that the parameters A,, ^ are associated, respectively, with the

two lines of the quadric which pass through F, and the parameters

A.', yu,' with those through G. The parameters associated with the

two lines through F' may, therefore, be taken to be (A,, yu.'), and
those for G' to be (V, yu,); thus the symbols for F' and G' will, re-

spectively, be

\A + At'5 + X/x'C + D, XA + fiB^- XjxC + D.

The coordinates of the points F, G, F,G\ relatively to A, B, C, D,
will thus be, respectively,

(X, fi, \fi, 1) ; (V, fi\ \'fi\ 1); (\, /a', V', 1) ' (^\ /^» '^Vr !)•

The coordinates of the three points F, F', G', thus, all satisfy the

equation

.vfM + y\ = ^ -|- tXfx ;

bv the theory we have just given this is, therefore, the equation of

the tangent plane of the quadric at F. If we put

for the coordinates of F^ this is the same as

x}j^ + yx^ - zt^ - tz^ = 0,

which is in accordance with preceding results, the equation of the

quadric being ay — zt = 0.

The polar point, or pole, of a plane in regard to a quadric.
There are two senses in which we may very naturally speak of the

pole of a plane in regard to a quadric ; we shew here that these

lead to the same point.

(a) Given any plane ct, if any three points of this he A^B and C,

and we take their polar planes in regard to the quadric, meeting,

suppose, in the point ; then, as the polar plane of A passes

through 0, therefore the polar plane of O passes through A, and
this plane similarly passes through B and C; it is, thus, the plane ot.

The polar plane of any other point of the plane -ar, since this point
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lies in the polar plane of 0, also passes through 0. The pole of

the plane ta-, in this sense, is thus the point common to the polar

planes of all points of •w ; and the plane is the polar plane of this

point.

(6) As, however, we defined the polar plane of a point when the

quadric is regarded as a locus of points, so we may define the pole

of a plane, in a dual way, when the quadric is generated by an
aggregate of planes. When regarded in the former way, the

quadric is the aggregate of points lying on all transversals of three

non-intersecting lines. We may, however, consider the aggregate

of all planes passing through the transversals of three given non-

intersecting lines. We have proved above that these planes are in

fact the tangent planes of a quadric defined as a locus of points,

each plane containing points of the quadric lying on two lines.

As we defined the polar plane of a point, 0, in regard to the

quadric locus of points, by drawing a line through O, and taking

the points Q, i2 of this line which are points of the quadric, and
then the locus of the point P of this line which is the harmonic
conjugate of in regard to Q and i2, so we may proceed for the

aggregate of planes : given a plane -nr, let / be a line on this plane

;

through this line I two planes of the aggregate can be drawn, which
are in fact tangent planes of the quadric locus ; we may take the

plane, through the line Z, which is the harmonic conjugate of -or in

regard to these two planes. All these fourth harmonic planes, when
I takes different positions on the plane gt, have a point, 0', in

common. This is the point which we might naturally call the pole

of the plane -sr, when the figure is regarded in this dual way. We
shew that this point 0' is the same as the point obtained above,

of which -33- is the polar plane.

For the polar line of /, containing all points whose polar planes

pass through /, passes through ; and, as we have seen above,

this polar line meets the quadric locus in two points, Q and i2,

whereat the tangent planes of the quadric are such as to pass

through /; as the point in which this line meets the plane ts is the

harmonic conjugate of O, in regard to Q and i2, it follows that the

plane ts is the harmonic conj ugate of the plane 01 in regard to the

tangent planes Q/ and Rl. This being so for every line / of the

plane ct, the result follows, that O' coincides with 0.

Alternative deduction of the polar point of a plane ^vith

the help of the symbols. If we are given three arbitrary non-

intersecting lines, we have seen that two points of a transversal of

these may, by taking suitable points of reference, be supposed to

be of coordinates

(X, /i, X,/i, 1), (X, yu,', X;i', 1),

respectively, where X refers to the particular transversal chosen,
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and /ti, fx belong to the generators of the opposite system which
determine the two points of this. The conditions that a plane, of

equation Ir + my + n:^ + pt = 0, should contain these two points, are

l\ + p + fi (m + \n) = 0, lX+j) + jx {m + \n) = ;

the conditions that the plane should contain the transversal X are,

therefore,

l\+p = 0, m + X7i=0;

these are the only conditions for the coordinates (/, m, n, p) of a

plane containing a transversal of the three given lines, which may
thus be expressed in terms of A, and another variable parameter, cr,

in the forms .1 11.
/ = -", m = , n = ~

, p=\,
X cr Xcr

which are of the same forms as are the coordinates (\, //., Xfx, 1) of

a point of the locus. They satisfy the equation Im — np = ; and
the pole of an arbitrary plane, Lx + My + Nz -\- Pt = 0, in regard

to the aggregate of planes whose coordinates satisfy this relation,

calculated in the precisely dual way, will be the point whose equa-

tion is

dp/

or Lm + Ml - Np - Pn = 0,

that is, the point whose coordinates are (M, L, —P, — N). The
polar plane of this point in regard to the quadric locus, of which

the points satisfy the equation, .vy — zt = 0, is the plane whose equa-

tion is

this is exactly the original plane L.r + My + Nz + Pt = 0.

Examples of some general properties of quadrics.
Examples 1—19. We may now usefully apply these ideas to

-deduce some general properties of a quadric.

Ex. 1. The plane, whose equation is

A, IX X[X

is at once verified to contain the three points

(X, /i, Xjx, 1), (\, /i', X/i', 1), (V, IX, \'ix, 1),

whatever X' and ix' may be, that is, it contains the two intersecting

generators X and /x. Correspondingly, if this plane be called [X, //.],

it is at once verified that the point (X, fx, Xyu, 1) lies on the three

(^aV^^a^^ + ^aV^)^'™-"^*""'
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planes [X, /i], [\, /i'j, [X,', /i,]. The plane [\, ^a] is, in fact, the tangent
plane of the quadric ooy — zt = at the point (\, fx).

E.T. % The pole of the plane Loc + My + Ns + Pt = in regard
to the plane-aggregate which is represented by the general equa-
tion (A, B, C, B, F, G, H, U, V, W^l, m, ?i, pf = 0, has a tangential
equation

L(Al +Hm + Gn + Up) + ... +P{Ul+Vm + Wn + Dp) = 0,

and this point, therefore, has the coordinates

AL +HM + GN+UP,...,UL + VM+WN + DP.

The polar plane of this point in regard to the locus represented by
(a, b, c, d,^/, g, h, u, v, ro'^x, y, z, tf = has the equation

{AL + HM + GN + UP) {ax -f- hy +gz + id) + ...

^{UL + VM+ WN + DP) {ux + vy + icz + dt) = 0.

If A, B, C, etc., be the cofactors of a, h, c, etc. in the determinant
A, as before, this equation can be verified to reduce to

A {Lx + My + Nz + Pt) = 0.

Ex. 3. Two points are said to be conjugate to one another in

regard to a quadric when the polar plane of either point contains

the other point. Two planes are said to be conjugate to one another

in regard to a quadric when the pole of either plane lies on the

other plane.

Now, supposing the quadric not to be a cone, consider any two
planes, a, /3, whose line of intersection meets the quadric in the

points F and G ; let the polar line of FG^ wdiich is the line joining

the poles, say A and S, respectively, of the planes a, /8, meet the

quadric in F' and G' . We have seen that the lines, lying on the

quadric, which intersect in F, pass through F' and G\ as do the

lines, lying on the quadric, which intersect in G. If the planes a, /3

be conjugate to one another, the point A., the pole of the plane a,

lies on the plane /3, and similarly 5 on a ; so that the planes o, /3

meet the line F'G'., which is the line AB., in points which are har-

monic conjugates of one another in regard to F' and G' . The
tangent lines at F, of the conies in which the quadric is met by
the planes a, /3, meet the line F'G\ however, in the same two
points as do the planes a, /S ; for these tangent lines lie in the

tangent plane of the quadric at F, which, we have seen, contains

the generators of the quadric at F., and contains the line F'G'.

Thus we have the result : iftico conic sections of a quadric he made
hy planes xchich are conjugate to one another in regard to the giiadricy

the tangent lines of these sections., at either one of the tivo points of
the quadric at which the conies inteisect, are harmonic conjugates of
one another in regard to the tioo generators ofthe quadric at this point.
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The fact which corresponds dually to this may be remarked ; it

will be seen tiiat, incidentally, it has been established by the argu-

ment given. To the points of the quadric which lie in a plane,

correspond dually the tangent planes of the quadric which pass

through a point"; as the points lie on a conic, so these planes are

the tangent planes of a cjuadric cone. As the conies in which two

planes meet the quadric have two points in connnon, these being

the points of intersection, with the quadric, of the line of inter-

section of the two planes, so the tangent cones drawn to the quadric,

from two points, have two tangent planes in common, these being

the tangent planes drawn to the quadric from the line joining the

vertices of the two cones. To the tangent line of a plane conic

section of the quadric, at any point of this, corresponds a generator

of a tangent cone. To the tangent lines of two plane sections, at a

connnon point, which both lie in the tangent plane of the quadric

at this point, correspond, then, two generators of two cones of

contact of the quadric, lying in a common tangent plane of these

cones, and intersecting in the point where this plane touches the

quadric. If A and B be the vertices of these cones, and F be one

of the two points of the quadric for which the tangent plane con-

tains the line AB, this plane is one of the tangent planes of the

quadric which pass through A^ and, therefore, a tangent plane of

the cone of contact whose vertex is A ; and is, similarly, a tangent

plane of the cone of vertex B. The lines ^iP, BF are the two
generators of the cones which correspond to the tangents at a
common point of the plane sections. By what we have seen above,

if A and B be conjugate points in regard to the cpiadric, so that

they are harmonic conjugates of one another in regard to the two
points, F' and G' say, in which the line AB meets the quadric,

then, the lines FA^ FB are harmonic conjugates in regard to the

two generators of the (juadric which meet in F.

Ex. 4. We can, in an infinite number of ways, find four points,

A, B, C, D, such that each is the pole of the plane containing the

other three. Let D be an arbitrary point, and A an arbitrary point

lying in the polar plane of D, The polar plane of A will, then,

pass through D ; and it will meet the polar plane of Z) in a line.

On this line take an arbitrary point, B ; the polar plane of B will

then pass through A and D, and meet this line in a point C ; as C
is in the polar plane of D and A and B, its polar plane contains

D,A,B. The four points A, B, C, D are, therefore, four such points

as were desired.

When referred to A, B, C, D as points of reference, the equation

of the quadric must reduce to

ax' + hif -\- cz- -\- dt' = 0,

containing only squares of the coordinates. For, if the point D be
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joined to any point, a^A +yB + rjC, of the plane ABC, the joining

line meets the quadric in two points which are harmonic conjugates

in regard to D and the point, a:A + yB + zC, where this line meets
the plane ABC. Two such points will be of symbols

aA +yB + zC + tD and a-A + yB + zC -tD

;

namely, to any point (.r, y, z, t) of the quadric is associated a point

(^, ?/, -s, — t). Thus the equation of the quadric, y*(.r, y, z, t) = 0,

must be such as to be the same Si9,f{x, ?/, z, — t) = 0, for all values

of .r, ?/, z. It is similarly unaffected by change of the sign of x
only, or y only, or z only ; and thus has the form in question. Or
the same result may be obtained by remarking that the polar plane

of D, of which the equation is ux + vy + icz + dt = 0, must reduce

to ^ = 0, so that u = V = zc = 0; and similarly for A, B, C.

It follows that if a^.r + b/y + c^-z + dyt = be the equations, for
?• = 1, 2, 3, 4, of four planes such that any three intersect in the

pole of the remaining one, the equation of the quadric is capable

of the form
4

2 Ar {ttrX + hry + CyZ + dyt^ = 0.

r=l

Further, the tangential equation of the quadric

ax- + by^ + cz- + dt'^ = is a'U'^ + b-htf + c-^}i^ + d-^p^ = 0.

And, if (xr, yr, -r, ^/) be four points, for r = 1, 2, 3, 4, such that

any one is the pole of the plane containing the other three, the

tangential equation of the quadric is capable of the form
4

2 (Ixr + my,. + nzr + pt,)- = 0.

For a cone, one of the four points, say Z), must be at the vertex

;

the equation then is ax"- + by- + cz- — ; the polar plane of any
point of the line DA is then the plane DBC, and so for DB and
DC ; the plane ^ = is then arbitrary.

Four points A, B, C, D, of which each is the pole of the plane

containing the other three, are said to form a self-polar tetrad in

regard to the quadric.

Ex. 5. When two lines, /, ?/?, are such that the polar line, /', of

/, in regard to a cjuadric, intersects the other line ?«, it can be
shewn that the polar line, m', of w intersects /. For, ifM be the

point where /' meets w, the polar plane of M, a point of I', contains

the line /; but as M is on m, this polar plane also contains the

line ???'. Thus / and m' meet. Two such lines, I, m, are said to be

conjugate in regard to the (juadric.

It can be shewn that, if ^, i?, C, D be four points such that two
pairs of opposite joining lines of these be conjugate, say CA con-

jugate to BD and AB conjugate to CD, then also the third pair
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of joins, BC and AD^ are conjugate lines. Let D\ A', B', C be
the poles, respectively, of the planes ABC, BCD, CAD, ABD, so

that CD', which is the polar line of AB, intersects CD, say in Q

;

and similarly, B'D', C'A', B'A', the respective polar lines of AC,
BD, CD, meet the joins BD, AC, AB, say in the points R, M, N.

Considering the section, of the quadric and of the planes DBC,
DCA, DAB, by the plane ABC, we obtain a conic, and three

lines, which, in virtue of the definition of a polar plane by a har-

monic range, are the polar lines, with respect to this conic, re-

spectively of the points A' , B' , C The three intersections of these

lines respectively with B'C, C'A' , A'B' are thus in line (Vol. ii,

p. 31). Thus, the line B'C intersects the line MN in a point

lying on the plane DBC, which is, therefore, on the line BC. By
considering the section by the plane D'B'C, we similarly prove
that QR and B'C intersect on BC. Let this point of intersection

of B'C
,
QR, MN, BC be called L. A similar argument will shew

that Q.M, RN, AD and AD' meet in a point, say P. It is then
easy to prove that any two of the four lines AA', BB', CC , DD'
meet one another, so that these four lines all meet in one point,

say O, and the two tetrads A, B, C, D and A', B', C , D' are in

perspective from O, corresponding lines and planes, belonging to

these, intersecting the plane Q31NR in the same point or line.

The consequence that BC, being met by B'C, is conjugate to AD,
is contained in this statement.

8—2
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The complete figure so obtained is one in which there are fifteen

points, twenty hnes and fifteen planes, each point lying on four of

these lines and on six of these planes, each line containing three of

the points and lying in three of the planes, each plane containing

six of the points, and four of the lines. So that the structure of

the figure may be indicated by the scheme

15(.,4,6)20(3,.,3)15(6,4,.);

the figure is in fact the same as that which is used in the proof of
Desargues' theorem for two triangles lying in the same plane (of

which a diagram is given as frontispiece to Vol. i).

In this figure the points A^ B\ C, D' are introduced as the
poles of certain planes, and these are in perspective with A, B, C, D
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from the })oint 0. It can however be shewn that the points of the

figure are symmetrical in their relations to the quadric. For first,

the line AA\ joining the poles of the planes B'C'D\ BCD, is the

polar line of the intersection of these, that is, of the line QB; and,

similarly, the lines BB\ CC, DD' are, respectively, the polars of

the lines il/Q, NB, MN, so that the point is the pole of the

plane, MQBN, containing these four lines ; and also, the point P,

where MQ, NB intersect, is the pole of the plane OBC, containing

the lines BB\ CC ; and, similarly, L, M, iV, Q, B are, respectively,

the poles of the planes OAD, OBD, OCD, OAB, OCA. Thus the six

points in which the polar plane of O meets the joins of A, B, C, D
(which are also the points in which this plane meets the joins of

A', B' , C, D'\ are the poles of the planes joining to the re-

spectively opposite joins of ^, B, C, D (which are the same as the

planes joining to the corresponding joins of A\ B\ C\ D').

Every one of the fifteen points of the figure is, however, the centre

of perspective of two tetrads of points, of which the respective sets

of six joins occur in the figure; the remaining six points of the

figure are then on the polar plane of the centre of perspective, and
are the poles of the six planes of the figure passing through this

centre. For each of the two tetrads, a join, /', is conjugate to the

opposite join, Z, the polar line of / being a join in the second

tetrad, meeting /'. Either tetrad consists of the poles of the planes

containing three points of the other tetrad. The point O and
A, B, C, D together form a pentad of points, with the property

that the pole of the plane containing any three of these lies on
the line joining the other two ; the same statement is true of the

pentad O, A\ B',C\ D'. For each of the fifteen points of the figure

a similar pair of pentads exists. Such a pentad may be called a

self-conjugate pentad. It may be regarded as a generalisation of a
self-polar tetrad, just as, in a plane, a set of four points, of which
every pair of opposite joins consists of conjugate lines in regard to

a conic (Vol. ii, p. 33), may be regarded as a generalisation of a
self-polar triad.

Conversely given two tetrads of points which are in perspective,

there is a definite quadric in regard to which the completed figure

has the reciprocal properties which have been announced.
The whole may be discussed with the symbols ; and it appears

that the quadric can be expressed, in point coordinates, or in tan-

gential coordinates, by an equation involving five squares, for each
of the ways in which the figure may be regarded. Let A, B, C, D
be four points such that the lines AC, BD are conjugate, and, also,

the lines AB, CD are conjugate, in regard to a certain quadric
surface. Let the equation of this surface, in point coordinates

referred to A, B, C, D, be (a, b, c, d,J\ g, h, u, v, w^x, y, z, t)" = 0,
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and A\ B\ C, D' be, as before, the poles of the planes BCD, CAD,
ABD, ABC ; then the planes A'B'D', BCD, which are the polar

planes of C and A respectively, have the respective equations

g.r +fi/ + cz + wt = 0, ax + % + gz + ^d = 0;

in order that B'D', the line of intersection of these planes, should

intersect BD, the points, given hy Ji/ + wt = 0, hy + ut = 0, where

these planes meet BD, must be the same, so thaty?* = hza. In order

that C'D' may intersect CD, the results of putting a^ = 0, ?/ = in

the equations ax + hy + gz + ut = 0, hx + by +Jz + vt = 0, namely

gz + ut = 0,fz + vt = 0, must be the same, so thatJ'u=gv. From
gv — Jno it then follows at once that the joins BC, AD are con-

jugate. It follows also, writing <t in place of any one of the equal

expressions viojf, loujg, uv/h, that the equation of the quadric is

capable of the form

(a - o--' w") A'^ + (6 - 0-1 v") y'' + {c- a'' za") z" + {d - a) t-

+ cr~^ {ux + vy + zcz + crt)" = ;

here x = 0, y = 0, z = 0, t — are the equations of the planes

BCD, ..., ABC ; and it can be shewn that ilv + vy + zcz + at = is

the equation of the plane containing the six points of intersection of

corresponding joins of the two tetrads A, B, C, D and A', B', C, D'.

This plane is the polar of the point, 0, in which the lines AA', BB',

CC, DD' meet. It will appear that, if the cofactors of a, b, c, ...

in the determinant A, formed by the coefficients in the equation of

the quadric, be, as above (p. 24), denoted by A, B, C, ..., then

there exist also the relations FU = GV = HW, and that, if X denote

any one of the equal expressions VW/F, WU/G, UV/H, then the

coordinates of are (U, V, W, X). That the polar plane of this

point should have the equation above given involves identities

which are reducible to those given.

We may investigate the theorem with the tangential ecj nation

of the quadric, supposed of the form

(A, B, C, D, F, G, H, U, V, W^l, m, n, pf = 0.

The condition that the line BD' should meet the line BD is that

a plane with equation of the form .r = mz should contain the

points B', D', whose coordinates are, respectively, (H,B, F, V) and
{U, V, W, D); this requires that HW = FU. The condition that

the line CD' should meet the line CD, similarly, requires that the

points (G, F, C, W), (U, V, W, D) should lie in a plane with equa-

tion of the form a' = ny; and this involves that GV = FU. The
consequence GV = HW, of these equations, is easily seen to secure

that the joins BC, AD are conjugate in regard to the quadric.

Denoting the equal quantities VWF~\ etc., as just said, by X, these
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identities allow the tangential e([uation of the (juadric to be put
into the form

(A - \-' U) l' + {B- \-' V) m- + {C- X-' W) n' + (D- \)p"'

+ X.-1 ( Ul + Vm + Wn + \pf = 0,

where / = 0, m = 0, /< = 0, /; = 0, Ul +Vm + Wn -\-\p — 0, are, respec-

tively, the tangential equations of the points A, B, C, D, 0.

In general, we may determine the tangential equation of a quadric
whose point equation is

Ex" + Qij- + Rr^ + KP + {e.v \-q,ij+ rz + U)- = 0.

For this, we have to express that, for a point (a'',?/', z\ t') satisfying

this equation, and the equation hv + wy' + //,:'' +2)t' = 0, the equation

Eiw' + Qjjy' +Rzz'+Ktt' + (ex'+ qi/' + rz + kt') {ex + qy + rz + U)=0

is the same as Ix \- mrj + nz + j)t = ; namely that, with M' written

for ex + qy + rz + ki! , we have

Ex ^M'e _ qy +M'q _ Rz'+M'r _ Kt' + M'k
I III 71 p

These equations, if Ix' + my' + nz +pt' = 0, involve that {x',y\ z', t)

lies on the quadric. Denoting these equal fractions by 6, we have

Ex +M'e-dl = 0, ..., Kt' + M'k-ep=0,

from which we infer

M' + M' (e^-E-' +... + k'K-') - e {elE-' + . . . + kpR-^) = ;

if 1 + e-E-' + ...+ k-K-' be denoted by co, and elE'"^ + ...+ kpK''
by L, this equation is M' — co^WL. We, therefore, have

Ex' + e (e(o-'L -l) = 0, ...,Kt' + e {kay-'L -p) = 0,

so that, by Ix' + ... +pt' = 0, we deduce

E-H'+ ...+ K-'p' - oj-a^ = ;

this is the tangential equation sought. More explicitly it is

(i + |+... + |)(|+...+|)-(|z+.., + |py=o.

It is easily seen that a special form of self-conjugate pentad is

constituted by a self-polar tetrad and an arbitrary point.

A particular case of a tetrad, of which each pair of opposite

joins are conjugate lines in regard to a quadric, arises when the

quadric, regarded as the aggregate of its tangent planes, reduces

to all the planes passing through the tangent lines of a conic.

This degeneration of a cjuadric is that which is the dual of the case

when the quadric, regarded as the locus of its points, reduces to all
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the points on the generating lines of a quadric cone. In the latter

case, the polar plane of any point passes through the vertex of the
cone. In the former case, which we consider here, the pole of any
plane is a point in the plane of the conic, being the pole, in regard
to the conic, of the line in which the plane meets the plane of the
conic ; the polar line of any line, which does not lie in the plane

of the conic, is the line, in this plane, which is the polar line, in

regard to the conic, of the point in which the former line meets
this plane. Two lines, of which neither lies in the plane of the
conic, are then conjugate lines if they meet in this plane in two
points which are conjugate points in regard to this conic. This
being understood, we still have the result that, if the joins AC^ BD^
of four points A, B, C, Z>, be conjugate lines in regard to this

degenerate quadric, and also the joins AB, CD be conjugate lines,

then the remaining pair of joins BC, AD are conjugate lines. And
we have the further result that the lines joining A, B, C, D, re-

spectively to the poles A\ B', C\ D', of the planes BCD, CAD,
ABD, ABC, all of which are in the plane of the conic, are four

lines which meet in a point. In this case the points L, M, N, P, Q, R,
are the points where the joins of ^, B, C, D meet the plane of the

conic.

Ea: 6. The unsymmetrical algebra of Ex. 5 may be replaced by
symmetrical algebra, which suggests itself naturally if we regard

the figure as arising by projection of a figure in four dimensions.

The theorem so suggested is one for which there is an analogue in

space of any number of dimensions ; for instance we may have, in

a plane, a set of four points such that the join of any two is con-

jugate to the join of the other two, with respect to a conic in that

plane. This is analogous to the self-conjugate pentad. By taking

the poles of these joins we obtain six other points, lying by threes

on four lines. Thereby we have a figure of ten points and ten

lines, of which three points lie on each line, and three lines pass

through each point. This is analogous to the complete figure ob-

tained above, and is self-polar in regard to the conic; as the figure

obtained in Ex. 5 may be regarded as consisting of two tetrads in

perspective from a point, together with the six points of inter-

section of the corresponding joins of the two tetrads, so the figure

of which we speak, in a plane, may be regarded as consisting, in

ten ways, of two triads in perspective from a point, together with

the three points of intersection of corresponding joins of the two
triads, these lying in line. The centre of perspective is the pole

of this line. The conic in regard to which the polarity has place

may have its equation expressed as a sum of four squares, in terms

of the three joins of one of the triads which are in perspective, and
of the axis of perspective corresponding, and this mode of expres-
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sion arises in as many ways as the relation in question. But the

analytical expression is suggested most naturally by regarding the

figure as arising from a figure in three dimensions, that namely of

the complete intersection of five planes. This figure is also self-

polar, in a particular way, in regard to a quadric cone.

The existence of this polarity may be regarded as a generalisation

of the theorem that if we take four arbitrary lines in a plane, and

an arbitrary point O of the plane, the pair of lines joining to

two opposite pairs of intersection of the four lines, are harmonic

conjugates in regard to a certain pair of lines drawn through 0.

This is the dual of the Greek theorem that the joins of four

points of a plane cut an arbitrary line in pairs of points in invo-

lution.

The general theorem to which reference is here made will be

understood from the Examples on p. 218 of Vol. ii.

Ex. 7. Consider now a tetrad of points in three dimensions, and
a fixed quadric, 2, such that no one of the three pairs of opposite

joins of these points consists of lines which are conjugate in regard

to 2. We prove that, if ^', B\ C, D' be the poles of the planes

BCD, CAD, ABD, ABC, respectively, then the four lines, AA', BB',

CC, DD', are such that they have an infinite number of trans-

versals, and that they may be regarded as lines belonging to one

system of lines of a quadric surface.

The condition that no two opposite joins, such as AB, CD, are

conjugate lines, involves that no two of the lines AA', BB', CC, DD'
intersect. For, \^ AA' meets BB', then AB' meets AB ; but AB
is the polar line of CD, and only meets AB when AB, CD are con-

jugate.

Now consider the plane A'B'C \ let it meet the lines DA, DB,
DC respectively in A-^, B^, Cj. Then, in virtue of the definition of

the polar plane of a point in regard to a quadric, by means of

ranges of four harmonic points, it follows that the lines B^C^, C^A^,

A^B^ are the polar lines, respectively of ^', B', C, in regard to the

conic in which the plane ABC meets the quadric S. Thus, by
a theorem for two triads which arise by taking polars in regard

to a conic (Vol. ii, p. 31), the triads A', B', C and Ay, B^^, Cj are

in perspective, and the lines A'A^, B'B^, C'C^ meet in a point.

Thus the planes DAA', DBB', DCC meet in a line; and this line

meets AA', BB' and CC ; it evidently also meets DD', at D. By
a similar argument there is a line through each of the points

A, B, C which meets all the lines AA', BB', CC , DD'. The three

lines AA', BB', CC, of which, as we have seen, no two intersect,

determine a quadric surface, containing all the points of all the

transversals of these three lines ; the line DD' contains four points

of this quadric surface, namely the points where it is met by the
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four transversals of AA\ BB\ CC\ DD' which are found above.

Thus DD' lies entirely on this quadric surface.

Let the tangential ec(uation of the given quadric surface, 2,
referred to the points A, B, C, D, be, as before,

(A, B, C, D, F, G, H, U, V, WJ^l, m, w, pf = 0.

Then, as the poles of the planes ABC, BCD, etc., are (U, V, W, D\
{A, H, G, U), etc., the planes DAA', DBB', DCC are at once seen

to intersect in the line, through the point D, whose equations are

Fa=Gfj=Hz; and the planes ABB', ACC, ADD' similarly inter-

sect in the line whose equations are V-^y = W-^z = FV-^W-^t.
These two lines are at once verified to lie entirely upon the quadric
surface whose equation is

{GV - HW) {Fxt + Uyz) + {HW - FU) {Gyt + Vza.')

+ (FU- GV) (Hzt + Wxy) = 0,

and, as this equation is symmetrical, it is that containing the four
hues AA', BB', CC , DD'. This equation is independent of the

coefficients A, B, C, D.
Let this quadric be denoted by <t» {A, B, C, D), and let E be any

point lying thereon. We may similarly form, with poles of the
planes ABC, BCE, CAE, ABE, taken in "regard to the same quadric

2, a quadric 4) {A, B, C, E). One connnon point of these quadrics
is the point D', which is the pole of the plane ABC in regard to
the quadric 2, and the lines DD, D'E lie, by construction, respec-

tively on the quadrics <i>{A, B, C, D) and (^(A, B, C, E) ; through
D there passes another generator of each of these quadrics. This
other generator is, in fact, the same for both. For, if P, Q, R be
the poles, in regard to 2, respectively of the planes BCE, CAE, ABE,
the three points D', A', P, being poles of planes which intersect in

the line BC, are on a line, the polar line of BC in regard to S ;

therefore the plane D'AA', containing D'A', equally contains D'P.
The generator of ^ {A, B, C, D) of which we are speaking is a
line through D' meeting the lines AA', BB', CC ; thus the planes

D'AA', DBB', DCC meet in a line, and, of these, the plane D'AA'
contains D'P, as we have seen ; this common line, then, equally

meets the lines AP, BQ, CR, and is the generator spoken of, drawn
through D', of the quadric ^{A,B, C, E).

It can be further shewn that the (|uadric ^{A, B, C, E) passes

through the point D. But this result follows from the less par-

ticular result given in the following example (8).

Ex. 8. Let A, B, C and P, Q, R be any six points, in three

dimensions ; suppose that the polar lines of the lines QR, RP, PQ,
in regard to any (juadric, 2, which will be lines passing through
the pole, say 0, of the plane PQR in regard to the quadric 2, meet
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the plane ABC in points A\ B\ C, respectively, such that the lines

AA\ BB', CC meet in a point. Then, if the polar lines, in regard
to 2, of the lines BC. CA, AB, which will be lines passing through
the pole, say D, of the plane ABC, meet the plane PQR, respec-

tively, in points P', Q\ R\ the lines PP\ QQ', RR' also meet in a
point.

For, by the hypothesis made, the planes AA'O, BB'O, CC'O meet
in a line. Now A is the intersection of the lines AB, AC, and is

thus the pole of the plane containing the polar lines of these,

DR\ DQ\ respectively, namely, A is the pole of the plane DQ'R'
;

and A'O is the polar line of QR. Thus, the plane joining A to the
line A'O is the polar of the point in which the plane DQ'R' is met
by the line QR; in other words, the plane AA'O is the polar of
the point of intersection of the lines QR' and QR. Similarly the

planes BB'O and CC'O are, respectively, the polar planes of the

points {R'P', RP) and (P'Q', PQ). As these three planes meet in a
line, it follows that the points {Q^R', QR), (R'P', RP), (P'Q', PQ)
are in line, so that the triads P', Q, R' and P, Q, R are in per-

spective, as was to be shewn.

The proposition dual to the above may also be enunciated ; but
first it may be well to remark that three planes, a, /3, 7, are said

to be in perspective with three planes, a', /3', 7', whose point of

intersection is the same as the point of intei'section of a, ^, 7, when
the plane containing the lines /S7, /SV» the plane containing the

lines 7a, 7V, and the plane containing the lines a^, a'^', are three

planes which meet in a line. When this is so, the line of intersection

of the planes a, a, the line ^, /3' and the line 7, 7', are three lines

which lie in a plane. This being clear, the dual of the result above
given is this: let a, 0, 7 be three planes, meeting in a point (a, 0, 7),

and (X, /x, v) be three other planes, meeting in a point (X, /x, v).

Consider the polar lines of the lines (/a, v), (v, X) and (X, /x) ; these

polars are lines lying in the polar plane of the point (X, /j,, v).

Suppose that the planes joining the point (a, yS, 7) to these polar

lines are in perspective with the planes a, /S, 7. Then, also, the

polar lines of the lines (/3, 7), (7, a), (a, /3)—which polars are lines

lying in the polar plane of the point (a, /3, 7)—when joined by
planes to the point (X, yu., v), give three planes in perspective with

the planes X, fi, v.

A particular case of this is the result referred to in the preceding

example. Let DBC, DCA, DAB, or X, jx, v, be three planes, whose
respective poles are A', B', C, with reference to a quadric S. Let
jE be a point from which can be drawn a line to meet the lines

AA', BB', CC, so that the planes EAA', EBB', ECC meet in a
line. From this it follows that if the planes EBC, ECA, EAB be
called, respectively, a, /9, 7, the planes joining E to the polar lines,
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respectively B'C\ C'A\ A'B', of X, /u., v, are in perspective with

the planes a, /3, 7. Now let P, Q, i?, respectively, be the poles of

the planes EBC, ECA, EAB, so that the planes joining D to the

polars of the lines EA, EB, EC are, respectively, the planes DQR,
DRP, DPQ. By what we have seen above, these planes are in per-

spective with the planes \, /x, v, respectively. Therefore the planes

DAP, DBQ, DCR meet in a line. Hence, a line can be drawn
from D to meet the lines AP, BQ, CR. That is, as stated in the

last example, when ^ is a point of the quadric ^{A, B, C, D),

then Z> is a point of the quadric <I> (A, B, C, E).

Ex. 9. It has been remarked, in Ex. 5, that when two tetrads

of points, in three dimensions, are in perspective, there is a definite

quadric, in regard to which each point of either tetrad is the pole

of the plane containing three points of the other tetrad. A par-

ticular case is that when three of the points of either tetrad lie

upon their corresponding planes, which are thus tangent planes

of the quadric. This case arises when we consider a skew hexagon,

formed with three generators of a quadric of one system, and three

generators of the other system (Dandelin, Gergonne's Annales de

Math. XV (1824, 5), p. 387 ; Hesse, Crelle, xxiv (1842), p. 40) ; and
the figure leads to a proof of the concurrence, in a Steiner point,

of three of the Pascal lines of six points of a conic, and to the

theorem that two of these Steiner points are conjugate points in

regard to the conic (Vol. 11, Note 11, p. 231).

It will be simplest, first, to describe the figure which is obtained :

let 0, A, B, C be four points of which no three are in line ; let

A', B\ C be any points lying respectively on OA, OB, OC, the lines

BC, B'C meeting in Z>, the lines CA , C'A meeting in E, and the

lines AB', A'B meeting in F. The lines BC, EF then meet on
B'C at the point, L, where the planes OB'C, ABC, AEF meet

;

so CA, FD, C'A' meet, say in 31, and the lines AB, DE, A'B' meet,

say in N ; the points L, M, N are in the line in which the planes

ABC, ABC, DEF meet. Further, the lines AD, BE, CF meet in

a point, say X ; also the lines A'D, B'E, C'F meet in a point, say

X' ; and the points 0,X,X' are in line. The two tetrads A, B, C,

X

and A', B', C' , X' are, thus, in perspective from 0, the plane of

perspective being D, E, F, L, M, N ; but A' lies on the plane BCX,
as A lies on the plane B'C'X', and, similai-ly, B, B', C, C lie each

on their corresponding planes ; the figure is thus a particular case of

one often considered, of which the scheme of the indices of structure

is 15 (
.

, 4, 6) 20 (3, , 3) 15 (6, 4, • ). If we take, for the symbols

of A,B, C, in regard to A', B', C, O, A =0 + A', etc., we have
D^O+B'+C, etc.; X =W + A'+B'+C'; X' = 0+A' + B'+C'.
We may initiate the figure by taking six generators, AB', B'C,

CA', A'B, BC, CA, which we shall call, respectively, p, q', r, p', q, r',
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of a quadric surface. The point A, where the generators AB', AC
intersect, is then the pole of the plane B'C'X\ and so on ; the line

AB is the polar line of the line B'C\ etc., and X is the pole of the
plane A'B'C; so the line A'D is the polar line of the line BC, etc.,

and X' is the pole of the plane ABC; the line AA' is the polar
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line of the line J5JF, etc.; hence the line AXX' is the polar line of

the line LMN.
It can be proved that the equation of the quadric, referred to

A, B, C, X, is capable of the form

.r^ + 7/^ + s''-t-- {x + 1/ + Z - ty = 0,

this being the particular case of the equation

(a + b + c + d+l) {ax- + by"- + cz- + df^ - {ax + hy-{-cz-{- dt)- = 0,

which arises when a = b-— c = — l, d=l; this last is that of the

quadric in regard to which the two tetrads,

(1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 0, 1),

and

(«- + 1,1,1, 1), (1, b-^ + 1, 1, 1), (1, 1, c- + 1, 1), (1, 1, 1, d-^ + 1),

are obtained from one another by reciprocation.

Now consider the section of the quadric by an arbitrary plane.

The generators p, g', ... will meet this plane in six points, say

P, Q', . . ., lying on a conic; the plane of two consecutive generators,

p, q\ will meet this plane in the line jPQ'; the intersection of the

opposite joins, PQ', P'Q, of the six points, P, Q', etc., of the plane,

will be the point in which the plane is met by the line of intersection

of the opposite planes, p, q and p'
, g, of the skew hexagon formed

by the generators. Taking the generators in a definite order,

p, q\ 7\ p\ g, r\ the three lines of intersection of the three pairs of

opposite planes, each plane defined by two consecutive generators,

namely of the planes jyg', p'g ; gr\ gr ; rp\ r'p, are in one plane.

This plane meets an arbitrary plane in a line. This is then the

Pascal line of the six points, P, Q', P, P', Q, R', in the plane. By
taking the generators in a different order we obtain other Pascal

lines in this plane, corresponding to different orders of the same six

points P,Q', We consider in particular the six orders obtained

by interchanging the alternate generators p', g\ r among themselves,

leaving jw, ^, r unaltered. AVe find that the three Pascal lines corre-

sponding to the three cyclically different orders p', </', r ; g\ r\ p'
\

r\ /j', ^', meet in a point, one of the Steiner points, the three planes

in the space figure which give these Pascal lines, by their intersec-

tion with the arbitrary plane, being planes which meet in a line,

say / ; and, then, that the three planes corresponding to the other

three orders r\ q\ p'
; g', //, ;•'; jo', ;•', </' meet in another line, say T,

which is the polar line of / in regard to the quadric. \Vherefore these

latter give rise to a Steiner point, for the conic, which is conjugate

to the former Steiner point in regard thereto. The details may be

tabulated thus

:
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the orders of the generators

P, p\ r, r\ q, q'
; p, r\ r, q\ q, p; p, q', r, p'

, 7, r ;

p, q\ r, r\ q, p' \ p, ;/, r, </', </, r'; y?, r', r, p', 7, 7',

correspond respectively to the skew hexagons

B\ F, A, E, C, D; F,A, E, C, D, B ; A, B\ C, A\ B, C;
F, B\ C, £, C, B; A,F, A', C, D, C • B\ A, E, A', B, D

;

the pairs of opposite planes of these, each plane containing two
consecutive sides of the skew hexagon, meet on three lines which
are the joins, respectively, of the three points

A, B.C., A',B',C'; D,E,F; A,A',D; B,B',E; C,C\F-

the planes determined by the first three triads of points meet in

the line LMN ; the planes determined by the second three triads

of points meet in the line OXX'. We have seen that this line

is the polar line of the line LMN.
This proves the statement made.

Ex. 10. We have considered above, in Ex. 5, a set of five points

which are such that the pole of the plane containing any three of

them, taken in regard to a quadric, lies on the join of the other

two, calling it a self-conjugate pentad. We consider now a set of

six points which are such that the pole of the plane containing any
three of them, taken in regard to a quadric, lies on the plane con-

taining the other three. The pentad was such that the tetrad,

constituted by any four of its points, had each of its three pairs of

opposite joins as conjugate lines, in regard to the quadric. For a
hexad, we take any four arbitrary points A. B, C, D, and consider

the quadric, ^ {A, B, C, D), of which four generators are the lines

joining A, B, C, D, respectively, to the poles, A\ B', C, D', of the

planes BCD, CAD, ABD, ABC, taken in regard to the fixed quadric,

^. If E and F form, with A, B, C, D, such a hexad as is desired,

the plane EFD must contain the pole, D, of the plane ABC, so

that the line EF must meet DD'; and it must similarly meet AA\
BB', CC. Thus EF must be a generator of ^ {A, B, C, D), of the

opposite system from the lines AA , etc. Again, the plane ADF
must contain the pole, P, of the plane BCE, or DF must meet AF;
similarly, DF must meet 5Q and CR, where Q and It are, respec-

tively, the poles of the planes CAE and ABE. Thus DF must be a

generator of the quadric ^ {A, B, C, E), of the opposite system from
the lines AF, etc. ^^^e therefore proceed as follows : we take E to

be any point of <J> {A, B, C, D), and on the generator of this through
E, of the opposite system from the lines AA, etc., we take the

point F, in which the quadric <J> {A, B, C, E), which passes through

E, meets this generator again. Then as EF meets DD\ the line ED',
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which lies on <I> (^, B, C, E\ meets DF ; we have shewn (above, Ex. 8)

that <I> {A, B, C, E) contains D ; thus the hne DF contains three

points of (i> {A, B, C, E), and is a generator of this, through D,

meeting ED , and, thus, of the opposite system from the Hues AP,
etc. We can now shew that the hexad A, B, C, D, £, F, so con-

structed, is such a self-conjugate hexad as is desired, in regard to

the quadric %.

For first, as EF meets DD\ the plane DFF' contains the pole, D\
of the plane ABC ; for a similar reason, the planes AEF^ BEF, CEF^
are, respectively, conjugate to the opposite planes of the hexad,

BCD, CAD, ABD. Again, as DF is a generator of <P (A, B, C, E)y

of the opposite system from the lines AP, etc., it follows that AP
meets DF, and the plane ADF contains the pole, P, of the opposite

plane, BCE, of the hexad ; similarly, the planes, BDF, CDF are

conjugate to the respectively opposite planes, CAE, ABE, of the

hexad. Finally, we proved (Ex. 8,above),that ifE be on ^ (A,B, C, Z>),

then D is on <3> (A, B, C, E) ; by a similar argument, since F is on

^ {A, B, C, E), it follows that E is on 4> {A, B, C, F), and the

point E may be constructed from F, just as was F from E. Where-
fore it follows that DE is a generator of 'i>{A, B, C, F), and that

the planes ADE, BDE, CDE are conjugate to the respectively

opposite planes, BCF, CAF, ABF, of the hexad. The proof of the

property is thus complete, for each of the ten pairs of opposite

planes of the hexad. In the particular case when E is so taken that

EF contains the pole, D', of the plane ABC, it may be shewn that

A, B, C, E, F constitute a self-conjugate pentad.

Ithasbeen remarked that the equation of the quadric ^(A,B,C,D\
referred to A, B, C, D, if the tangential equation of the fixed quadric,

S, be {A, B, C, D, F, G, H, U, V, W^l, m, n, pf = 0, is

{GV - HW) {F.vt + Uyz) + {HW - FU) {Gyt + Vzx)

-f {FU - GV) {HrJ, + Wxy) = 0.

If the point E be (^, i], ^, r), it can be shewn that the point F,

or (I', v\ ^\ t'). is given by

^' ^ Grj-H^ v' ^ H^-F^ ^^F^-Gi^
t' t/JF-^F' t' ^U-^W t' fV-7]U'

Further, it can be shewn that these values secure that all the deter-

minants, of three rows and colunms, of the array

F , G , H , U , V , W
V^, ^^5 ^V^ ^T, VT, ^T

v'^\ ?T> ^'v\ I^'t', v't', ?V
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are zero. It follows thence that the quadric 2, is capable of being
written, tangentially, in the form

PI- + Qni- + Rit" + Kp- + {l^ + mrj + n^ + pr)-

+ (l^' + mr)' + n^'+pT'y = 0;

this form shews at once that the plane containing any three of the

points A, B, C, D, E, F is conjugate, in regard to this quadric, to

the plane containing the other three points.

To find the point equation of the quadric represented by this

equation, say "^ = 0, we have to find the locus of a point (r, ?/, r^, t),

where .r is d'^/dl, etc., and Iv + my + nz+pt = ; that is, writing

L for /| + ... +jOT, and L' for /|'+ ... + pr', we have to eliminate

/, vi, II, p, and p, from the equations

Pl+ ^L + ^'L' + p,v = 0, etc., Iv + my + nz +j)t = 0.

These equations give, if we write
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found, not necessarily lying on S, such that the five form a self-

conjugate pentad, in an infinite number of ways ; or, lastly, five

points of »S, forming five points of a self-conjugate hexad, also in

an infinite number of ways. We consider these cases in turn.

In regard to the first case, take an arbitrary point P, on S ; then
a point Q of 6", lying anywhere on the conic in which S is met by
the polar plane of P taken in regard to X ; the polar plane of Q in

regard to S will pass through P, and will meet the conic spoken of

in two points. If R be one of these, then P, Q, R are three points

of S of which every two are conjugate to one another, in regard to

the quadric 2. The pole of the

plane PQR, say T, which does not
necessarily lie on S^ will then
form, with P, Q, i?, a tetrad which
is self-polar in regard to 2.

For the self-conjugate pentad,

take three arbitrary points P, Q, R
lying on S, and the polar lines, in

regard to 2, of the joins QR, RP,
PQ; these lines, respectively j!;,g', 7*,

will then meet in the point, 0,
^ which is the pole, in regard to 2,

of the plane PQR. The two planes Qg, Rr will meet in a line,

passing through ; and this line will meet the quadric S in two
points ; let T be one of these. The four points P, Q, P, T, of the

quadric 5", are then such that the join TQ intersects the polar line, g,

in regard to 2, of the opposite join PP, so that TQ, RP are con-

jugate lines in regard to 2. The opposite joins TR,PQ are equally

conjugate lines in regard to 2. Thus (by Ex. 5, above), the re-

maining pair of opposite joins, TP, PQ, are also conjugate. Where-
fore, as has been shewn, the tetrad of points formed by the poles,

in regard to 2, of the planes PQR, TQR, TRP, TPQ, is in perspective

with T, P, Q, R, and the centre of perspective, say C/, forms, with

T,P,Q, R, a self-conjugate pentad in regard to 2. But U does not

necessarily lie upon the quadric S.

For the self-conjugate hexad, take four arbitrary points, P, Q,
R, T,ofS; then form the quadric O (P, Q, P, T) in regard to 2,

as above explained (Ex. 7) ; on the curve of intersection, of this

quadric ^, with S, we can then take an arbitrary point E, and
from this determine, as above explained, a point P, such that

P, Q, R, T, E, F form a self-conjugate hexad, of which the points

P, Q, P, T, E, but not necessarily P, are upon S.

Ex. 12. It is very easy now to prove with help of the equation

to a quadric, that if upon a quadric S there be, either a self-polar

tetrad, or a self-conjugate pentad, or a self-conjugate hexad, in
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regard to another (juadric S, then an infinite number, of either of
these figures, can be found whose points he upon S. And though
it is desirable, also, to establish this result without help of the

symbols, the symbolical proof i-etains its interest. It depends on
the facts we have remarked, that in regard to a self-polar tetrad,

or a self-conjugate pentad, or a self-conjugate hexad, the tangential

ecjuation of ^ is capable of expression as a sum of squares, respec-

tively four, five, or six in these respective cases.

For brevity let us call a set ofh points, (x,., ?/,., Zr, t,), for ^'=1, . . ., /i,

which are so related to the quadric 2, that the tangential equation

of this is capable of a form
h

2 A^ {Ivr -f myr + nz,. -{- pt,.)- = 0,
r=\

involving the squares of the left sides of the equations of these

points, a self-conjugate /i-ad in regard to 2. Suppose, then, that

a quadric S contains the points of a self-conjugate A-ad in regard

to 2. Suppose further that it has been shewn that h — \ points can
be taken on 6*, so related to 2 that they can be completed by
another point, not necessarily lying on S, to form a self-conjugate

A'-ad in regard to 2 ; this has been proved, in the preceding ex-

ample 11, for the cases of A' = 4, 5, 6. It can then be shewn that

this remaining point of the A:-ad equally lies on S. For if (^g, r]s,^si "^s)

be the points of the A,-ad, for *= 1, ..., A;, we have, by identifying

the two forms of which the tangential equation of 2 is capable, an
identity, in regard to Z, m, n, p, of the form

h k

2 A,. {Ir,. -h mijr + nzr + jjt,)- + 2 Ps {^^s + '«^s + ^^^ -f- prgf = ;

>• = ! « = 1

namely, we have the equations of forms such as

XArXr' + XPs^s' = 0, XA,yr'Zr + ^PsVs^s = 0.

r s r s

If however the point equation of the quadric S be fi^r) = 0, where

f{a:) = («, b, c, d,J\ g', h, u, v, JC'^^^r, ?/, z, if, these equations lead to

2^,/(^,) + 2P,/(^«) = 0,
r «

and we are given that the h + k~\ equations, f{x^) — 0, ,f{^a) = 0,

hold, where cr = 1, ..., A' — 1. It follows then, supposing that P;^ is

not zero, that is, supposing that the k — \ points of the A,-ad which
have been taken on S do not form a {k — l)-ad, that we also have

f{^j) = 0. So that the quadric S contains the point completing

the A'-ad, as was to be shewn.

But we see that the condition that there exists upon S a A-ad in

regard to 2 may be replaced by another, in order to prove that all

the points of the A:-ad lie on S. For suppose that the tangential

4—2
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ecjimtion of S is {A, B, C, D, F, G, H, U, V, W^l, ?n, », pY = 0, and,

as before, that k — 1 points of a A,-ad in regard to S have been

taken on S. By identifying the two forms of which the tangential

equation of S is capable, we have again ten equations of forms

such as

s s

and, therefore, - @ + tPsfi^s) = 0,
s

where

(d^aA + bB + cC + dD + 2/'F + 9,gG + ^liH + ^uV-^ '2vV + ^zvW.

If then S be so conditioned, relatively to S, that = 0, it follows,

as before, that all the points of the k'-ad lie on S. But, conversely,

this same equation shews that, if it be possible to find a k-ad of
which all the points lie on the quadric S, then B = 0.

When @ = 0, the quadric S is said to be onipolar to -.

Ex. 13. If P, P' be two points which are conjugate to one
another in regard to a quadric, S, and Q, Q' two other such points,

and if /, ni be the respective polar lines of the lines PP\ QQ\ in

regard to S, then a quadric S exists containing the lines /, w and
the four points P, P', Q, Q.
To see this, recall, first, that if planes be drawn through a line,^;,

the poles of these planes lie on the line, p', which is the polar ofp;
and the planes through a second line, q, drawn, respectively, con-

jugate to the former planes, are those which contain these poles ;

these planes, therefore, form an axial pencil related to that formed

by the planes through p.

With the figure we have assumed, the polar plane of the point P'
contains both the line / and the point P, namely P' is the pole of

the plane ZP; thus the planes viP' and IP are conjugate. In this

way we see that the planes /P, IP', IQ, IQ' are conjugate, respectively,

to the planes mP', mP, mQ', rnQ ; so that the axial pencil of planes,.

Z(P, P', Q, Q'), is related to the axial pencil m (P', P, Q\ Q), and,

therefore, also to the pencil m {P,P', Q, Q). There is thus (above,

p, 4), a quadric surface containing the lines /, ?/?, and the points

P, P', Q, Q', of which the transversals, drawn from these four points

to meet both I and m, are all generators,

A corollary from this theorem is, that, if P,P',^,^' and Q,Q',B,B'

are two tetrads of points, both self-polar in regard to a quadric 2,

then the quadric surface containing the points P, P\A, A
, Q, B, B\

and the lines AA\ BB\ passes through the point Q'.

From this can be deduced the theorem proved, with the help of

the symbols, in Ex. 12, that every quadric surface containing the

seven points P, P', A, A\ Q, B, B\ contains also the eighth point Q'.

But we do not enter into this at present.
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Ex. 14. It has been seen (Ex. 7, above) that the lines joining

four points A., B, C, D, respectively to the poles of the planes BCD,
CAD, ABD, ABC, taken in regard to a quadric with respect to

which A, B, C, D have general positions, are generators, of the

same system, of another quadric.

Conversely, if four lines, p, q, r, ,9, of which no two intersect,

passing, respectively, through A, B, C, D, be generators of the same
system of a quadric, and A , B' , C, D be arbitrary points respec-

tively on p, q, r, s, then there exists a quadric in regard to which
the points A', B', C, D' are the poles, respectively, of the planes

BCD, CAD, ABD, ABC. In particular, if A', B, C, D be the

points in which these planes are met by p, q, r, s, there exists a quadric

touching these planes at these points.

For if the lines p, q, r, s be such generators, a line, .9', can be

drawn through D to meet all o^ p, q, r, so that the planes {DA, p),
(DB, q) and {DC, r) meet in a line. The condition for this to be so

is, that the lines p, q, r should meet the planes BCD, CAD, ABD,
respectively, in points whose coordinates, relativelv to A, B, C, D,
are of the forms (0, H, G, U), (H, 0, F, V), (G, F, 0, W). Con-
sidering, similarly, the three lines q, r, s, we see that the line s

meets the plane ABC in a point whose coordinates are, with this

notation, ( U, V, W, 0) ; the planes {DA, p), (DB, q), {DC, r) meet
in a line which meets the plane ABC in the point of coordinates

(2^~^, G~^, H~^, 0). The quadric whose tangential equation is

Ftnn + Gnl -\- Him -t- Ulp + Vmp + Wnp = 0,

then touches the planes BCD, etc., in the points where these are

met by p, q, r, s ; and, if {A, H, G, U), {H, B, F, V), etc., be the

coordinates of any points A', B' , etc., lying, respectively, on the

lines p, q, etc., these points are the poles of the planes BCD, etc.,

in regard to the quadric whose equation is

{A, B, C, D, F, G, H, U, V, WJl, m, n,pf = 0.

We have excluded the consideration of cases in which the lines

jy, q, etc., lie in the planes ABC, ABD, ACD, BCD.
Dually, if lines /, 7/1, n, k, lying respectively in the planes, BCD,

CAD, ABD, ABC, are generators of a quadric, of the same system,

and arbitrary planes be drawn through these lines, there is a quadric

for which these are the polar planes of A, B, C, D, respectively.

Ex. 15. Consider the twelve points in which the six joins of four

points, A,B,C, D, are met by an arbitrary quadric. Three of these,

lying on the joins of one of these points, D, to A, B, C, define a

plane. We may thus, in thirty-two ways, specify four planes each

of which contains three of the points, no two of these planes inter-

secting in one of the twelve points. If we consider the line in which

the plane ABC is met by the plane containing the three points
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chosen on DA, DB, DC, and the three other lines in which the

planes BCD, CAD, ABD are met by the corresponding planes, the

four lines so obtained are generators of a quadric, of the same
system. (Chasles, Aper(;u historiqiie, 1837, Note xxxii, p. 400.)

Dually, if we draw the pairs of tangent planes to a quadric from
the lines BC, CA, AB, DA, DB, DC, and denote by D' the point

of intersection of three planes, one chosen from each of the three

pairs of planes drawn from BC, CA, AB, and by A' the point of

intersection of three planes drawn from BC, DB, DC, not including

the one already taken which is drawn from BC, and so on, so as to

obtain four points D',A', etc., each the intersection of three of the

twelve tangent planes, then the four lines DD', AA', .

.

. are gene-

rators of the same S3'stem of a quadric.

For, let A' be the intersection of planes /5, 7', 8, drawn, respec-

tively, through DB, DC, BC ; let B' be the intersection of planes

y, a, €, drawn, respectively, through DC, DA, CA ; and let C be
the intersection of planes a, j3', ^, drawn, respectively, through DA^
DB, AB. The planes /3, 7', 7, a, a, /S', being tangent planes of the

quadric, are tangent planes of the quadric cone which is drawn from

D to the quadric. Therefore, bv Brianchon's theorem (Vol. 11, p. 25)^

the three planes {DA', DA), (DB', DB), (DC, DC) meet in a line,

say ^ ; for DA' is the intersection of the planes /3, 7', and DA the

intersection of the opposite planes a, a ; and so on. The lines AA'y
BB', CC are, therefore, all met by the line A', which equally meets

DD'. These four lines AA', etc., are similarly met bv a line through

each of the points A, B, C. They are thus such generators as was

stated.

Ex. 16. If every intersection of a quadric with a join, such as

AD, of four points A, B, C, D, be joined by a plane to the opposite

edge, BC, the twelve planes so obtained, touch another quadric.

If the point equation of the first quadric be

{a, h, c, d,f, g, h, II, V, xc^x, y, ::, t)- = 0,

the tangential equation of the second quadric is

/I 1 1 1 —f — ^' —Ji —ti —V ;^V, v_n
U' h' c' (V J^' ca ' ah ' ^'' Td ' 'al ) '

'"' ''^P>'-^-

EcV. 17. The transversal is drawn from a point, 0, to each pair

of opposite joins of four points A, B, C, D, so giving rise to six

points. Six other points, one on each join, are similarly obtained

from another point, 0\ Shew that the twelve points lie on a quadric.

If the points 0, 0' be, respectively, (^, t], f, t), {^', r{
,
^', r'), referred

to A, B, C, D, the quadric has a point equation obtained from

07 V :: t\ f,v 11 :: f\ ,,
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0,
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the point Q being given by

M-' = (67/ - c^) (v - ^r\ yt-' = (c^ - «|) (r- |)-S

;.i5-^ = («^-67;)(^ -.;)-%

and that the other line of Z, V is given by

«cr {hrj — c^) + hy {c^ — a^) + cz (af — 677) = 0,

i/(^-aT)-z{7}- ar) + at (v - = 0,

the point Q' being

^•r^ = 6c (7; - r) (67; - cO-\ yt-^ = m (^ - f) (c^- a^r\
zt-^ =ab{^- 77) (a|^ - br))-\

It may also be shewn that, if

U = a(b — c) x + b (c — a)y + c {a — h) z,

y =(^ci- b)y + {c — a) z + a(b—c)t,

the equation of the quadric is capable of the form

UV={by-cz){y-z)(c-a){a-b).

The coordinates, and equations, of a line, in three di-

mensions. Elements of the theory of a linear complex.
Some elementary results, in regard to lines in space, largely alge-

braical in character, which it is sometimes convenient to be able to

refer to, may be collected here.

Referred to four given points. A, B, C, D, a line may evidently be

given in general by the two points in which it meets two, definitely

chosen, of the planes BCD^ CAD, ABD, ABC. As the position of a

point in a plane depends on the two ratios of its three coordinates,

we see thus that a line depends upon four parameters, or, in order

to avoid the occurrence of infinite parameters, upon the ratios of

five parameters. It is desirable to choose these so that the repre-

sentation shall be valid for all positions of the line; the representation

above suggested would fail if the line were entirely contained in one

of the two chosen planes. We owe to Cayley (Cull. Papers, iv, p. 447,

1860; and vii, p. 66) the discoverv that a convenient representation

is obtained only by taking the ratios of si.v parameters, which are

connected by an equation, reducing them effectively to five.

Let (.r,, 7/1, ^1, ti), (.r2, ?/2, z.2, ^...) be the coordinates of any two
points of a line. We consider the six quantities

/ = ^i./'a
- t2a\, w = iiy2— f-yi, >f = i\^-2 — ^2-M

I' = yi^-2 - y^^i •>

"^' = -i^i'2 - -2^ri, n' = .i\y2 - .f'o.v/i

;

if, in place of one of the two points, we take any other point of

the line, putting, for example, in place of .r,>, ?/.j, z.., t^, respectively

6'.{'i + (f).roi %i + ^,^25 etc., it is at once seen that the ratios of /, m, n,

/', m', n' remain unaltered. These ratios are therefore given without
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ambiguity when the line is given. They are evidently connected by
the equation

//' + m77i' + nn' = 0.

Further, it is at once seen that the coordinates, x, ?/, -r, t, of any
point of the line, satisfy the foin* equations ^=0, r} = 0^ ^=0? t= 0,

where

^ = l't-\- mz — nij^ T) = m't + nx — fe,

^ = n't + /y — m.v, T = — {I'x + m'y + n'z\

which, when W+mm' -{-nn =0, are equivalent only to two equations,

since we have

/| + mri + nt, = 0, /r + lu'l^- n'r] = 0.

The equation ^ = is the equation of the plane which joins the

line to the reference point A, and similarly for 77, ^, r, the equation

T = being that of the plane joining the line to the reference

point D. As the line can evidently be determined in all cases by
two of these four planes, we see, conversely, that the ratios of any
six quantities, /, /«, n, l\ m\ Ji', which are connected by the equation
//' + mjn + nn = 0, suffice to determine a line. It is these quantities

which are called the cowcUnates of' a line in threefold space.

These coordinates may also be expressed in terms of the coor-

dinates of any two planes which contain the line. If the equations

of two such planes be

a^x + h^y + CxZ + d^t = 0, (ux + 623/ + c^z + d.J = 0,

the line coordinates are given, as regards their ratios, by

/ = biCo — /'ofj, m = CiCio— Totti, n =a^h.2 — aJ)^^

r = ditto — dottle m' = f/i ho — do b^ , n = d^ Co — d^ t'l

.

This is seen at once by obtaining, from the equations of the two
planes, the equations of the planes joining the line to the four

points of reference, A,B,C, D, and comparing these with the forms

above expressed in terms of the line coordinates.

It is easily verified that the line coordinates of the six joins of

the points of reference are, for DA, (1, 0, ; 0, 0, 0), and, for BC,

(0, 0, ; 1, 0, 0), and so on. ^Ve may, therefore, symbolically re-

gard any line as represented in terms of these six joins, in the form

KDA) + m (DB) + n (DC) + V (BC) + m' (CA) + n' (AB).

Ex. 1. The conditions that the plane ax+ bfj + cz + dt= should

contain the line (Z, w, n, l\ vi\ n) are two of the following four

:

ld+ 7n'c—n b=0, md-^n'a— l'c=0, nd-\-l'b — in'a= 0, la + mb-i-)ic=0.

Ex. 2. The plane joining the line (/, ?/?, /?, /', ?«', n') to the point

(.?', //, z, t) is that whose coordinates are f, 77, ^, r, where, as above,

^ = rt + mz — ny, t = — {J'x + my -\- n'z), etc. The point of inter-
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section of the line with the plane whose coordinates are (a, h, r, d)

is that whose coordinates are

Id + m'c — n'b, md + n'a — I'c^ nd + I'h — ma, and — {la + nib + nc).

Ex. 3. Expressing the condition that four points, (.t^^, y^, ^j, ^i),

(^2, «/2, -2, ^2), (1^1, ^1, ?ir Ti) and (^2, r/o, ^o, t.,), should lie in a plane

by the vanishing of a determinant in which the first row consists of

.Tj, ?/i, ;:'i, ^1, and the third row consists of (^1, r;i, ^1, Tj), etc., and
expanding this determinant as a sum of products of binary deter-

minants formed from the first two rows, and from the third and
fourth rows, we see that the condition that the two lines

(Zi, 7/?i, Wi, Zi', w^l', ;«/), (Z., m,_, ??2, 4', ^^s', O,
or, say, Xj and A,o, should intersect one another, is ts-]2 = 0, where

CT12 = Z1Z2' + Z.2Z1' + m^nio + ??^2^i' + 'ii^'2' + ''2'^/-

When this condition is satisfied, the six quantities such as ^li + rjL^

^Ii+rjL', whatever ^ and 7/ may be, satisfy the necessary condition,

^ (^h+ V^2) (IA'+ ^^2) = 0, that they should be the coordinates of a

line. Symbolically, we may say that ^\i+ 7^X2 then represents a line.

It is easy to see that this is a line passing through the intersection

of \i and \2, and lying in the plane of these. Similarly, if Xj, X,2» ^3

be three lines which meet in a point, not lying in a plane, the line

^Xj + 77X2 + ^Xs is, for proper choice of the ratios ^ : 77 : ^, any line

through this point of intersection.

E.v. 4. If Xi, Xo, Xg be three lines of which no two intersect, the

condition that fXj 4- 77X2 4- ^Xj should be a line is that ^, rj, ^ should

satisfy the condition

There are x ^ sets of values of |^ : 77 : ^ satisfying this condition ;

they are expressible rationally in terms of a single variable para-

meter, for instance in the form ^= 3703, 77= — OT:-!^"', ^='arj2(^—1)~\

As the condition that two lines should intersect is of the first deo-i-ee

in the coordinates of either line, it follows that any line which in-

tersects Xi, X2, X3 also intersects ^Xi + 77X3 + ^Xs ; thus the lines

expressed by this last formula are those, of the same system of

generators as Xj, Xo, X3, of the quadric determined by these three.

Ex. 5. From Ex. 2, shew that the two tangent planes which can

be drawn, from the line (Z, ?/?, >i, Z', m', n), to touch the quadric

whose tangential equation isj'{u, v, zc\ p) = 0, where ?<, v, ic, p are

the coordinates of a plane, are given by the equation

/"[I't+mz — 712/, m't + nx — Iz, n't + ly — nu; — {I'x + my + n'z)] = 0.

Ex. 6. The polar line of the line (Z, m, n, Z', w', 7^'), in regard to

the quadric ax- + by" + cz^ + df- — 0, has the coordinates

(66' Z', cam', ahn', adl, bdm, cdn).
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Thus the condition that the polar Hne of the hne Xj, in regard to

the nuadric, should meet the line Xo, is

X{adkk-\-bcl^i;)=0,

which is symmetrical in re<;ard to the two lines. Two such lines are

said to be conjugrtfr in regard to the (|uadric.

Ed\ 7. The condition that the line (/, m, n, I', m', n) should touch
the quadric cuv- + hij" + cz- + dt- = is

S {(uW + hcl'^) = 0, or S \l{adf + I' {bcfj = 0.

This is also the condition that the line should intersect its polar

line in regard to the quadric.

F,x. 8. If instead of reference points A^ JS, C, D, we take other

points of reference, X, Y, Z, T, the line coordinates, with reference

to -X", F, Z, T, of a line whose coordinates relative to A, B, C, D
are (/, m, 7i, l\ rn\ n'\ are certain linear functions of Z, rn, n, l\ w', n.
The coefficients in these linear functions are, in fact, the line co-

ordinates, relative to the original points of reference, A^ B, C, D,
of the six lines which are the joins of the new points of reference,

X^ F, Z, T. We may forecast this result if we remark that, by
Ex. 4, the condition that a line (/, m, w, /', w', n) should meet the

line DA is l' — 0, and the condition that the line should meet BC
k 1 = 0; if then (L, M, iV, L', M', N') be the coordinates of the

line referred to X, F, Z, T, the condition L = will be the con-

dition that the line (I, ?/?, ;?, /', 7?i, n) should meet the line YZ ;

denoting the coordinates of YZ by (X23, ..., X23', ...) we may thence

expect that L is proportional to IXoJ -\- I'X^s + •• ; and similarly for

the others.

In fact, in terms of the symbols of X, F, Z, T, let the symbols
of A^ B, C, D be, respectively,

A = a,X + a.^ + a.Z + a,T, . .
.
, D = d,X + d.Y + d,Z + d,T,

so that, for all values of .r, ?/, l', t,

xA + t/B + zC + tD = ^X + vY + !;Z + tT,
.vhere

I = «i.r + bjij + CiZ + dJ,..., T = ciiX + h^ij + c^z + dj.

Then (^, 77, t, r) are the coordinates, referred to X, F, Z, T, of a
point whose coordinates referred to A, B, C, D, are (.r, ij, z, t), and
the planes YZT, ...,XYZ, referred to A, B, C, D, h'ave the re-

spective equations ^ = 0, . .
.

, t = 0. The line coordinates of the line

YZ^ the intersection of ^ = 0, t = 0, are then given by

^•23 = b,c, - b^c,, . .
.

, X33' = d,a, - d,a,, ....

But, if (ci\, ?/i, Zi, tj), (.i'2, i/2i Zo, to) be two points of the line

(/, 7/i, «, /', ?«', 7i), we have
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^ = Tl^2 — ^2^1 =
1

fh^\ + ^4:5/1 + ^4^1 + ^4^1, «4'^'2 + 643/2 + ^4^2 + ^^4^2

i rti.T'i + 61 ?/i + Ci^i + t/1^1 , a-^X^ + 613/2 + Ci^a + ^1^2

= s «4, ^4

= S (A23 + ^'^23)5

which is the formula expected. The vahie of L' is obtained by
similar work in which (ag, 62, ...), (ftg, 63, ...), respectively, replace

(a4, 64, . ,.) and («!, 61, ...). If then the line coordinates of the line

TX be denoted by X.41, = 63^3 — 63C2, X41', = d^a^ — d^a^-, etc., we find

and so for the others.

Eop. 9. For the quadric sm'face whose equation is x"- -Vif — z^=^ t'\

prove that any generating line of one system has coordinates of the

form (p, q,l,p,q, — l), where p'^ + q^=l ; and any generating line

of the other system has coordinates of the form (p\ q', l,—p\ — q\l\
where p- + q'^ = 1. The coordinates of a line of the former system

thus satisfy the three conditions / — /' = 0, w — m' = 0, 71 + n' = 0,

whereby, from the x * existing lines of space there are selected the

X ^ lines forming the system of generators ; for the other system the

corresponding conditions are Z + /' = 0, w + m' =0, n — n' = 0.

Ex. 10. The focal system, and linear complex. In the course of

this chapter we have considered a correspondence between a point

and a plane, the polar plane of the point in regard to a quadric, in

which to the plane also corresponds the point, this correspondence

having the property : («), that, if the polar plane, or, of any point,

P, contain the point Q, then the polar plane of Q also contains P.

From this it follows that the pole of any plane through P must lie

on -33- ; for if Q' be this pole, since its polar contains P, the polar, ct,

of P must contain Q'. It also follows that the polars of three points

which are in line, must be })lanes which intersect in a line ; for i^

P' be any point on the line of intersection of the polar planes of two
points P and Q, the polar plane of P' must contain both P and Q,
and therefore, also, any other point, ^, of the line PQ, from which

it follows that the polar plane of R contains P'. From this again it

follows that the polar points of three planes which meet in a line

are three points in line. Tlie correspondence also had the property:

(6), that the plane ct corresponding to P does not in general contain

P, this being so only when the point P is on the quadric of refer-

ence. In this relation the coordinates of the plane corresponding to

a point, of coordinates (.r, _//, ,~, t), are given by forniulae of the form

ax + hy + gz + ut., hx + by + fz + if,

gx \-fij + cz + ic'^, iix -t- vy + icz + dt.,

of which the coefficients form a symmetrical system.
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We may, however, have a correspondence in which to a point
corresponds a plane, and to this plane this point, in which the
property {a) continues to hold but {h) fails, every point lying in

the plane which corresponds to it.

Such a correspondence is effected by making correspond to a
point (.r, ?/, ,'j, t) tlie plane whose coordinates are, with any constants
a, h, (\ a, b\ r', the following, respectively,

cy — hz — at, — ex -\- az — h't, hv — ay — c't, ax + b'y + c'z,

wherein the coefficients form a skew-symmetrical system. The equa-
tion of this plane, when X, F, Z, T are current coordinates, is then

A' {at + hz -cy)^ Y {b't + ex - az)

+ Z {e't + ay- bx) - T {ax + b'y + c'z) = 0,

or a'{tX- Tx) + b' {tY - Ty) + c {tZ - Tz)

+ a{yZ- zY) -\-h{zX- xZ) + c {xY - yX) = 0,

and the correspondence clearly has the properties referred to. It is

supposed that, generally, the coefficients a, b, ... do not satisfy the
condition aa + bb' + ec = 0. If they do, there is a fixed line of co-

ordinates {a, b, e, a', b\ c), and the correspondence is that by which
we make correspond, to any point, the plane joining this point to

the fixed line ; this is a degenerate relation in that, conversely, the
point corresponding to a plane, through the fixed line, is not a
definite, but is any, point of this plane.

We may agree to speak of the plane corresponding to any point

as the polar plane of that point, and of the point as the pole of the
•plane. The polar planes of the points of any line are planes which
intersect in another line, as w^e have remarked above ; and, dually,

the poles of the planes through any line lie on another line. We may
agree to speak of either of these lines as the polar line of the other.

If P be any point on the polar plane of a point 0, the polar plane

of P passes through 0, and through P ; thus the line OP is its own
polar line. This is then true of every line, through any point 0, lying

in the polar plane of ; and is therefore also true of every line, in any
plane ot, which passes through the pole of nr. The line coordinates

(/, m, ...) of any such self-polar line evidently satisfy the equation

a'l + b'm + en + al' + bin -f en' = 0.

The aggregate of such self-polar lines is called a linear eomplex ; it

consists of X ^ lines. The aggregate of points with their polar planes,

and of lines of the linear complex, may be called Sifocal system.

The representation of the relation takes a very simple form if

the points of reference for the coordinates be taken so that two of

these points of reference are on the polar line of the line joining the

other two points of reference. Suppose these points, A,B, C, Z>,
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are such that D and C have for polar planes, respectively, the planes

DAB and CAB ; the coordinates, of the polar plane of (^, ?/, ^, t)^

namely

at + bs — 67/, b't + ex — az, c't + ai/ — 6.r, — (a'.r + b'l/ + c'z),

must then reduce, respectively, to (0, 0, 1, 0) and (0, 0,0, 1), when
for {,v,i/,z, t) we have (0, 0, 0, 1) and (0, 0, 1, 0). From these two
facts in turn we deduce a'=0 = b', and a — 0=b. The plane corre-

sponding to {x,i/, z, t) has then the equation

c itZ -Tz)+c {xY -yX) = 0,

and the lines of the linear complex are those for which c'n + en = 0.

It is clear that the polar plane of any point of a line of the

linear complex contains this line. Also that two polar lines do not

intersect; for, if they did, the polar plane of any point of one of

the lines, as passing through this point and the other line, would
contain the first line, which would then be its own polar line and
coincide with the other line. Any line which meets two polar lines

is evidently a line of the linear complex, since it lies in the polar

planes of the two points in which it meets the polar lines.

Now consider any two lines of the linear complex, say X and A,'

:

the polar plane of any point, P, of X, is a plane through A,, meeting

X', say, in a point P'. It is clear, or easily verifiable from the

equations, that as P describes X, the range (P'), on X.', described by
P', is related to the range (P), on X, described by (P). Let Q' be

the position of P', on X\ corresponding to the position, Q, of P, on

X. Then the polar plane of P contains P', by hypothesis, and con-

tains Q, on the line X; the polar plane of Q' similarly contains Q and

P'. Thus the cross lines PQ' and P Q are polar lines, one of the

other ; and therefore, as remarked above, every line meeting PQ'
and PQ is a line of the linear complex. We thus iiife^r that

if ^, P, Q, . . ., D and C,P',Q', . . ., B, be related ranges on any two
non-intersecting lines in space, the transversal drawn from any
point, 0, to the lines PQ\ P Q, that drawn from to PR, PR, that

drawn from to QR
,
QR, and so on, are in one plane, and are

lines of a linear complex in which AB is the polar line of CD.
Dually if we join the points in which an arbitrary plane meets PQ'
and PQ, all such joins meet in a point of this plane, the pole of

the plane in the focal system.

We may thus initiate the theory of the linear complex, as has

been remarked in Vol. i, p. 59, without the use of coordinates.

Let A, H, D be three points in line, and C, K, B be three points in

another line. These are sufficient to determine on the two lines, respec-

tively, two related ranges, A,H,P,Q, ..., D, and C, K, P ,Q',...,B;

and it is, as there explained, an immediate consequence of the theory

of related ranges that the transversals drawn from an arbitrary
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point, 0, to the pairs of c'ro^ss joins such as {AB^ CD), {BII,DK),
(PQ', P'Q), lie in a plane throu<jjh 0. This plane is determined by
the first two pairs of cross joins, and, therefore, by the points

A, H, D and C, K, B alone. In order to establish that the corre-

spondence is that of a focal system, it is necessary to see that if

another point, 0', be taken in the plane so corresponding to 0,
then the plane similarly corresponding to 0' passes through 0, this

C

Tjeing the condition (a) above remarked. Let the transversal drawn
from to AB and CD meet these, respectively, in L and M ; and
the transversal drawn from to BH and DK meet these in F and G
respectively. Let the plane of these two transversals meet BD in T.

Let 0' be any other point of this plane. Let MO' meet FL in Mj,
and GO' meet FL in G, ; let DM^ meet AB in L\ and DG, meet BH
in F' . The point L' is in the plane O'CD, and is, therefore, the point

in which the transversal from 0' to AB, CD meets AB. The point

F' is in the plane O'DK, and is, therefore, the point in which the
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transversal from 0' to BK^ DK meets BH. Thus the plane corre-

sponding to O' is the plane 0'F'L\ and it is desired to shew that
this plane contains 0. For this it is necessary and sufficient that the
lines 00' and U F' should meet; their point of meeting will then
be on FZr, which is the line common to the planes LTM and BAD.
What we shew, then, is that 00' and L'F' meet the line FL in the

same point. Considering, first, the intersections ofFL with the pairs-

of joins of the four points M, 0', 0, G, we see that 00' meets FL in

the point which is conjugate to T in the involution determined by
the pairs of points F,3I^ and L, G^. Considering, next, the inter-

sections with FL of the pairs of joins of the four points F', L , B, Z)>

we see that FL' meets FL in the point which is the conjugate of T
in the involution determined by the same pairs of points F,]\I^ and
L, Gi. This proves the result required. (Cf. the diagram of p. 61,

Vol. I. The tetrads 0, M, G, B and D, F', L', O' are JNloebius tetrads.)

It can easily be seen that, if we take A,B,C,D for points of refer-

ence for coordinates, choosing these, as we mav, so that H i&

(1, 0, 0, 1) and Z is (0, 1, 1, 0), then the plane, LFMG, correspond-

ing to 0, has the equation Tz — Zt = Xt/ — Y^v, where (.r, z/, z^ t) are

the coordinates of O, and (X, F, Z, T) are current coordinates. This-

verifies that the linear complex obtained in this way agrees with

that originally defined. In the construction used here, the lines of

the linear complex passing through are the transversals of the

pairs of cross joins such as PQ', PQ; to obtain these lines it is-

evidently sufficient to take P and P' always the same, corresponding

to one another in the two related ranges, and to vai'y only the

corresponding points Q and Q'. Thus we come back to a construc-

tion given by Sylvester, in 1861. {Math. Papers, ii, p. 237.) In

particular when P, P' are taken, respectively, as D and B, we have

the result, that, given two related pencils of lines D (C, K, Q', . ..,B)^

and B (A,H,Q, ...,Z)), in different planes, with a common corre-

sponding ray, DB, the transversals drawn from any point to the

pairs of corresponding rays DQ', BQ, lie on a plane, which is the

polar plane of in a general focal system.

The line which is the polar of a line (/, m, n, I', m , n), for the

focal system considered, is the intersection of the two planes whose

ec]nations are

.r (a't^ + bzi — ci/i) + ... -t (a\i\ + h'y^ -I- c'z^ = 0,

.r {ciU + hz.2 — cijo) + ... —t (a'it'o + Vy.. 4- c'z^ = 0,

where l=t^x^ — t^x-^., l' =-y\^i—y-i^\i etc. Its line coordinates are

thence easily computed to be

AZ - Mft, . .
.
, AZ' - Ma, . .

.

where A = ad + hh' -\- cc , M = a' I + ... + al' + ....

The condition for the polar lines to intersect would then be M'^ = 0,
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or the orit:jinal line would be a line of the linear complex, and
coincide with its polar. When this is not so, if we write for the co«n-

puted line coordinates of the polar line, respectively, — AX, — A\',

etc., we may say that a = M~^ (/ + X), a = M~^ (l' + X'), etc.

In particular when the equation of the linear complex is u'—kn = 0,

the polar line is of coordinates (/, w, k~^n', /', ?//, Jc/i). Also, the con-
dition, in general, that the polar line of one line, \, should intersect

another line, X^, is of the form Aotio — M^AI^ = 0, which is sym-
metrical in regard to the lines.

Consider now two linear complexes. It can be shewn that there
are in general two lines which are polars of one another in both the
corresponding focal systems. Any transversal of these two polar
lines is then a line of both linear complexes. The x - lines so ob-
tained, which are said to form a linear congruence, are then the
lines common to the two given linear complexes. If the equations
for these two complexes be

a'l+ ...+al'+ ...=0, A'l+ ... +Ar+... =0,

any line common to both satisfies, for all values of cr, the equation

(A' + aa)l+ ...+(A + o-a)r+ ... = 0;

herein we may choose a so that the six quantities given by \=A+(7a,
\'=A'+ aa\ etc., are the coordinates of a line ; this requires only

AA'+ BB'+ CC'+ a (Aa+A'a+ ...) + o-'^ (aa'+bb' + cc) = 0,

of which there are two different roots in general. This shews that
all the lines common to the two complexes meet both of two definite

lines, which are then a pair of common polar lines for these.

Incidentally we infer that the ratios of the functions of the co-

efficients, in the equations of the two linear complexes, which occur
in this quadratic equation for o-, are unaltered by change of the
reference points for the coordinates, and that these functions must
have a geometrical significance. The first and last of these functions

are those which vanish when the linear complexes, respectively,

reduce to lines all meeting a given line, as we have seen. The con-
dition that the remaining function should vanish,

Aa + A'a + Bh' + B'b 4- Cc + C'c = 0,

is that either linear complex should consist of pairs of lines which are

polars of one another in regard to the other complex ; or also, is

that, if we take the polar plane of an arbitrary point, in the first

focal system, and then the pole of this plane in the other focal

system, we reach the same point independently of the order in

w^hich the linear complexes are considered. This is easily verified

from the general equations. If the complexes be referred to their

common pair of polar lines, however, and take the forms n' —hi = 0,

n'—Kn= 0, the polar line (Z, m, K~^n\ /', vi, Kn), of (/, m, n, l\ m, n),

B. 6. III. 5
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in regard to the second focal system, belongs to the first if

Kn = kK~'^n\ which, when n' = kn, becomes K^ = k^, and leads to
K -^ k=0, the complexes not being identical. This however is the
form of the condition in question for these particular equations of
the complexes. Again, if (^, ?/, ^, t) be the pole in n'— K)i = of
the polar plane of (.r, ?/, z, t) in n — kn = 0, the planes

Xy - Yx -k{Tz- Zt) = 0, Xr)-Y^-K{Tt;- Zr) = 0,

are identical, so that ^ = .r, ry = ?/, l^—kK~^z, t — kK~'^t ; for this to

be independent of the order in which the complexes are considered,

we again require k- = K-.

Two linear complexes for which the function Ad+ A'a + ...

vanishes are said to be apolar to one another.

E.v. 11. A focal system is by definition a self dual construct. In
particular the pole of the plane iix + vy + loz +pt =0, corresponding

to the linear complex a I + «/'+ ... =0, has the coordinates

ap + b'w — c'v^ hp + cu — a'xt\ cp + a'v — b'li, — (au + bv + cxv).

Ea\ 12. If P, Q, i?, ..., P\ Q\ B', ..., be related ranges on any
two skew lines, any line meeting one pair of cross joins, such asPQ'
and P'Q, meets an infinite number of other pairs of cross joins, such

as RS\ R'S, one of the four points R, S, R', S' being arbitrary.

E,r. 13. Let A, B, C be three points in a line. A', B\ C three

points in another line not intersecting the former, and P, Q, R three

points in a third line not meeting either of the other two lines.

From P let the transversal be drawn to the lines AB', A'B, and also

the transversal to the lines AC , A'C, and the plane of these two
transversals be considered. Similarly the plane containing the trans-

versals from Q, to AB', A'B, and to AC, A'C ; and the plane con-

taining the transversals from R, to AB\ A'B, and to AC, A'C.

Prove that these three planes meet in a line.

Ex. 14. Take five arbitrary lines in space of which no two inter-

sect. By omitting each in turn we obtain five sets each of four lines

;

and these four lines have a common pair of transversals. From an
arbitrary point a single line can be drawn to meet the two lines of

any such pair of transversals. Prove that the five single lines so

obtained lie in a plane (Sylvester, Math. Papers, ii, p. 237).

In fact, the equation of a linear complex being linear in the line

coordinates, there is a definite linear complex containing the five

given lines. If a line meet two lines of a linear complex, its polar

line, in the associated focal system, also meets these two lines ; thus

the two common transversals of four skew lines of a linear complex

are polar lines one of another, and any line meeting both these

transversals is also a line of the linear complex.

E.v. 15. If X be a transversal of three lines, p, q, r, belonging to
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a linear complex, of which no two intersect, and \' be the polar line

of X, then A,' is also a transversal of p, q, r, and every line meeting
\ and X' is a line of the linear complex. Conversely, if t be any
line of the complex, the two common transversals of p, q^ r and t

are polar lines of one another. It is easy to prove that the pairs of
polar lines which meet p, q, r determine an involution of pairs of
points on any one of these lines. Thus a linear complex appears as

an aggregate of lines meeting a quadric surface each on two
generators, of one system, which are pairs in an involution of these

generators. The involution is determined by the three generators

p, q, r of the other system taken in turn with two other generators,

say ^, M, of that system, and the linear complex by the five lines

/?, 5", r, #, u. (Chasles, Liouville's /., iv (1839), p. 348.)

Ex\ 16. By expressing the planes which join an arbitrary line to

the four points of reference for the coordinates, in terms of two of
these planes, and the points in which the line meets the planes con-

taining three of these points of reference in terms of two of these

points, shew that the axial pencil of the planes is related to the
range of the points (cf. Vol. i, p. 30).

Ex. 17. Prove that the polar plane, in any focal system, of any
one, say, D, of the four reference points for coordinates A, B, C, D,
contains the poles in this system, of the three planes DBC, DCA^
DAB. So that A, B, C, D, and the poles of the four planes such
as these, form two Moebius tetrads (cf. Vol. i, pp. 61, 91). Con-
versely, any two Moebius tetrads define a focal system,

Ed\ 18, For the linear complex al'+ a I + etc, = 0, the two tetrads

of Ex, 17 are both self-polar in regard to the quadric

a'bcx^ + Hcaif + c'ahz^ + a'6V f- = 0.

Ex. 19. If any two generators of the same system of a quadric

be taken, and from eac]i of the points A^ B, C, D, forming a self-

polar tetrad in regard to the quadric, there be drawn the transversal

to these two generators, meeting the planes BCD, ...,ABC respec-

tively in A\ ..., D\ prove that A, B, C, D and A\ B', C, D' are

two Moebius tetrads.

Ex. 20. If, in any focal system, A\ B', C, D' are the respective

poles of the planes BCD, ..., ABC, and U, U', on AA', are harmonic
conjugates in regard to A and A', etc., prove that, if U, V, W are in

line, the plane U'V'W contains DD' ; but, if the line TJVW meets

DD', then U' , V , W are also in a line meeting DD', the lines

VVW, U'V'W' then meeting DD' in points harmonically conjugate

in regard to D and D'. (Cf. p. 144, below.)

Ex. 21, If A, A', B, B', C, C be any six points, and U, U', on
AA', are harmonic conjugates in regard to A and A', while BVB'V

,

CWC'W are, similarly, harmonic ranges, prove that, U, V, W being
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in line, there is no position of this line for which C/', V, W are in

line, unless the quadric containing the lines BC, BC, B'C, B'C,
and the point A, also contains A'.

Ex. 22. Shew that the equations of any four non-intersecting

lines can be put into the forms

y=px,t = qz; y = -px,t = -qz',

y =p~^x, t = q~^z ; y = —p~^x, t = — q~^z.

Taking, then, the four points of respective coordinates (1, p, 771, 7nq),

(1, — j9, on, —TTiq), (jj, 1, mq, 771), {-pa I5 —'^^q, m), where j)i is arbi-

trary, say P, Q, R, S, and also the points P', Q', R', S\ whose co-

ordinates are obtained from those of P, Q, R, S, respectively, by
changing the sign of m, prove that these form two Moebius tetrads,

both self-polar in regard to the quadric yz — xt = 0. Further, that

the polar plane of any point of one tetrad, in the focal system given

by yz' —y'z + tx' — i!x = 0, contains three points of the other tetrad,

the polar plane of P containing Q', R', S', etc.

Ex. 23. Prove that two of the lines of any given linear complex
are generators of the same system of any given quadric surface.

Ex. 24. If we be given a fixed conic, we may take, for any two
lines which do not lie in the plane of the conic, the pole, in regard

to the conic, of the line joining the points where the lines meet the

plane of the conic ; and draw from this pole the transversal to the

two lines. Now take three lines,
J9, q, r, not lying in the plane of

the conic ; let p', q', 7'' be the transversals, determined as described,

respectively of the pairs (</, ?•), (?•, p^ and (j9, q) ; then let p", q\ r"

be the transversals, similarly determined, respectively of the pairs

(p,^), (g^, q) and (r, r'). Shew that the transversals so determined,

respectively of the pairs (g", r"), {i''\p"\ {p" , q"), coincide in one
line. The proof depends on two triads, of points and lines, which
are polar reciprocals of one another in regard to the conic (cf.

Vol. 11, p. 27).

Ex. 25. Shew that, of points of which the coordinates, in terms

of a varying- parameter 0, are (6^, 6'\ 6, 1), there are three lying on
an arbitrary plane. These points are therefore said to lie on a cubic

curve. Shew that any plane containing the line which is given by
the two equations x — %jQ + zQ- = 0, ?/ — ^zQ -F tQ- = 0, meets the

curve in two coincident points at the point 6 ; this line is called the

tangent of the curve at this point. Shew that all the tangents of

the curve belong to the linear complex expressed by 1+ SI' = 0.

Ex. 26. Given five points in three dimensions joined in order by
five lines, shew that there is a focal system in which each of the

points is the pole of the plane containing the two lines which meet
in this point, each of the five joins being a line of the associated

linear complex.
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E,v. 27. Prove that, in regard to a quadric surface expressed

in the general form

(rt, h, c, d,f, g\ h, u, V, iv\x,y, r:, tf = 0,

the hne coordinates, (X, /x, v, X', /j,', v')y of the polar line of the line

{I, tn, n, r, VI, «'), are such that

0, -V, IX, y
V, 0, -\, fi'

-H, \, 0, v'

-\', -fi, -v',

a, h, g, u

h, h, j; V

9, f, c, V}

u, V, w, d

0, — n' , in'

,

I

n', 0, —I', in

— m', I', Q, n

— I, —m, —n,

a, h, g, u

h, b, f, V

9, f, c, w
u, V, w, d

where the matrices are to be multiplied by the rule explained in

Vol. I, p. 67, the rows of a multiplying matrix being combined with

the columns of that multiplied.

E,v. 28. Prove that the tangent lines of the curve of intersection

of two quadrics which meet an arbitrary line are eight in number

;

and that, if the line be a generator of one of the two quadrics, the

eight tangents are also generators of this.

The focal system was first investigated by Moebius, in connexion
with the reduction of a system of forces acting on a single rigid

body, and called by him a Null system, as consisting of lines about
which the sum of the moments of the forces of the system vanishes

(Lehrbiich der Statik, 1837). The relations were also studied by
Chasles in connexion with the kinematics of a rigid body (1843;
Aperpi hh'torique. Sec. Edit., 1875, p. 614). On account of these

applications the system is often referred to as a Screzv. The kine-

matical relations will be considered at a later stage.



CHAPTER II

RELATIONS WITH A FIXED CONIC

SPHERES, CONFOCAL SURFACES; QUADRICS THROUGH THE
INTERSECTION OF TWO GENERAL QUADRICS

In the plane geometry of Vol. ii we have seen that the ordinary

metrical relations are particular cases of the relation of the figure

to two arbitrary Absolute points, or, more generally, to an arbitrary

Absolute Conic ; the recognition of this adds greatly to the breadth

of view obtained, without increasing the difficulty of proof. A similar

gain is found in the geometry of three dimensions. Here we consider

an arbitrary Absolute Conic. In a later Volume we shall consider

an arbitrary Absolute Quadric.

When we use coordinates we shall most generally suppose the

points of reference. A, B, C, Z), so taken that A, B^ C form a self-

polar triangle in regard to this Absolute Conic,and suppose, therefore,

that the equations of this conic have the forms ^ = 0, x" 4- y^ + z- = 0,

This is immaterial ; but it will enable the reader easily to make
comparison with metrical formulae which may be familiar.

Parallel lines and planes. Middle point. Lines and planes
at right angles. Two lines which meet the plane of the absolute

conic in the same point, not themselves lying in this plane, may be

said to be parallel., relatively to this plane ; two planes which meet
this absolute plane in the same line may similarly be said to be
parallel ; a line and a plane may be said to be parallel if they have

a common point lying on the absolute plane. Thus, for instance, a

plane can be drawn through any line, which shall be parallel to

any other given line not meeting the former line.

If the line joining two points ^, B, which do not lie in the

absolute plane, meet this plane in C, and be the harmonic con-

jugate of C in regard to A and S, then O may be spoken of as the

middle point of A and B, in the relative sense employed.

If two lines, not lying in the absolute plane, meet this plane in

two points which are conjugate in regard to the absolute conic, then

the lines may be said to be at right angles, or perpendicidar to one

another. If a plane and a line meet the absolute plane in a line and
a point, respectively, of which the point is the pole of the line in

regard to the absolute conic, then the plane and the original line
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may be said to be at rigbt angles. Similarly, two planes which
meet the absolute plane in lines which are conjugate in regard to

the absolute conic may be said to be at right angles. Lnmediate
consequences are, that, if two lines are at right angles, a plane can

be drawn through either line which shall be at right angles to the

other ; or, that, if a line and a plane are at right angles, any plane

drawn through the line is at right angles to the given plane ; or

again, that a line can be drawn which shall be at right angles to

both of two given lines which do not meet one another ; this being

the connnon transversal of the lines, drawai from the point, in the

absolute plane, which is the pole of the line joining the points in

which the given lines meet the absolute plane.

Ea\ 1. Prove that coordinates can be chosen so that the equa-
tions of the absolute conic have the forms t = 0, x^ -\-

y"
-^ z^ = 0, and

at the same time the equations of any two lines, which do not meet
one another, and do not lie in the absolute plane, have the forms

Ix — mij = 0, :: — ct = 0, and Ix + my = 0, z-\-ct = 0.

Ex. 2, Shew that the equations of any three lines, of which no
two intersect, can be supposed to be of the respective forms

(i/-bt = 0, z + ct = 0\ {z-ct = 0,x + at==0), {x-at=0, y+ bt = 0);

and that the quadric generated by the transversals of these three

lines has the equation

ayz + bzx + cxy + abet- = 0.

Ex. 3. If between nine quantities (Zj, r«i, «i), (4, ...), (/., ...),

there hold the six relations

li + m;^ + 7?i- = 1

,

lo' + mi + %2 = 1

,

l^ + m.^ + Wg- = 1

,

hh + fn2.m^ + lun^ = 0, 4^1 + m^m-^ + n^n^ = 0, 4 L + Wj m.. 4- '>hn2 = 0,

then there also hold the six following relations

/]- + li + 4'- = 1 , mi + mi + mi = 1

,

ni + ni + ni = 1

,

while the determinant, of three rows and columns, (Zj, m.,, n^), has

its square equal to 1.

This result, which is often utilised, may be obtained at once by
elementary algebra ; or, if we use the notation of matrices (explained

Vol. I, p.- 67), putting A for the matrix of three rows whose first

row consists of the elements Z^, m^, ?ij, the second and third rows

consij^ting, respectively, of the elements Zo, m.,, ??2 and Z3, vi-^, n^,

and A for the transposed matrix, obtained from A by chaiige of rows

into colujiins, the given equations are equivalent to AA = 1 ; this

leads to A = A~^, and hence to AA = 1, which is equivalent to tlie
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deduced relations. Geometrically, the given relations shew that the

conic jc^ + 1/'- + ~- = is the same as

(Zi.r + 1,1/ + I3Z)- + (Wi^ + m..y + m^z)- + («i.r + n..^ + n^z)- = 0,

so that the lines I^x + l^y -f hz = 0. etc.. determine a self-polar triad

for this conic. This proves at once that Iifu^ + I.2m.2 + IsJ}1:> = 0, etc.

Spheres and Circles. A quadiic which meets the absolute

plane in the absolute conic is called a sphere, relativelv to this conic.

A degenerate case is when the quadric consists of the absolute plane

and any other plane. Another degenerate case is that in which the

sphere is the cone formed bv the lines which join an arbitrarv point

to the points of the absolute conic. The pole of the absolute plane

in regard to a sphere is called its centre. Let this centre be 0.

and let any line through O meet the sphere in P and P\ and meet
the absolute plane in Q. Then and Q are harmonic conjugates in

i-egard to P and P '. or is the middle point of P. P '. Further,

the polar planes, in regard to the sphere, of all points of the hue
PP . meet in a line, which is, therefore, on the absolute plane, and
is the polar line of the point Q_ in regard to the absolute conic.

Thus, the tangent planes of the sphere at P and P' are both at

right angles to the line PP': or, the tangent plane of the sphere, at

any point not lying on the a|)solute conic, is at right angles to the

line joining this point to the centre. At a point of the sphere

which lies on the absolute conic the tangent plane passes through
the pole of the absolute plane, that is. tlii-ough the centre of the

sphere, and all such planes are tangent planes of the tangent cone
or cone of contact drawn to the sphere fi'om its centre. (Cf. Chap. i.

p. ^6. ) It may be proved easilv that, if P. P be any two points of

a sphere, the plane thi'ough the middle point of P, P\ at right

angles to the line PP\ passes through the centre of the sphere.

In the second Volume we have defined a circle, in a plane, as a

conic containing two particular points chosen in that plane as

absolute points. Let us now agree that for anv plane of space the

two absolute points shall be the two points in which the plane

meets the absolute conic. Tlien a circle will be a conic whose two
points of intersection with the absolute plane lie upon the absolute

conic. This being undei-stood, consider any plane section of a

sphere. Any two plane sections of a quadric are conies with two
points in common, the t"^o points where the line of intersection, of

the planes of the conies, intersects the quadric. Thus any plane

section of a sphere is a circle, relatively to the absolute conic. And.
incidentally, it appears, as a quadric can (Chap. i. p. 7) be drawn
through two conies which have two points in common, to pass

thi'ough an arbitrarv point, that a sphere can be drawn to contain

an ai'bitrarv circle and an arbitrary point. And. hence, that a
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sphere can be drawn throutj;h four arbitrary points in general posi-

tion.

As in the case of a quadric in general, there pass through any

point, P, of a sphere two lines, lying entirely on the sphere, con-

tained in the tangent plane of the sphere at P. These lines meet

the absolute plane in two points which, as they lie on the sphere,

are on the absolute conic. Any two lines through P, in the tangent

plane at P, which are harmonic in regard to these two generating

lines of the sphere at P, evidently meet the absolute plane in two
points which are conjugate in regard to the absolute conic, and are

therefore at right angles to one another. Any plane section of the

sphere also meets the two generating lines at P ; if this section be

projected, from P, on to any plane, ot, it becomes, evidently, a conic

passing through the two points in which the generating lines of the

sphere at P meet the plane ot ; it becomes then a circle, in the sense

above adopted, if the plane m be so taken as to meet the absolute

conic in points lying on the tangent plane of the sphere at P. In

other words, a plane section of the sphere projects, from any point,

P, of the sphere, into a circle, if the plane, upon which the projec-

tion is made, is parallel to the tangent plane of the sphere at P.

Ex. 1. Prove that the polar plane of any point in regard to a

sphere is at right angles to the line joining that point to the centre

of the sphere. This joining line is in fact the polar line of the line

in which the absolute plane is met by the polar plane.

Ex. 2. Prove that when the section of the sphere by a plane, -bt,

is projected from a point, H., of the sphere, into a circle on a plane,

the centre of this circle is the projection of the pole, in regard to

the sphere, of the plane ot. The line of intersection of the plane ct

with the tangent plane of the sphere at H is, in fact, the polar line

of the line joining H to the pole of the plane ot.

Ex. 3. The line joining any point, Q, of the section of a sphere

by a plane, •sr, to the pole, P, of the plane tzr, is at right angles to

the tangent line of the section at Q. For, a line drawn from P, in

the tangent plane of the sphere at Q, meets the sphere in two points

lying on the generators of the sphere at Q, and meets the plane -nr,

sky in P', upon the tangent plane of the sphere at Q ; so that P' is

on the tangent line at Q of the section ot. But P and P' are har-

monic in regard to the points in which the line PP' meets the

sphere.

Ex. 4. At either common point of the sections of a sphere by

two planes which are conj ugate to one another, each plane contain-

ing the pole of the other in regard to the sphere, the tangent lines

of the sections are at right angles.

Ex. 5. When the two sections of the preceding example are pro-

jected, from a point H of the sphere, on to a plane parallel to the
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tangent plane at K^ they become two circles which cut at right

angles.

Relations of two spheres. Coaxial spheres. Now consider

two spheres. In the first place, they have two points of contact,

lying on the absolute conic ; that is, there are two points, common
to both spheres, on the absolute conic, at each of which the tangent

planes of the two spheres are the same. For, let O and 0' be the

centi-es of the two spheres, let the line 00' meet the absolute plane

in T, and let TA^ TB be the tangent lines drawn from T to the

absolute conic, touching this in A and B. Then the plane AOT,
containing the common tangent line, AT, of the spheres at the

common point A, is a tangent plane of both the spheres at this

point A ; and BOT is, similarly, a common tangent plane at the

common point B. This plane equally contains the other centre, 0'.

The points of contact of the spheres are thus the two points in

which either sphere is touched by the two planes which can be
drawn to touch it, from the line of centres, 00 . In the next place,

the two spheres have in common, beside the absolute conic, a further

plane section, which is, therefore, a circle. For, an arbitrary plane

cuts the two spheres in circles which, beside their common points

lying on the absolute conic, have two farther connnon points ; thus

the spheres have, beside the absolute conic, an infinite number of

points common ; let P, Q, R be three of these ; then, the plane
PQR cuts the spheres in two conies which, beside P, Q, R, have two
points in common, those namely where the plane meets the absolute

conic ; but two conies with five points in common coincide with one
another. Thus the two spheres have in common the circle in which
the plane PQR meets either ; and, therefore, no other common
points beside those on the absolute conic. At either of the two
points common to this circle and the absolute conic, the tangent
plane of either sphere contains the tangent lines of both these conies,

and is hence the tangent plane of both spheres. The two points of
contact of the spheres are thus the points where their connnon
circular section meets the absolute conic. The plane of this connnon
circular section is called the radical plane of the spheres. Through
this connnon circular section can be drawn, as we have seen, an
infinite number of further spheres, one through any arbitrary point.

These form what is known as a coaxial system of spheres. There are,

in particular (Chap, i, p. 10), two cones which both contain the
absolute conic and the common circle of the two spheres. The
vertices of these cones are called the limiting' points of the system
of coaxial spheres. The limiting points lie on the line joining the

centres, and 0', of the two original spheres, which also contains

the centres of all the spheres of the coaxial system. Further, any
sphere drawn through the two limiting points has its centre on the
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radical plane, and cuts at right angles every sphere of the coaxial

system; that is, the tangent plane of such a sphere, at any point

common to it and one of the coaxial spheres, is at right angles to

the tangent plane of the latter sphere at this point. These facts

may be proved from what has been said. AVe proceed however to

utilise the algebraic representation.

Taking reference points A, B, C, D, of which D is arbitrary, but
not on the absolute plane, while A, B, C form a self-polar triad in

regard to the absolute conic, so that the equations of this conic may
be taken to be t = 0, ,v- + if + ^- = 0, the equation of a sphere is

necessarily of the form

a {x" + )f + z^ + %uvt + '^vyt + 9.xozt + dt' = 0.

When the coefficient a vanishes this becomes the aggreffate of the

absolute plane ^ = and another plane ; in general we suppose that

a is not zero. This equation is the same as

{(Lv + uty- + {ay + vif + {az + wty = (w- + f" + w- — ad) P,

and the point {u, v, w, — a), having for polar the plane ^ = 0, is the

centre. The points common to this sphere and any other, of equa-

tion

a {x- +y" + z') + ^u'xt + ^v'yt + 2w'zt + d't- = 0,

satisfy the condition

[2 (ail - an) x + ^ {av' - av)y + 2 {axo - arc) z + (ad' - ad) t]t = 0;

thus, beside the points lying on ^ = 0, there are common points on
the radical plane, whose equation is obtained by equating to zero

the first factor of the left side. This plane meets ^ = on the line

given by ^ = and

(au' — a'u) X + (av — dv)y + {aid — a!w) z = 0,

which is the polar line, in regard to the absolute conic, of the point

(au' — a'u, av' — av, aw' — a'zc, 0), in which the line joining the

centres of the spheres meets the absolute plane ; so that the radical

plane is at right angles to this joining line. We may thus take the

point of intersection of this plane and the line of centres for the

reference point D, and the point A to be on the line of centres, so

that the radical plane becomes x = 0. This choice requires that v = 0,

w = 0, v' = 0, w = 0, ad' — a'd = 0. Supposing a and a not to be

zero, we may put «= 1, a' = 1; then d = d' and the equations of

the spheres become

x" + y- + z^ + 9,uxt + dt- = 0, x" + y"- + z- + 2u'xt + dt- = 0.

Any coaxial sphere, being required to meet x = on the circle

x = 0, y- + z- + dt- = 0, will then have an equation

x"^ -\-y' + z" + 2Uxt + dt' = 0;
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in particular when JJ- = d this represents a cone whose vertex is

(— XJ, 0, 0, 1). The two hmiting points are then (^% 0, 0, 1) and

(— d^^ 0, 0, 1). If, for a moment, we put X = oc + d^t, T = x — d^t,

A = h(\-Vud-'% A' = \{\ + iid--^\ B = l-A, B' = l-A\ the

equations of the two spheres become

AX'- + BT^ +y''-\-z' = Q, A'X^ + B'T- + if- + z" = 0,

which shew that the four points of intersection of the four planes

JT = 0, T = 0, ;?/
= 0, ^ = 0, form a self-polar tetrad for both the

spheres, and, therefore, for all the spheres of the coaxial system

(Chap. I, p. 33). Herein, however, the planes ?/ = 0, ^ = are not

unique, being any two planes through the line of centres which are

at right angles to one another. The equation of any sphere through
the two limiting points is at once seen to be of the form

X- + y- + ^r^ + %Vyt + "mzt - dt- = 0,

having its centre on the radical plane x = 0. We proceed to verify

that this meets all the spheres of the coaxial system at right angles ;

and for this purpose we prove that the condition that two spheres,

a {x- \-y- + Z-) + %ixt + '^vyt + 2zc'2^+^^-=0, «'(*-+ ?/^ +:s-)+ etc.= 0,

should cut at right angles, is

2 {im + vv' + icw) - ad' - a'd = 0.

The condition that two planes, of equations Ix + my + nz +pt = 0,

I'x -f- etc. = 0, should be at right angles, is that the lines

Ix + viy + nz = 0, I'x + etc. = 0,

in which these planes meet / = 0, should be conj ugate in regard to

the absolute conic; that is, II' + ymn + 7in' = 0. If now (^, t?, ^, r)

be a common point of the two spheres, the respective tangent

planes, of such equations as

X («f + ut) +y (ar) + vt) + z {a^ + wt) + 1 {u^ + vq + ic^+ dr) = 0,

will be at right angles if

(a^ + ut) (a'^ + ii't) + (arj + vr) {anj + v't) + (a^+ xcr) {a'^+io'T)=0;

this, however, is the same as

a'S + aS' + [^ (uii + vv' + 7cze)') - ad' - a'd] t- = 0,

where S = 0, S' = are the equations of the two spheres, with

(^5 V^ ?!> t) written for {x, ?/, z, t). As the point (^, ?;, ^, r) satisfies

both equations, and is supposed not to lie on the absolute plane, we
see that if the spheres cut at right angles at one point, the specified

condition is satisfied, and the spheres then cut at right angles at

every point ; and conversely. The condition is evidently satisfied

for any sphere through the limiting points, taken with any one of

the coaxial spheres.
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E,v. 1. If two circles, not lying in the same plane, have two
points in conniion, a sphere can be described to contain both of

them. For these circles together with the absolute conic form three

conies of which every two have two points in common ; and we
have seen (p. 10) that three such conies lie upon a quadric. In
the present case this quadric, as containing the absolute conic, is a
sphere.

Ejc. 2. Prove that the three radical planes, for each pair of three

given spheres, meet in a line.

Eor. 3. Given any three circles, no two in the same plane, prove

that there is another circle meeting each of them in two points.

If S,. = be the equation of a sphere, where

it is at once clear that for any six spheres there exists an identity

XjiSi + X2'S'2 + . . . + \S^ = 0, where Xj, . .
.
, Xg are functions of a^., w^,

tv, 'ii^n dr (^'=1? •••) 6). Now let *S'i = 0, 6*2 = be any two chosen
spheres through the first of the three given circles, jSg = 0, »S'4 = be
any two chosen spheres through the second of the three given circles,

and iSg = 0, iSg = be any two chosen spheres through the third of

the three given circles. The equation 'X^S-^ + XojSo = then represents

a sphere through the first circle, and the equation X^S^ + X4*S'4 =
represents a sphere through the second circle. In virtue of the

identity remarked, any point common to these two spheres equally

lies on the sphere XgiSg + X^S^ = 0, which contains the third circle.

Thus the circle common to the first two spheres equally lies on the

third. This circle intersects each of the three given circles in two
points, since any two circles on the same sphere meet in the two
points in which the line of intersection of their planes cuts the

sphere.

It may be remarked at once that a similar argument shews that

any three lines in space of four dimensions are met by another line.

We shall see later how to pass from a circle in three dimensions to

a line in four dimensions, or conversely.

Ex. 4. For any two spheres,

a {x- + «/2 + z^) + ^uxt + ^vijt + ^lozt + df = 0,

a (x^- + «/' + z^) + 9.11 xt + etc. = 0,

let

D = ti- + V- + ti^ - ad, E = 9uu' + 9vv' + 9zvw' — ad' - ad,

D' = u'- + v'^ + w"" - a'd' ;

we have shewn that £ = is the condition for the two spheres to

cut at right angles ;
prove that the first sphere becomes a cone

passing through the absolute conic if Z> = 0; also, that the condition

that the two spheres should touch, that is, have the same tangent
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plane, at a point not lying on the absolute plane ^ = 0, is 'E'- = 4DZ)'.

Further, that the condition that the plane Lv + my + nz + ^^ =
should touch the first sphere is

D (P + tif + iv) — {id + vm + wn — apf — 0.

Thus, the common tangent planes of the two spheres satisfy the

condition

D~^ (ul + vm + xon — ap)^ = D'~^ (ii'l + v'm + w'n — a'pY ;

these common tangent planes are thus the planes drawn to touch

either sphere from either of the points whose coordinates are

{\u + \'u', Xv + X'v', \w + \'w', —\a — V«'),

where X, \' are such that X^ = 1/D, \'- = IjD'. These two points are

called the centres of similitude of the two spheres.

Prove further that any sphere, drawn through the vertex of a

quadric cone which contains the absolute conic, satisfies the condition

JB = 0, formed for itself and the cone regarded as a degenerate

sphere ; and may, therefore, be said to cut the cone at right angles.

Shew, too, that, if 1= im' — tta, V = vw' — v'zv, etc., the equation

of the two common tangent planes of the spheres at the points on
the absolute conic at which they touch, is

(I't + mz — ni/)- + (m't + nx — Izy + {nt + ly — mocf = 0.

Ex. 5. If two plane sections of a quadric cone be taken, prove that

a quadric can be described to contain these, passing through an
arbitrary point not lying on either of the planes. Shew also that a

sphere can be constructed having a given centre, to pass through a

further arbitrary point.

Ex. 6. If 0, D be given points, and a variable plane be drawn
through D, and a point P taken so that the line OP is at right

angles to the plane, and the middle point of and P lies on the

plane, shew that the locus of P is the sphere with centre D which

passes through 0.

Ex. 7. Four lines in the absolute plane meet in six points, the

opposite intersections being conjugate in regard to the absolute

conic ; any four planes, one through each of these lines, meet, in

threes, in the points A, B, C, D. These four points are then such

that any two opposite joins of them are two lines at right angles.

Prove that, if the line be drawn through each of these points which

is at right angles to the plane containing the other three points,

these four lines meet in a point, say P. Prove, further, that the six

middle points of the joins of the pairs o{ A,B,C, D lie on a sphere

;

let its centre be G. Prove that G lies on the line joining P to the

centre of the sphere which contains A, B, C, D. A line can be

drawn to be at right angles to both of any two opposite joins of
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A, B, C, D
.,
taking the intersections of this Hne with these joins,

and the four other points similarly arising for the other two pairs
of opposite joins, prove that these six points lie on the sphere con-
taining the middle points of the six joins.

Relations of a quadric in general with the absolute conic.
The circular sections. Suppose that the quadric considered does
not touch the absolute plane, but meets it in a conic which has four
distinct intersections with the absolute conic. These two conies have
then a common self-polar triad of points, which we may take for

points of reference for coordinates, A, B, C (Vol. ii, p. 23). Inci-

dentally also we may remark that if the given quadric be ex-
pressed, in regard to any reference points, by an equation wherein
the coefficients are real, and the absolute conic, referred to these,

be imaginary, then the points A, B, C are real (Vol. ii, p. 165). If

D be the pole of the absolute plane in regard to the quadric, the
four points A, B, C, D will form a self-polar tetrad in regard to the
quadric. Referred to A, B^ C, D the equation of the quadric will

then be of the form

a'- 11- z^
L ^ -I = /2

a o c

unless the quadric be a cone, consisting of points lying on lines all

passing through the point D ; in this latter case the equation will

be of the form x-ja + iflh 4- z^jc = 0. We may, if we please, include

both these equations in the single form x^ja -\- ^/jb + z^jc = viP.

The point D, the pole of the absolute plane, is called the centre

of the quadric, or, in the case of the cone, its vertex. The lines

DA, DB, DC are called the axes of the quadric ; every two of them
are at right angles, relatively to the absolute conic. The planes

DBC, DCA, DAB are called the principal planes. It can now be
seen, dealing first with the case when the quadric is not a cone,

that through each axis there pass two planes which meet the quadric

in sections which are circles, and that all sections in planes parallel

to one of these circular sections are also circular sections. For, if

P, Q, R, S be the four points common to the quadric and the

absolute conic, the section of the quadric by any plane through two
of these points is a conic meeting the absolute conic in two points,

and is therefore a circle, by the definition. The join of two of these

points, P, Q, R, S, contains one of the points A, B, C (Vol. ii, p. 23),

and a definite plane can be drawn through this join to contain, also,

the point D. As two of these joins pass through each of A, B, C,

what we have said in regard to circular sections is clear. Of any one
of the six sets of parallel planes each meeting the quadric in a circle,

there will be two which touch the quadric, these being the tangent

planes to the quadric from the line, say, for example, PQ. through
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which the planes of this set all pass. We thus obtain twelve points

of contact, of such tangent planes ; these are called umb'dki. Taking
either one of the two generating lines of the quadric at the point P,

it is met by one of the two generating lines of the quadric at the

point Q, say in t/", which will be an umbilicus, while the other

generating line at P will be met by the other generating line at Q
in another umbilicus, say U'. If B be the one of the three points

A^ B, C through which PQ passes, the line UU\ which is the polar

line of PQ, lies in the polar plane of B, that is, in the principal

plane DAC, and passes through the centre D, this being the pole of

the plane ABC. The twelve umbilici thus lie in fours on the three

principal planes, and in pairs on six lines through D. Moreover, as

we may consider the intersection of a generating line of the quadric

at P with a generating line at Q, or R, or S, we see that the twelve

umbilici lie in threes upon the eight generators of the quadric at

P, Q, R, Sy there being two of these generators through each

umbilicus.

If the equation of the quadric be taken in the form remarked

above, 2^^/a = t^, the equations of the absolute conic being ^ = 0,

Xx^ = 0, and p, q, r be defined by

(« — b)(a — c) p = a, (b— c) {b — a) q = b, {c — d){c — b) r = c,

the point whose coordinates are

{a + \)p-^, (6 + X)<7*, (c + A,)r4, 1,

describes a line, as A, varies. The point of this arising for X = x ,

namely (p^, q^, r^, 0), satisfies both the equations Xafja = 0, S.r-= 0,

and is thus one of the four points P, Q, R, S :, it is at once seen that

S (a + A,)7(« — b) (a — c) = l, so that the line lies entirely upon the

quadric. By taking all the possibilities of sign for p^, 5'-, r~, we
thus obtain the eight generators of the quadric which contain the

twelve umbilici. In particular, the umbilici are obtained by the
values — «, —b, —c, of X.

These eight generators are a set of lines which may be derived

from any one of them by a process of harmonic inversion which often

occurs, and may be described : if we are given a point 0, and a

plane ct not containing 0, we may, from any point P, obtain another

point, P', as that point on the line OP which is the harmonic conju-

gate of P, in regard to and the point where OP meets the plane ct.

Then as P describes any line, P'also describes a line, meeting the

former on the plane ot ; and as P describes any plane, P' also de-

scribes a plane, meeting the former plane on the plane ct. Suppose
now we have a tetrad of points. A, B, C, D ; we can employ this

process of harmonic inversion taking, for O, any one of these four

points and, for the associated plane •nr, the plane containing the
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other three. Thereby we have four inversions, and we may subject

a point to one of these, or to a combination of two or more of them,

talven in succession. It is at once seen that thereby only seven new
points are obtained ; if the original point be of coordinates (.r, ?/, ^, t)

relative to A^ B, C, D, the aggregate of eight points are those of

coordinates (+ .r, ±i/, ± ::, t). Similarly from a line, by repeated in-

versions with this tetrad, eight lines in all are obtained. It is clear

from the above expressions that the eight generators containing the

umbilici are such a set of eight lines.

Case of a cone. When the quadric reduces to a cone whose
vertex is not on the absolute plane, so that its equation is capable

of the form x^la-\-iiflb + z^/c = 0, the equations of the absolute conic

being ^ = 0, .r- + 7/" + z- = 0, there will still be, in the general case,

four intersections P, Q, R, S, of the cone with the absolute conic,

and therefore, as before, three principal planes, through the vertex

of the cone, the planes x = 0, ?/ = 0, s = 0, intersecting in pairs in

the axes of the cone. It is still the case that a plane containing two
of the points P, Q, R, S meets the cone in a circle, so that there are

six sets of parallel planes each meeting the cone in a circle. The
circular sections containing the axes of the cone degenerate however
each into two generators of the cone ; and the umbilici all coincide

with the vertex. A modification of statement is clearly necessary

when two or more of the points P, Q, R, S coincide. The case most
frequently considered is that in which the cone touches the absolute

conic in two distinct points, say, when Q coincides with P and S
with R. There are then still triads which are self-polar both in re-

gard to the absolute conic and in regard to the section of the cone by
the absolute plane, one point of all of these being the common pole

of PR in regard to the two conies, the other two being any pair of

points on PR which are harmonic conjugates in regard to P and R.

The cone, in this case, has one unique axis, and all sections by planes

at right angles to this are circles, so that the cone is said to be a

cone of revohdion , or a right circular cone. Any two lines at right

angles to one another, through the vertex of the cone, in the plane

at right angles to this unique axis, may be regarded as the other

tw'o axes. Besides the circular sections spoken of there are no others

which are not degenerate. Finally, if the cone has its vertex, C, on
the absolute plane, in which case it is called a cylinder^ there will

be two generators of the cone lying in the absolute plane. If these

meet the absolute conic in distinct points, respectively, Pandi?, and
Q and jS", so that P, C, R are in line, as are Q, C, S, then any plane

through either of the four lines PQ, QR, RS, SP, meets the cylinder

in a circle. But when P coincides with Q and R coincides with S, or

the cylinder touches the absolute plane, no undegenerate circular

sections lie in planes through PR. And it is also possible that the
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vertex of the cone should be on the absolute conic. The necessary

modifications may easily be stated. When the cone meets the abso-

lute plane in two distinct lines, its vertex, C, not being on the

absolute conic, we may take two points, A and B, on the polar line

of C in regard to the absolute conic, which shall be conjugate to

one another both in regard to the absolute conic, and in regard to

the cone, and take for D a point on the polar line of the absolute

plane in regard to the cone ; then, with A^ B, C, D as point of
reference, the equations of the absolute conic may be supposed to

be ^ = 0, x"^ + v/- + ;^^ = 0, and the equation of the cone to be of the

form ax' + hy- = t-. This construction fails if the cone touches the

absolute plane, its vertex still not being on the absolute conic. If

then C be the vertex of the cone, and CA the generator of contact

with the absolute plane, the point A being on the polar line of C
in regard to the absolute conic, and if B be the pole of CA in re-

gard to the absolute conic, and D be any point not on the absolute

plane, the triad A, B,C is self-polar in regard to the absolute conic,

whose equations may therefore be supposed to be of the form ^ = 0,

x'^-]- y- + z^ = 0, while the equation of the cone is of the form
7/2 = (Ax -f- By + Ci) t. This is simplified if we take for CD the other

generator of the cone, beside CA, along which the tangent plane

contains CB \ the equation then reduces to the form y^ = mxt. The
case when the vertex of the cone lies on the absolute conic may be
similarly dealt with.

Ex. Prove that the equation

ax- + hy"^ + cz- + %fyz -f- 9.gzx + ^lixy =

represents a right circular cone (touching the absolute conic in two
points), (1) '\i f=g=li—0 and two of a, 6, c be equal, (2) if

g = h = and (a — b)(a — c) =/*", (3) when none of y, g', h is zero,

if « — f~^gh ^h — g~^1tf= c — h~^fg. Remark also that in general

the equation of the cone is capable of the form

{a -f-'gh) X- + {b -g-^hf)f + {c - Ir^fg) z-

Quadric touching the absolute plane. When the quadric

touches the absolute plane at a point, C, not lying on the absolute

conic, there will be two distinct lines of the surface, passing through

C, lying in the absolute plane, say these are PCR and QCS, where

P, Q, R, S are on the absolute conic. It is then })ossible to take

two points, A and B, on the polar line of C in regard to the abso-

lute conic, which shall be conjugate in regard to this conic, and
also harmonic conjugates of one another in regard to the two lines

PCR, QCS. From the line AB it is possible to draw another tangent

plane to the quadric beside the absolute plane. Let this touch the
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cjuadiic in the point D. Then, referred to A, B, C, D, the equation
of the quadric assumes the form a<r^ + b?/ + ^zvrd = 0. For, consider
the most general form possible

aa'~ + hf + err- + dt- + %fij:: + 2^r;.r + "-Xlixy + ^Zuxt + Slvyt + ^.wrd = ;

then, the intersection with the absolute plane is to reduce to two
lines, passing through the point C, harmonic in regard to CA, CB,
and two such lines are represented by equations of the form ^ = 0,

A.v- + Bif = ; we infer, therefore, that c =f=g= h = 0; further,

the intersection with ^ = is to reduce to two lines given by equa-
tions of the form z = 0, Lv- + 9,nLvij + ny" = ; we infer, therefore,

that d = ii = v = 0. This establishes the form in question. The form
of the equations of the absolute conic may still be supposed to be
t = 0, x'^ +y- + Z' = 0, the triad A^ B, C being self-polar in regard to

this. Such a quadric may be called a paraboloid. There are four

sets, each of parallel planes, meeting the surface in circles, namely
those containing any one of the lines PQ, QR, RS, SP. The points

of contact of tangent planes, other than the absolute plane, drawn
to the quadi'ic through these lines, give four umbilici ; these lie in

pairs on four generators of the surface passing each through one of
the points P, Q, R^ S. The case when the quadric touches the abso-

lute plane at a point of the absolute conic may be similarly dealt

with.

Ex. 1 . For the surface a.v- + by'^ -i- ^tvzt = 0, if c = a — b, the

umbilici are given by

[0, (- ac)^, ^c, ab/xo] and [(bc)^, 0, ^c, ab/w].

Ex. 2. Any two circular sections of a quadric, whose planes are

not parallel, lie on a sphere. For two plane sections of a quadric

meet in two points, and three conies, of which every two have two
points in common, lie on a quadric, as has been remarked.

Ex. 3. The condition for a given plane to be a circular section

of a given quadric is that the plane should meet the absolute conic

in points lying on the quadric. If the absolute conic be ^ = 0,

x"^ + y"^ -{- z^ = 0, the plane be Iv + my + nz -f-^^ = 0, and the quadric

be in general form ax"- -f . . . -h ^iczt = 0, prove that the conditions

are the two

bn- -V cm^ — 9fmn cl- + an- — ^gnl _ am- + bl'^ — ^hlm

m^ + n- n^ + P I- -\- m-

Ex. 4. Prove that the axes and asymptotes of a plane section

of a quadric are parallel to those of the section by any other parallel

plane, and that the centres of these sections, by parallel planes,

lie in line. Prove that the axes of the section of the quadric

do!^ -H by- -I- cz- = t^ by the plane Ix + my -h nz = 0, being the lines

through the centre, in this plane, which are conjugate to one another

(5—2
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both in regard to the quadric, and in regard to the absolute conic

{t = 0, x"^ -ir y"' + z^ = 0), are the intersections of the plane with the

cone
oc-'^l (b — c) +y-^vi {c- a) + z'^n (a-b) = 0.

Ea\ 5. If the general equation ax- + ...+ 2wzt = break up into

two linear factors, and so represent two planes, the condition that

these planes should be at right angles is that the lines in which they

meet the absolute plane should form a conic outpolar to the absolute

conic (Vol. II, pp. 36, 144). With the usual form for the equations

of the absolute conic, the condition for this is a + b + c = 0.

The pair of tangent planes which can be drawn from the line

whose coordinates are (/, m, n, l\ m', n), to the quadric

x-ja + y-jb + z^jc = t',

are at right angles if

(b + c)P + {c + a) m' + (a + b) n^ = /''^ + m'^- + n'\

Ex. 6. Prove that the tangent planes of a quadric at the points

of a generator form an axial pencil which is related to the range

formed by their points of contact ; and that the normals of the sur-

face at the points of the generator, that is the lines through these

points at right angles to the tangent planes, meet this generator,

and a certain line in the absolute plane, in two related ranges.

These normals are therefore generators of a quadric which touches

the absolute plane.

If the equation of the given quadric be taken in the form

xU —yV = 0, where U, V are linear in x, y^ z, t, the equations of

the absolute conic being as before, shew that the normals describe

the surface xVo+yUo = 0, where Uq, Vq are obtained from L\ F,

respectively, by putting x = and y = 0.

The line of striction for one system of generators of a
quadric. If two lines which do not intersect one another meet the

absolute plane in P and Q, respectively, and R be the pole of the

line PQ in regard to the absolute conic, the transversal drawn from

R to the given lines is a line at right angles to both, and the only

such, as has been remarked. Now suppose the two lines coincide in

one generator of a given quadric ; the line PQ will then be replaced

by the tangent line, at P, of the section of the quadric by the abso-

lute plane. The transversal from R is then replaced by a line from

R meeting the quadric in two coincident points ; the point of coin-

cidence will therefore be the intersection of the generator with the

polar plane of R in regard to the quadric. This construction deter-

mines a single point on the generator ; the locus of these points, for

all the generators of one system, is called the line of striction corre-

sponding to the system.
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E,v. 1. If tlio equation of the quadric be x-ja^ + 'iflb' —,i:'^fc'^ = t'\

the absokite conic being as before, the coordinates of a point of the
quadric can be represented in terms of two parameters, X, /*, in the
forms ,r/a = 1 - X/n, yjb = A, + /x, ^r/c = 1 + X/i, t = \- fi. Then A. is

constant for all points of a generator of one system, given by the
equations .?•/« + ^A" = A"' {t + i/lh), a-/a - zjc = \(t -yjh) ; and ^ is

constant on the generator of the other system given by

xja + zjc = — fM~^ (t — yjh), xja — zjc=- fji{t \- yjb).

The parameters of the generators of the two systems which meet in

a point of the section by ^ = are equal, tlieir point of meeting
being of coordinates a (1 — X-), 2iX, c (1 + X,-), 0.

Carrying out then the construction above explained it may be
shewn that the line of striction, for the generators (X), meets the
generator X, in the point for which yu- is given by

lx\{X- + A) + A\' + \ =0, where A = (26-- + r"-

-

a-^)l(a-" + c"").

From this it may be seen that the line of striction is a curve meeting
an arbitrary plane in four points, and meeting any generator, /j,, of
the other system, in three points.

E.v. 2. By the same construction, for the quadric represented by
the equation a~'-a:' — b~-y~ = 9,zt, the tangent line at the point P
being however replaced in this case by a generator lying in the
absolute plane, shew that the lines of striction are the sections of
the surface by the planes a~^x ± b~^y = 0. These sections both touch
the absolute plane.

E.v. 3. With the notation above, a generator, X, of the quadric
meeting the absolute plane in P, and R being the pole, in regard to
the absolute conic, of the tangent line, at P, of the section of the
quadric by the absolute plane, prove that, if RP meet this section
again in T, and S be the point of the line of striction which lies on
the generator considered, then ST is a generator of the other
system.

Ea\ 4. Hence shew that if a pair of tangent planes of the quadric,
at right angles to one another, be drawn through the given
generator, their points of contact being the points H, K of this

generator, then the pair H, K belong to an involution of pairs of
points on this generator, in which the point 5*, on the line of stric-

tion, is the point conjugate to P.

Ex. 5. Shew that the quartic curve in Ex. 1 lies on a cubic cone
whose vertex is (0, 6, 0, 1), which intersects the quadric surface also

,

doubly, in the yti-generator for which //. = 0, namely the line given
by .r/« =zjc, t ^yjb, this being a double line of the cone.

Shew further that a cubic surface can be drawn through the curve
and any two yu--generators of the quadric surface ; and that no other
quadric surface than the original contains the curve.
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In the constraction given, as the point P varies, the point R
describes a conic in the absohite plane, the polar reciprocal, in re-

gard to the absolute conic, of the conic described by P. The polar

planes of the points R envelope a quadric cone, whose vertex is the

centre of the quadric. The tangent planes of this cone are thus

related, in the sense employed in Vol. i, to the generators of the

quadric, through the points P ; and the curve is the locus of the

intersection of a plane of the cone with the corresponding generator.

More generally, if P = 0, Q = 0, JR = 0, 5' = 0, t/ = 0, F = 0, PF=0
be arbitrary planes, we may consider the locus of the intersection of

the plane JJ6" + 9Vd + JF= 0, which envelopes the cone UW= F-,

with the line P=6R, Q = ^"^^S", which is a corresponding line of the

quadric PQ = RS. The locus is a curve of this quadric lying on the

cubic surface UP^+2VPR-\-WR^ = 0, which also intersects the

quadric in the generator P—0, R = counted twice. The curve lies

also on the cubic surface

U (P- <I>S) (P -fS)+V [{P - (f>S) (R - yfrQ) + {P- yfrS) {R - (f>Q)]

+ W{R-(f>Q){R-ylrQ) =

which contains two arbitrary generators,
(f),

-\/r, of the other system,

given by P = (f)S, R = (f)Q,
etc.

The construction for the line of striction is evidently not limited

to the case when the generators lie on a quadric surface.

Ex. 6. Notice that the two generators of the surface

at the point (.^o, ?/o, .^o> to}i are the intersections of the tangent plane

with the two planes {xy^ — Xoy)lah = ± {zt,y — zj)/c.

The director sphere of a quadric. If three tangent planes

of a quadric, which does not touch the absolute plane, be such that

every two are at right angles, it can be shewn that the point of

intersection of the three planes lies on a definite sphere, whose centre

is the centre of the quadric.

We can suppose the equation of any plane put into the form

Ix + my + nz =pt, with /, m, n so chosen that I- + irf + n- = 1 . Further

the condition that two planes,

l^x + m^y + n^z =pit, Ux + m^y + n2Z= pot,

should be at right angles, when the equations of the absolute conic

are < = 0, x- -I- 3/- + ^r- = 0, is that /j 4 + mi m.2, -\- n^ n^ = 0. If then we
have three planes of which every two are at right angles, with

equations lyX + m^y + iirZ =prt, we may suppose the six equations

If? + mf + iir" = 1, Irh + nirmg + )i,.ns = to be satisfied. Therefore,

as remarked above (Ex. 3, p. 71), the six equations such as

^^ + 4^ + 4^ = 1, /iWi + Za^^a + 4'/'3 = 0, are also satisfied. Where-
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fore, if (.r, y, z, t) be the point of intersection of the planes, fi-om

2 {l,-,v + ni,iij + HrZ)- = trip,.-, wc infer .v- + v/'^ + ,'.- = Pip/.
Now suppose the planes all touch the quadric whose equation is

,v^/a + i/-/b + z-lc = t' ; the conditions for this are the three of the

form air' + hitir^ + en/ =p/ ; these however lead to Ip/ = a + h + c.

Thus the point of intersection of the planes lies on the sphere whose

equation is .r- + //^ + z- = t''{a + b + c).

And it is clear that if the planes touch, not all the same quadric,

but, respectively, the three quadrics whose equations are

.1-2 (a + \,)~' + y- (h + \,)-' + ,:;- (c + \)-' = t\ etc.,

so that we have (a + X,.) 1/ + (b + \,.) m/ + (c + \r) n/ = /?/, or

al/ + bm/ + en/ = p/ — X,-, then Xp/ = 1\r + a + b + e. In this case

the point of intersection of the planes lies on the sphere whose

equation is x- +y^ + z^ = a + b + e+ 2Xr

•

When the quadric touches the absolute plane, and has an equa-

tion rt.r- -H bi/^ + 2zozt = 0, the condition that a plane

Lv + my + nz + p^ = 0,

should touch the quadric is arH- -H b~^ vi- + 9^X0'^np = 0. If then three

planes touch this quadric and intersect in the point {x, «/, z, t), we
have three equations such as

t {a~^l,r + b~^m/) — 9io~^n,. {lyX + m,.y + Urz) = 0.

If every two of the planes be at right angles, we can thus infer, as

above, by adding these equations, that t {a~^ + b"^) — 2zzo~^ = 0.

The locus of the point of intersection of the three tangent planes

thus degenerates into a plane, the absolute plane being, in a

certain sense, also part of this. The plane in question passes through

the polar line, on the absolute plane, in regard to the absolute conic,

of the point of contact of the quadric with the absolute plane.

If we take the general tangential equation of a quadric, for a

plane, Ix + my + nz + pt = 0, touching this, which contains a point

{x, y, z, t), the equation

t^ {AP + Bm'^ + Cii^) + D{lx + my + nz)- + ^Ffmn + ...

- 2 Utl (lv + my + nz) - . . . =

holds. If we have three such planes, mutually at right angles, satis-

fying this equation, we infer, as above, by addition of the three

equations, the equations of the absolute conic being as before, that

t^(A + B + C)+D(x^+y" + z-") - 9Utx - 9Vty - 9Wtz = 0.

This is then the equation of the locus of the point of intersection

of the planes ; it represents a sphere whose centre is (U, F, W, D),

which is the centre of the quadric, the pole of the plane ^ = 0. The
locus degenerates into the absolute plane t = 0, together with another
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plane, \vhenD= 0; this is the condition that the quadric should touch

the plane ^ = 0. In general, the sphere is called the directoi' sphere

of the quadric.

^Ve may consider the matter from a less algebraical point of view,

if we I'ecall what was said in Chap, i (p. 52) in regard to the con-

dition that one quadric be outpolar to another. The condition that

a quadric S', given by a point equation a'x- + . . . + ^h\Ti/ = 0, should

be outpolar to another quadric 2 given by a tangential equation

At^ + . . . + ^Hhn = 0, is aA + ... +'^h'H = 0. This condition may
be proved, as was the corresponding condition for conies (Vol. ii,

p. 142), to be independent of the choice of the points of reference

for coordinates. Evidently if <S'/=0, jS/^O be two quadrics both

outpolar to S, so is any quadric whose equation is 6"/+ XS^' = ; or,

if Si = 0, ^2 = be two quadrics both inpolar to <S', so is any quadric

whose equation is Si + /uXi- The condition does not apply directly

to the case when the inpolar quadric S is a cone ; there is no
unique tangential equation to a cone, just as there is no unique

point equation to a conic, regarded as existing in three dimensions.

We may however speak of a cone S as being outpolar to a cone S of

the same vertex as S, when the conic sections of these cones by any

plane are in the corresponding relation to one another. The condi-

tion for this is easily expressed when the common vertex of the cones

is taken as one of the points of reference for coordinates. This being

understood, a cone, of vertex P, which is outpolar to the enveloping

cone drawn from P to a quadric S, is outpolar to S ; in particular a

pair ofplanes which are conjugate to one another in regard to a quadric

2, form, together, a degenerate quadric outpolar to 2. Assuming
these results, which may easily be verified, consider again a point, P,

from which pass three tangent planes of a quadric, S, which are

mutually at right angles in regard to the absolute conic, co. These

planes touch the enveloping cone from P to S ; this cone thus meets

the absolute plane in a conic, e, which is inpolar to w, being touched

by three lines in the absolute plane which form a self-polar triad in

regard to co. Thus the conic co is outpolar to e (Vol. ii, p. 33), and
the cone Pco, joining P to co, is outpolar to the enveloping cone Pe,

and, therefore, by what has been said, is outpolar to the (juadric S.

The director sphere thus appears as the locus of a point P such that

the conic Pco, joining P to the absolute conic co, is outpolar to the

quadric. This result is analogous to the fact that the director circle

of a conic is the locus of a point which is such that the lines joining

it to the two absolute points of the plane of the conic form together

a degenerate conic outpolar to the conic, in regard to which they are

conjugate lines. If we adopt this definition we may prove that the

locus in question is a sphere by remarking that if P and P' be two

points, there is a system of coaxial spheres of which P and P' are
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the limiting points, the cones Pw, P'tu intersecting in two conies,

one, ft), lying on the absolute plane, the other lying in a plane which
is at right angles to T*P' and passes through the middle point of

P, P'. This second plane contains the centre of the quadric; for

this statement is the same as that the two planes containing the

complete intersection of the two cones, Po), Peo', are conjugate to

one another in regard to the quadric S ; now it has been shewn
above (p. 75) that if the equations of the two cones be, respectively,

r = 0, r' = 0, the equation of the two planes is of the form
F — X,r' = 0; as r and V are both outpolar to S, so then is the

aggregate of the two planes. This involves that they are conjugate

to one another in regard to the quadric 2. It follows now easily

(cf Ex. 6, p. 78, above) that P' lies on the sphere constructed to

pass through P which has its centre at the centre of the quadric.

More generally, if we consider any two spheres which are outpolar

to the quadric S, these define a system of coaxial spheres. If P and
P' be the limiting points of this system, the cones Ptu, P'tw, whose
equations, as has been seen (p. 75, above) are obtained linearly from
the equations of these spheres, are equally outpolar to S. Thus P
and P' lie on the director sphere. Therefore this sphere cuts both
the given spheres at right angles, as we have proved. Thus, all

spheres outpolar to S cut the director sphere at right angles.

This is the analogue in three dimensions of Gaskin's theorem for

conies (Vol. II, p. 48).

When a conic e is inpolar to a conic tw, lying in the same plane,

if any tangent line of e be taken, and the pole of this in regard to

ct), the two tangents of e drawn from this pole are conjugate to one
another, as well as to the chosen tangent, in regard to &). Wherefore,
if any tangent plane be drawn to the quadric S from a point, P,
of the director sphei-e, and the line at right angles to this be drawn
through P, the two tangent planes of the quadric drawn through this

line are at right angles to one another. In particular, if we consider

a point P common to the director sphere and the quadric S, and
take for the tangent plane drawn through P that which touches

the quadric at P, since a tangent plane of the quadric can be
drawn through either generating line of the quadric at P to contain

also any other line through P, we infer that the two generating

lines of the quadric at P are at right angles to one another. Con-
versely, it can be shewn that the points of the quadric at which
the generators are at right angles lie upon a sphere ; this would
furnish another definition of the director sphere,

Ex. 1. Let the plane of a conic, &>, meet a quadric, 2, in the

conic o- ; let a generator, /, of 2 meet o- in P ; let the polar of P in

regard to &> meet <t in Q and H. Through each of Q and R there

is a generator of 2 which intersects /; let these be m^ and /«2- The
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two tangent planes of % drawn through QR are those containing,

respectively, ni^ and nu^ for, for instance, m^ is met by the generator

through R which is of the same system as /. Any pair of planes

through QR which are conjugate to one another in regard to ^ are

then harmonic conjugates in regard to the planes {QR^ m^ and
{QR, Wo). We can infer that there are two generators n^, m^, of the

quadric S, which intersect a given generator /, and are at right

angles to this, and, if these meet / in Pj and Po, that the plane at

right angles to / which contains the middle point of Pj, Pg, passes

through the centre of the quadric. From this it follows that the

sphere, whose centre is the centre of the quadric, which contains

the point Pi, also contains the point Pg. The generator VI2 is,

similarly, met at right angles by another generator beside /, in a
point similarly lying on the same sphere; and so on continually.

Ex. 2. When the quadric is that representable, as above (p. 85),

in terms of parameters X, fx, by the equations

xja = 1 — A-yu., yjb = X, + /x, zjc = 1 + Xyti, t = \ — /jL,

prove that the condition that two generators, (A,), (/x), of different

systems, should be at right angles, is

a' (1 - X-") (1 - fi,^) + U-Xfi + c-{l + \-) (1 + fi-) = 0,

shewing also that this arises from

j,2 _|.^2 ^ ^2 _ ^^^2 ^ J2 _ ^2^ f2^

E.v. 3. Supposing the equation of the quadric to be

x'^/a -k-y-jh + z-jc = f-,

we have shewn above (p. 80) that a generator of the quadric at one

of its intersections with the absolute conic is given, varying X, by
the points expressed by

'^^ = {a + \)pK y^={h + \)q\ -^={c + \)rK

where^ = aj{a — h) {a — c), etc. The point of this line on the absolute

plane, (p^, q^, r^, 1), arises by X = x . This line, meeting the director

sphere once at this point, will meet this sphere in one other point.

Shew that this is given by X = 0, being (r//?^, hq^, cr^, 1). Shew
further that the cubic equation in 6 expressed by

a?p {a + d)-^ + b-q {b + 6)-^ + c^r (c + 0)-' = 1

possesses only the root ^ = 0.

Ex. 4. The director sphere of a quadric is the locus of a point

such that the cone joining this to the absolute conic is outpolar to

the enveloping cone from this to the quadric. More generally, prove

that the locus of a point such that the enveloping cone drawn from
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this to the quadric .v^ + y" + z- = mP is outpolar to the enveloping
cone of the quadric x^ja -V y-\h + ^-/c = ^-, is represented by

x" {b + c) + 1/ (c+a) + rs- {a + h) + vi [,r- + ,7/^ + z- -{a+h+c)
^-J

=0.

Dually, prove that a plane whose section with the quadric
expressed by aa;- + by- + cz"^ = t^ is outpolar to the section with

ar^x"^ + bc^y- + cr^z^ = f,

touches the quadric expressed by A~'^x- + B~^y'^ + C~'^z'^ = t^,

where A = ai (bb^ + cc^ + 1) {aa^ + bb^ + cci)~\ etc.

Ex. 5. If from a point, T, three lines, TP, TQ, TR, can be drawn,
to touch a quadric surface E, of which every two are at right angles,

the enveloping cone from T to the surface E is outpolar to the cone
T(o, joining T to the absolute conic. If the equation of E be
a~^x'^+ b~^y'^ + c~^ Z' = t-, the equations of the absolute conic being
as before, prove that the plane PQR is a tangent plane of the surface

(a + \)-\v- 4- etc. = f, where \-^ + ar^ + b'^ + c'^ = 0, say, of the

surface F. The locus of T is then that of the pole, in regard to E^
of the tangent plane of F, namely is the polar reciprocal of F in

regard to -E, whose equation is a~" {a + X) x"^ + etc. = t- ; this locus

intersects E on the curve where the common tangent planes of E
and F touch E. (Cf. Vol. ii, p. 133, and Ex. 2, p. 93, below.)

Confocal quadrics, defined algebraically. The quadrics

represented, with different values of X, by the equation

(a + X)-\r- + (6 + X)-i«/2 + (c + xyz" = t\

are said to be confocal. It is perhaps easier to deal with the theory

of such surfaces, in the first instance, with the help of the algebraic

symbols ; a more synthetic treatment is suggested below.

If we replace (.r, ?/, z, t) by the coordinates of a particular point,

(a^i, ?/j, Zi^ ^i), we obtain a cubic equation for the parameter \ ; there

are thus, in general, three confocals passing through a given point.

It is easy to prove that, if a, b, c be real, and {x-^^ 3/1, z-^^ t^) be real,

the three values of A, are real ; for definiteness suppose a>b >c\ it

can then be shewn that the three roots X.i, Xo, X3 are such that

— «<X3<— b<\2<— C<\i\
it is only necessary to assume that, if the cubic polynomial

(\ + a) (X+ b) {\ + c)ij--{X+b) (\ + c) x^- - ... - ...

assumes values of different sign upon the substitution of two real

values of X, then it vanishes for one (or three) intermediate values

of X. Of the three confocal surfaces thus obtained to pass through
the point (^1,3/1,^1,^1), every two cut at right angles. For the
condition that the tangent planes,

(a + \)-^xXi + (6 + \)~^yy^ + {c + xy^zz^ = tt^,

and (a + fi)~^ xx-^^ + (6 + fi)~'^yy^ + {c + yu-)~^ zz^ = tt^
,
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should cut at right angles, namely {a + \)~^ (a + /ji)~^ii\- + etc. = 0,

is obtained at once by subtraction of the two equations

{a -f X)~'^i'i- + etc. = ^i", (a + fi)~'^a,\" + etc. = ti'.

Thus any two different confocals cut at right angles at every common
point.

For every one of the confocal surfaces the tetrad of points,

(1, 0, 0, 0), etc., is self-polar. In each of the four planes of this tetrad

there is a conic associated with the confocal system ; for instance,

in the plane .r = 0, the conic (b — ci)~^if + (c — aY'^z- = ^-, obtainable

from the general equation of the confocals by putting x = and
\ = — a; and so on ; the conic in the plane ^ = is x' + i/^ +z'^ = 0,

obtainable by putting ^ = and X, = go . These four conies are called

the/oca/ conks of the system ; each may be regarded as lying on
two degenerate surfaces of the confocal system.

When (<ri, ^i, Sj, ^i) are not all real, the three confocals through
this point need not be distinct. AVe have, in particular, remarked

above (p. 90) that, when this point is {ap'^. bq^y ct'^, 1), in which

p = a/(a — b) (a — c), etc., the three roots \ of the cubic equation are

all A, = 0, the only confocal of the system through this point being

a~^a:'^ + b~^i/'^ + c~^Z' — t-. More generally, the confocals through any

point, P, of coordinates [(a + 6) p^, {b + 6) q^, (c+d) r^, 1], are given

by X, = 0, and \= 6, of which the root ^ is a double root, as may
easily be verified; for every value of this point P lies on a generator,

of the surface a~^.r'- 4- i~\^" + f~"^s- = f-, passing through one of the

intersections of this quadric with the conic ^ = 0, .r- + jj- + ^- = ;

this generator, it may easily be seen, touches the surface

(a + 6)-\t- + etc. = f-

at the point P. Thus, this generator touches all the confocals (other

than that on which it lies) ; through any point of it there pass only

two distinct confocals, the one on which it lies, and that which it

touches there ; through one point of it, lying on the director sphere

of the surface on which it lies, when this director sphere is defined

with the focal conic of the plane ^ = as absolute conic (cf. p. 90,

above), there passes the surface only, of the confocal system. Further,

it may easily be verified that through any point, (a\, v/j, Zi, t^), where
the quadric a~Kv" + etc. = t- is met by the cone rt~^.r- 4- etc. = 0, there

pass, of the confocal system, only this quadric, counting twice, and
the surface of parameter X, = {^y +,i/i~ + -i") ^r"^ —(« + & + c); at these

points the tangent plane of the surface a~^{v- + etc. = t" is such as

also to touch the conic ^ = 0, a^^ + i/ + z" = 0.

Ex. 1. Prove that the eight generators of the surface

a~'^ x^ -\- eic. == t-
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at the points where this meets the conic ^ = 0, .r- + y- + ;.--= 0, he

on the surface expressed by the equation

\o(^ ^-
y-

-\- z- - t- {a -^ h -V c)\- - ^ahc (a-\v- + Ir-y- + c'-z") t- = 0.

Ex. 2. Prove that the polar reciprocal of the quadric

{a + X)"^^- + etc. = r-^

in regard to the quadric rt~^?'-+ etc. =f-, that is, the locus of the

poles, in regard to the second quadric, of the tangent planes of the

first, is the quadric given by

a-\v- + b-'^y- + c"!;.- -t- + \ (a--.v- + b--y- + c'-z-) = 0.

Consider now the locus of the poles of an arbitrary plane, say of

equation Iv + my + nz = pt, in regard to all the surfaces of the con-

focal system. It is evidently the line of which the general point has

the coordinates [(a + 0) I, (b + 6) m, {c + 6) n, p], for varying values

of 6. This line meets the plane ^ = in the point (/, m, n, 0), and
is at right angles to the given plane, when the absolute conic is the

focal conic of the plane ^ = 0. The line meets the plane itself in the

point for which 6 is given by (a 4- 6) /- -i- etc. =p- ; thus there is one

surface of the confocal system touching the plane, that namely for

which the parameter X has this particular value of 6. The line may
be called the a.vis of the plane.

It may happen that the axis of a plane lies in the plane itself,

namely this is so when the condition (a + 8) l- + etc. =p- is satisfied

for all values of 6. Then the plane, satisfying

l'^ + etc. = 0, al- -\- etc. =p\
touches the focal conic in the plane ^ = 0, and touches the surface

a~^.r'^ + etc. = t\ In this case, however, we also have, for any value

of X, the equation (a + X) /- + etc. =p", and the plane touches every

surface of the confocal system ; it touches, then, also the other

three focal conies. The points of contact all lie on the line which

is the axis of the plane ; this line meets all the focal conies. When
the plane has the equation a^p"^ +yq^ +zi-^ = t, where, now,

p = aI (a —b) (a — c), etc.,

being then the tangent plane of the quadric a~^x^ + etc. = t'- at the

point (ap^, bq^, cr^, 1), considered above, the axis is a generator of

this quadric, as we have seen. We can thus make the statements :

{a) Confocal surfaces have the property that a plane which touches

two of them, touches all, the points of contact being in line. Such
a plane touches all the focal conies, in points lying on this line.

Conversely, a plane touching two of these conies, or touching one

of these and one of the surfaces, touches all ; (6) Through any point

four planes of this character can be drawn, these being the common
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tangent planes of the enveloping cones drawn from this point to

two of the surfaces. Exception arises when the point is on one of

the focal conies ; then two such planes can be drawn through this

point, both passing through the tangent line of this conic at this

point.

Alternative ways of initiating the system of confocal
quadrics. If we take any two quadrics which have a common self-

polar tetrad of points, that is, as will be seen, any two quadrics which

are not in particular relation, their equations may be supposed to be

X^ + F' + Z2 = T^ and A'^X- + fi-i F^ + ^-i^^ = T\ Then, a plane,

of equation IX + mY + nZ =pT^ which touches both these surfaces

satisfies the two equations Z^ + ?7i^ + n^ = jf, AP + Bm- + Cn^ = p^,

and, therefore, satisfies, also, the equation

{A + (t) P + {B+(t) m^ + (C + (7) ^i^ = (l+o-);A

whatever <t may be. This plane thus touches the surface

P-'X' + Qr'Y' + R-'Z'' = T% where P = {A +a)/{l + a).

If we put x = {A — 1)~^ X, etc., t = T, with a — {A— 1)~\ etc., and
X = (1 + cr)~^ this last equation becomes

(a + A,)-i^'2 + {b + X)-y + {c + \)-^z" = t\

which is of the form we have taken to define the system of confocal

quadrics.

Or again, suppose we take, in different planes, any two conies,

which have no common point ; on the line of intersection of the

planes of the conies, let A^ B be the points which are conjugate to

one another in regard to both the conies ; let C and D be the poles

of this line in regard to the two conies, respectively. Then, referred

to A, B, C, D, the equations of the two conies may be supposed to

be, respectively,

.272 + 2/^- + z- = 0,t = 0, and Ax- + By- = t\ z = 0;

taking c arbitrary we can then take a and b so that A = {a — c)~^,

B = (b — c)~^. Now consider a plane, Lv + my + nz — pt, which touches

both these conies. We then have

P + m^ + n- = 0, and {a — c) P + {b — c) m- =p^.

From these, whatever \ may be, there follows

(a + \)l' + {b + X) Di? +• (c + X) n- =/>2.

The plane thus touches any surface whose equation is of the form
(a + XY'^x"- + etc. = f^. Equally, it touches a definite conic in the

plane a; = 0, and a definite conic in the plane y = 0.

Ex. Our original definition of confocal surfaces was for surfaces

not touching the absolute plane. If however, as here, we regard as

confocal to a given quadric any quadric touching all the tangent
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planes of this which also touch the absolute conic, we may define

([uadrics confocal with the surface of equation ar'^a'- -\- h~^y-='^zt^

which touches the absolute })lane. For the condition that the plane

Iv + my + nz = p should touch this is aP + bm^ + ^pn = 0. The
general confocal is then that given tangentially by

(a + K)l^ + {b + k) 7)1? + Kii- + 2j9;z = ;

it is easily seen that the point equation of this is

(rt + /c)-\r- + {h + «)-\//- = "^zt + Kt-.

The relations of the four focal conies. Begin, as just

explained, with two arbitrary conies, having no point in common,
Iving in different planes ; define thei'eby two other planes, and in

each of these a further conic, touched by the common tangent planes

of the two given conies; take the four planes as ^ = 0, ^,-= 0, d'= 0, 7/ =0,
and denote the conies lying therein by 8, 7, a, /3, respectively. It

appears then, from what has been said, and is immediately verifiable,

that the poles of an arbitrary plane in regard to these conies, that

is, the poles, in regard to these conies, of the lines in which the

plane intersects the planes of the four conies, respectively, lie in line.

Now take the tangent line, say /;, at any point, P, of one of the

conies a, yQ, 7, say /Q ; let this line meet the plane of the conic 8 in

the point T ; from T let the tangent lines, TH, TK^ be drawn to the

conic 5, touching this in H and K. The points P and H are the

poles of the plane PTH, respectively, in regard to /3 and B ; this

plane, therefore, touches a and 7 at points lying on the line PH.
Consider, now, the conies, a', 7', in the plane of the conic S, which
are obtained by projecting the conies a, 7 from the point P. Since

the plane PHT touches a on PH, the conic a touches B at H, as

does the conic 7', for the same reason. Similarly, a and 7' touch B

at K. If we regard B as the absolute conic, the plane PHK is at

right angles to the line PT, that is, to the tangent of the conic /5

at the point P. The cones joining P to the conies a, 7 have thus,

both, contact along two generators with the cone joining P to the
absolute conic, B. They are, therefore, what we have above described

as right circular cones, or cones of revolution. But, further, as the

plane PHT touches all the confocal surfaces derivable from the
focal conies, at points lying on the line PH, it similarly follows

that the enveloping cone drawn from P to any one of these surfaces

is a right circular cone, likewise touching the cone PB along the
generators PH and PK. Therefore, if we consider the conic in

which the plane PHK cuts one of these confocal surfaces, this is

touched by the lines PH, PK. If, then, we take, as the two absolute

points of any plane, the points in which this plane meets the absolute

conic, we have the result that a plane drawn through a point P of

one of the focal conies a, /3, 7, at right angles to the tangent line
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of this conic at this point, meets any of the confocal surfaces in a
conic of which this point is one focus. When P is at one of the

points where the conic, say /3, meets the plane of a, (or of 7), the

plane PHK^ at right angles to the tangent line p, is the plane of

this new conic, a. We thus infer that the four points where the

plane of one conic, a, of the three a, yS, 7, is met by the other two
conies, |S and 7, are the foci of this conic a.

Ex. 1. Prove that the equation of the enveloping cone drawn
from the point, (^, 0, ^, 1), of the conic /3, whose equations are

?/ = O5 {a — b)~^af' + (c — b)~^z^ = t-, to the confocal surface of equa-

tion {a +X,)~^t'^ + etc. = t'^, may be put in the form

H [(x-t^y+i/'+(2-tO'] - [{a-b).T^-' + (b-c) z'Cr^ - (a-c) tf = 0,

where H=^(a + \){a-b) ^-' -(c + \){b- c) ^-\

Ex. 2, Let the line joining the point (|^, 0, ^, 1), or P, of the

conic /S, to the point {x, ?/, 0, 1), or Q, of the conic 7, meet the

surface ar^x" + b~'^y^ -f c~^z' = t- in the points L, M. We consider

the symbol (P, Q ; L, M), explained Vol. 11, p. 166. This is the

value of A,i/X2? where A-i, Xg are the roots of the quadratic equation

obtained by substituting {x + A.^, «/, X^, 1 + X) for the coordinates

in the equation of the quadric. It is found that this symbol has a
value F {P)l^ (Q), where F (P) depends only on P," and O (Q)
depends only on Q. In fact, with ;«- = [a —c) {a — b)~\

F (P) = (a-5 1 + m-i)/(«-^ ^ - m-i), <i> (Q)= {a-^x-\- m)j{a~^x- m).

If, then, we take two points Q, sav Qi, Q29 on the conic 7, the ratio

of (P, Qi ; Li, Ml) to (P, Q2 ; -^2? M2) does not vary with the position

of P upon the conic yS. This result includes that given in Ex. 4,

p. 209, of Vol. II.

Verify that if Pj, P2 be two points of the conic ;S, and Qi, Q., two
points of the conic 7, there are two enveloping cones, of any surface

of the confocal system associated with the conies, which touch the

four lines P.Q,, Q,P„ P^Q,, ^2^1-

Ex. 3. If the absolute points of any plane of space be the inter-

sections of the plane with a single conic, taken as Absolute, prove

that through any point there can be drawn six planes whose sections

with a given quadric shall have that point as a focus.

If two quadrics touch one another at all the points of a plane

section, prove that the tangent plane at an umbilicus of one of these

meets the other in a conic of which the umbilicus is one focus.

Ex. 4. The plane at right angles to a focal conic at a point P
meets the polar plane of P, in regard to any chosen surface of the

confocal system, in a line /. Prove that if any plane through I meet
this surface in the conic ^, the cone joining P to the points of ^ is

a right circular cone.

I
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The axes of a confocal system of quadrics. We have seen

that the poles of a plane in regard to all the confocal surfaces lie

on a line. The lines so determined are of great importance ; the

necessity, for dynamical purposes, of considering the properties of

these lines, is in fact responsible for much of the theory of confocal

quadrics. The fundamental property, just stated, depends on the

circumstance that the tangential equation of the general confocal

surface is of the form U +W = 0, where \ is variable ; the dual

theorem, that the polar planes of a point, in regard to all quadrics

whose point equation is of the form S + \T — 0, pass through a line,

will arise below.

By the pole of a plane in regard to one of the focal conies is

meant the pole, in regard to this conic, of the line in which the
plane meets the plane of the conic. Thus, by what we have seen,

the poles of a plane in regard to the surfaces of the confocal system
he on the line joining the poles of this plane in regard to two of
the focal conies. This line is then such as to meet the planes of

these conies in points, say H and Q, whose polar lines in regard to

these conies are two lines which intersect one another (on the line

of intersection of the planes of the conies), say in T ; and this is a
sufficient condition for such a line. The polar lines of T in regard
to the conies contain then, respectively, the points H and Q ; but,
as T is on the line of intersection of the planes of the conies, these

polar lines also contain, respectively, the poles, in regard to the
conies, of the line of intersection of their planes ; let these two poles,

which are fixed points, be called B and D. The general construction

for a line which is the locus of the poles of a plane in regard to the
confocal surfaces is then as follows : Take the pencil of lines through
B, in the plane of one of the conies, obtained as the polars, in regard
to this conic, of the points, T, of the line of intersection of the planes

of the conies ; take the pencil of lines through D similarly obtained
with the other conic ; to any line of the former pencil corresponds
a line of the latter, both having T for pole ; take any point H of
the former line and any point Q of the latter line. The line HQ is

such a line as is desired. Such a line depends then on three para-
meters, one determining the position of T, two others determining
the positions of H and Q on definite lines ; we say then that there

are x ^ such lines, the totality of all possible lines being x '*, as we
have seen in Chap. i. There is in fact one such line arising from any
plane.

Ex. A line being given, as in Chap, i, by the equations

I'x + m'y 4- n'z = 0, I't + mz — ny = 0,

etc., the polar lines of the points, (/, m, w, 0), (0, — n\ m, /), where
the line meets the planes t = 0, x = 0, respectively, in regard to the
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conies ^ = 0, x-+y- -\-z- = and ^ = 0, {h — a)~^if 4- (c — a)~^ r^- = ^-,

intersect on the line ^ = 0, ^e = 0, provided all + hmm + cnn = 0.

This is then the condition for such lines.

Let such a line be called an cwis of the confocal system ; the plane,

of which the line is the locus of poles for the surfaces of the confocal

system, if it is not one of the planes touching all the surfaces of

the confocal system, touches one of the confocals, and the line

passes through the point of contact, and is at right angles to the

plane, with respect to any one of the focal conies regarded as

absolute conic. The point of contact may be called the focus of

the plane. If the plane is tangent to all the quadrics of the con-

focal system, the axis contains all the points of contact, and, in

particular, meets each of the focal conies, being a generator of the

surface of the confocal system which passes through the poijit of

meeting, as we have seen above. Thus, eight of these axes lie on

any quadrie of the system, and there are x ^ such lines.

The axes of the confocal system which lie in any general plane,

sr, touch a conic, which touches each of the principal planes x = 0,

y = 0, ;2 = 0, ^ = 0. This is clear from the construction for such an

axis given above. For, let the lines in which the plane C7 meets the

two principal planes there considered, respectively, be the lines m and
n\ to any point, C7, of in there corresponds a line joining it to the

point B of the first plane ; to this there corresponds a line through D
of the related pencil in the second plane, and this meets the line n

in a point, V. The ranges (C/), (F), respectively on the intersecting

lines m and ti, being thus related, the line UV, which is one of the

axes of the plane ot, envelopes a conic touching the lines m and n.

On the line of intersection of the two principal planes considered,

there are two points, say A and C, such that BA and DA are the

polars of C in regard to the conies, respectively, and BAD is a

principal plane. If the plane t«7 meet BA and DA respectively in

H and Q, the line HQ^ is tangent to the conic. Similarly the conic

touches the principal plane BCD. In fact any line in one of the

four principal planes, or through one of the four principal points,

is an axis of the confocal system.

The range of four points, in which an axis of the confocal system,

lying in the plane tn-, meets the four principal planes, is thus related

to the range in which any other axis in this plane meets these four

planes. This range is, however, related to that in which an axis

lying in another plane, ct', meets the principal planes. For, to any
tangent line, ^, of the conic in the plane -sr can be found two tan-

gents of the conic in the plane ct' which intersect the former, say

tx and ^2'; then the lines t and ^Z, being axes of the confocal system

in the plane (^, ^1), meet the four principal planes in related ranges.

Thus we reach the conclusion that the axes of the confocal system
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are the lines upon which the intersections with the principal planes

are all related ranges, each of four points. The planes joining an
axis to the four principal points, A, B, C, D, are then, also, all

related axial pencils, of four planes (Vol. i, p. 30); from this it

follows that the axes of the confocal system which pass through an

arbitrary point lie on a quadric cone containing the points A,B,C,D.
Ed', if the points (0, — 7i, m', I), (»', 0, — /', //?), (— m\ /', 0, n),

(Z, rn, riy 0), in which a line whose coordinates are (/, m, n, /', m, n)
meets the principal planes, be denoted, respectively, by the symbols

P, Q, R, S, we have IQ = n'S + wP, IR = - mS + nP. Two such lines

are therefore met bv the principal planes in related ranges if mm'/nn
be the same for both (Vol. i, p. 154, Vol. ii, p. 166). We saw above

that the condition for an axis is all' + hmm -\- cnn' = 0; this, how-
ever, in virtue of W + mm + nn = 0, gives mm'/mi = (c — a)/{a — b).

The lines in space of which the coordinates satisfy a single rela-

tion, as here, are said to form a complex. We have already briefly

considered the linear complex (above, Chap. i). The particular

quadratic complex here arising is called the tetrahedral complex.

It is a general property of quadratic complexes, that the lines of

the complex lying in an arbitrary general plane touch a conic, and
the lines of the complex passing through an arbitrary general point

form a quadric cone. The latter statement appears, if the point be

{'^'(1, yoi ^oi ^o), by substituting in the quadratic relation connecting

/, 7», ?i, r, m\ n which defines the complex, for /, /', etc., respectively,

^.ro — io^i y^Q—^o'^i etc. ; the result, in virtue of I'to = — mz^ + ny^,^

m'ta = — iixq + feo) ''4 = — Z?/o + mxQ, is a quadratic relation con-

necting tx^ — t^x, tyo—tfty-, tS(! — to^-> which is the equation of the

cone. The former statement follows in the same way if the line

coordinates be defined by the coordinates of two planes, of which,

in the proposition considered, the given plane may be taken as one.

For the tetrahedral complex, the cone is given by

(/; - c) xj-^ + {c — a) y^m'^ + (a - b) z^n-^ = 0,

where I = tXf, — t^^x, etc. The conic, touched by the lines of the

complex which lie in the plane Ax + By + Cz + Dt = 0, lies on the

cone whose equation is

[A (b - c) x]^ + [B(c- a) yf + [C(a- b) z]^ = 0.

It lies also on the cone

[(b - c) Dt]^ + [C(c- a) z]^ + [B(a- b) ijf = 0.

A line is an axis of the system of confocals only if it contains the

poles of some plane, taken in regard to two of the surfaces ; in this

case it contains the poles of this plane in regard to all the confocals.

But, if the pole of a plane, in regard to a particular quadric, lie on

a line, the polar line of this line, in regard to this quadric, lies in

7-2
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the plane. Thus a line is an axis of the confocals if its polar lines

in regard to two of the confocals lie in one plane, in which case its

polar lines in regai'd to all the confocals lie in this plane. This is

the same as saying that a line which is an axis of the confocal

system is the intersection of the polar planes, in regard to any two
of the confocals, of a suitably chosen point. By taking the parti-

cular case when one of the two selected confocals is replaced by a

focal conic, we reach the conclusion that a line is an axis of the

system of confocals if it is at right angles, in regard to one of the

focal conies, taken as absolute conic, to its polar line in regard to

one of the confocals.

Ex. 1. The polar line of (Z, w<, w, /', ?/?', n) in regard to the

surface a~'^x- + etc. = t" is the line whose coordinates are

(rtZ', ... , — hcl, ...).

The condition that these should be at right angles in regard to the

absolute conic ^ = 0, x- + ?/- + 2- = 0, is aW + bmni + cnn = ; and
this is also the condition that they should be at right angles in

regard to x = 0, (b — a)r'^y- -\-{c — a)~'^Z' = P. The condition that

the second line should intersect the line

[(« + 6')r,...,-(^»+^)(c+6') /,...]

is also the same.

Ex. 2. If p be the line containing the poles of a plane, or, in

regard to the confocals, say the axis of -ro-, meeting ot in P, prove

that the axes of planes e, drawn through p, lie in the plane -ot, and
meet any two of the principal planes in related ranges, so that they

touch a conic touching these planes ; further that two of these axes

meet in P, and are at right angles to one another in regard to any
one of the focal conies, taken as absolute conic ; also that any one
of these axes is the polar line of p in regard to a properly chosen

one of the confocals.

We may consider the locus of the point, in the plane -nr, which
is the intersection of any plane e, drawn through p, with the axis

of this plane. If we speak of the conic, in the plane -sr, which is

the envelope of the axes of the confocals lying in this plane, as a

parabola, the absolute* points of this plane being the intersections

of this plane with the focal conic ^ = 0, x'^ + ?/" + ^' = 0, then the

point, P, being the intersection of two tangents of the parabola

which are at right angles in regard to these absolute points, is on
the directrix ; and the locus is that of the intersection of a tangent

of the parabola with the line drawn at right angles to this tangent

from a particular point, P, of the directrix. It may be shewn that

this is a curve meeting an arbitrary line of the plane in three points^

which passes twice through P.
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Ea\ 3. If four planes meet in threes in four points, A, B, C, D,
which form a self-polar tetrad in regard to a quadric, the lines in

which a plane, ct, meets these planes intersect in six points, lying

on the joins of A, B, C, D, and these six points, it is easily seen,

consist of three pairs of points conjugate to one another in regard

to the conic section of the quadric by the plane ot. This conic is

therefore outpolar to any conic in the plane w which touches the

four lines spoken of (\'ol. ii, p. 33).

Thus, in particular, the conic in the plane ct, touched by the

axes of the confocal quadrics which lie in this plane, is inpolar to

the section of anv one of the confocals by this plane. Dually, the

quadric cone of axes of the confocals which pass through an arbi-

trary point is outpolar to the enveloping cone drawn from this

point to any one of the confocals.

Ea: 4. Shew that if two points, P, Q, of one of the confocals, be
such that the lines through these points at right angles respectively

to the tangent planes of the quadric at these points, with respect

to any one of the focal conies, (called the normals of the quadric at

these points), meet one another, then PQ is an axis of the confocal

system, and conversely.

Ex. 5. For a conic in space, the centre is the pole, in regard to

the conic, of the line in which the plane of the conic meets the

absolute plane ; and the axes of the conic are the lines through its

centre at right angles to one another in regard to the absolute

conic and also conjugate to one another in regard to the conic

itself. Consider now a conic which is the section of one of the con-

focals by a plane ; take, for instance, the principal plane ^ = for

absolute plane, and the focal conic of this plane for absolute conic;

let D be the centre of the quadric, so determined, the centre of

the conic, and OU, OV its axes, the points t/, V being on the line, /,

in which the plane meets ^ = 0. The line DO is then the polar line

of /, in regard to the quadric. We desire to see that the axis OU
is at right angles to its polar line in regard to the quadric, and, in

fact, that the polar line of OU passes through F. For this, as the

polar plane of contains the line UV, or /, it is only necessary to

see that the polar plane of U contains F; this is clear because U
and F are conjugate in regard to the quadric. Thus a line, which is

an axis of the conic section of a quadric of the confocal system by
some plane through the line, is an axis of the confocal system. This

condition is necessary that a plane may be possible through the

line giving a conic section of which the line is an axis.

If we draw through / one of the tangent planes of the quadric,

touching it in P, on the line DO, then the polar line of PU is the

line PV. These lines are the normals at P of the two confocals, to

the given quadric, which pass through P ; and are parallel to the
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axes of any conic section of the given quadric by a plane parallel to

the tangent plane at P (that is, intersecting this tangent plane on

the absolute plane).

Ex. 6. Taking one of the confocals, an arbitrary plane, and the

axis of this plane, the polar line of this axis, in regard to this con-

focal, lies in the plane, and meets the section of the surface by the

plane in two points. Prove that the tangent planes of the surface

at these points are at right angles to the plane, and pass through

its axis.

Ex. 7. If (/, m, «, r, ?»', n) satisfy the equation

all' + hmm' + cnn' = 0,

it is the axis, in regard to the confocal system, of the plane

Ix + my + nz = pf,

where p has the value mn (f) — c)/l\ or the equal values, 7il (c — a)/m',

Im (a — b)/n'. The normals of the surface a~Kr^ + etc. = t% at the

points, (^i), (x.,), where the line meets it, intersect in (^, r), ^, 1),

where a^l = px^X2, etc. The plane through the line whose conic

section with this surface has the line for an axis has the equation

al' {I't + mz — ny) + bm {in't + nx — Iz) + en {n't + Jy — mx) = 0.

Find the equation of the locus of the centres of the conic sections

of all the confocals by an arbitrary plane.

Ex. 8. If the normal of a surface, S, of the confocal system, at

P, meet the surface S again in P', and meet another confocal, S,

of the system, in Q and Q\ prove that the normals of S at Q and Q'

intersect in a point lying on the tangent plane of 6* at P'. Further,

that, if S vary, the locus of the point of intersection is a conic, in

the tangent plane at P'.

Ex. 9. We have seen that the axes of the confocals which lie in

a plane touch a conic, and those which pass through a point are

generators of a cone. Prove that the points of the conies lying in

planes passing through a line (/, m, 7i, l\ rn\ n) lie on a surface,

which is touched by the tangent planes of the cones whose vertices

are on this line. Shew that tbe points of this surface are expressible

by two parameters, 6,
(f),

in the forms

i3yx/t = (d + af (l'(f)
- p)-\ yocy/t =(6+ bf {m'cf) - q)-\ etc.,

where a = 6 — c, l3 = c — a, etc., and p = {mn — m'n) (/'- + m'^ + 'i'^)~^>

etc. See Pllicker's Neue Geotnetrie des Rmimes, z\\. Abth. ; Leipzig^

1868, pp. 193 ff.

The normals of a quadric, and ofconfocal quadrics, which
pass through a point. In the case of confocal conies, we con-

sidered, starting from an arbitrary point, the aggregate of lines
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fornied by the polars of this pohit in regard to all the confocals.

The lines were tangents of a parabola, touching the two axes of the
confocals (Vol. ii, p. 120). For the system of confocal surfaces we
may similarly consider the aggregate of the polar planes of an
arbitrarily taken fixed point, (.r'o, yo-> ^.'o, ^o)? in regard to all the
surfaces of the system. The equation of the general plane of this

aggregate is {a + Xy^xx^ + {b + \)-^ijijo + {c + X)~^zZo=tt(, ; particular

planes of the aggregate are the principal planes ,v = 0, y = 0, js = 0,

t = 0, arising respectively for \ = — a, X= — b, X = — c, A, = x.
Through an arbitrary point there pass three of these planes, which,
when the point is (a-Q, ;i/o, ^'o, to\ are mutually conjugate in regard
to all the focal conies. Such an aggregate of planes, each deter-

mined by a chosen value of a parameter, X, is called a developable ;

and, in this case, as three planes of the aggregate pass through an
arbitrary point, it is called a cubic developable. If we take a par-

ticular quadric of the confocal system, say a~^cV' + etc. = ^-, and then
consider the poles, in regard to this confocal, of all the planes of
the developable, the points obtained lie upon a curve, of which
three points lie in an arbitrary plane, so that the curve is said to

be of the third order. It may properly be regarded as the polar

reciprocal of the developable in regard to the quadric chosen. The
coordinates of the points of this curve are given by

[ax, {a + X)-\ by, {b + \)-\ cz, {c + \)~\ t,],

for varying values of X ; it contains the principal points forming
the common self-polar tetrad for the confocal surfaces (respectively

for X, = — a, —b,—c, x ), and also the point {Xo,yo-, Zq, to), for X = 0.

The theory of cubic curves in space will be considered below ; such
a curve can, in an infinite number of ways, be regarded as consisting

of all the points common to two quadric surfaces which have also

a generator in common, other than the points of this generator, of
which only two lie on the curve. The line which joins two points

of the curve being called a chord of the curve, the chords which pass

through an arbitrary point of the cubic curve in space are the
generators of a quadric cone, and the curve may be defined as con-
sisting of the intersection of two of these cones, other than the
generator joining their vertices, which is common to both. For the
particular cubic curve now under consideration, every chord, being
the polar line, in regard to the surface a~Kv^ + etc. — t'-, of the
intersection of the polar planes of {Xq, yo, Zq, to) in regard to two
confocals of the system, is, like this line, an axis of the confocal

system. The chords of the curve passing through an arbitrary point
of the curve, (x^, ?/i, Zi, t^), are then the axes of the confocal system
through this point, lying on the cone whose equation is

(6 - c) x^ (xt, - x^t)-' + {c- a)y^ (yt^ - y,t)-^ -t- etc, = 0.
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Consider now a point common to the surface, a'^x^ + etc. = ^-,

and the cubic curve. The tangent plane of the surface at this point
will be the polar plane of {x^^ ?/o, 2:0, ^0) in regard to one of the con-

focals ; thus {cl\^ ?/o, ^q, ^0) will lie on the axis of this plane. This
axis is at right angles to the plane, with respect to every one of the

focal conies taken as absolute conic, and is the normal of the surface

ar^x" + etc. = f^ at the point of contact of the plane. The normals
of this surface which can be drawn through the point (a^o, «/o, ^o» ^0)

are then the lines joining this point to the intersections of this

surface with the cubic curve. The number of such intersections, of

a cubic curve with a quadric surface, is in fact six. In the present

case they may be determined from the roots of the sextic equation

ax^ hy^ czi
,,

(a + xf (b + xy (c + xy-

Ex. 1. If a line be drawn from the point (.7'o, ?/o» -^o* ^0)5 at right

angles, in regard to the focal conic ^ =^ 0, x" + y- -\- z- = 0, to any
plane, -nr, drawn through the centre of the surface a~\r- + etc. = t'\

such that this line meets the diameter of this plane (namely the

polar line of the line in which the plane nr meets the plane t = 0),

prove that the locus of the point of meeting is the cubic curve just

described.

Ex. 2. Shew that the two lines ofEx. 1, that through (.ro, yo-,Zo, to),

and the diameter, are such as to meet any plane in two related

plane systems (in the sense of Vol. i, p. 148). In general, if two
corresponding points, P^ and P2, of two related plane systems,

which may be in different planes, be joined, respectively, to two
fixed points O,, Og, of arbitrary position, shew that, for positions

of Pi for which O^P^ and O.2P2 meet, the locus of the point of

meeting is a cubic curve.

Ex. 3. Shew that the plane containing the three points (Xj),

(A.,), (Xj), of the cubic curve just described, has the equation

X {a+Xi) (a + X.)(a + Xs) y {b + X,){b + X,)(h + Xs)

axo (a — b) {a — c) byo {b — c){b — a)

Z_ {C + Xi) {C + Xa) {C + Xs) _ I
czo {c -a)(c-b) ~to'

Ex. 4. Shew that the six roots of the sextic equation which
gives the six points of the quadric a~^r- + etc. = f- at which the

normals pass through (.r„, yo. Zo, to), are such that

6

U (a + X,.) =— a{n — by (a — cyxo-to~%
r=l

with similar values for the products of the quantities b + Xr, and
of the quantities c + X^ ; hence, denoting these six points by
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Ni, N.,, ...^N^, prove that, if the equation of the plane NiNqN^ be

written in the form a'^Lr + etc. =fy the equation of the plane

NiN.N, will be of the form a " ^/"'.f + etc. =-L
Ex. 5. Through every point of the cubic curve there is a line,

called the tangent of the curve, such that any plane througli this

line meets the curve in two points coincident at this point, and in

only one other point. Shew that the tangent at the point (.Vq , ?/o , Zq , t^)

is the line drawn through this point at right angles to the polar

plane of this point in regard to the surface a~^,v'- + etc. = t'\ In

general only one cubic curve can be drawn to contain six given

points. The present cubic curve is thus determined by the facts

that it passes through the principal points, the common self-polar

tetrad for the confocals, passes through (.^o, 3/0, ^o> ^o)? and has the

line described, as the tangent line at {.Vo, 1/0, ^o, ^o)-

E.v. 6. The chords N^N.,, N^N-., ..., N^Ng of the cubic curve,

being axes of the confocal system, lie upon the quadric cone, of

vertex iVj, containing the axes of the confocals which pass through
N^ . This cone is independent of the point, 0, of the normal at A'^i

,

from which the other normals ON2^ etc., are drawn. Thus, as O
varies on the normal at A^i, the points iVg, etc., vary on the curve of

intersection of the surface a~^.V' + etc. = t^ with the cone in question.

Ex. 7. Taking an arbitrary plane section of the surface

a~^x- + etc. = f-,

and a fixed point Ni of this section, there are two other points of

this section which are such that the normals of the surface at these

points meet the normal of the surface at N^. For, if the normal
at N.2 meet the normal at N^, the line N^Nz is an axis of the con-

focals ; and the axes which lie in this plane touch a conic lying in

this plane ; two of them, therefore, pass through N^, sav N1N2 and
A^iN.^; the normals of the surface at the points A'^., ^^^^ -^3 of the

section intersect the normal at N^, generally in points which do
not coincide. If, however, these points coincide, the normals at N0N3
intersect one another, and the line N2N3 is an axis of the confocals.

A\'hen this is so, the conic, S, of the plane, enveloped by all the

axes of the confocals which lie in this plane, is triangularly inscribed

in the conic section of the quadric by the plane. This conic, 2, we
have seen, is always inpolar to the other. When both facts are true,

the two conies are in the particular relation discussed in ^'ol. 11,

p. 149, each being both inpolar and outpolar to the other. It may
be proved that, if the equation of the plane be Ax + By + Cz— Dt,

the condition for this particular relation is

t {h - cf {hcB'O - aAW-) = ;

and that, then, the locus of the intersection of the existing triads

of concuiTent normals is a line.
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The normals of the confocals which are at right angles
to a given line, and the polars of this line in regard to the
confocals. Consider a line /, which we suppose not to be an axis

of the confocal system ; in particular, it does not lie in one of the
four principal planes nor pass through one of the four principal

points. These possibilities are considered below. Every plane, •sr,.

drawn through / determines a further line, X, the axis of the plane
sr ; every confocal, 6", also determines a further line, /', the polar
line of / in regard to aS". The pole, in regard to S\ of any plane
through /, in particular of the plane ot, lies on /'; the poles of the
plane -nr, in regard to all the surfaces of the confocal system, in

particular in regard to the surface -S", lie on the axis X. Thus the
lines /' and A. have a point in common. If we take different surfaces

«S", the corresponding lines /' do not intersect, or I would be one of
the axes of the confocals. By considering in the first instance three
surfaces *S", and the corresponding lines /', we see that the axes, X^
of all the planes, -sr, drawn through /, are the generators, of one
system, of a quadric surface ; and, then, that the polar lines /', for

all the confocal surfaces, are the generators of the other system of
this surface. The system of polar lines I' will have a line in each
of the principal planes, the polars, namely, in regard to the focal

conies, respectively, of the point in which the line / meets these
planes. The quadric surface in question thus touches each of the
principal planes.

Considering any particular two of the polar lines /', the ranges;

in which these are met by all the lines \ will be related to one
another, and these both related to the axial pencil of planes -nr from
which the lines X are determined. For, let X, T be the intersections

of the line / with two of the principal planes, respectively ; and .r, t

the polar lines of these points, respectivelv, with regard to the focal

conies in these planes. Any plane, ct, through /, will meet these
planes, respectively, in two lines, sav p and -y, passing through X
and T, and the poles, say P and S^ of these lines, in regard to the
appropriate conies, will be points of the lines .r and t, respectivelv.

As CT varies, the lines p, s will describe related pencils in their

respective planes, and the points P, S will, therefore, describe

related ranges. The line X, corresponding to a plane -nr, is the join

PS \ this line, therefore, meets x and t in ranges related to the
axial pencil of planes -ct ; and it is a general property of quadric
surfaces that the line X meets all the generators /', of which x and t

are two particular ones, in related ranges. The line X, or PS^ may
evidently be regarded as the intersection of corresponding planes of
two related axial pencils of planes, one having .?', the other having ty

for axis. The point where the line X meets -cj, which is the point
of contact with one surface of the confocal system of a tangent
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})]anc draw 11 thereto from the line Z, may, therefore, be regarded as

the intersection of corresponding planes from three related axial

pencils of planes, having, respectively, the lines .r, t and I for axes.

The line of intersection of corresponding planes of two of these

axial pencils, as follows from what was said in Chapter i, describes

a quadric surface of which both the axes are generators. We thus

have, here, three quadric surfaces, say {a\ t), {,v, /), (t, I), of which
any two have a generator in common. It follows that the point

where the plane w, through /, meets its corresponding axis, X,

describes a curve which is that common to two quadric surfaces

having a common generator. Such a curve evidently meets an
arbitrary plane in three points ; it is in fact identical with such a
cubic curve as that considered above. The theory shews that the

curve has two points on each of the lines l^.v, t; by similar reasoning

it has two points on every polar line, /', of the line /, in regard to

the confocal surfaces. And, by definition, it has a simple point on
every axis, X, of a plane w passing through /.

Ex. 1. Putting b — c = ci, c — a = ^, a — b^y, prove that the
polar lines of the line whose coordinates are (/, ?/?, n, aii, /3v, jzo),

in regard to surfaces confocal with a~\r^ + etc. = t'-, lie on the quadric
surface whose equation is

ttViO (?f~\r+ r~'?/+ w~^;3) (lx+ my+7iz)—plxt—qmyt—rnzt+lmnt-=0.^

where p = mv + nic^ q = mo + In, r = lu + mv.

EcV. 2. The cubic curve which is the locus of points of contact

of tangent planes from this line to the confocals has, for the co-

ordinates of any point,

L (M'y-N-^ + 1), M {moL -Uy-\-\ ),

N{U^-M^a + 1), U + M' + N%

where L, M, N are linear functions of a variable parameter, 0, of
which L is given by

L = au6 + {yynzv — I3nv) {a?i(r -(- /3'-f^ + 7-rc^'^)~^,

and 3/, N have similar forms.

When the line / is one of the axes of the confocal system the
preceding argument fails. We have already (above, Ex. 2, p. 100)
considered the case when the line is an axis in general position.

The polars of the line then lie in a plane, and the points of contact

of tangent planes to the confocals, drawn through the line, lie on a
plane curve having the property of meeting any line of its plane in

three points.

AVhen the line / lies in one of the principal planes, its polar lines

also lie in a plane, through the corresponding principal point ; and
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the points of contact of the tangent planes, through the line /, lie

on a conic in this plane, which meets the principal plane considered

in two points conjugate to one another in regard to the focal conic

of this plane, the tangents of the locus at these two points meeting
in the corresponding principal point. In this case the polar lines

of /, in regard to the confocals, all pass through a principal point,

that corresponding to the plane in which I lies ; by an argument
already given, they all meet the axis. A,, in regard to the confocals,

of any particular plane, -nr, drawn through /. Thus these polar

lines lie in a plane, cr. The line in which this plane a meets the

principal plane considered is, in fact, the locus of the poles of I

in regard to the sections of the confocals by this principal plane.

If the plane o- meet I in Q, and be the pole of I in regard to

the focal conic of the principal plane, and P the point of contact

of a tangent plane from / to one of the confocals, it is at once
seen that the pencils Q (P) and (P) are related. This proves the

statement made.
Lastly, when the line / passes through one of the principal points,

the polar lines of /, in regard to the confocals, lie in the correspond-

ing principal plane, as do the axes of the planes drawn through /,

all these lines touching a conic, lying in this plane. The circum-

stances are then sufficiently dealt with by the remarks made above
for the case when I is any axis of the confocals.

EcV. When the line / is the line given by ^ = 0, /'.r + m'l/ + n'z = 0,

the polar lines of this line in regard to the confocals lie in the plane

ar/Z' + /3y/jn' + yz/n' = 0, where a=b — c, etc. The points of con-

tact of tangent planes to the confocals drawn from this line lie on the

conic expressed by .r = l' (6- + yjn'- — /3«'-), etc., t = 6 (/'-
-I- m'- -f 7i'^),

where 6 is a variable parameter.

The enveloping cones drawn from a point to the surfaces
of the confocal system, and the tangent planes drawn from
a line. We have seen that any plane which touches two surfaces

of the confocal system touches every one of these surfaces. Thus,
if the two enveloping cones be drawn from an arbitrary point O to

two of the surfaces, the four common tangent planes of these two
cones, which touch both these surfaces, are equally tangent planes

of the cone drawn from enveloping any other of the surfaces.

The enveloping cones from O are thus a system with four common
tangent planes. They will meet any one of the principal planes in

a system of conies having four common tangent lines, w^hich, in

particular, will be tangents of the focal conic of that plane. We
may denote the point-pairs in this plane through which these four

tangents pass respectivelv bv S^^H^; So,H.,; S^,H^., the three lines

^SjHj, S.2H2, S^H-^f will then be a self-conjugate triad in regard to

every one of the conies, in particular in regard to the focal conic of
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the plane. There are thus, through O, three planes forming a self-

polar triad for every one of the enveloping cones ; and, in regard

to any one of the focal conies taken as an absolute conic, these

planes are nuitually at right angles. The line of intersection of any
two of these planes thus contains the pole of the third plane in

regard to every one of the focal conies, and, therefore, contains the
pole of this plane in regard to all the surfaces of the confocal

system. From this it is clear that the three planes are the tangent
planes at O of the three confocals of the system which pass through
0. Further, a point-pair such as S^^Hi is a degenerate form of a
conic of the system touching the four lines in the principal plane
considered, the tangents of this conic being all lines passing thi'ough

Si or H^. A degenerate enveloping cone from consists therefore

of all planes passing through one of the lines OS^, OH^. Thus
these lines are the generating lines at of one of the confocals

which pass through 0. The generating lines of the other confocals

are, respectively, OSn^ OH2 and OS^, OH^.
Tiie three planes are common principal planes of the cones ; the

six lines 06*1, OH^^ etc., are common Jbcal lines of the cones, with
reference to the focal conic, taken as absolute conic, in the principal

plane considered. As is easy to see, any one of these lines has the
property that a plane drawn at right angles to it, in regard to the
absolute conic, meets the cone in a conic of which one focus is the
intersection of the line with the plane.

Consider now the pairs of tangent planes which can be drawn to

the surfaces of the confocal system from an arbitrary line. Taking
any point, 0, of this line, the pairs of tangent planes from the line

to the surfaces are the pairs of tangent planes, from the line,

drawn to the enveloping cones of the surfaces which have for

vertex. These cones, however, we have seen, have four common
tangent planes ; thus, as in the theory of conies in one plane which
have four common tangent lines, the pairs of tangent planes to

the confocals (two to each surface) are an axial pencil of pairs of
planes in involution. There are thus two planes through the
line, the double elements of the involution, each of which consists

of two coincident tangent planes drawn from the line to one
of the surfaces ; in other words there are two surfaces of the
confocal system which touch the line. And the tangent planes,

through the line, of these two confocals, are harmonic conjugates
in regard to the pair of tangent planes drawn from the line to any
other one of the confocal surfaces. In particular, considering one
of the focal conies, and taking it as absolute conic, the tangent
planes through the line, of the two confocal surfaces which touch
the line, are at right angles to one another in regard to this focal

conic. AVhen the line is a generator of one of the confocals, either
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plane through it touching another confocal, touches all the con-

focals, and the proof, and theorem, fail.

E.v. 1. Let the equations of the three surfaces of the confocal

system, which pass through any point (1^0,3/0, ^o? 1)? be

{a + \r)~^x- + {h + X^)-y 4- (f + \)-^z- = t\

for r = 1, 2, 3. Also, denote « + X,,., 6 + X,. , c + X^, respectively, by
tt^, 6j., f,., and put pi" = ai^iCj (ttj — aj)""^ («! — ^3)"^ etc. It may easily

be verified that .r^ {a — b){a — c) = asanas, y^ (b —c){b — a) = b^boh^,

Zq- (c — a){c — b) = C1C2C3 , and that p~'- = a~^x^^ + b{"-yn' + c~-Zi^, etc.

Take for points of reference for coordinates the point (.r,,, 3/0, -Sq? 1)»

and the points on the plane ^ = which lie on the normals, at

(.2?o, 3/0,^0? 1)5 of ^^ three confocals through this point; let such

coordinates be denoted by (^, ?;, ^, 1). Prove, then, that the en-

veloping cone drawn from {x^^ y^^ z^, 1) to the confocal surface

{a + \)~^x'^ + etc. = f' has for equation

(Xi - x)-if + (X2 - xy^'n'^ + (X3 - x)-^^^ = 0.

Also, that the generators, at (a'o, 3/0,^0? 1)? of the three confocals

which pass through this point, lie in threes upon four planes,

touching all the confocal surfaces, whose equations are

(X^-Xs)*^ ± (X3- Xi)*r7 ± (Xi-X,)^^= 0.

Also, that the polar plane of (.:t'o 13/05 -^o? 1) i^i regard to the surface

{a + X)~^.r"^ + etc. = t^ has for equation

(Xi - \)-'lh^ + (X, - \)-'p, 7? + (X3 - \)-'p,^-1 = 0.

Denoting this by t7 = 0, prove that the equation of the surface

(a + \)~\v'^ + etc."= t' is

(Xi - X)-if + (X, - X)-i77- + (X3 - X)-i^- - iliC/- = 0,

where M = (Xj - X) (X2 - X) (X3 - X)/(« + X) (6 + X) (c + X). This
fails when X is one of Xi,X2,X3; prove that the equation of the

surface (« + \i)~\v''- + etc. = t'- is capable of either of the two forms

(X: - X^)-^ {p.-n ~p,^f + (X, - X3)-' {p, r - p^^r- + r - 2;?: ^ = 0,

-^ [(Xi - x,)-' vp2 + (Xi - \,)-'^p, + 1] = 0,

where A''i = ai~^ + bj~^ + cr^ — («i — a.^)'^ — (fli — a3)~\ =p^%a{-^x^.

Ex. 2. If we take for points of reference for coordinates the

conniion centre of the confocals and the three points where the

normals of the confocals through (.ro,3/o, ^05 1) nieet the plane < = 0,

denoting the coordinates by {X, Y^Z, 1), prove that the sections

of the three confocals through (Xq, yo^ z^, 1) by the planes

X = 0, F = 0, Z = (the planes through the centre parallel, in
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regard to ^ = 0, to the tangent planes at (c?'o, ?/o»^'o? l))i have the

respective equations

Jt = 0, {a, - «,)-ir--= + {a, - a,)-'Z-' = 1 ;

F = 0, {a., - ihY'X- + {cu - a.^-'Z'- = 1, etc.

Tiiese three conies are therefore such that any plane touching two
"of them touches the third, and touches the focal conic of the con-

focals which lies in ^ = 0.

Shew that three confocal surfaces can be constructed to have
their connuon centre at {.Vq, i/q, rJ^,, 1), their axes being the normals

at this point of the original confocals, to pass through the conmion
centre of the original confocals, and have for normals at this point

the axes of the original confocals (cf. Chasles, Apercii historiqiie,

1837, Note xxv, p. 359). Prove, also, that if (.i*o, t/q, r.'o, 1) lie on a

plane drawn through the original centre touching all the original

confocals, then this plane equally touches all the new confocals.

E.v. 3. Considering four points P, Q, P', Q' of a line, of which the

symbols of P', Q' are expressible by those of P, Q by P' = P -f 7nQ,
Q' = P + nQ, we have previously considered the symbol denoted bv
(P', Q'

; P, Q), which is equal to 7n~hi (Vol. ii, p. 166). We may
call this the cross-ratio of P', Q' in regard to P, Q, or of P, Q in

regard to P', Q'. Now consider the involution of pairs of points, on
the line, of which P, Q are one pair and P', Q' are another pair.

Any pair of this involution is given by an equation ^ + X'v/r = 0,

where <^ = 0, -\/r = are quadratic equations giving two arbitrarily

chosen pairs of the involution (Vol. ii, p. 111). Any pair of points

of the involution is thus given by one parameter. A,. Let A., A,' be
the respective values of this parameter for the two pairs P, Q and
P', Q'. Also let re, zo' be the respective values of this parameter for

the two double pairs of the involution. We may consider the
quantity E defined by E = (X' - w) (X' - zo')-^l{\ - za) (A, - za')-\

which we may here speak of as the cross-ratio of the parameters A, A'

in regard to the parameters zc, zo'. There is a definite relation con-
necting the cross-ratio (P', Q' ; P, Q) with the cross-ratio E. This
may be expressed, putting the former equal to ^-'*, and the latter

equal to e'^^, by sin a sin (3 = ±1. This result can be immediately
proved by interpreting the involution on a conic (cf. Vol. ii, p. 210).
Similar remarks hold of course for involutions of pairs of lines of a
plane pencil of lines, or for involutions of pairs of planes of an axial

pencil.

AVe apply this now to the involution of pairs of tangent planes
which can be drawn from a line to the surfaces of a confocal system,
remarking that the parameter wdiich determines one of these pairs

of the involution may be taken identical with that which determines
the particular surface to which the planes are tangent. For the pair of
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tangent planes, drawn from the line of coordinates (/, m, n, /', m\ n'y

to the surface (a + \)~\v''- + etc. = f^, is given by ^ + Xyjr = 0, where

(f)
= a^- + 1)7)- 4- c^- — T-, i/r = |2 _^ ?;2 ^ ^-, in which ^= rt + mz — ny^

etc., T = — {I'x + my + in!z).

We thus have the result that if, from a line which touches the

two confocals of parameters respectively \ = p,\ = q, there be drawn
the pair of tangent planes to the surface of parameter /i, and also

the pair of tangent planes to the surface of parameter v, then the

cross-ratio of the former pair of tangent planes in regard to the

latter pair, say e'-^"-, depends upon the cross-ratio of the parameters-

yti, V in regard to the parameters p, q, say e'-''^, these being connected

by a relation sin a sin /3= ± 1. The former cross-ratio is thus the

same as for any other line also touching the two surfaces p, q, proper

regard being paid to the order in which the pair of tangent planes-

to a confocal are taken.

Through any point of the surface of parameter p there can be
drawn two lines, lying in the tangent plane of this surface at this

point, which also touch the surface of parameter q, these being

generators of the enveloping cone from this point to the surface (g).

From what has been shewn above in regard to the enveloping cones

drawn to the confocals from any point, it is clear that these two
lines are a pair of an involution of lines through the point, in the

tangent plane, obtained by varying q, of which the double rays are

the normals of this point of the other two confocals which pass

through the point. It can be shewn that there exist curves on the

surface (p) with the property that, the tangent line of the curve>

at any point, is a tangent line also of the surface (q); all these

curves, which are called geodesies, touch the curve in which the

surface (p) is met by the surface (q), any tangent line of this latter

curve being a connnon tangent line of the surfaces {p) and (q).

Ex. 4. The two geodesies which can be drawn, as in Ex. 3, from
any point of the confocal {p), to touch the curve of intersection^

say {p,q), of the surfaces {p) and (q), may suggest the tw^o tangent

lines which can be drawn in a plane, to a conic, from an arbitrary

point. It can in fact be shewn that, if the various curves, {p, q), of

the surface (p), obtained by its intersection with various confocal

surfaces (q), be projected from one of the principal points, say

(0,0,1,0), each giving rise thereby to a quadric cone, then these

cones have four common tangent planes. If we consider on the

principal plane ^ = 0, the focal conic on the plane, and the section

of the surface (p), there will be two common chords of these conies

which intersect in the centre of projection (0, 0, 1, 0) ; each of

these two chords is the intersection of two of the four common
tangent planes spoken of. Taking then the focal conic of t =
as absolute conic, and the two intersections of any plane with
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this conic as the absolute points of this plane, we reach the con-

clusion that the curves {p, q'), for various confocals (q), project

from (0,0,1,0), upon any plane of circular section of the surface

(p) which does not contain this point, into a system of confocal

conies, [p, q']. For definiteness consider one of the planes of circular

section wliich contains the common centre of all the confocals, and
also the point (0, 1, 0, 0). Two foci of the confocal conies are then

projections of umbilici in the plane ?/ =0.
Now consider a particular point of the surface (p), say P, and

the two tangent lines through P which also touch the surface (q).

These are the intersections with the tangent plane at P of the two
tangent planes drawn to the surface (q) from the normal, at P, of

the surface (p). The cross-ratio of these planes in regard to the

two tangent planes drawn from this normal to the focal conic of the

plane ^ = (which touch this conic at points lying on the tangent

plane at P) depends, we have seen, upon the cross-ratio of the two
parameters, q and x

,
giving these confocals, in regard to the twa

parameters, q^ and q^, of the two confocals, other than {p), which

pass through P, namely depends on (q — qi)/(q — q-^. Again, the

point (0, 0, 1, 0) being C, as the pairs of tangent planes from CP.,

to the cones projecting from C the curves {p, q'), are in involution,,

the cross-ratio of the two tangent lines from [P], the projection of

P, to the conic [p,q], in regard to the two lines joining [P] to the

absolute points of the plane of projection, depends in the same way
upon the same quantity {q — qi)l(q — qo)- Thus, defining the measure

of angle as in Vol. ii, pp. 167, 192, we may say that the two tangents

from P to the surface (q) intersect at the same angle as the two
tangents from [P] to the conic [p, q]. The two former lines however

do not project into the two latter.

Ex. 5. Consider the curve of intersection of two confocals

(a + ^)~^of' + etc. = ^2, (a -f vY^x^ + etc, = ^^ say the surfaces (/i), {v).

Through any point, P, of this curve there pass two generators of

the third confocal, say (A,), which can be drawn through P. Consider

one of these two generators, say p. Through any other point P', of

this generator, there pass, beside the surface (\), two other confocals,

{fjj) and {y'\ and the curve of intersection of these, say the curve

(yu-', v). Consider all these curves (/a', v'), for varying positions of P"

on this chosen generator p. They are all intersected by one of the

two generators of the third confocal which can be drawn through

any other point, Q, of the first curve {^, v), say the generator q.

The generators, q, so obtained meet any one of the principal planes

in the points of a conic. Also, if the generator q meet the curve

(fi', v) in the point Q', the range of points Q' on g, as the curve

{fi\ v') varies, but so as always to meet the generator ;?, in P', is

related to the range of points P' on the generator p. A particular
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case is that the two points, say Qi and Q.,, in which any particular

confocal (M), other than (X,), is met by the generator g, each describes,

on this confocal (M), as Q varies on the curve {fx, v), a curve, (M, AT),

which is the intersection of the surface (M) with another confocal

(N). Thus, if the surface (M) be met by p in P, and Po, and Q.',Q"

be two positions of Q corresponding to the positions P', P", of P

,

the cross-ratio {Q',Q"
; Q,,Q2) is equal to {P',P' ; P^.P^). As in

the case of a plane, where we may measure the interval between two

points with reference to an absolute conic, we may thence speak of

the interval (Q, Q")» with reference to the surface (M), as being

•equal to the interval (P', P"). But, also as in the case of a plane,

we may replace (M) by one of the focal conies, and so obtain a

Euclidean measure of distance (cf. Vol. ii, p. 184). In this sense we

may speak of the two generators p^ q as being divided into segments

of equal length by the curves (/i', v). The measurement of distance,

and the theory of movements, will be considered in a later volume.

The analytical proof of what has been stated is very easy. It is

easy to verify that one of the eight points of intersection of the sur-

faces (X), (yu,), {v\ say, the point P, has coordinates

'{a + \) (g + iJi) {a + v)

{a — b){a — c)

{C + X) (C + yLt) (c + v)

'(b + X)(b + fjL){b+v)

{b -c){b- a)

*
1

(c — a){c — b)

or say [(a + X)^ C/, {b + \)^ F, {c + \f W, 1]. Consider now the

point in the plane ^ = whose coordinates are

[(a+\)^u, (b + \)^v, {c + X)^w, 0],

where

u = [{a + \')/(a-b)(a-c)]K v = [{b + \')l{b-c) {b-a)]K etc.,

say the point T. Here \' is to be so taken that

(b - c) [{a + fi)(a + v) (a + \')f + {c-a) [{b + fi) {b + v) {b + \')]*

+ (« - b) [{c + fi){c + v) (c +X')]i = 0,

a condition which, for given values of fju and i/, is satisfied by two

values of X.'. Thence, in addition to the identity, u^ + v^ + xo^ = 0,

we have the relation Uu + Vv + Ww = 0. We also have the identity

U'i+V--\-W'^ = \. Now consider, for any value of /*, the point of

coordinates

{a + \)^\U + hul {b + \f\y + hv\ {c^-\f\W + }iwl 1;

for all values of h this point lies on the surface (« + xy^oc^ + etc. = P ;

for fixed values of X,, /i, v^ and one of the two corresponding fixed

values of X', this point describes a line as h varies. The point is.
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therefore, the general point of one of the two generators above ex-

plained, at P, of the surface (X,). It meets the plane t ^0 in the

point 1\ which, as X, varies, /x, v and therefore X.' remaining fixed,

describes the conic (« + A,')-'.?'-4- etc, =0, t = 0. The line similarly

meets the plane .r = in the point of coordinates (0, — w, z;, iu), for

we easily see that vW — zvV = iu^ xoU — uW = iv, etc. As X, varies

this point describes the conic {b+ a-)~^i/^ + (c + a-y^z^^f^, .r = 0,

where cr = {hv- + crc'-) h~^.

To find the curve (ju,', j/) which passes through any point of the

generator /;, we have to solve for
fj,',

v the three equations such as

(a + X)^ ( t7 + /m) = (a + X)^ V,

wherein JJ' denotes [(« 4- yu-') (« + v')l{a — h){a — c)]-. Herein X, /x, v^ h

are given, and X' is that, of the two possible values, which belongs

to the generator /?, through P, the other value of X' belonging to

the other generator of the surface (X) through this point. The three

equations are equivalent to two, as we see from t/'- + V- + W- = 1,

and lead to definite values of /x', v'. These values are however inde-

pendent of X ; thus as X, and the surface (X), vary, the curves (/x', v')

are all met bv generators, q, meeting the curve (/i, v), each lying on

one of the surfaces (X,). That the ranges on the generators g, by

the various curves (fx , v'), are related, is clear from the fact that the

value of h which belongs to a point P' on p is the same as that

belonging to the point Q' of (j which lies on the same curve {fi\ v).

Incidentally this argument shews that the lines q meet any one of

the confocals, say (M), upon two curves {fx, y), say {M, Nj) and
{M, N2). In particular, to find the locus of the other intersection,

beside the curve (fi, v), of the lines q with the surface (yu.), we shall

be required to solve, for Vi, the equations .

(a + \)^{U+ ku) = (a + X)* C/i,

where

U, = [{a + fx) {a + vi)/{a -h){a- c)f, etc.

Beside 2C/i* = 1, these equations require S (« -I- /i)~' Ui = 0, which

determines h ; then v-^ is to be found from

2J7iW = 0, or t{h-c)\{a-\- iJi){a-^\'){a + v,)f = 0;

of the two roots of this equation for v^^ one is v itself. The re-

mainder of the statement made is now clear.

The equation above, by which X' is determined from /x and i/, is

capable of interpretation by elliptic functions, and will be considered

in a later section. Geometrically, it expresses that one of the inter-

sections of the three confocals (/x), (i*), (X') lies on one of the four

planes drawn from the common centre of the confocals to touch all

these surfaces, the equation of such a plane being Xx (b — c)^ = 0.

8—2
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Thus, if X/, \.2 denote the two values of A,' when /x and v are

given, we infer that each of these four planes contains two of the

intersections of {fx), (y), (X/); and two of the intersections of

(/.), (zO, (W).
If the equation connecting yit, v and X' be rationalised it will be

found to be symmetrical in regard to the two sets /i, i/, \' and
fl, &, c. Another irrational form of the equation is therefore

(/x -v)L' + {v- \')M + {X' -fi)N = 0,

where

L' = {a + \')^ (b + \')^ (c + \'f, etc.

Further, denoting the equation by (yu,, v, \') = 0, it can be shewn
that X, fx,, V can be eliminated from the three equations (/z, v, X') = 0,.

{v, X, fjb) = 0, (X, /i, v) = 0, the result being (A,', yu,', v') = 0,

Ex. 6. From the preceding results we have an immediate proof

of the porism of Poncelet^ in regard to conies (V^ol. ii, p. 55), so far

as it relates to triangles. Here it may be stated in the form : If

the join of a point, M, lying on the conic {a + ijl)-'^x^+ etc. = 0, to

a point, iV, lying on the conic {a + v)~'^ x^ + etc. = 0, be a tangent of

the conic x- + ?/^ + s- = 0, the locus of the point of intersection, T,

of the other tangents drawn to this latter conic from the points

M, iV is a third conic, {a + X')~^ x"- + etc. = 0. The four conies in-

volved all have four common tangents. To prove this, consider, in

the first instance, any three confocals of the system of confocal

quadrics, (X), (/x.), {y\ intersecting in a point 0. Let the generators

at O, of the surface (X), meet the plane ^ = in the points T, T^^

lying on the conic {a + X)~^ .r^ + etc. = 0, i" = ; the generators at 0,

of the surface (yu.), meet the plane < = in the points M, M^ , lying

on the conic {a + /a)~^ x"^ + etc. = ; and the generators at O, of the

surface (i/), meet the plane < = in the points iV, iVj, lying on the

conic (a + v)~^ x"- + etc. = 0. By what we have seen (p. 110), the six

points T, Tj, M, Mj, A'', iVj lie in threes on four lines, in which the

plane ^ = is met by the four planes drawn from to touch all the

confocals ; we suppose the notation so chosen that these lines are

MiVTi, TMA^i, TiVMi, T,M,N^; these lines all touch the conic

x^ + q^^ + z^ = 0, t = 0. If the line joining to the common centre,

I>, of the confocals, meet the plane ^ = in H, the polar line of DH^
in regard to any of the surfaces (X), (/i), (v), lies in the plane ^ = 0,

and, therefore, contains the points of contact of the tangents drawn
from H to the section of that confocal by ^ = ; thus these points of

contact lie on the tangent plane at of the corresponding confocal.

In other words, the six tangents of the conies at T, T^ , 3/, M^ , iV, iVj

meet in H. Now, retaining the surfaces (yu,), {v) the same, allow the

surface (X) to vary, the point varying on the curve (/x, v). Then
1 See frontispiece of this Volume.
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the points il/, N will vary on the conies (/*), {v), the lineilfA^ con-

tinuing to touch the focal conic, and, by what is proved above, the

])oint T, the intersection with ^ = of one of the generators at O of

the siu'face (A.), will describe a conic (X.'), where X is connected with

/t, V by the relation (/i, y, V) = 0. The other value of X' which satis-

fies this equation gives the conic (X/), described by the point Tj,

where the other generator at O of the surface (\) meets ^ = 0.

Conversely, if, as above, il/, N be two points of the plane ^ = 0,

lying respectively on the conies (/i), {v), the line MN touching the

focal conic, and the other tangents to this conic fromM and N inter-

secting in T, we can construct the figure above used, and the locus

of T, as follows : By hypothesis the conies (/u,), {v) on which M and
N lie, and the focal conic touched by MN, have four common tan-

gents. We can therefore refer them to a common self-polar triad,

and suppose their equations to be as we have taken them above, and
then, further, taking an arbitrary point D, not in the plane ^ = 0,

suppose these conies to arise from a confocal system of quadrics, as

above, with D as centre. Then, through each of the lines TM, MN^
NT there pass two planes which touch all the surfaces of this con-

focal system, a pair of such planes having equations of the form

Ix + my -1- nz ±pt = 0, where p^ = al- -f bm- + cn^.

The three pairs of planes give rise to eight points through each of

which passes a plane of each pair, these eight points lying in couples

on four lines through D. Taking one of these eight points for the

point 0, such a figure as that above described can be constructed

;

but, the conies (ytt), {v) being given, and, therefore, the point, H, of

intersection of the tangents of these conies at M and iV, it is neces-

sary to take for one of the two points such that DO passes

through H. These two points give rise to the same surface (X.),

and the same conic (V), the point T being the intersection of two
generators of the surface (X).

When M, N vary, respectively on the conies (yu,), (f), the conic

(X) varies, and T remains on (X'), whileH describes a conic, the pro-

jection from D of the curve (//., v). The conic (X'), and the conic

(X), have, at T, tangents which are conjugate in regard to the focal

conic of the plane ^ = 0. We may similarly consider the conies, (/a'),

through M, and {v), through N, whose tangents at these points are

conjugate, respectively, to those of (//,) and {v). Then, when M and
N vary on (//,'), {v), respectively, T also varies on {X'). Calling for

])revity the line conjugate, in regard to the focal conic, to a tangent
of one of the conies, the 7ior-mal, we may thus say that when a
triad of points, one on each of the conies, is such that their joins

touch the focal conic, not only the tangents of two of these conies

and the normal- of the other, meet in a point, but also the normals
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of these conies meet in a point, and these points of concurrence
describe conies.

Ex. 7. If the Hne joining two points P^, P, of respective co-

ordinates (.ro, ?/o, -^0? 1)? ('^^ y-) -2? l)j meet the confocal surface

{a + 6)~^ ,r- + etc. = t- in the points M, iV, and the cross-ratio

{Po,P, M, N) be written e-^'", prove that

(^ + rO (^ + 6) (6* + r) - :S.nro (6 + b) (6 + c)
cosn zo = ,

[n{0-\){e-\o)]''
where X,), /uLq^ Vq are the parameters of the eonfocals through P^, and
X, /u,, V the parameters of the eonfocals through P, so that we may
replace .ro by [(« + \) {a + /Xq) (a + Vo)/{a — b)(a — c)]^, and x by
the same function of X, /*, v. This expression is unaffected by the
interchange of X and Xq, whereby -Po is replaced by a point Pq on
the same curve (/^o? Vq), and P is replaced by a point P' on the same
curve {/ui, v), provided the signs of .nrn, z/^/o, zz^ are unaltered.

The value of cosh- re is unity, not only for 6 = — a, — b, — c, x >

but also for two other values of 6 ; these give the two eonfocals

touched by the line PoP. Thus the line Po'P' also touches these

two eonfocals. And the cross-ratio (Po, P; M, N) is equal to that

obtained, for the same surface 6, for the line Po'P'.

By supposing 6 to become infinitely great, and regarding the
focal conic of the plane ^ = as the absolute conic, it can hence be
inferred, as will be seen later, that the distances PqP and PqP\ which,

arise as the limits of ^^zc, are equal. This result is known as Ivory's-

theorem, and is of importance in the theory of the Newtonian
attraction of a material ellipsoid. The geometrical theory is capable

of great development. See a paper by A. L. Dixon, Messenger of
Mathematics^ xxxii, 1903, p. 177, and a note by the author, Proc.

Camb. PhU.Soc. xx, 1920, p. 129.

Ex. 8. The planes touching all the eonfocals of the system are

those represented by the equation Px + Q^y + Rz = t, where

P= (a + X)5 (rt _ 6)
- * (a - c) '

^, etc.

These planes, depending on a single parameter, determine a de-

velopable. They meet an arbitrary plane in the tangent lines of a

curve. Upon each plane, of the developable, there is a line, of which
the points are given by .r = ^ (« + </>) P, etc., for varying values of

(f) ;

the intersections of these lines with the arbitrary plane are the

points of the curve spoken of. The planes of the developable meet,

each in three coincident points, a curve of which the general point

is given by x = t (a + X)^ {a - b)~^ {a — c) " ^ etc. The lines in

question are called the generating lines of the developable ; each of

them touches all the eonfocals, other than one of these, of which

it is a generator; through this line there is one plane of the
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developable touching all the confocals at points of this line. More
generally, the line of intersection of any two planes of the develop-

able is a generator of one of the confocal surfaces ; for the surface

drawn to touch an arbitrary plane through this line of intersection

will be touched by three planes through the line ; it will thus con-

tain the line entirely. If we call the line of intersection of two
planes of the developable an axis of the developable, (it corresponds

dually to a chord of a curve), we thus see that the aggregate of all

the generators of the confocals is the same as the aggregate of the
axes and generating lines of the developable.

The line given by .r = ^ {a + </>) P, etc., is a generator of the sur-

ftice {a + \)~Kv^ + etc. = t^, touching the surface {a + d)''^x^-\- etc. = f^

at the point given by = ^ ; this point is one of the eight inter-

sections of the surfaces (X,), {6) with the quadric which is the polar

reciprocal of the surface (X,), on which the line is a generator, with
respect to the surface {6). (Cf. pp. 80, 92.)

Dual method of developing the theory of confocal
surfaces. If any two quadric surfaces be given, the curve in

which they intersect is such as to have four points upon an arbi-

trary plane, these being the intersections of the conies in which the

plane severally meets the quadrics. Through this curve, and an
arbitrary point, can be drawn another quadric ; for if aS = 0, S' =
be the equations of the given quadrics, the equation S -\- \S' =
represents a quadric passing through the common points of the two
given quadrics ; and the value of A, can be taken so that this passes

through the arbitrary point. No other quadric can be drawn
through this curve and this point, since, of such a quadric, five

points are determined lying on an arbitrary plane drawn through
this point. Thus the equation S + \S' = is that of the general

quadric through the curve ^=0, 6" = 0. We have seen that the
tangential equation of the general quadric of the confocal system
is of the form S -f- XS' =0; we may, then, clearly develop, in dual
form, the theory of a confocal system, as that of the quadrics

S + \S' = 0. Without entering into a detailed account, it is in-

teresting to consider what corresponds to some of the leading

theorems already obtained for confocals. We suppose that the
surfaces aS = 0, S' = have a common self-polar tetrad, so that

their equations can be supposed to be, respectively,

Ax^ + By"" + Cz" + Bt- = 0, Ax"" + etc. = ;

their curve of intersection will then not contain a line, or a conic,

as part, as is possible for two quadrics in general. Through
the curve of intersection there pass four quadric cones; in fact

S + \S' = represents a cone for \ = —A/A', etc. These cones,

each enveloped by an aggi'egate of planes passing through one of
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the four principal points, of which two planes can be drawn to

contain an arbitrary line through this point, correspond dually

to the four focal conies of the confocal system, each the locus of

points in a principal plane, of which two points lie on an arbitrary

line of the plane. The coordinates can be chosen so that the

equation of the system of quadrics now considered is

{a + /i) ^" + (6 + /i) ?/2 -\- {c + fx) z" = t\

where /x = x gives rise to one of the cones, x^ + if + 5;^ = 0. The
other three cones then arise for ^ = — a, /j, = — b, fx = — c. It is at

once clear that the polar planes of an arbitrary point, in regard to

the system of quadrics now being considered, all pass through a

line. These polar planes have an equation P + /nPf, = 0, where P, P^

•are the polar planes of the point in regard to the fixed quadrics

ux^ -\- etc. = t^, and oc^ + t/^ + ^^ = 0. The line is the intersection of

four planes, arising for //, = 00 , — a, — 6, — c, each containing one of

the principal points, and the axial pencil formed by these planes is

related to that similarly arising for any other such line. These are

the lines corresponding to what have been called the axes of the

confocal system ; as in that case they constitute a tetrahedral

complex ; every line in a principal plane, or through a principal

point, belongs to this complex. Considering, next, an arbitrary

line, this is intersected, by the quadrics considered, in pairs of

points belonging to an involution, the two points of intersection

with any quadric being determined by one of them. There are thus

two quadrics of the system touching the line. The proof and

theorem fail if the line contains two points of the common curve

of intersection of the quadrics, in which case the line is a generator

of one of the quadrics ; when the line is a tangent of this curve, it

is a generator of one of the quadrics, and touches all the other

quadrics at this point. In the general case, the tangent planes of

the quadrics, at the points where the line meets them, form an

aggregate of which three pass through an arbitrary point ; also the

polar lines of the given line in regard to the quadrics are generators

of a quadric, which passes through the four principal points. When
the line belongs to the tetrahedral complex, the tangent planes of

the quadrics, at the point where the line meets them, all pass

through a point. In particular, when the line passes through one

of the principal points, these tangent planes touch a quadric cone,

whose vertex is in the corresponding plane. Lastly, considering an

arbitrary plane, there are three quadrics of the system which touch

this plane. The quadrics of the system meet this plane in conies

having four points in common ; the generators, in this plane, of

the three quadrics which touch this plane, are the three line-pairs

which contain these four points. If we consider the aggregate of
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planes touching two particular quadrics of the system, and, in any
such plane, the generators of the third (juadric of the system other

than these two, which touches this plane, then these generators are

projected from one of the principal points by tangent planes of two
particular quadric cones.

Ex. 1. The polar lines of the line {l,m,n, l\m\n'\ in regard

to the quadrics of equation {a 4- X) x^ + etc. = <^, lie on the quadric

expressed by

I'oLijz + m'jSzx 4- n'>yxy — Ixt — rnyt — nzt = 0,

where a = h — c, ^ = c — a, y = a — b. When the line belongs to the
tetrahedral complex expressed by all' + hmni -\- cnn' = 0, this quadric

is a cone of vertex (/', m\ n\ — o-), where or is amn'jl, = ^n'l'/m, etc.

When the line passes through one of the principal points the

quadric breaks up into two planes; for instance, when V =rri= n' = 0,

it is t (Ix + my + nz^ = 0.

Ex. 2. The tangent planes of the quadrics {a + /*) ^r^ + etc. = ^-,

at the points where these are met by the line xll=ylm =zln, touch
the cone

{xP +yQ. + zR) (xp +yq + zr) = t\

where (Z- + m- + n-) P = 1 (ym- — j3>i-)^ (l^ + m^ + n^)p = /, etc., so that
Pp + Qq + Rr = 0.
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CUBIC CURVES IN SPACE. THE INTERSECTION
OF TWO OR MORE QUADRICS

The curve of intersection of two quadrics. A conic is a

curve of which the points are in unique correspondence with the
points of a Hne ; it is defined by the intersection of associated ravs

of two related flat pencils of lines in a plane. In three dimensions
there exists a curve, in many ways simpler than a conic, of which
the points are also in unique correspondence with the points of a
line. Three points of this curve lie on an arbitrarv plane, so that

the curve is called a cubic. The curve may be defined, analogously

to a conic in a plane, by the intersection of associated planes of
three related axial pencils of planes. The curve may also be defined

as the partial intersection of two quadric surfaces. ^\e have, how-
ever, in the theory of confocal quadrics, been led to consider a curve
which is the intersection of two quadrics, and is not a cubic. It will

therefore add to clearness if, before considering the cubic curve in

detail, we enumerate all the possibilities in regard to the intersec-

tion of two quadrics ; the proof that the list is exhaustive will be
given in a later Volume. Since an arbitrary plane meets each of the
quadrics in a conic, and two conies in the same plane intersect in

four points, the complete intersection of two quadrics must meet an
arbitrarv plane in four points. This intersection mav however consist

of several irreducible pieces (curves), of which two may coincide.

(1) The curve of intersection of two quadrics may consist of one
piece, that is of one curve, which will then be a quartic, as meeting
an arbitrarv plane in four points. In the most general case the
points of this curve are not in unique correspondence with the points

of a line. If we take two points of the curve, and the line, or chord
of the curve, which joins them, and consider the planes through this

chord, (which are in correspondence with the points of a line), each
of these planes gives rise to two points of the curve. The coordinates

of the points of the curve are in fact rational functions of two para-

meters, ^, ?;, themselves connected by a relation r)'-=f{^^)^ wherein

f{^) is a polynomial in | of the fourth order ; conversely, both ^
and 7] are rational functions of the ratios of the coordinates of a
point of the quartic curve.

There is however a particular case of this in which the curve of
intersection still consists of a single quartic curve ; namely when the
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curve crosses itself, or has a double point. Then any plane drawn
through this point and another fixed point of the curve has but one
further intersection with the curve ; the points of the curve are in

this case in unicjue correspondence with the points of a line. The
cases in which the curve crosses itself twice occur below ; the curve

does not then consist of one piece.

(2) The curve may consist of a line and a curve consisting of one
piece. This last is then the cubic curve above referred to ; it meets

the line in two points.

(3) The curve may consist of two conies, which then have two
points of intersection. We have met with this possibility in the

last chapter, in the case of two spheres, one of the common conies

being then the absolute conic. The two conies may touch one

another.

(4) In particular one of the conies may consist of two straight

lines, each of which meets the other conic. When the point of inter-

section of these lines lies on the other conic, the plane of the lines

contains the tangent line of this conic at this point.

(5) Or both conies may consist of two lines. In this case the two
quadrics have in common two generators of each of the two systems

of either quadric.

(6) Two of the four lines may coincide, in which case the inter-

section consists of a line at every point of which the two quadrics

have the same tangent plane, together with two lines intersecting

this.

(7) More particularly still, the four lines may consist of two, each

occurring twice ; the lines will intersect, and the tangent planes of

the quadrics will be the same at every point of both.

(8) Finally, the intersection may consist of a single conic at every

point of which the quadrics have the same tangent plane. This conic

thus counts doubly in the intersection.

In the cases (6), (7), (8) we say that the common curve is mul-
tiple, or contains a multiple portion.

Ejc. 1. The quadrics whose equations are ,?•-+//'- — ,':;- — ^- = 0,

CLv- -I- bif + cz- -f- dt- = 0, intersect in a curve of which the points are

expressed by cr = 6 +
(f),

«/ = 1 — 6(f), ,:;=!+ dcj), t = 6 —
(f),

provided

6,
(f)

are connected by the equation

A(l + d^(f>') + B (6' -I- (/)=) + ^COcf) = 0,

where A = b + c, B = a + d, C = a — b + c — d.

The quadrics whose equations are

^xy + ^- - <- = 0, 9.X1J + if + (1 - rri-) z- - (1 - n-) t^ =
intersect in a curve expressed by

.i=PQ, ^ = 2m-/^^ z = mn- (6 + 6-'), t = rtf-n (6 - 0-'),
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where

2P = (^ - 6-') m + {6 + 6-') 71, 2Q = (^ - 0-') m -(6 + d'^) n,

6 being variable. This curve crosses itself at (0, 1, 0, 0), either of

the two planes, mz + nt — 6y = 0, mz — nt — d~^ y = 0, meeting the

curve in only one further point.

The quadrics whose equations are

^xy +z--\-t'' = 0, ^xy + %yz + x^ + (1 - n") f^ =

intersect in a curve expressed by

x=-{e''^-n% y = \Q\ z=n^es t = e%

where Q varies. This curve has a cusp at (0, 1, 0, 0), any plane

^y = 6t meeting the curve in only one further point.

Ex. 2. The quadrics whose equations are

xy +zt=0, 'Hxy + ^czt + «/- + ^- =

intersect in a curve expressed by

x = -{^^e% y = ^{i-c)e% z = e{i + d% t=2{i-c)e,

as well as in the line ?/ = 0, ^ = 0. The curve meets an arbitrary

plane in three points, and meets the line in (1, 0, 0, 0) and (0, 0, 1,0).

The quadrics whose equations are

xy + zt = 0, ^xy + 2zt + 2yt + z- =

intersect in a curve expressed by x=\, y = — 2^=*, z = 2^'-, ^ = ^, as

well as in the line y = 0, z=0. This line meets the curve in two
coincident points, any plane y + dz = meeting the curve in only

one further point.

Ex. 3. The quadrics x"" + y"" + z"" + P = 0, x^ + y" + cz^ +dt'' =
meet in two conies having two points in common. The quadrics

^xy + z^ + t^ = 0, %vy + ?/" + 2- + i/^- = meet in two conies touching

one another on the line y = 0, t = 0.

Ex. 4. The quadrics ^xy + z"^ - f- = 0, 2xy + y- + c {z- - f^) =
intersect in two lines ,y = 0, z= ±t, and in a conic, lying in the

plane «/ + 2,r (1 — c) = 0, meeting both these lines. The quadrics

^xy + z- — ^2 _ 0^ 2^^ + ^yz + ^r^ _ ^2 _ intersect in tw^o lines y — 0,

z= ±t, and in a conic, lying in the plane :2 = 0, which contains the

intersection of the two lines and is touched, at this point, by the

plane of these.

Ex. 5. The quadrics cT- + y"^ + z- + ^' = 0, x- + y- + c {z- + t-) =
have four lines in common.

Ex. 6. The quadrics xy+ zt = 0, xy -{ zt +yt = have in common
the lines x =0 = t, y = = z, and 7/ = = ^, of which the last counts

doubly, the tangent planes of the quadrics at any point of this

being the same.
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Eoc. 7. The quadrics ocy + zt=^ 0, 9>xy + ^zt -\-y- = have in

common the hnes y=z = t and y = = z, each doubly, the tangent
planes of the t|uadrics at any point of either being the same.

E,r. 8. The quadrics a,^ 4- ?/- + z- +t-=0, a:- +y^ + z'^ + dt- =
touch one another at every point of the conic ^ = 0, x- -\-y" + ;s^ = 0,

and have no otlier common point.

EiX. 9. We have seen that the theory dual to that of the theory

of confocal surfaces is that of the quadrics passing through the
connnon curve of two quadrics of sufficient generality. In particular,

the dual of a focal conic, of which every tangent line lies in (two of
the) planes touching all the confocal surfaces, is a quadric cone of
which every generating line passes through a point of the common
curve of the two quadrics. It is thus of interest to determine, in

each of the thirteen cases just enumerated, the c|uadric cones con-

taining the complete curve of intersection of the two quadrics. More-
over, the tangent planes touching the confocal surfaces are the

connnon tangent planes of any two of the focal conies. It is thus of
interest to consider the aggregate of tangent planes common to two
conies which are not in so general relation to one another as are two
of the focal conies ; in particular, of two conies in different planes

which both touch the line of intersection of their planes. It is this

problem, essentially, which we now proceed to consider, in its dual

form.

The cubic curve in three dimensions. Consider first two
quadric cones, of vertices and Q, so related that the line OQ is a
generator of both, the tangent planes of the cones along this

generator being different. These cones meet an arbitrary plane in

two conies, among the four intersections of which will be the point
in which the line OQ meets the plane. There are then three points

of the plane, not on this line, which belong to both cones. The
curve of points common to the two cones, other than their common
generator, thus meets an arbitrary plane in three points, and is, for

this reason, called a cuhxc curve. Any plane through OQ meets each
cone in a further generator ; the point of intersection of these two
lines is a point of the curve ; the other two points of the curve

lying in this plane are the points and Q. ViK be any point of the

curve, any plane drawn through B, meets the curve in two other
points ; if then we consider the aggregate of lines joining i2 to all

other points of the curve, there are two of these in any plane through
jK. AVe infer, therefore, that these lines are the generators of a
quadric cone. This may be deduced also by remarking that the
axial pencils of planes which join two fixed generators of a quadric
cone to a variable generator are related pencils, and conversely.

For let P be a variable point of the curve ; as OP is a variable

generator of the quadric cone of vertex O, of which OQ and OR
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are two fixed generators, the axial pencils OQ (P) and OR (P) are

related ; also, as QP is a variable generator of the quadric cone of

vertex Q, of which QO and QR are two fixed generators, the axial

pencils QO(P) and QR{P) are related. As then the axial pencils

RO (P) and RQ, (P) are related, it follows that RP is the variable

generator of a quadric cone of vertex R, of which RO and RQ are

two fixed generators. The cubic curve may then be defined as the

locus of the common points of the two quadric cones with vertices

at and R, other than their common generator OR. It follows too

that the axial pencil of planes, joining the chord OQ to the points P
of the curve, is related to the axial pencil joining the chord QR
to the same points P, and, therefore, to the axial pencil joining any
other chord, RS, to the same points P of the curve. In view of what
has been said previously in regard to related ranges, this is suffi-

ciently cleai' also from the fact that an arbitrary plane through OQ,
by determining a definite further point, P, of the curve, determines

a definite plane RSP, and conversely. The curve is thus like a conic

in being the seat of related ranges, of points lying upon it, any four

points, Pj, Po, P3, P4, of the curve, being related to four other

points, P/, P/, P3', P/, if the planes joining the first four points, to

an arbitrary chord of the curve, be related to the planes joining the

second four points to another, also arbitrary, chord. In other

words, the curve, like a conic, may be regarded as having its points

in (1, 1) correspondence with the points of a line. The curve is, in

fact, as appears from what has been said, the locus of the inter-

section of three corresponding planes ; one from each of three re-

lated axial pencils of planes, of which the axes are any three chords

of the curve.

Consider any two points D, A, of the curve, and the quadric cones

which project the curve from these two points, respectively, say

(D) and (A). Let the tangent plane of the cone (D) along DA
meet the cone (A) also in the line AB, and the tangent plane of

the cone (A) along AD meet the cone (D) also in the line DC.
Let B be determined as the intersection of the tangent plane of

(D), along DC, with AB ; and C be determined as the intersection of

the tangent plane of (A), along AB, with DC. Then, with A, B, C, D
as fundamental points for coordinates, the cones (D), (A) may be

supposed to have the respective equations a-z = if and yt = ^. The
former is generated by the intersection of planes of equations

X = 1/6, y = zQ \ the latter by the intersection of planes of equations

y = zd, z = t6, where is variable. The coordinates of any point of

the curve are then of the form {Q'^, 6', 6, 1). The three points in which

any plane, of equation Lv + my + nz-'rpt = 0, meets the curve, are

then given by the roots of the cubic equation W^ + mO'- + nd +p = 0.

In particular, the plane x = 0, or BCD, meets the curve in three co-
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incident points at the point D, for which ^ = 0; and the plane ^ = 0,

or BCA, meets the curve in three coincident points at the point A^

for which d~^ = 0. Tlie line DC meets the curve in two coincident

points at the point D, any plane, d' = ijd, through this line, meeting

the curve in only one other point ; so the line AB meets the curve

in two coincident points at the point A, any plane, z = tO, through

this line, meeting the curve in only one other point. It appears thus

that there is through any point of the curve a line, called the tan-

gent, meeting the curve in two coincident points at this point ; and

a plane through the tangent, called the osculating' plane, which

meets the curve in three coincident points at this point. The two
arbitrary points A, D of the curve being taken, the points B and C
a,re the intersections of the tangents at these points, respectively,

with the line in which the osculating planes of the curve, at these

points, intersect.

]More generally, given any three lines, the equations of three

corresponding planes of axial pencils, which are related to one

another, having these lines as axes, can be supposed to be of the

forms P - ^Q = 0, Pi - Oq, = 0, P, - (9Q, = 0, where each of P, Q,
etc. is a linear function of coordinates x, y, z, t, with any funda-

mental points of reference. Supposing that the axes, and the manner
of relation of the axial pencils, are so general that these three planes

do not meet in a line, the point of intersection of these planes has

coordinates, found by solving the three linear equations, each pro-

portional to an expression of the form a&^ -4- bd' + cO + d. We may
then suppose x,y,z, t respectively equal to fi{6),f2{d\fi{d),fi{d),
where each of these functions is such an expression. There can be

no identical relation, XAf, (0) — 0, where the four coefficients Ar are

independent of 6, or the locus of (x, y, z, t) w ould lie in a plane,

which we suppose not to be the case. AVherefore, by reverting the

equations, we can express each of 6'^, 6'-, ^, 1 as a linear function of

a\ y, z, t, say X = d\ Y = 6'-, Z = 6, T = 1. We then have the ex-

pression of the curve found above, with X, F, Z, T as coordinates.

Taking any two chords, /, 7«, of the cubic, a line, j-j, can be drawn,

from any point, P, of the curve to meet both / and m. This line lies

in both the planes I (P), m (P). When P varies on the curve, these

planes, by what we have seen, describe related axial pencils, so that

the line p describes a quadric surface containing both / and jji. Thus
a quadric surface can be drawn containing the curve and any two
of its chords. The generators of this surface which are of the same
system as I and m all meet the generator, p, through any particular

point of the curve ; the plane containing p and any one of these

generatoi's, say w, meets the curve in three points ; as the curve lies

on the quadric surface, and the plane meets this only in the lines

p, n, these three points must lie on these lines ; by the construction.
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p meets the curve in only one point, P. Wherefore the generators,

n, of the same system as I and m, which meet p, are all chords of
the curve. We have seen that we may consider related ranges of
points upon the curve ; we may thus consider involutions of pair&

of points upon the curve. In fact the chords, ??, meeting the line p^
intersect the curve in pairs of points of such an involution, that,

namely, determined by the two pairs of points of the curve which
are on the chords / and w, respectively. This is clear by considering^

the cone which projects the curve from P ; the two generators of

this cone which join P to the two points where one of the chords

n meets the curve, lie on a plane passing through the fixed line p ;

as for conies, this is the necessary and sufficient condition for an in-

volution of pairs of generators of the cone. We thus see that, if we
consider any involution of pairs of points of the cubic curve, the

chords of the curve, each containing a pair of the involution, are the

generators, of one system, of a quadric surface containing the curve.

Also, if an arbitrary line, p, be drawn through a point, P, of the

curve, not meeting the curve again, any variable plane through p
meets the curve in two points, each determining the other, which are

a pair of an involution upon the curve. Of the chords joining the

pairs of this involution there is one through any point, say O, of

the line p. Thus, through any point O of space can be drawn a

chord of the curve ; for take any point, P, of the curve, and con-

sider, in what has just been said, the line p as being the line OP.
Two such chords are not possible through 0, since the plane con-

taining these would meet the curve in four points. It appears thus

that through any line, p, which meets the curve in one point, and
the curve, a quadric surface can be drawn ; and further that if a

series of such lines p be taken, all containing a point 0, these quadric

surfaces have all a common generator. More generally it appears

that a quadric surface can be drawn to contain the curve and two
arbitrary points not lying on the curve ; for, taking the chords of

the curve passing, respectively, through these points, this is the

surface containing the curve, and these two chords.

This last result is in accordance with the fact, which we can reach

without difficulty, that the equation of the general quadric surface

containing the curve is of the form \U
-\-
nV -\-vW = 0, where

C/, F, W are definite quadric functions, and X, /i, v are arbitrary

constants. This is the equation of a general quadric conditioned to

pass through seven given points of independent position ; for the

unconditioned equation of a quadric contains ten terms. In fact, a
cubic curve which does not lie wholly upon a quadric surface meets

this in six points, as we see by substituting in the equation of the

quadric respectively 6'\ 6'', 0, 1 for the coordinates. Wherefore, a

quadric surface prescribed to pass through seven general points of

a cubic curve contains the curve entirely.
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We may remark at this point : (a), that a cubic curve can be made

to pass through six arbitrary points of space, say A, B, C, D^O,Q;
for the live points A, B, C, D, O He on a definite quadric cone of

vertex Q, and the five points A, B, C, D, Q he on a definite quadric

cone of vertex 0. The curve is the intersection, other than the

common generator OQ, of these two cones ; (b), that through five

general points, say A, S, C, Z>, E, of a quadric surface, two cubic

curves can be drawn which he entirely upon the surface. For, if /, m
be the generators of the surface at E, a definite cpiadric cone can be

constructed, with vertex at E, to contain one of these generators,

say /, and also the four points A, B,C, D; the points common to

this cone and the quadric, other than the points of the line /, con-

stitute a cubic curve, passing through E. For, let P be any point of

the curve of intersection, and p the line drawn from P to meet / and

to meet any other fixed generator, k, of the quadric, of the same

system as /, so that p is also a generator of the quadric; the quadric

is the locus of the points of the lines p, as P varies, and p is the

intersection of corresponding planes of two related axial pencils

whose axes are I and Jc, two of these planes being / (P) and k (P).

The quadric cone drawn with vertex at E is however the locus of

the lines of intersection of corresponding planes of two related axial

pencils whose axes are / and (for example) the line EA, two of these

planes being 1{P) and EAP. By taking k to pass through A, the

point P, which is the intersection of the corresponding planes / (P),

k (P), EAP, appears as lying on another quadric cone, of vertex A,

which is the locus of the intersection of the corresponding planes,

k (P), AEP, of two related axial pencils. Another cubic curve lying

on the given quadric surface, and passing through the points

E, A, By C, D, is that lying on the cone of vertex E described to

contain A, B, C, D and the second generator, w, at the point, E.

As we see by considering the intersection of the cone of vertex E,

and of the quadric, with an arbitrary plane drawn through /, the

former cubic curve has / for a chord ; the latter has )n for a chord.

We see, further : (c), that every cubic curve on a quadric surface has

all the generators of one system as chords, meeting every generator

of the other system each in one point. For the plane of two inter-

secting generators of the quadric meets the quadric only on these

lines, and meets, therefore, a cubic curve lying on the surface only

on these lines. The curve cannot meet either of these lines in three

points, since else an arbitrary plane through this line would have

no further intersection with the curve, which, therefore, would de-

generate into the line itself (taken three times). If the curve meets

one of these lines in two points it must meet every generator of the

surface, which meets this, in one point ; if it meets one of these lines

in one point, it must meet every generator of the surface, which

B. G. III. 9
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meets this, in two points. Thus also, a cubic curve, in (6), through
E^A^B, C, D, must have either I or m for a chord ; there is then no
other cubic through these points than those two found in (b).

We have defined a cubic curve as the locus of the points common
to two quadric cones which have a common generator, and have

shewn that quadric surfaces can be drawn through the curve; two
of these with a chord of the curve as common generator intersect

then further in the curve. Conversely, if we take any two quadric

surfaces with a common generator, their remaining intersection is a

curve meeting an arbitrary plane in three points. That this is not

a more general cubic curve than that above found, may be shewn
in detail by proving, as in the above argument under (6), that it

can be regarded as the intersection of two quadric cones with a

common generator.

The construct which is dual to a cubic curve will be that of the

aggregate of planes touching two quadric surfaces which have a
common generator, other than those passing through this line ; or,

as follows by the dual of the reasoning above given, of the aggregate

of planes touching two conies in different planes which both touch

the line of intersection of these planes ; or, also, of the aggregate

of planes meeting three lines in the corresponding points of three

related ranges upon these lines, the ranges being such that the

three corresponding points do not always lie in line. There is,

evidently, an x ^ of such planes, that is, the planes are each de-

termined by a value of a single varying parameter ; they are there-

fore said to constitute a developable. And, of such planes, thi'ee

pass through an arbitrary point, as in the dual case. The aggregate

is thus called a cubic developable. Consider this developable as

defined by the common tangent planes of two conies in different

planes, touching the line of intersection of their planes respectively

in A and B. Let P, Q be points, of these two conies respectively,

which are such that the tangent lines of these conies at P and Q
intersect one another, in the point C, of the line AB. From any
point, 0, of the line PQ, the conies are projected into two quadric

cones ; these touch one another along the line OPQ. These cones

have four common tangent planes, of which OAB is one, and OPQC
is another ; this last is to be regarded as two coincident planes ; and
there is another plane tangent to both cones passing through ;

let this plane touch the conies, respectively, in P' and Q', and meet
the line AB in C, so that C'P' and C'Q' touch the conies respec-

tively at P' and Q' ; let C'P\ C'Q' meet CP, CQ, respectively, in

M and N, so that MN passes through 0, as being on the plane

C'P'Q' and intersecting PQ. Then, as varies on the line PQ, the

point C will vary on AB, and M, N will vary on CP, CQ, respec-

tively. But, as C'P'M is a tangent of one conic, of which AB and
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CP are fixed tangents, the ranges (C), {M) will be related ; like-

wise the ranges (C'), {N) are related. Thus MN envelopes a conic

in the plane CPQ, of which CP, CQ are tangents, as also is PQ,

since when C is at C, the points P' and Q' are respectively at P
and Q. Let T be the point of contact of this conic with PQ. Then,

when is at T, this third plane of the developable drawn from O,

which in general is OC'P'Q', coincides with the former one OCPQ.
Thus, the developable is such that in any plane of it, {CPQ% there is

a line, (PQ), such that, of the three planes of the developable drawn

from any point of the line, two coincide with this plane; and on this

line there is a point, (T), with the property that the three planes of

the developable drawn from it all coincide with this plane. The
line is called a generator of the developable ; it is the dual of the

tangent line of the cubic curve above explained. The point T is

similarly the dual of the osculating plane of the cubic curve.

It can be proved, however, that, like the conic, the cubic curve

is a self-dual construct, the osculating planes forming a cubic de-

velopable; and, similarly, the cubic developable is self-dual, the

points T above obtained describing a cubic curve, the osculating

plane of which, at the point T, is the plane of the developable in

which T has been constructed. Thus, not only does the osculating

plane of the cubic curve, at a point P, have all its three intersections

with the curve coincident at P, but the three osculating planes

which can be drawn of the cubic curve through a general point, all

coincide, when this point is at P, with the osculating plane at P.

The tangent lines of the cubic curve are the generators of the cubic

developable which is the aggregate of its osculating planes, and,

duallv, the tangent line of the locus of the points T is the generating

line PQ. The locus of the points T, regarded as arising from the

developable, is often called the cuspidal edge of the developable.

The proof that the cubic curve is a self-dual construct in the

sense explained is very easy with the symbols. The curve being

regarded as the locus of the point {6^, 6% 6, 1), the plane whose

equation is x—pi/+ qz — rt=0, wherejo=a-i-/3 -t-7, q=0<y+ 'ya+a^,

r = diSry, evidently contains the three points of the curve for which

= a, ^ = /3, 6 = ry. Thus the plane whose equation is

a: - sei/ + sd'z - en =
is the osculating plane at the point 6. Evidently three such planes

pass through an arbitrary point. Further, these planes meet the

plane t =0, the osculating plane at d~'^ = 0, in the lines

x-36,i/ + Se^z = 0,

which are tangent lines of the conic ^ = 0, 3?/^ = 4r^, the point of

contact of one such line with this conic being (3^-, 2^, 1,0); and
these planes meet the plane a: = 0, the osculating plane at ^ = 0, in

9—2
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the lines 3y — 2>9z -\- 6H = 0, which are tangent lines of the conic

X — O, 3,'j- = ^itjt, the point of contact of one such line with this

conic being (0, 6'-^ 26, 3). The generator of the developable formed
by these planes, being the line joining the points of contact of the
variable plane with these conies, is the line whose general point is

expressed by (3^% 20- + \d'-, 6 + 2X0, 3X) ; this is immediately
proved to be the tangent of the original curve at the point 6. The
general point of a tangent line of the cubic, of which, as has been
remarked, the coordinates are 3^^, (\ + 2) 6'-, (2A, + 1) 6, 3X, is easily

shewn to describe a surface of which the equation is V^^^UW,
where TJ = cvz — y-, V = xt — yz, W =yt — z-. Thus four tangent
lines of the cubic curve meet an arbitrary line ; or, through an
arbitrary line can be drawn four planes each of which contains a
tangent line of the cubic curve. Dually, the generators of the cubic

developable meet an arbitrary plane in the points of a curve of

Avhich four points lie on an arbitrary line of this plane. This plane

meets the cuspidal edge, which is a cubic curve, in three points.

Each of these three points is a cusp of this plane quartic curve

;

that is, it is a double point of this curve, or a point such that every

line, in the plane of the curve, drawn through this point, meets the

curve in two coincident points at this point (and, therefore, meets

the quartic curve in two other points) ; and it is a double point at

which the two tangents of the curve coincide. It is for this reason

that the name cuspidal edge is given.

As the notion of a developable, and its cuspidal edge, is fundamental for the

understanding of the dual of a cur\e, it may be desirable to refer to a concrete

representation. Let two pieces of paper^ laid one OAer the otlier, be simul-

taneously cut by a pair of scissors along an open portion of an arbitrary curve,

say an arc of a circle, which thus becomes a portion of the boundary of each
piece of paper. Let the two pieces of paper be now connected along this arc

by means of tissue paper gummed to both pieces of paper, to the upper side

of the upper piece of paper and to the lower side of the lower piece. Now let

tangent lines be drawn to this arc on the upper side of the upper piece of

paper, and on the lower side of the lower piece ; let the portion of a tangent
line on the upper piece which lies on one side of the point of contact with the

arc be coloured red, and the continuation of this tangent which lies on the

lower piece be also coloured red ; let the other portion of this tangent line on
the upper piece be coloured blue, and the continuation of this tangent which
lies on the lower piece be also coloured blue ; let this be done, in a continuous
way, for a succession of tangent lines. If now the two pieces of paper be
lifted by a corner of the upper piece, not lying on the arc, the paper being
stiff enough for the red tangent lines, which are partly on one sheet and
partly on the other, to remain straight, the blue lines being allowed to curve,

and the arc not remaining in a plane, these red lines will represent generators

of a developable surface of which the arc is a portion of the cuspidal edge ;

at each point of this edge there will be a red tangent line. (Tliomson and
Tait, Natural Philosophy, Part i (1879), p. 114, § 149.)

We may usefully consider the properties of a cubic developable
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in more detail, taking the steps dual to those followed for the culjic

curve. As a line joining two points of the curve is called a chord,

let the line of intersection of two planes of the developable be

called an axis. As for the cubic curve we took two quadric cones

with a connnon generator, so now we take two conies, say 2 and 2',

in different planes, say ot and ct', both conies touching the line of

intersection of their planes. A plane of the developable will be any
plane touching both these conies ; it will meet the two planes in

tangents of the two conies, of which each will determine the other

by the fact that they intersect on the line of intersection of the two
planes. In particular each of the two given planes will be a plane

of the developable. In the case of the cubic curve two chords

determine a (juadric surface containing the curve, and from any
point of the cubic there passes a line, intersecting these two chords

and all the other chords which are generators of this quadric, of

the same system ; these chords determine an involution of pairs of

points of the cubic curve, and project from any point of the curve

into chords of a conic meeting in a point. Conversely, if an
arbitrary line be drawn from any point of the cubic curve, and the

chord be drawn to the cubic from any point of this line, these

chords are generators of a quadric surface. In the dual figure, if

any point, P, be taken in the plane sr, two tangents can be drawn
from P to the conic 2, meeting the line of intersection of the planes

-nr, bt' in two points ; from each of these can be drawn, beside this

line of intersection, a tangent line to the conic 2', and these meet
in a point, P', of the plane ct'. The line PP' is an axis of the

developable, and the construction establishes a (1, 1) correspondence

between the points of the planes ct, -sr', which is in fact of the kind

considered (Vol. i, p. 148). In the original figure there is similarly a

correspondence between the planes drawn through the vertex of

one of the two cones with the planes drawn through the vertex of

the other cone. Consider now various points P lying on an arbitrary

line of the plane ct. These will be the dual of various planes passing

through the vertex of one of the two cones of the original figure,

all having in common a line through this vertex. The axes PP' will

then be all generators of a quadric surface, touching all the planes

of the developable ; the pairs of these planes through the various

axes PP' will be pairs of an involution of planes of the developable ;

the locus of the points P' will be a line, which, like the line on
which P is taken, is a generator of the quadric surface generated

by the lines PP'. So long as this quadric surface does not de-

generate, these two corresponding lines of the planes tsr, ct' do not
intersect. This happens, however, when the line on which P varies

is a tangent line of the conic 2 ; then the locus of P' is a tangent
of the conic 2 , and the plane of these intersecting lines is a plane
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of the developable. In the original figure the corresponding state-

ment is : if from two arbitrary points as centres lines be drawn
generating two related central systems, so that the points in which
these lines meet a plane, not passing through the centres, are two
related plane systems, then corresponding lines, one from each centre,

do not in general intersect ; when, however, they do, their point of

intersection lies on a cubic curve, and the intersecting lines are

generators of two quadric cones which intersect in this curve. This
gives a new definition of the curve. The theorem relates to the

most general way of relating two central systems of lines. AVhat
particular cases can arise will be seen from the detailed consideration

of two related plane systems given later.

Examples in regard to the cubic curve in space. Ex. 1.

The tangent line of the curve at any point is a generating line of

the quadric cone projecting the curve from this point ; the oscu-

lating plane of the curve at this point is the tangent plane of this

cone along this generator.

Ex. 2. The osculating planes at any three points of the curve

meet in a point lying in the plane containing these points. If the

point of meeting be (^o, t/o, ^o? ^o)> the plane has the equation

xtf) — 3^Zo + 3^3/0 — ^.^0 = 0. This is the focal plane of the point

(^oj,'?/o? ^01 to) in regard to the linear complex expressed by / + 3^ = ;

in particular when (xq,iJq^ Zq, to) is on the curve, it is the osculating

plane of the curve at this point, all the tangent lines of the curve

belonging to this linear complex. Further, if any line be taken, and
the four tangents of the cubic curve which meet this line, the

second of the two transversals of these four tangents is the polar

line of the first in regard to this linear complex.

Ex. 3. Since the four planes which join a chord of the cubic

curve to four arbitrarily chosen fixed points. A., B, C, D, of the

curve form a pencil related to that of the planes joining these

points to any other chord, it follows that all the chords of the

curve belong to a quadratic tetrahedral complex depending upon
A, fi, C, D (see Chap. II, p. 99 above). If the values of the para-

meter 6 which belong to the points A, B, C, D be, respectively,

a, b, c, d, the coordinates, relative to A, B, C, Z), of any point of the

cubic, can be taken to be (6 — a)~^, (6 — b)~\ (6 - t)~\ {& — d)~^, and
the line coordinates /, /', etc., of any chord are then such that

If/(b — c)(a — d) = mm'/(c — a){b — d) = etc.

Ex. 4. Shew that the general equation of a quadric surface con-

taining the cubic curve, of which the general point is {6'^, 6^, 6, 1),

is A^ + Bt) + C^= 0, where ^ = xz — y-, 77 = xt — tjz, ^=yt — z-, one
system of generators of this meeting the curve in the pairs of points

(d\ (<^), of the involution given by Ae<l> + B(e + <p) + C = 0. Fur-
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ther, that the line coordinates of the chord of the curve passing

through any point (.r, ij, r:, t) are, respectively, rf — |C? V^-> ^"5 — f?»

E,i'. 5. We have seen that a cubic curve lying on a quadric surface

meets every generator of the surface of one system in one point,

and every generator of the other system in two points. Thus, taking

the intersections, with a fixed ai'bitrary plane section of the quadric,

of the generators through the points of the curve, there is determined

on this section a (1, 2) correspondence (see Vol. ii, p. 134). Con-

versely, such a correspondence upon any plane section of the quadric

determines two cubic curves lying on the surface.

Ex. 6. If A, B, C, A\ B\ C' be any six points of the cubic curve,

the three quadric surfaces containing the curve, of which the first

contains the two chords BC, B'C, the second contains the two
chords CA', C'A, and the third the two chords AB', A'B, have all

in common, as generator, another chord of the curve (cf. Vol. ii,

p. 16). Further, any chord of the curve is met in pairs of points of

an involution by the quadrics through the six points.

E,v. 7. A cubic developable is formed, we have seen, by the

planes joining corresponding points of three related ranges of points,

on three lines, of which no three corresponding points are in line.

If we have five lines I, m, l\ m\ p, in space, of which no two inter-

sect, these lines not having a common transversal, and, from a

variable point of p, the transversal be drawn to / and m, and also

the transversal to l' and jn\ the plane of these two transversals

describes a cubic developable, of which the five given lines are axes

(cf. Ex. 22, below). If P, Q describe related ranges upon a conic,

and R describe a range related to both, on a line not in the plane

of the conic, prove that, in general, the planes PQR form a cubic

developable. Also, if P, Q, R describe three related ranges of points

on a cubic curve, the planes PQR form a cubic developable. Further,

if the points P, Q of a cubic curve are in (2, 2) correspondence, so

that to any position of P corresponds two positions, Q and Q', of Q
(and conversely), then the planes PQQ' form a cubic developable,

and the point of this plane which is the intersection of the osculating

planes at P, Q, Q', of the original cubic, describes another cubic

curve.

Ed'. 8. From the variable point P, of a fixed straight line, the

chord PQR is drawn to a cubic curve, and thereon is taken the

point, T, which is the harmonic conjugate of P in regard to R and
Q. Thus T is conjugate to P in regard to all quadrics containing

the curve. Prove that the locus of T is a cubic curve, meeting the

given cubic in four points. Further, if PqQqRqTq be a particular

position of the line PQRT, and O be a fixed point of the cubic, and
the transversal from to PQRT and PoQoRqTq meet the latter in
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P\ prove that the ranges (P), (P') are related, the planes joining O
to the chords PQRT being tangents of a quadric cone. This cone
also touches the fixed line, on which P is taken. Also, for a fixed

position of P, the polar planes of P in regard to the cones which
project the cubic from the points of the curve, envelope a quadric

cone whose vertex is T.

Ea\ 9. If six lines, of which no two intersect, be all met by
another line, shew that a variable plane, whose points of intersection

with the seven lines lie on a conic, describes a cubic developable, of

which the first six lines are axes. (Cf. Ex. 7, p. 195, below.)

Ea\ 10. It is a familiar fact that if /J = ax' + 9>hory + hy"^^ and

yi, = «i*'- + etc., be two quadratic forms in a\y, and we take the

two values of xjy for which, for proper values of X/Xj, the form

V^+ \fi is a perfect square, the quadratic P, = Ax"^ + etc., which
vanishes for these values of xjy, is such that both the expressions

Ab - 2Hh + Ba, Ab, - ^Hh, + Ba^ vanish (Vol. ii, p. 8). More
generally, if ^., = a^^x'^ + nUn x''^~^y + . . . + amy^^i for r = 1,2, . . ., 7i,

be n forms each homogeneous of the n\h order in ^r, ?/, there are n
sets of values of the ratios of Xj, Xg^ •-•> \i such that the form

\Ji + ... + X„y„ is the nth power of a linear form,^Ar + gy. The
form P, of the nth order, which vanishes for the n values of x/y for

which these linear forms vanish, is expressed by a determinant of

{n + 1) rows and columns of 'which the (,9+l)th row consists of

the elements aj^, a!,*!. •••5 cins, y^~^{—xy. Denoting this form by
AqX''^ + nA^x''^~^y + etc., each of the n expressions

Aq ttr^n - }>A^a,^n-i + L j
^2«»-,«-2 " etc.

is zero, and P is the form which is apolar to all the forms yj, ...,/*«

(cf. Vol. II, p. 114, etc.).

Ex. 11. Any plane drawn through an arbitrary point, 0, has an
equation of the form X^ JJ^ + Xo ^2 + \\ U3 = 0, Avhere

Ur = cirx + ^bry + ^c>.z + drt (r = 1, 2, 3),

and Ur = are three planes of general position through this point.

If /^. denote what Ur becomes by putting 6'\ 0'-, d, 1, respectively,

for X, y, ::. t, it is in accordance with Ex. 10 that three osculating

planes of the cubic curve can be drawn through the point O. By
that example, the three points of the cubic curve, say A, B, C, w here

these osculate the curve, correspond to a cubic form which is apolar

to that corresponding to the three intersections of the curve with

any plane drawn through O. We call the pole of the plane ABC.
Thus, in particular, any plane drawn through the chord of the cubic

which passes through O, meets the curve in three points giving rise

to a cubic which is apolar with the cubic associated with the points
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A, B, C. Thus we infer that the Hessian of this last cubic (A, B, C),

corresponds to the ends of the chord of the curve drawn through
(cf. \ ol. II, p. 124). Further, it follows, as on p. l-'JG of Vol. ii, that

an involution of sets of three points upon the cubic curve is given

bv the intersections of the curve with planes through an arbitrary

fixed line ; and, then, as here, that if one of these sets of points,

A, B, C, be such that the pole, O, of the plane ABC, lies upon this

line, then this is the case for every one of the sets, every two of which
are then apolar. In general, the poles of planes passing through a
line (/, 7/j, w, l\ m\ n) lie on the line (— 3/', m, n, — J /, m\ n).

Ex. 12. We have seen in Vol. ii (p. 124) that the Hessian points

of three points, A, B, C, of a conic, may be obtained by taking the

three points such as the intersection of the line BC with the tangent
of the conic at A, and then the points where the line containing

these three points meets the conic. When the cubic curve is pro-

jected to a conic, on an arbitrary plane, from any point, D, of itself,

any point of this conic may evidently be represented by the para-

meter, 6, appropriate to the point of the cubic of which it is the
projection. From this we have a construction for the Hessian pair

of the three points A, B, C of the cubic, and for the chord of this

curve drawn through the pole, O, of the plane ABC : namely, if we
take the line in which the plane DBC is met by the plane joining

D to the tangent line of the curve at A, the three such lines lie on
a plane through Z), whose intersections, other than D, with the
curve, are the Hessian points of -^, B, C. The chord joining these

points meets the plane ABC in its pole, 0. Or, if the tangent lines

of the curve at A, B, C, respectively, meet the planes DBC, DCA,
DAB in A', B', C, the plane ABC contains D, and contains the
Hessian chord of ^, B, C.

Ex. 13. Now let, again, A, B, C, D be any four points of the

cubic curve. As the osculating planes of the curve at A, B, C meet
in a point, 0, of the plane ABC, and similarly for the osculating

planes of any three of these four points, the four points such as

form a Moebius tetrad both in- and circumscribed to A, B, C, D
(Vol. I, p. 61). But, also, if ^', B', C, D' be the points where the

tangent lines of the curve at the points A, B, C, D, respectively,

meet the planes DBC, etc., it follows from the preceding example

:

(i), that the points A' , B', C, D' form a tetrad in- and circumscribed
to A, B, C, D, the plane ABC containing D, etc., and, (ii), that
the points^',jB', C',D' are a tetrad which is also in- and circumscribed

to the tetrad of the four poles such as 0, the plane ABC con-

taining 0, while D' lies in the osculating plane at D. Thus, if L be
the pole of the plane DBC, namely the intersection of the osculating

planes at D, B, C and, similarly, M, N be the poles of the planes

DCA, DAB, respectively, the three tetrads A,B,C,D; L, M, N, 0;
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A',B', C',D' are such that every two are a pair of Moebius tetrads.

It can be shewn to follow from this that the four planes AA'L,
BB'M, CC'N, DD'O meet, in threes, in a tetrad in- and circum-

scribed to each of the three tetrads referred to. For this it is

sufficient to shew that the three planes AA'L, BB'M, CC'N meet
in a point lying on the planes ABC, A'B'C and in the osculating

plane at D. The theorem, however, is a case of that enunciated in

the succeeding example.

Ex. 14. The general tetrad of points, A-^, B^, Ci, A, forming a

Moebius tetrad with four points A, B, C, Z>, are a set whose co-

ordinates, relative to A, B, C, D, are capable of the forms

(0, -Wi, Wi, - Zi), (??i, 0, - Zi, - m,), (- w?!, Zi, 0, - }h), (Zi, Wi, »i, 0),

depending on the ratios of the arbitrary quantities Zj, ith, n^.

Another such tetrad, depending on l^, m-^, Uo, form a Moebius tetrad

with ^1, ^1, Cj, Di if Z1Z2 + mir/?2-|-7ii»2 = 0. Thus a set of four

tetrads of which every two are Moebius tetrads arises if (Zj, ?«i, ?Ji, 0),

(Z2, ^2, n.2, 0), (Z3, mg, ?i3, 0) are a self-polar triad of points in regard

to the conic ^ = 0, oc^ -\-y^ -\-z^ = 0.

Two tetrads, A^, B^, Cj, Dj and A.,, B.,, C2, D^, each both in-

scribed and circumscribed to A, B, C, D, can also be obtained by
taking ^^1, BB^, CC^, DD^ as the transversals to two arbitrary

generators, of the same system, of an arbitrary quadric, in regard

to which A,B,C,D are self-polar, and AA.^, BK, CC., DD., as the

transversals to two other generators of the same system. When the

two latter generators are harmonic conjugates in regard to the two
former, then the two tetrads, A^; B^, Cj, D^ and Ao, B.,, C.,, Do, are

also mutually inscribed. In this case the four planes such as DD^D^,
AA^A^ giverise,by their intersections, to a fourth tetrad inscribed and
circumscribed to the previous three tetrads. (See pp. 67, 68, above.)

Ex. 1 5. Four such tetrads are also representable, for any values

of a, b, c, d, by the rows (or by the columns) of the scheme

ipi
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the cubic so obtained are all self-polar in rei^ard to a certain

quadric ; (i), that the planes joining three points of the tetrad are

those of a cubic developable. In fact, if ^i, 9o be two roots of the

quartic equation, so that C/j + XFi = 0, XJ.2-\-'\V„ = 0, the identity

(C/jFo— iJo^iVC^i — ^2) = 0, which does not depend on A,, is linear

in regard to both the two sets (a'i, ?/i, ;2i, ^i), (a*.., ?/2, ^2? ^2)5 where

x^ = 6^^^ y/j = ^,2, ;3ri
= ^i, ^1 = 1, x^=diy etc., and is symmetrical in

regard to the two points with these coordinates. Thus it expresses

that these points are conjugate in regard to a definite quadric.

Further, denoting this relation by {6^ , 60)= 0, we also have (^1 , ^3) = 0,

(6^1, ^4) = 0. Thus the coordinates of the plane joining the points

(<?2, ^3, ^4), which are 1, - {d._ + ^3 + 6^), 6.6., + etc., - d.d.,d^, appear

as proportional to four cubic polynomials in 6^. Therefore, as 0^

varies, the plane {do, 63, 0^) describes a cubic developable. This may
be spoken of as the polar reciprocal of the given cubic curve in

regard to the quadric surface obtained. The theorems, however,

arise incidentally below (Ex. 28).

Ex. 17. If a cubic curve in space, and a conic, have three points

in common, a quadric surface exists containing both curves. Also,

if two cubic curves in space have five points in common, a quadric

surface exists containing both curves ; this is not necessarily the

case for two cubic curves with only four common points. Prove,

further, that two cubic curves lying on a quadric surface have four

common points, or five common points ; the former is the case when
the curves are such as to have the lines of the same system of

generators of the quadric as chords, the latter when this is not so.

She\v that in the latter case the cubic curves have no common chord

other than a join of two of the five common points.

Ex. 18. It has been shewn that a cubic curve can be described

to contain six arbitrary points. Shew that a cubic curve can be

constructed to pass through five arbitrary points and have a given

line as chord. In fact, two independent quadrics can be constructed

to pass through the five points and have the line as a generator.

Or, if coordinates be taken with four of the five given points as

points of reference, a transformation of the form

x' = Ax-\ y' = By-\ z = Cz-\ t' = Dt-\

changes the given line into a cubic curve through the four points

of reference ; from the point which arises, by this transformation,

from the fifth given point, a single chord can be drawn to this curve.

The curve which is sought is that obtained from this chord by
applying the inverse of the transformation referred to.

Ex. 19. Now consider the problem of describing a cubic curve

through four given points to have two given lines as chords. Through
such a curve would pass a quadric surface containing the lines as
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generators ; in general, however, a quadric surface cannot be drawn
through four given points to contain also two given lines. The
construction of the cubic curve is, therefore, impossible in general.

Suppose however the given lines are two generators, of the same
system, of a quadric surface containing the four given points. Then
we have seen that a cubic curve can be drawn to satisfy the given

conditions, lying on the quadric surface and passing through a fifth

arbitrary point of this surface (p. 129, above). Consider the case

when the given lines intersect.

Ex. 20. Next suppose we are given three points and three lines

of general position. We can clearly describe a cubic curve to have
these lines as chords, containing the three points. We have only to

consider related axial pencils of planes having these lines as axes,

these pencils being related by the fact that three corresponding

planes meet in each of the three given points.

Ex. 21. If Ave are given two points and four lines, of which no
two intersect, a cubic curve can be constructed passing through the

two given points to have each of the four given lines as a chord.

For, let A^ B be the given points and /, m, /', m the given lines.

Consider the transversal, a, drawn from A to meet I and ???, and
the transversal, a\ drawn also from A^ to meet /' and m\ and the

plane of these two transversals. Consider also the transversal, 6,

drawn from B to meet I and w?, and the transversal, 6', also

drawn from B, to meet /' and m , and the plane of these two
transversals. These two planes meet in a line, ??, which is the

only line other than AB which meets the four lines a, «', 6, h'. If a

cubic curve exists through A, B with /, w, /', m' as chords, it lies

on a quadric containing / and ?/?, of which therefore «, h are also

generators; for each of «, /; contains, beside, the point A or B, two
other points of the quadric, lying, respectively, on / and m. The
curve ecjually lies on a cjuadric containing/' and w',of which there-

fore «', h' are also generators. These two quadrics, having this

cubic in common, must further intersect in a line, which then is

a chord of the curve, and of the same system of generators of the

first quadric as are /, m ; it will therefore meet a and b. Similarly

it will meet «', b'. The connnon generator is, therefore, the line n.

Conversely, let a quadric, which is unique, be constructed to contain

the lines /, m, n ; this quadric then contains «, b and, therefore, A
and B. Similarly, the quadric containing the lines /', m\ n contains

a\ b' and, therefore, A and B. These two quadrics, having n in

common, determine the cubic curve required, as their remaining

intersection.

Ex. 22. If we are given one point, and five lines of which no
two intersect, these lines not having a common transversal, a cubic

curve exists passing through the given point of which the five given
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lines are chords. Denote the point by A, and the Hnes by /, w,
/', ?//, p. Remark first that, by means of the two given pairs of

Hnes, /, in and /', vi, a definite phxne is detei-mined through any
point, P, of space, namely the plane of the transversals drawn from
P to /, m and from P to /', m. Denote this plane by (P). As P
varies on the line, p, this plane, describing related ranges on /, ?«,

l\ m', p, describes a cubic developable, of which these lines are axes.

Of this developable there is then one definite axis on the plane (A),

say the line ;i ; this is the intersection of two planes of the develop-

able, passing through positions of P, say B and C, upon the line p ;

the three planes of the developable which pass through B consist

of the plane (B), and the two planes intersecting in the axis p.
Evidently, now, A is the intersection of a line meeting /, m, n and
a line meeting /', m', n ; as, similarly, are B and C. The two
quadric surfaces, with n as common generator, determined, respec-

tively, by /, m, n and /', m\ ;/, thus meet in a cubic curve having
Z, m, /', m as chords, passing through A^ B, C; this curve, therefore,

has also jo as a chord, and is the curve desired.

It may be remarked, in anticipation, that when the five given
lines have a common transversal (in which case there is a position

of P on p for which the plane (P) is indeterminate) there are cubic

curves in infinite number having these lines as chords ; but these

all lie on a surface (a cubic surface ; v. p. 175) ; one such cubic

curve can be drawn passing through two points of this surface.

E,r. 23. If we have two cubic curves in space, of general position,

there are ten lines each of which is a chord of both curves. To
prove this, first notice that through any point, 0, of one cubic, p,

can be drawn six chords of this curve each of which meets the other

curve, 0-. For the points of the curve, into which the curve a is

projected from O on to an arbitrary plane, have coordinates pro-

portional to cubic polynomials of the parameter which gives the

position of a point of the curve a ; if these be substituted in the

equation of the conic into which the curve p is projected from O,

the result is an equation of order six. Now take any variable point,

P, of the curve p, and draw from it the chord to the curve cr,

meeting it in Q and Q'. From Q draw the chord to the curve p,
and so from Q'. The point P of the curve p thus gives rise to four

other points of this curve ; let P' be one of these. To pass back
from P' to P, we must first draw from P' a chord of p which meets
a, say in Q, which is possible in six ways ; and then from Q we
must draw a chord of a which meets /3, in the point P, also possible

in six ways. The point P' thus arises from thirty-six different

possible positions of P. Thus, if 0, 6' be the parameters giving the

positions of P, P', respectively, upon the curve p, there is a relation

{6, ^') = 0, an integral polynomial in both 6 and 6', of order 36 in
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6 land of order 4 in 6'
. Or, as it is usual to say, there is a corre-

spondence (36, 4) between P and P' (cf. Vol. "ii, p. 134). The
values of 6 and 6' are therefore the same for 36 + 4 or 40 values of

6. When this is the case the chord PQ^, drawn from the point P,
of p, to meet o- in Q and Q', meets p again, say in the point H.
This common chord however arises in four ways in the construction

given : not only when P coincides with a corresponding position P'
arising with Q as intermediary, but also when P coincides with a
corresponding position arising with Q' as intermediary ; and not

only when P coincides with P', but also when H coincides with a

corresponding position, arising through Q or Q'. The number of

common chords of the two curves is therefore one quarter of 40,

namely is ten.

Ea: 24. We can hence shew that, if we be given six lines, of

general position, there are six cubic curves all having these six

lines as chords. Let these lines be /, m, /', m', p, q. We have shewn
in Ex. 22 that a cubic curve having the five lines Z, m, l\ m\ p as

chords has, as another chord, an axis of the cubic developable de-

scribed by the planes (P), there explained, as P moves on p. Simi-

larly this cubic, if it have q also as a chord, has as another chord

an axis of the cubic developable described by the planes (Q), as Q
moves on q. This other chord is the same in both cases, being that

meeting the curve in the common pair of the two involutions

determined thereon by /, m and by /', m. These two cubic develop-

ables have, however, by the dual of Ex. 23, ten common axes. Of
these, four are the lines /, m, /', tn . There remain then six others.

Taking any one of these, say n, the cubic required is the locus

other than ??, of the common points of the quadrics (Z, w, w),

(r, m, n).

The theorem that there are six cubic curves having six given

chords is subject to modification when these chords are not lines of

general position. For instance, when the six lines have a common
transversal, it may be shewn that there is only one proper, or un-

degenerate, cubic curve having these as chords. Or again, when
every five of the six given lines have a common transversal, there is

an infinite number of such curves. Or, as another case, when the

six lines, say a, 6, c, /, m^ n, are such that each of the three sets of

five, /;, c, /, 7/?, n ; c, a, /, w, n ; a, Z>, /, rn, n, have a common trans-

versal, there is no proper cubic curve with the six lines as chords

;

in this case six degenerate curves, each consisting of three lines of

which one meets the other two, can be found.

EiV. 25. The theory of the last preceding examples is essentially

due to Cremona {Crclle's J., Vol. i.x, 1862, p. 191. See also Cayley,

Papers, Vol. vii, p. 170, 1870). Another method of proof employs

a method of transformation which it is desirable to explain. AVe
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have already above employed a reversible cubic transformation

.r' = A}j::t^ y' = Bzxt, z = Cri/t, t' = Danjz, which changes a line into

a cubic curve having four fixed points. A reversible cubic trans-

formation of much generality is obtained by taking three fixed

quadric surfaces, and making correspond to any point, {x, y, z, t),

the point of intersection, {x\ y\ z, t')^ of the polar planes of

(.r, y, z, f) in regard to these surfaces. Then, as (a:, y, z, t) de-

scribes any line, the three polar planes describe axial pencils of

planes, all related to the range of points (.i-, y, z, t), whose axes are the

polar lines of the line in regard to the three quadric surfaces. Thus
(.r', y', z', t') describes a cubic curve, having these lines as chords.

We can however choose the three quadric surfaces so that the cubic

curve so obtained has four fixed lines as chords, which are inde-

pendent of the line of which the cubic curve is the transformation,

and may be taken quite arbitrarily; conversely, in this case, any
cubic curve having these four lines as chords is transformed into a
line. By the transformation so obtained, the theorem, for example,
that a cubic curve can be described to pass through two given
points and have four given lines as chords, becomes the theorem
that a line can be drawn through two points. Again, the theorem
that a cubic curve can be drawn through a given point to have five

given lines as chords, when these lines have no common trans-

versal, becomes the theorem that a line can be drawn through an
arbitrary point to be a chord of a given cubic curve. Lastly, the

cubics having six given lines, of general position, as chords become,
by the transformation, the common chords, other than four given
ones, of two given cubics.

We may obtain the particular cubic transformation in question,

in dual form, in a simple manner, by proceeding as follows : Taking
the ]\Ioebius tetrads. A, B, C, D and A', B', C, D\ the latter points

being of equations relative to the former, respectively U=0, F=0,
W =0, P = 0, where U = c'v— b'zv — ap, V = — c'u -\- a'lv — 6/?,

W = h'li — a'v — cp^ P = na + vb + zac, the point-pairs (A, A'),

(B, B'). (C, C), (Z), D') are not independent, their equations

being connected by the identity uU + vV + zoW +pP=0. Thus
the poles of an arbitrary plane in regard to these four point-pairs

lie in one plane, as do the poles of an arbitrary plane in regard to

three independent quadrics. The pole of a plane in regard to a
point-pair, such as A, A\ is the point of the line AA' which is the
harmonic conjugate, in regard to A and A\ of the point where the
plane meets the line AA'. The new plane may be taken to corre-

spond to the original plane, which, conversely, corresponds to the
new plane by the same rule. It is this correspondence which is

effected by the transformation in question. Consider, now, all the
planes which correspond, by this rule, to the planes, say a, which
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can be drawn through an arbitrary fixed hne, say /. If a plane o

meet the lines AA\ BB', CC\ respectively, in U, V, W, the ranges

(C7), (V), (W), being sections of an axial pencil of planes, are

related; therefore, the ranges (U'\ (F'), (W), where U' , F', W
are the points lying respectively on AA\ BB\ CC for which the

ranges A, U, A',^U' ; B, F, B\ F'; C, W, C, W' are harmonic, are

also related. Whence, the plane TJ'V'W describes a cubic develop-

able. Of this developable each of the lines AA', BB', CC\ BB' is

an axis. For instance, there are two planes a, passing through /, of

which the corresponding planes both pass through BB., those,

namely, containing / and the two common transversals of the four

lines Z, AA' , BB', CC ; it is, in fact, a property of two Moebius
tetrads that, when C7, F, W are in line, the plane XJ'V'W contains

BB' (Chap. I, p. 67, Ex. 20). The two planes a may also be
defined as the two tangent planes through I of the quadric described

to have the lines AA' , BB\ CC as generators.

It is now to be shewn, conversely, that given any four lines, of

which no two intersect, it is possible to find two Moebius tetrads,

A, B, C, B and A', B', C, B', of which A, A' are on the first line,

B and B' on the second, and so on. This is always possible

;

formulae applicable for this purpose are given in Ex. 22, p, 68 ; it

is only necessary to express that the four pairs of points A, A' ;

B, B', etc., each harmonic conjugates in regard to the points in

which their join is met by the two common transversals of the four

joins, are not independent.

Dually, the polar planes of a point, P, in regard to the plane

pairs, x^ = 0, 7/i] = 0, z^= 0, tr = 0, where

^= at + bz — ci/, ..., T = — (a'a: + h'y 4- c'z),

meet in a point P', which, as P describes a line, Z, of general posi-

tion, describes a cubic curve having as chords the four lines, A:, such

as .r=0=^. The points of intersection of the cubic with one of these

lines. A", correspond to the points where the original line, Z, meets

the quadric containing the other three of the lines A'.

An incidental consequence of the last remark may be referred to

in passing : In order that it may be possible to describe a cubic

curve touching each of the four given lines, it is necessary and
sufficient that the four quadrics each containing three of these lines

should all be touched by a line. It can be shewn that they are then

touched by an infinite number of lines, all generators of a quadric,

of the same system. There is then an infinite number of cubic

curves touching the four lines. This is also clear by considering

that if we take four tangents of a cubic curve there is an infinite

number of linear complexes to which these four tangents belong

;

the poles, in regard to any one of these complexes, of the osculating
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planes of the given cubic curve, describe another cubic curve also

touching the four given tangents. The problem of finding a conunon
tangent line of the four quadrics which each contain three of four

non-intersecting lines is the same, in fact, as of finding a plane

section of a quadric surface, which contains four points A, B, C\ D,
which shall touch the sections of this surface bv the four planes

BCD, CAD, ABD, ABC. For the surface

XV- + g'",v + Ihvy + 1 {u.v + vy + -wri) = 0,

the condition that this shall be possible can be shewn to be

I'~ + m- + ir = 0, where l=(T{fu)^, m = e{gvf, n = <Te{hw)'', in

which a-'-=l, e'- = l. If (/,, 7»i, »i, //, ?/?/, w/), etc., be the line

coordinates of four tangent lines of a cubic curve, and

it can be proved that a* + y8 + 7 = 0, where a = '^23'STut etc.

Ex. 26. There is another problem of construction for cubic

curves which may be referred to : Given four lines of general posi-

tion, and upon each of them an involution of pairs of points, there

are two cubic curves having these four lines as chords whose pointS'

of meeting with each of these lines are a pair of the involution

lying thereon. This may be deduced from a theorem, given by
Chasles {Lioiivilles J., t. iv, 1839, p. 348), that the lines of space

which meet the generators of one system of a quadric surface in

points lying on pairs of a given involution, of pairs of these

generators, are lines of a linear complex. (Above, Ex. 15, p. 67.)

Ex. 27. Consider a cubic curve, 6, and a quadric surface, 2.

Let /, m be any two chords of the curve. To any plane, a, drawn
through /, meeting the curve again in a point P, can be drawn a

plane, jS, through m, conjugate to the former in regard to S. As a

varies, describing an axial pencil about Z, the plane ^ will describe

a related axial pencil about m, and if (3 meet the curve again in Q,
the ranges (P), (Q) will be related. The pairs of points P, Q will

then belong to an involution on the curve if, for one pair, not only

Q corresponds to P but P also corresponds to Q (Vol. 11, p. 2) ; that

is, if not only the planes IP, inQ be conjugate in regard to 2, but
also the planes IQ, ?nP be conjugate.

Now suppose that upon the curve 9 there are four points,

A, B, C, D, forming a self-polar tetrad in regard to X. Take any
point, T, of the curve, and let its polar plane in regard to S meet
the curve in X, Y, Z. We can then shew that T, X, Y, Z are a

self-polar tetrad in regard to S. For consider pairs of planes, con-

jugate to one another in regard to S, drawn respectively through
the chords BC and YZ ; the plane joining YZ to D, which is the

B. G. III. 10
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pole of the plane BCA, is conjugate to this plane, joining BC to A;
similarly the plane joining YZ to A is conjugate to the plane

joining BC to D. Wherefore, these pairs of planes determine an
involution on the curve. But the plane joining BC to T is con-

jugate to the plane joining YZ to X, since T is the pole of the

plane XYZ; wherefore the plane BCX contains the pole of the

plane YZT. By similar reasoning the pole of the plane YZT lies

on each of the six planes joining X to a pair of the points

A^ B, C, D. This pole is therefore at X. Similarly, Y, Z are the

poles of the planes ZXT, XYT, respectively, and X^ F, Z, T are a
self-polar tetrad.

A cubic curve which contains four points forming a self-polar

tetrad in regard to a quadric 2 will be spoken of as outpolar to S.

It contains not only other self-polar tetrads, as has been proved,

but is such that it is met by any quadric, »S, which is outpolar to

2, and does not contain the curve, in six points, say H, forming

what has been called a self-conjugate hexad in regard to S (Chap. I,

p. 47), that is, six points such that the plane containing any three

of them is conjugate, in regard to 2, to the plane containing the

other three. A descriptive proof of this may be given. But we may
argue as follows: Since there are three independent quadric surfaces

containing the curve, all of which contain the points of any self-

polar tetrad of points of the curve, we have, through the six points

jff, four quadrics all of which are outpolar to S, namely the three

quadrics containing the curve and the quadric S. The equations of

these four quadrics are linearly independent, since S does not con-

tain the curve ; and, as there are ten terms in the equation of a

quadric, the number of quadrics through six points, with equations

which are linearly independent, is j ust four. The number could be

more than four only if every quadric described through five, or

fewer, of these points, necessarily passed through the others (as a

plane described through three of four coplanar points necessarily

passes through the other). The six points H have not this character,

since, else, a degenerate quadric consisting of a plane through three

of the points and a plane through two others would necessarily pass

through the sixth. Thus we can infer that every quadric passing

through these points H is outpolar to the quadric 2 ; in particular

a pair of planes containing these six points form together such an
outpolar quadric, that is they are conjugate in regard to 2. Con-
versely, of such a self-conjugate hexad of points upon the cubic

curve, five points may be taken arbitrarily. In particular, if we
take five points upon the curve, X^ F, Z, T, C/, of which T, U are

the extremities of the chord of the curve drawn through the pole

of the plane XYZ, in regard to the quadric 2, then every other

point of the curve forms with these five a self-conjugate hexad

;
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thence it follows that the pole of the plane containing any three of
the points X, F, Z, T, U lies on the line joining the other two.

These points constitute then what is called a self-conjugate pentad.
We have defined the cubic as outpolar to S when it contains

four points forming a self-polar tetrad of S. It can, however, be
shewn that if the cubic contains the points of a self-conjugate

hexad (or of a pentad), it contains also the points of a self-polar

tetrad. This is obvious from what was shewn in Chap. I (p. 51);
for, thence, the four linearly independent quadrics containing the
six points will all be outpolar to 2 ; in particular, the three

quadrics passing through the curve. Also, it may be remarked, in

the notation of p. 47, that if A, B, C, D, E, F be a, self-conjugate

hexad of points of the curve, the quadric ^(A, B, C, D) is that
quadric containing the curve which contains the chord EF and is

outpolar to 2.

Ed\ 28. A cubic curve, d, consists of the points common to three

quadrics of which every two have a common generator, and is out-

polar to a quadric ^ Avhen this last is inpolar to the three former
quadrics containing the curve. Similarly a cubic developable, 0,
consists of the planes common to three quadrics regarded as aggre-
gates of their tangent planes, of which every two have a common
generator, and the cubic developable may be spoken of as inpolar

to a quadric S when this last is outpolar to the three tangential

quadrics defining the developable. When S consists of the tangent
planes of S, we may speak of the curve as outpolar to the develop-

able 0. This case has already arisen in a preceding example (Ex. 16);
if an involution of sets of four points be taken on 0, each of these

.sets forms a self-polar tetrad in regard to a certain quadric, and the
planes containing threes of the four points are those of a develop-

able 0.

E.r. 29. If A, B, C, D and A', B', C, D be two tetrads of points

both self-polar in regard to a quadric, the cubic curve, described to
contain A, B, C, D and C, D\ has A'B' for a chord, meeting this in

two points, P, Q, which are harmonic conjugates in regard to A'
.and B\ For, by what we have seen, the polar plane of Z)', in regard
to the quadric, which passes through C, meets the curve again in

points, P and Q, such that D', C, P, Q are a self-polar tetrad. Thus
P, Q lie on the join of A\ B' and are harmonic in regard to these.

The equation of the general quadric through A^ B, C, D, C, D'
is of the form \U +fiV+ vW+ p<t) = 0, where U = 0,V=0,W =
may be taken to be independent quadrics containing the cubic curve
through these six points. As these three quadrics contain P and Q,
we see that the quadrics through the six points meet the line PQ in

pairs of points of an involution, of which P, Q are one pair. One
.such quadric, therefore, contains both A' and B', Thus, there are

10—2
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three independent quadrics, containing the eight points A^ B, C, D,
A\ B\ C, D', any quadric containing A, B, C, D, B\ C\ D' neces-

sarily passing also through A'.

Any seven general points may be regarded as being seven points

from two tetrads which are both self-polar in regard to a properly

chosen quadric. For a quadric can be found having four points as

a self-polar tetrad, in regard to which every two of three other

arbitrary points are conjugate to one another ; the pole of the plane

of these three, in regard to this quadric, then forms a second self-

polar tetrad.

Thus we infer that if two tetrads, of points of general position,

be both self-polar in regard to a quadric, any two tetrads formed
from these eight points are also two self-polar tetrads in regard to^

a properly chosen quadric. Also, that all quadrics passing through
seven general points pass also through an eighth point. This eighth

point may be found by drawing the cubic curve through any six of
the seven given points, and then the chord to this curve from the
seventh point, and taking thereon the harmonic conjugate of the

seventh point in regard to the two points where the chord meets;

the curve. Or, if the seven given points be A, J5, C, D, B', C, D\
the eighth point is A', constructed as above, as the pole of the

plane BCD' in regard to the quadric for which A, B, C, D is self-

polar and every two of 5', C, D' are conjugate.

In another phraseology, if we have two self-polar tetrads in regard

to a quadric, the cubic curve containing any six of the points is out-

polar to the point-pair constituted bv the remaining two, regarded

as a degenerate tangential quadric. The squares of the left sides of

the equations of the eight points are in fact connected by a linear

relation (cf. Chap, I, p. 51).

Eight points which ai"e such that all quadrics through seven of

them necessarily pass through the remaining one, are said to be
eight associated points. Some particular properties of such a set are

given below (p. 154).

Ex. 30. Prove that the squares of the left sides of the equations

of eight points of a cubic curve are connected by a linear relation

of the form Sfr^?' = (;• = 1 ... 8). See, for instance, Proc. LoncL

Math. Soc. IX, 1910, p. 174. For the theorv of outpolar cubics, see

also Wakeford, \bid., xxi, 1922, p. 101, and ibid. p. 114. For the

descriptive theory, see Telling, Proc. Camh. Phil. Soc, xxi, 1922^

p. 249.

Ecc. 31. Consider a focal system (p. 60), and a quadric, such that

two particular lines which are polars in the focal system are also

polars of one another in regard to the quadric. Let Pj, P., be any
two points of which the focal planes, respectivelv -nrj, ot.,, intersect

in the line PiPo. Denote by 8 the interval PjPo measured with
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respect to the quadric, in the manner employed for a conic in Vol. ii,

p. IfiS, and bv 6 the angular interval between the planes ct^, ot^,

similarly measured with respect to the tangent planes drawn from

the line P,Po to the quadric. Consider sin^/sinS, expressing this

Avhen the focal system and quadric are given by

„ + In' = 0, Ad'- + By- + Cz' + Dt- = 0.

Shew that the quadric can be so taken that sin ^/sin h is independent

of P, and P., (cf. Lie-Scheff'ers, Berilhruugstransformat'ionen. 1896,

p. 233. The corresponding theorem given by Lie for a non-linear

complex, ibid., p. 308, is not true).

The rational curve of order n in space of n dimensions.

A conic in a plane, and the cubic curve in three dimensions, are

evidently both particular cases of a curve in space of n dimensions,

of which the coordinates, a'o, Xi, ...,x,i, of any point of the curve,

are respectively proportional to (« + l) integral polynomials in a

variable parameter, sav 6. We do not enter into the general theory

here ; but it seems well to remark that any curve in space of r

dimensions, in which ;• < ti, of which the coordinates of any point

are expressible as polynomials of order n in a variable parameter, 6,

may be regarded as arising, by projection, from this curve of order

n in space of n dimensions ; which is thus of fundamental import-

ance. For instance, to illustrate a general proof of this theorem,

consider a curve in a plane of which the coordinates, a', y, z, of any
point, are expressible as cubic polynomials in 0. Take a point

{X, Y, Z, T), in space of three dimensions, of which X, F, Z are

precisely the same functions of 6 as are .v, y, z, while T is an

arbitrary cubic polynomial. This point (X, F, Z, T) then describes

a cubic curve in three dimensions. But to any point of this curve

there follows by the equations xjX= ylY = zjZ, that is by projection

from the point (0, 0, 0, 1), a corresponding point of the given plane

curve. This plane curve has, therefore, a double point, lying on the

chord of the space cubic which can be drawn to it from (0, 0, 0, 1);

but the space cubic has no double point. For, if it had, a plane,

drawn through this double point and two arbitrary points of the

curve, would meet the curve in four points, and, therefore, contain

it entirely. Bv a similar argument the curve in space of n dimen-

sions is without double points.

It is supposed in general, in speaking of a curve which is repre-

sentable rationally by a parameter, that not only is one point of the

curve given by each value of the parameter, but, conversely, only

one value of the parameter corresponds to a general point of the

curve. The parameter can therefore be defined as a rational function

of the coordinates of the point of the curve. It can be shewn that

if a parameter has been chosen for which this converse expression
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is not possible, another parameter, a rational function of the former,

can be substituted for which this is possible (cf. Vol. ii, p. 136.

The several values of the unsuitable parameter which correspond all

to the same point of the curve are sets of a general involution).

It is clear that the number of points of the general rational curve

of the ?^th order of which the coordinates satisfy a homogeneous
equation of the rth order in the (w + l) coordinates, is nr. It is

characteristic of the curve that these can be arbitrarily taken. For
instance, there are 2r points of a conic lying upon a general curve

in the plane whose equation is given by a homogeneous equation of
order r in the coordinates ; but, conversely, such a curve of order r
can be drawn through any %' points taken upon the conic, as may
be readily verified. Or, again, a surface of equation of order r can
be drawn through any 3r points taken ai'bitrarily upon the cubic

curve in space of three dimensions, not entirely containing the curve.

For instance, a quadric surface can be drawn through any six

points of the curve, not entirely containing the curve ; or a cubic
surface, not entirely containing the curve, through any nine points.

Ex. 1. Find the most general relation, homogeneously of the
third order in ^, ?/, ^, ^, which is identically satisfied by a* = 6^^

Ex. % Shew that if a general cubic surface, expressed by the
vanishing of a homogeneous relation of the third order in x, ^/, ^, ty

be put through two non-intersecting generators of a quadric surface,

the remaining intersection is a curve meeting an arbitrary plane in

four points, of which the coordinates of a point are expressible

rationally by a parameter. Shew, also, how to define, by inter-

sections of manifolds in space of four dimensions, a rational curve
of order four which projects into this curve.

Ex. 3. Shew that the equations, for .r, 7/, -s, t in terms of a

parameter 6,

{p6 + a)x = 6x. + a^'i, {p6 + b)y = dy^_ + %, . . ., {p6 + d)t = dL + dt^

represent a quartic curve containing the points of reference and the
two points (/Ti, ?/i, ^1, ^i), (.n, y... z^, ti); and that it can be made to
pass through two further arbitrary points by suitable choice of the
constants a, b, c, d, p. In how many ways is this possible ? Find a
quadric surface, and a cubic surface containing this curve.

Ex. 4. Shew that a conic, regarded as a curve in three dimen-
sions, depends upon eight parameters. In particular, given seven

lines of which no two intersect, which have a common transversal,

prove that there exists a single conic which meets every one of the
seven lines and also meets the transversal. Analytically, we may
regard the conic as the intersection of two quadric cones whose
vertices are on the transversal, which touch along this line ; we are
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thus led to seven linear homogeneous equations in eight unknown
coeHicients. (See Ex. 7, p. 195, below.)

It may be proved that there are ninety-two conies meeting eight

lines of general position. See J. Luroth, Crelle, lxviii (1868), and
C. Hierholzer, Math. Annal. ii (1870).

The curve of intersection of two general quadric sur-
faces. If two quadric surfaces have a common self-polar tetrad of

points, their curve of intersection is essentially different from the

cubic curve which has been considered. The coordinates of its points

cannot be expressed rationally in terms of a parameter; they can
be expressed rationally in terms of txco parameters, of which one is

the square root of a quartic, or cubic, polynomial in the other, or,

what is the same thing, if .r, y, z, t be the coordinates of a point of
the curve, a cubic curve can be found in a plane, in which the co-

ordinates are ^, 77, ^, this curve being expressed by the vanishing of

a homogeneous cubic polynomial in ^, r}, ^, such that the ratios of
.r, 1/, z, t are rational functions of the ratios of ^, 77, ^, and the

ratios of ^, y, ^ are rational functions of the ratios of x, «/, z, t.

Such a cubic curve is obtained by projecting the space curve on to

a plane from any point of itself. Further, this space curve has the

property that, of its intersections with an arbitrary surface, not all

can be arbitrarily taken, one of them being always determined when
the others are assigned. For instance, the curve meets an arbitrary

plane in four points ; but, of these, one is determined by the plane

containing the other three. Or again, it can be shewn that the curve

meets a general quadric surface in eight points (see below) ; and that

the quadric surfaces through seven of these all pass through the

remaining oiie, which, therefore, cannot be taken arbitrarily upon
the curve when these seven are given.

EcV. 1. If two quadric surfaces be expressed by the respective

equations

X- + 3/- — z^ = f'^ ax' -f lyif — cz- = f^^

any point upon the former is given in terms of 6 and </> by the

expressions x = 6 + <j), y = \ —
0(f),

z = l + 0(j>, t = 6 —
(f>;

if this

point lie also on the latter there is a (2, 2) relation connecting d

and
(f),

by means of which either is expressible rationally in terms

of the other, and the square root of a quartic polynomial in this

other. The systematic consideration of this relation is best under-

taken in close connexion with the theory of elliptic functions, and
we do not enter upon this here.

EcV. 2. Prove that the quartic curve in space now being con-

sidered meets in two points every generator of any quadric surface

which contains the curve. Further, that if a variable plane be

drawn through two points of the curve, the join of its two other
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intersections with the curve describes a quadric surface containing
the curve. Further, that such a curve can be drawn through eight

general points of space. Also, that two chords of the curve can be
drawn through an arbitrary point, not lying thereon ; and that no
line exists meeting the curve in three points.

Ex. 3. Shew that the algebraic determination of the common
self-polar tetrad of two general quadrics can be carried out as for

the common self-polar triad of two conies given p. 141 of Vol. ii

;

and that the theorem for the reality of the roots of the determining
quartic equation, given for the cubic on p. 165 of Vol. ii, remains
also true.

The determination of a quadric by given conditions. The
equation of a quadric contains ten terms ; that the quadric should
pass through a point of assigned coordinates imposes one linear

condition for the coefficients in its equation. That the quadric
should pass through several, say through ?•, given points, requires r

such linear conditions for the ten coefficients. If these conditions

are independent there are 10 — ?• of the coefficients in terms of which
the remaining ones can be linearly expressed ; then the equation of
the general quadric through the r assigned points is of the form
2X,^C/s = 0, with .9=1, ..., 10 — r, wherein the Xj, Xa? ••• are arbi-

trary, but f/j = 0, Uo-=0, ... represent definite quadrics passing
through the assigned points. When this is so the assigned points

are called independent. It may happen however that, of the r linear

conditions for the ten coefficients, one or more is obtainable as a
linear aggregate of the others ; a very simple example would be
that in which four of the assigned points were in line; then a
quadric containing any three of these would contain the line, and
the condition that it contained the fourth point would be a con-

sequence of the conditions that it contained these three. Alge-
braically, as the equations are linear, the equation expressing the
fourth condition would be a linear function of the equations ex-

pressing the three others. These considerations have their application

chiefly when the assigned points are already conditioned in some
way, as by lying on a curve, or a surface.

For instance, upon the curve of intersection of two quadric sur-

faces there must be sets of eight points furnishing independent
conditions for quadrics required to pass through them ; there can-

not be nine such independent points ; for, by definition, such nine

points entirely determine a quadric, whereas, in the present case, if

U = 0, V= be the given quadrics, the cpiadric U + 'kV= contains

all points of their connnon curve, in particular the nine points, and
can yet, by choice of X,, be made to pass through a further arbitrary

point. But there must be as many as eight independent points upon
the curve ; for if, for example, there were but seven, this would
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moan that every quadric through these seven necessarily contained

all points of the connnon curve ; it would then be possible to de-

scribe a quadric through this curve and two other arbitrary points.

We can, however, pi'ove that only one quadric can be passed through
this curve and a further single point, 0; namely by considering the

section of the quadrics with a general plane drawn through O. In

this argument we have spoken of a quadric passing through all the

points common to two given quadrics, as if this were a description

quite free of ambiguity ; when the given quadrics have multiple

points of intersection, as for example in the case when they touch
at all points of a plane conic, the description needs interpretation.

This is furnished by first agreeing as to what is meant by a conic

passing through all the points conmion to two given conies, even

when there are coincidences among these ; and then speaking of a

quadric as passing through all points common to two given quadrics

when it meets every plane in a conic which passes through all the

points common to the sections, by this plane, of the two given

quadrics. It will be seen that this meets all cases.

Ex. 1. The necessary and sufficient condition that two quadrics

U = 0, F= should intersect in two conies, lying in planes P = 0,

Q = 0, is the existence of an identity of the form \TJ -\- /jlV+ vPQ = 0,

where X, yu, v are constants. And this remains true when the two
conies coincide, the quadrics touching one another at all points

of this.

E,v. 2. Three quadric surftices, which have no common curve,

meet in eight points. Taking for points of reference a self-polar

tetrad for one of the quadrics, the common points may be found

by substituting, in both the other two quadric equations, the co-

ordinates a? = 6 +
(f),

;^i/ = 1 — 6(p^ ,^' = 1 -1-
8(f),

t = 6 — cf). The result

is two equations, (2, 2) = and [2, 2] = 0, which are both poly-

nomials of the second order in each of 6 and cf). The elimination of

</) between these leads to an equation for 6 by the solution of which
the intersections can be found. Geometrically, regarding (6, 0, 1)

as coordinates in a plane, the statement is that two quartic curves

in a plane, which have common two double points, have eight other

conmion points. The result may be regarded as always true, by
proper interpretation of nmltiple intersections.

Ev. 3. Every quadric through seven points of space of which no
four lie in a plane, and, therefore, no three lie in a line, has an
ecjuation of the form XU + yu.F-1- vW= 0, wherein U, V, W can be

supposed to be of the respective forms

yz-\-{ayX -I- hiij + c^z) t, zx+{ci...r + hij -f- c.z) t, xy-\-{a.3a'+b.iy+c^z) t.

We can now prove that C/ = 0, F=0, W=Q have eight common
points, so once more proving that all quadrics through seven given
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points have an eighth point common. In fact F= 0, W= both
contain the line .r = 0, ^=0; thus they also intersect in a cubic
curve, meeting this line in two points. This curve will meet t7 =
in six points ; these, with the two points in which J7 = is met by
the line .r = 0, ^ = 0, are the eight points in question, and, of these
six, two are on the line «/ = 0, ;s = 0. If we put x=6t in F=0, IF=0^
we find a-.x +% + {c,^-\-d)z = 0, a.^x + (/;3+ d)y-\- c^z = 0, from which
we have the expression of the cubic curve by the parameter 6.

Substituting this expression in C7 = 0, the determination of the four
points of intersection of the three quadrics, beside the given points
of reference (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), etc., is reduced to the solution
of a quartic equation.

Upon the curve of intersection of two general quadrics, there can
be taken such seven independent points as we have supposed. Thus^
the curve of intersection of two general quadrics is such that, of its

intersections with another quadric, one is determined by the assign-

ment of the other seven.

Ex. 4. Shew that if three quadric surfaces have a line in common,,
they have four common points not lying on this. And, if three
quadric surfaces have a conic in common, they have two common
points not lying thereon.

Ex. 5. If all possible quadric cones be constructed which contain
six arbitrary fixed points of general position, prove that the vertices-

of these cones lie upon a surface meeting an arbitrary line in four
points (Weddle^s surface). Shew that this surface contains the
fifteen lines joining the pairs of the six given points, and the ten

lines of intersection of the pairs of planes each containing three of
the points ; and contains also the cubic curve passing through the
six given points. Any line drawn through one of the six given

points meets the surface in only two other points.

Ex. 6. The vertices of the quadric cones containing seven arbi-

trary fixed points of general position lie upon a curve which meets-

an arbitrary plane in six points. This curve has for chords the
twenty-one joins of the seven points, and also the seven joins of these

points to the further point common to all the quadrics containing

these seven given points. (Hesse, Crelles J.., xlix, 1855, p. 279.)

Theorems for eight associated points. Some results may be
given in regard to a set of eight points which are such that every

quadric through seven of them also passes through the eighth.

Ex. 1. If ^, 5, C, il/, D\ L be six points of a conic it follows,

from Pascal's theorem, that the point {C3I, LA) is on the line

joining the point (AB, MD) to the point {BC, D'L).

Now let A, B, C, D be any points of a quadric surface, of which

I and m are two generators of the same system. Let these generators

meet the section of the (|uadric by the plane ABC respectively in
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L and M, and let the generator of the quadric, of the opposite

system, which passes through D, meet this section in D' . The point

(CM, LA) is then on the hne of intersection of the planes Cm, lA ;

the point {AB^ MD') is the point where the line AB meets the

plane mD^ and may be described as the point {AB^ mD) ; so the

point (BC, DL) is the point {BC, Dl). Thus the line (Cm, lA)

meets the join of the points (AB, tnD), (BC, Dl).

Ex. 2. Let A, B, C, D and A\ B , C, D' be any general set of

associated points. There are then three linearly independent

quadrics passing through these, and a quadric can be put through

A, B, C, D to have AB' and CD' as generators of the same
system. Denoting the points, respectively, by the numbers 3, 4,

5, 8 and 1, 2, 6, 7, and identifying the lines Z, m of Ex. 1 respectively

with the generators 12, 67, we thus reach the result that, if 1, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7, 8 be a general set of associated points, the line (123, 567)
intersects the join of the two points (34, 678), (45, 812).

Ed\ 3. If we then remark that this join lies on the plane 345,

we see that this join is also met by the line (345, 781). Again, the

line (234, 678) contains the point' (34, 678), and the line (456, 812)
contains the point (45, 812). Thus the four lines

(123, 567), (234, 678), (345, 781), (456, 812)

are all met by the line joining the points, (34, 678), (45, 812).

These four lines are, however, only interchanged among themselves

bv cyclical interchange of the numbers ; it follows that they are

met also by the join of the points (45, 781), (56, 123), and so on,

in all by eight such joining lines. Thus the four lines are generators

of the same system of a quadric.

Ex: 4. Let 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8 be any six points, and 1 a further

point. From the last point let the transversal be drawn to the lines

23, 57, meeting these, respectively, in P and P\ Similarly, let Q,
on 78, and Q', on 34, be on a line through 1 ; and R, on 45, with

R', on 82, be also on a line through 1. The lines QR', RP' , PQ'
are then generators of a quadric, of which Q'R, R'P, P'Q are also

generators. This quadric meets the lines 23, 34, 45, 57, 78, 82,

respectively, in other points Pj, Q/, Ri, P/, Qi, i?/. It can be
shewn that the three lines P^Pi, QiQi, RiRi meet in a point.

Denoting this by 6, the points 1, 2, ..., 8 are eight associated

points. The proof follows easily from Ex. 2.

Ex. 5. For the determination of the eighth point of an asso-

ciated set when seven are given, we have, by what precedes, two
theorems: (1), the cubic curves determined by the two sets of six

points. A, B, C, D, A', C; A, B, C, D, B', C have, respectively,

chords meeting in the eighth point, Z)', required. The chord of the

first curve is that drawn from B' , that of the second curve is that
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drawn from A'. Or, as we have seen (Ex. 18, p. 139, above) that

a single cubic curve exists passing through five given points, having
a given hne as chord, we can regard D' as the common point of the

various cubic curves constructed each to pass through five of the

seven given points and have the join of the other two as chord.

(2), if A, B, C, D be a self-polar tetrad in regard to a quadric, and
every two of A\ B', C be conjugate in regard to this quadric, the

point D' is the pole of the plane A'B'C in regard to this. Hesse
has given a linear construction for D' founded on this last fact (see

Ges. Werke^ pp. 46, 48, 680. See also Cayley, Papers^ i, p. 425
(1849), for another view of the problem); it depends upon a theorem
of plane geometry: In a plane let A^ fi, C be a self-polar triad in

regard to a conic, and P, U
; Q, V ; R, W be three pairs of con-

jugate points in regard to this conic; then the polar lines, respec-

tively /, m, w, of C/, F, PF, can be linearly constructed. LetBC/, AV
meet in ; let PO meet AC in F, and QO meet BC in X ; further,

let XV meet Aq in H, and YU meet BP in K. Also let AC meet
HK in L, and BC meet HK in M. Then PL is the polar of [7, and
Q_M the polar of V. Similarly, the line n can be constructed.

This being assumed, and the points A^ B, C, D, A', B\ C given

as above, let'the six lines DA\ B'C, DB\ C'A', DC, A'B meet the

plane ABC, respectively, in C/, P, F, Q, W, K The triad ABC will

be self-polar in regard to the conic in which the quadric meets the

plane ABC, and the polar line of DA' will be a line, /, lying in this

plane and in a plane which contains BC Thus the polar line of

U in regard to this conic will be the line I, and this w^ill contain P.

Similarly F, Q will be conjugate points in regard to this conic, the

polar line, ?/;, of F containing Q ; and IV, R will be such that the

polar line, ??, of W, contains R.

The lines /, jti, n being constructed as explained, the point D',

required, is the intersection of the planes (/, BC), {m, C'A'),

{n,A'B').

Ea\ 6. If the curve of intersection of two general (]uadric sur-

faces be projected on to a plane from any point of itself, it becomes
a cubic curve. Converselv, it can easilv be shewn that a curve in a

plane, expressed by the vanishing of a homogeneous cubic poly-

nomial in the three coordinates, mav be regarded as arising by the

projection of the curve of intersection of two quadric surfaces.

Bearing in mind that the latter curve meets every generator, of a

quadric surface on which it lies, in two points, the theorem that

seven points in space determine an eighth is at once seen to be in

correspondence with the theorem, for a plane, that all general cubic

curves with eight common points pass through a ninth. AVe may
construct this ninth point as follows : let A, B, C, M, N and
P, Q, R be eight points of a plane, and D a point not lying in this
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plane; let H be a qiiadric containing A^ B, C and the lines DMy
DN (other than the plane pair ABC, DMN) ; let DP, DQ, DR
meet this quadric (beside at D) in P^, Qj, R^. Now let the cubic

curve in space, which contains the five points D, A, P^, Q^, Rj^ and
has BC for a chord, meet O again in Oj. Then DO^ meets the

plane in the ninth point required. For this problem see also

Cayley, Papers, iv, pp. 495-504 (1862). Also p. 178, below.

E.v. 7. A further way of regarding the theorem that quadrics

through seven points have an eighth connnon point should be referred

to briefly. Taking five arbitrary points, of which no four lie in a

plane, there are five linearly independent quadrics passing through

these, say C7i = 0, C/2 = 0, ..., t75 = 0. If four of the points be the

points of reference and the fifth be (1, 1, 1, 1), the functions

C/], ..., U^ are in fact arbitrary linear functions of the six functions

^=y{t-z), ri=z{t-x), l;=x{t-y),

^ = {t-y)z, r)' = (t-z)a; ^'^(t-.v)y,

which are equivalent to five in virtue of the identity

and are further connected by the relation ^7]^= ^'i]'^\ We may
regard the ratios of any five independent linear functions of

^, rj, ^, ^', 11) , f' as coordinates of a point of space of four dimen-

sions. Thereby, to any point of our original three-fold space, other

than certain exceptional points for which all of |^, 77, ..., ^' are zero,

there corresponds a point of the three-fold locus, 2, lying in the

four-fold space, for which ^v^~ ^v'^' '> conversely, save for ex-

ceptional points, to any point of this three-fold locus, S, there

corresponds the point of the original space given by

^/t=w-oK^-n ^it=(^'-mv-v), z/t=i^'-vm-n
To the general quadric of the original space which passes through

the given five points there corresponds, then, in the four-fold space,

the intersection of the locus 2 with the locus expressed by an
equation of the form A^ + Bi] + C^=A'^' + B'lj' + C'^\ wherein the

relation ^ + rj + ^ = ^' + rj' + ^' is understood. Let such a three-fold

locus, or space, expressed by a linear equation, be, for distinctness,

denoted by a. To the quadrics of our original space passing

through seven given points, consisting of the five chosen funda-

mental points and two other points, say A and P, will correspond

the spaces cr, in the four-fold space, which pass through two given

points, say (a, ^, 7, a', /3', 7') and (X, /jl, v. A,', /i', v), of the locus 2.

These will contain all points of the line joining these two points

of 2 ; and, as we see by substituting expressions of the forms

a -1- 4>\ ..., 7' -|- <^v' for the coordinates in the equation of 2, there

is a third point of 2 lying on this line, through which, then, ail
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these spaces o- pass. This is the point corresponding to the eighth

intersection of the quadrics in the original space which pass through
the seven given points.

The correspondence can be followed in detail. We limit ourselves

to the result in the four-fold space which corresponds to the fact

that the eighth point lies on the chord, drawn from P, to the cubic

curve containing the five fundamental points and the point A. Let
this point be (a, Z>, c, d) ; this cubic curve is then given by

x = a{d-a)-\ ij = b{d-b)-\ z = c{d-c)~\ t = d{e-d)-\

for varying values of 6, the points (1, 1, 1, 1), (a, 6, c, d) arising

respectively for ^ = 0, ^ =x . It is easily seen that the locus in the

four-fold space to which this corresponds is the line given by the

three simultaneous equations ^ja = ^'/oc, rj/^ = rj'/^\ ^/y = ^'/y.

This line passes through the point (a, jS, 7, a', 0', 7'), and lies

entirely on the locus 2. Through this line, and the point

(X, fi, V, V, fi, v'), corresponding to P, there passes a plane ; this

plane meets the locus 2, in fact, in a conic, as we see from the fact

that any line meets the locus 2 in three points ; the equations of

the conic may easily be found. This conic is met by the line, given

by the equations ^loi = ^'/a', etc., in two points; it corresponds to

the chord drawn from P in the original space, to meet the cubic

curve ; by its construction it contains the point (A,, /x, v, A,', fi', v),

and the line joining (a, /S, 7, a', /3', 7') to this point meets the conic

again in the point of 2 which corresponds to the eighth intersection

of the quadrics in the original space.

The locus 2 will be found to be of great interest to us. If,

instead of ^, rj, ^, ^', rj', ^', we use coordinates

its equations take the forms 2.tv' = 0, 2.r^ = 0, r = l, ..., 6.

The set of eight associated points was considered by von Staudt,

Beitrage zur Geometr'ie der Lage, iii, 1860, pp. 372 fF. The
theorem of Ex. 2, above, was given by Hesse ; see Ges. Werke,

p. 680, and various papers in Crelle's J. The theorem of Ex. 3 was
given by Zeuthen ; see Acta Math, xii, 1889, p. 363. See also

Dobriner, ibid. p. 339 ; and Schroeter, Acta Math, xiv, 1890. The
locus 2 considered in Ex. 7 was studied by Segre; see Atti Ace. sc.

Torino, xxii, 1886, 7 ; p. 547.

J



CHAPTER IV

THE GENERAL CUBIC SURFACE; INTRODUCTORY
THEOREMS

In this book we regard the theory of a cubic surface as best

treated in connexion with a certain figure in space of four di-

mensions. But the preliminary theorems for a general cubic surface

are so intimately related with other results included in this volume
that it seems desirable to give some account of them.

The theorem of a double-six of lines. It is convenient to

give at once an independent proof of a theorem which arises im-

plicitly below. Suppose that a, b, c, d, e are five lines, no two
meeting one another, which have a common transversal,_y"'. There
is then, beside^', a common transversal of every four of the five

lines. The theorem referred to is that the five transv^ersals so arising

have themselves a common transversal. Denote by e the transversal

of rt, h. c, d, beside /"', by d' the transversal of a, b, c, e beside jP',

^nd so on. We are to prove that the five lines «', b\ c', d', e are

all met bv a line. It is clear that no two of these lines intersect ; if,

for instance, a and b' were in one plane, every two of f, f/, ^, all of

which meet a! and b\ would intersect.

We prove that a', 6', c\ d\ e have a common transversal by
shewing that the common transversal of a\ b', c, d\ other than ^,

coincides with the common transversal, other than d, of a', b', c', e.

This we do by shewing that the common transversal, other than ^,

of «', 6', c', d' , meets a\ b', c\ respectively, in three points which can

be constructed from the lines a, b, c, a\ b\ c\f only. In fact,

denoting the nine intersections,

(6',c), (6,c'), (c',a), (c,a'), («', 6), (a, 6'), (a,/"), (6,/'X {c,f'\

respectively bv
A, A', B, B\ C, C, U, F, W,

•we shew that the common transversal of a', b\ c\ d\ other than ^,

meets a on the plane {A^ A\ C/), meets b' on the plane (B, B\ V),

and meets c on the plane (C, C, W).
Lety denote the common transversal, other than e, of a', b\ c\ d\

and let this meet the lines «', 6', c', respectively, in X^ F, Z.

Consider the two quadric surfaces (6, c, e) and (6', c\ d'), having,

respectively, as generators of the same system, the two triplets of

lines indicated. As the line e meets b\ c\ d\ it is a generator of the
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second qnadric as well as of the first; as d' meets b, c, e, it is a
generator of the first quadric as well as of the second. As these

two quadrics have thus two intersecting lines as common generators,

their remaining connnon points lie in a plane. Of such points, not

lying on c or d\ are the points A, or (b', c), and A', or (6, c); so

also the point U, or («, /"), is such a point, since the line a, meeting
6', c\,d', is a generator of the second quadric, and /'', meeting b, c, e^.

is a generator of the first quadric. Lastly, the point X, or (a, J"), is

common to the two quadrics, since a meets b, c, e, andy meets by

c\ d'. Thus X, wherey meets a', lies on the plane (A, A', U). By
considering the two quadrics (c, a, e) and (c, a\ d'), we similarly

shew that Y lies on the plane {B, B\ V); and, by considering the

two quadrics (a, b, e) and (a', 6', d'), that Z lies on (C, C, W).

For the common transversal, other than d, of a', 6', c, e\ we
proceed in the same way, using e, d instead of d\ e, respectively.

The planes (A, A', U), (B, B , F), (C, C, W) arise once more. The
theorem is thus proved.

Such an aggregate of twelve lines

a, b, c, d, e, f,

a', b', c', d', e, f\
consisting of two sextuples, wherein each line meets five lines of the

sextuple to which it does not belong, but is skew to the other lines

of its own sextuple, and is also skew to a corresponding line of the

other sextuple, is called a double-six. We shall commonly speak of
the lines of the double-six which form a sextuple as a row of the

double-six.

From the twelve lines of the double-six, fifteen other lines can

be defined, as follows: associating the lines a, 6, ...,^ a', b\ ...,f'y
respectively, with the numbers 1, 2, ..., 6, 1', 2', ..., 6', let the line

of intersection of the plane of a, b', with the plane of a\ b, say, of

the plane [1, 2'] with the plane [1', 2], be denoted by c^o; there

will be fifteen such lines, obtained by taking every pair of the

numbers 1, 2, ..., 6. Fifteen other lines can also be obtained from
the double-six: we may join the point of intersection, (1, 2'), of

the lines a, b', to the point of intersection, (1', 2), of the lines a, b ;

this construction can be made in fifteen ways. We may denote the

joining lines by symbols r,./.

It has incidentally been shewn above that the four points (2, 3'),

(2', 3), (1, 6), (1', 6) lie in one plane, this being the fact that the

points A, A', U, X are in one plane. Thus the line Cgs' intersects

the line c\e'. By a precisely similar argument it follows that, if no
two of the numbers r, *, i,J are the same, the lines r,./, c,/ intersect

one another. Thence, by the dual argument, the plane of two inter-

secting lines being considered instead of their point of intersection.
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it follows, if no two of the numbers r, *, ?', j are the same, that any
two lines c,.^, c,-/ intersect one another.

We have now two sets, each of (12 + 15, or) twenty-seven lines,

one set consisting of a, 6, ...,,/j «', 6', ...,y, together with the

lines r,.s, the other set consisting of the same twelve lines together

with the lines c,.s'. Let us consider the former set. It is easy to see

that the lines of this set are symmetrical as regards their inter-

sections with one another : each line of the twenty-seven intersects

ten others of the set, and these consist of five pairs of mutually

intersecting lines, so that in the plane of any two intersecting lines

of the set is a third line of the set. For instance, the line 1 (or ci)

is met by the ten lines

which consist of five pairs of intersecting lines. Similarly, the line Cjo

is met by the lines of the five pairs, each of two intersecting lines,

1, -^ ; 1 , /4 ; ^34, Cgg ; ^35,^64; C36, C45.

Further, it is possible to arrange the twenty-seven lines in two sets

of, respectively, twelve and fifteen lines, in other than the original

way, so that the twelve lines form a double-six, and the fifteen are

deducible from these by the same rule as were the lines c^s from the

original double-six ; there are in fact thirty-six such arrangements.

Writing, for greater clearness, 23 instead of C03, and so on, the
following twelve lines

1, 1', 23, 24, 25, 26

2, 2', 13, 14, 15, 16

are at once seen to form a double-six ; further, the lines formed
from these, as were the lines Crs from the original double-six, are
easily seen to be the other fifteen lines of the original twenty-seven.

Such a double-six as this can be constructed in fifteen ways. Another
double-six, typical of twenty double-sixes, is given by

1, 2, 3, 56, 64, 45

23, 31, 12, 4', 5', 6',

and the remaining fifteen lines arise from this by the same rule as

before. We see then how to obtain 1 + 15 + 20, or thirty-six,

double-sixes.

Reciprocity of the figure. Considering the original double-
six, it can be shewn that there exists a quadric surface in regard
to which the six lines 1, 2, ..., 6, of one row, are, respectively, the
polar lines of the corresponding lines, 1', 2', ,.., 6', of the other row.
In regard to this quadric surface, then, the line 0^ is the polar of c^/.

To prove this, consider the fifteen triplets of lines each consisting

of two lines of the first row of the double-six taken with that one of
the lines c^ which intersects both ; such a triplet is given, for in-

B. G. III. 11
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stance, by the three lines 1, 2, fjo. With these fifteen triplets

consider also the similar triplets each formed from two lines of the

second row of the double-six taken with that one of the lines Crs

which intersects both, such, for instance, as 3', 4', C34. Then it can

be seen that a definite quadric exists, possibly degenerating into

two planes, containing the combination formed by any triplet of

the first set of fifteen triplets, taken with any triplet of the second

set. For instance, the two triplets 1, 2, Cja and 1', 2', Cj^ both lie

in the plane-pair [1, 2], [1', 2], whose line of intersection is the

line C12; again, the two triplets 1, 2, Cio and 2', 3', C23 lie on the plane-

pair of which one plane contains the lines 1, 2', Cy2 and the other

plane contains the lines 2, 3', C23 ; while two triplets such as 1, 2, Cja

and 3', 4', C34 consist of three lines 1, 2, C34, of which no two inter-

sect, together with three other such lines, 3', 4', Cjo, of M'hich, how-
ever, each intersects all the first three, so that the six lines all lie

on a quadric surface. Assuming the statement verified, there will

be, in all, 15 . 15 or 225 quadrics ; it is then, further, the case that

the equations of these quadrics, expressed in point coordinates, are

linear functions of nine of them. For there are three linearly in-

dependent quadrics passing through a triplet consisting of two skew

lines and a transversal of these : Let P, Q, R, S denote four triplets

each containing two lines of the first row of the double-six, and
P', Q', R', S' denote four triplets each containing two lines of the

second row of the double-six, and let (aS, S') denote the quadric

containing the triplets S and 6", and so in general ; then, if the

quadrics (S, P'), (S, Q'), (S, R') be linearly independent, the quadric

(S, S') is a linear function of these ; if the quadrics (P', P), (P\ Q),
(P', R) be linearly independent, the quadric (S, P') is a linear

function of these ; similarly, with a like hypothesis, the quadric

{S, Q') is expressible bv {Q', P), (Q', Q), (Q', P), and the quadric

(S, R') by (P', P), (P', Q), (P', P); finally, every one of the

quadrics is thus seen to be expressible by the nine obtained by
taking P, Q, P with P', Q', P', provided that, in every case, the

three quadrics (6*, P'), {S, Q'), {S, R') are linearly independent.

A detailed scrutiny shews that this is so in general.

There is, however, a single quadric envelope which is inpolar to

nine linearly independent quadrics (above, p. 52). Thus there exists

a quadric envelope, in general unique, which is inpolar to the 225
quadrics spoken of. This we may denote by S ; it will sometimes

be spoken of as the Schur quadric associated with the double-six.

Now take the three pairs of triplets

1, 2, ri, and 1', 2', c^o; 1,2, c,._ and 2', 3', c..,; 1, 3, c,^ and 1', 2', ^o,

lying, respectively, in the three plane-pairs

[1, 2', c,,], [1', 2, c,,] ; [1, 2', r,], [2, 3', r.,] ; [1, 2', r,,], [1', 3, c,,] ;
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each of tlie pairs of planes being conjugate to one another in regai-d

to the tpiadric S, the pole of the plane [1, 2'] is seen to be the

connnon point of the planes [1', 2], [2, 3'], [1', 3], namely, the point

(1', 2). Similarly, the pole of the plane [1, 3'] is the point (1', 3).

The two planes both contain the line ] , the two points both lie on

the line 1'. Thus the lines 1, 1' are polars of one another in regard

to the quadric 2, as are, similarly, 2 and 2', 3 and 3', etc.

The (juadric S is in fact determined by the six lines 1, 2, 3,

1', 2', 3', only. These six lines are the edges of a skew hexagon,

A^ B\ C, A\ B, C\ wherein A, A' are, respectively, the points (&', c),

(b, c'), or (2', 3), (2, 3'), etc., and the quadric % is such that op-

posite edges of this hexagon are polar lines of one another. Thus
the point A, the intersection of the edges AB' and AC, is the pole

of the plane A'BC, etc. Let the three planes ABC, B'CA, CAB
meet in the point D, so that AD is the intersection of the planes

AB'C, ACB, etc. Then B is the pole of the plane ABC, and A, B,

C, D are a self-polar tetrad of points in regard to S; while A', B', C
are three points of which every two are conjugate to one another

in regard to S. These two conditions determine the quadric. It

will, however, be seen to be of advantage to have considered the

quadric from the point of view we have taken.

Another determination of the double-six. It can be shewn
that, if we have six lines, a, //, c, a', h, c, forming a skew hexagon,

as here, and another line, d, which meets one set of alternate edges,

a, b', c, of the hexagon, then a double-six is determined, which
will, therefore, be that here discussed with the same notation for

the lines. The proof of this is instructive, and may be given.

Consider the aggregate of lines which meet the three skew lines

a, b', c, these being the generators, of the other system from these,

of the quadric determined by a, b', c. Let us regard two of these

lines, say {x) and («/), as corres])onding\ when they are both met by
some transversal of the three other alternate edges, a, b, c, of the

hexagon. We can then see that to any (<r) there correspond two
lines (?/), and, to any {y), two lines {x)\ for when a line {x), meeting
«', b', c, is taken, there are two transversals of the four lines {x), a,

b, c ; if one of these, say {z), be taken, there is a definite transversal

{ij\ beside {x), of the four lines {z), a, b', c ; similarly when {y) is

taken first. A line {x), meeting a, b', c , may be defined by a para-

meter, x^ as, for instance, by lying in a definite plane, of equation

TJ -f xV = 0, passing through n' ; the correspondence between the

lines (x) and (y) may then be represented by an equation con-

necting two parameters, x and y ; this equation, by the geometrical

definition, will be rational, of the second order in each of the para-

meters, and symmetrical in regard to these. If y^ and 3/0 be the two
values of y given by this equation, corresponding to a value of x,

11—2
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it may, or may not, happen, that the two values corresponding to

the vahie, i/^, of .r, are a: and i/o ; this will happen, however, for all

values of .t if it happen for a particular value. In such case the

three values .r, ?/i, 3/2 will be one set of a general involution of

triads of values (Vol. ti, pp. 135 ff.). If then we can shew that

there exists one set of three transversals of a, h\ c with the pro-

perty that every two of them are met by a transversal of a, 6, c, it

will follow that, if we take the line d, arbitrarily, to meet a', b\ c\

and then the lines e^f^ also to meet a', h\ c', by the condition that

e meets the transversal, f\ of a, 6, c, d. and f meets the other

transversal, <?', of a, 6, c, c?, then e andy will also meet a transversal,

£?', of a, 6, c. We shall then have constructed a double-six, clearly

unique, from the lines a, Z>, c, a\ h\ c\ d. It is, however, easy to

find one set of three transversals of a\ b\ c' with the property that

every two of them are met by a transversal of «, 6, c. For, let O
and tn- be, respectively, a point and a plane which are pole and
polar of one another in regard to both the quadrics («, 6, c),

(«', 6', c'), defined, respectively, by the generators indicated ; then,

through the point where the line d meets the plane ct, there passes

a generator, say a/, of the quadric (a', h\ c'), which meets b' and c',

and is the harmonic image of a in regard to and trr (see above,

p. 80); similarly, through the point where the line a meets -57,

there passes a generator, say «i, of the quadric (a, 6, c), which

meets b and c as well as a. With an analogous notation in general,

since b' and c' both meet a, it follows that 6/ and c/, which both

meet a', &', c\ also both meet a^. Three transversals of a', b', c

which are such that every two of them are met by a transversal of

«, 6, c, are, therefore, given by a/, 6/, c/. Thus the proof of the

existence of the double-six is completed.

The Steiner trihedral pairs. It has been shewn above that

the quadrics containing the pairs of triplets of lines such as r, *, c,.^

and 7'', 6"', c/.,' are linearly dependent from nine such quadrics. These

may in fact be taken to be those arising from the lines 1, 2, 3,

1', 2', 3', C239 C31) ^12? for which the nine quadrics are all plane-pairs.

Let the triplets in question, namely

«4, «3, C23 ; J, 1, c'ai ; 1, /C, C12 ; /^. , o , ^23 i " ? -1^ ? ^31 i ^ > '^ > ^12 >

be denoted, respectively, by p, </, r, p', 9', r', and the planes [2, 3'],

[2', 3], [3, 1'], [3', 1], [1, 2'], [1', 2] be denoted, respectively, by

a, a', /3, yS', 7, 7'; the quadrics containing the pairs of triplets

q,r'% q\r; r, p -, r',p; p, q ; p\ q ; p,p'; q, q' ; r, r

are then, respectively, the plane-pairs

A 7; iS', 7; 7, a; 7', a'; a, ^; a', ^'; a, a'; /3, /3'; 7,7'.

The nine lines are the intersections of the three planes o, /9, 7
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with the three planes a', ^\ y. If, as above, we introduce the

point D, the intersection of the planes a, /5, 7, and the lines DA^
DB, DC, joining this to the points (2', 3), (3', 1), (!', 2), respec-

tively, and also introduce the point D\ the intersection of the planes

a, 0\ 7', and the lines D'A', D'B', D'C, joining this, respectively,

to the points (2, 3'), (3, 1'), (1, 2), we shall in the aggregate obtain

the figure consisting of all the intersections of the six planes a, /3, 7,

a', /S', 7'. This contains twenty points, fifteen lines and six planes,

of which each point lies in three of the lines and in three of the

planes, each line contains four of the points and lies in two of

the planes, while each plane contains ten of the points and five

of the lines, so that the incidences can be denoted by the symbol

20 (.,3, 3) 15 (4, .,2) 6 (10, 5,.).

The twenty points are the six points A, B', C, A', B, C", the

points D, Z)', and the three sets of four points such as, for example,

the intersections of C12 with 1, 2', 1', 2. The fifteen lines are the

lines 2, 3', ..., Cja, originally considered, together with the six such
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as DA, each of these six Hues contains three points of intersection

of two of the nine original lines ; for instance, DA contains the
three points (2', 3), (1, C23), (1', C12) ; and the nine lines consist

of three coplanar triads all in perspective from D, and consist

also of three coplanar triads in perspective from D'. The figure is

a section, by a three-fold, of the figure in space of four dimensions

considered on pp. 214, 215 of Vol. 11.

Relatively to the nine original lines, the two triads of planes,

a, /8, 7, and a', /3', 7', may be spoken of as a pair of Steiner

trihedrals.

Examples of the configuration of twenty-seven lines.

£!cV. 1. It appears, from what has been said, that, from the twenty-
seven lines, a, h, ..., f^ a\ b\ ..., f\ c^si a set of six lines can be
chosen of which no two intersect, in seventy-two ways. Such a set

of six lines being called a sextuple, it will be found that there are

sixteen sextuples containing any one of the twenty-seven lines, but
that no two sextuples have four lines in common. Conversely, any
set of four lines, from the twenty-seven, of Avhich no two intersect,

lies in one of the sextuples.

Further, it will be found that two non-intersecting lines can be
chosen from the twenty-seven in 216 ways, three lines of which no
two intersect in 720 ways, four lines of which no two intersect in

1080 ways, and five lines of which no two intersect in 648 ways.

Such a set of five skew lines has at least one common transversal,

also one of the twenty-seven lines, and may have two such trans-

versals. There are no sets of seven, or more, lines, among the

twenty-seven, of which no two intersect.

Ex. 2. There are in all 135 points of intersection of two lines

from the twenty-seven, and any two such intersecting lines are both
met by a third line. Of such triads of three coplanar lines from the
twenty-seven there are in all 45.

Ex. 3. The twenty-seven lines have been seen to arise from five

non-intersecting lines with a common transversal. Now consider

the surface which is represented by the vanishing of a general homo-
geneous polynomial of the third order in the space coordinates;

this is called a cubic surface, being met by an arbitrary line in

three points, the substitution of values of the forms Xq + \x-^,

tJq + X?/i, etc., for the coordinates, leading to a cubic equation in \,

The conditions that a given line should lie entirely on the surface

are four in number, all linear in the coefficients of the equation of

the cubic surface ; thus the conditions for the cubic surface, that it

should contain one given line and five other skew lines which meet
this are, in all, nineteen in number. The cubic surface, whose equa-

tion contains twenty terms, can thus be determined to contain these

six lines. The cubic surface will then equally contain the other
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twenty-one lines constructed as above from these six, since each
additional line is such as to meet four of those already taken.

Conversely, we may expect that any cubic surface, of general type,

contains such a set of twenty-seven lines. For the figure of five

non-intersecting lines with a common transversal is itself of ampli-

tude nineteen, depends, that is, on nineteen constants, as does the
equation of a general cubic surface. There are four constants to
determine the transversal, five more to fix the points where the
other lines meet this, and two more to determine each of these lines,

say, by fixing the point where this meets an arbitrary plane. The
coefficients in the equation of the cubic surface are then functions

of the constants determining the figure ; and we may expect that

the latter can be chosen to correspond to arbitrary values of the

former. But, for this to be so, the nineteen constants of the figure

must enter as nineteen effectively independent constants in the
expressions, in terms of them, of the coefficients in the equation of

the cubic surface. For this it is sufficient that no change in the
figure of the six lines, of arbitrarily limited magnitude, shall be
possible without a change in the cubic surface.

We may approach the algebraical theorem thus suggested, that

a cubic surface expressed by the vanishing of a genei'al cubic poly-

nomial contains twenty-seven lines, in a somewhat diff^erent way.

There are four algebraic conditions to be satisfied for a line to lie

entirely on the surface ; and a line depends on four constants. Let
us assume thus that the cubic surface contains at least one line

;

it is then easy to infer the existence of the other lines. Taking the

one line to be given by .r = 0, ?/ = 0, a general plane through this,

of equation x -\- \ij = 0, will meet the cubic surface further in a
conic ; it is at once proved that the condition for this to break up
into two lines is a quintic equation for X. By the solution of this

equation we then have ten further lines on the surface, and the

proof of the remaining sixteen, and that there are no more, can be
completed. Or, we may initiate the investigation by seeking a
plane which meets the cubic surface in three lines ; the elimination

of one coordinate between the equation of the cubic surface and
the equation of the plane leads to a cubic polynomial in the three

remaining coordinates ; the three coefficients in the equation of the

plane are to be chosen so that this cubic polynomial breaks up into

three linear factors. In such way it can be proved that for a cubic

surface whose equation has real coefficients there are at least three

lines whose equations have real coefficients.

It has been shewn that the twenty-seven lines can be constructed

from the figure consisting of a skew hexagon together with a trans-

versal of three alternate sides of this hexagon. This figure, we easily

see, is also of amplitude nineteen, depending on nineteen constants.
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Another figure depending on nineteen constants is that of four

lines of which no two intersect together with a point of general

position. For a cubic surface to contain this figure requires how-
ever only seventeen conditions for the coefficients in the equation

of the surface.

E.v. 4. The proof of the reciprocity of the double-six can be
obtained also as follows : Consider the figure consisting of three

non-intersecting lines, say a, b, c, together with three other non-
intersecting lines, say d\ e\ J'\ of which every one meets all of the

first three. It can be proved that this figure is obtainable, by in-

cidences only, from five suitably chosen points of the figure, or, also,

from five suitably chosen planes of the figure. Hence it can be
shewn that any two such figures can be regarded as related to one

another (in the sense explained in Vol. i, p. 150) so that to every

point of one corresponds a point of the other ; or can be regarded

also as related to one another in such a way that to every point of

one figure corresponds a plane of the other figure (v, Staudt, Beitrdge

z. Geom. d. Lage, i, p. 6). When the two figures are formed by the

lines (a, b, c, d\ e\ J") and (a, b', c\ d, e,f\ of a double-six, it can

be shewn that they can be related in the latter of the two ways

referred to, with the further limitation that the relation is in-

volutory, a point of either figure being the pole in regard to a

quadric surface of the corresponding plane of the other figure. (See

E. Stenfors, Die SchUiflische Konjiguration von zio'olf Geraden^ Hel-

singfors, 1921.)

Kx. 5. An interesting special double-six has been discussed by
Dr W. Burnside {Froc. Camb. Phil. Soc, xvi, 1911, p. 418). Let

A^ B, C, Z>, E be five general points, taken in a definite order,

forming a skew pentagon in three dimensions. From each of these

points let the transversal be drawn to meet the two lines constituted

by, (a), the opposite edge of the pentagon, and, (6), the join of the

two vertices of the pentagon which are contiguous to that vertex

from which the transversal is drawn. It can be shewn that the five

transversals so obtained are all met by two lines. It can further be

shewn that if the five original points be taken in all possible orders,

just six such pairs of lines, each meeting five transversals described

as above, are obtained. And, then, that these six pairs of lines con-

stitute a double-six. This double-six then has the property of being

unaltered by a correspondence of the three-fold space to itself, of

the kind described Vol. i, p. 150, determined by the fact that the

five fundamental points correspond to these same points taken in

a different order. It is essentially the only possible double-six

unaltered by such a (1, 1) point correspondence, or coUineation.

The fact that the five transversals spoken of, drawn one from

each of the five given points, are all met by two lines, is deducible
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from the theorem (above, page 68, Ex. 26) that there exists a focal

system in which each of the five given points is the pole of the

plane containing this and the two contiguous vertices of the penta-

gon ; for, by this theorem, there exists also another focal system in

which each point is the pole of the plane joining this point to the

opposite edge of the pentagon. Analytically, if the five points be

represented by the symbols A, B, C, Z>, E, subject to
' A+B + C + D + E = 0,

and 711, 771 be the two real numbers for which 77i + m' = 1 and

m77i' = — 1, it will easily be found that the thirty points obtainable

by all symbols of the form 7nA + B + C, which, in another order,

are the same as those obtainable by the symbols 77iA + B + C, lie

in fives upon twelve lines forming the double-six in question.

If we also take the ten points whose symbols are the differences,

such as A — B, of the original symbols, these can be regarded, in

ten ways (Vol. ii, p. 212), as consisting of two triads in perspective,

together with their centre of perspective and three points lying on

their axis of perspective. By joining each of these ten points, re-

garded as centre of perspective, to the three points lying on the

corresponding axis of perspective, we obtain in all fifteen new lines.

These are in fact the lines c,.s, of our preceding theory, to be asso-

ciated with the double-six above obtained.

If we take four of these ten points, which do not lie in a plane,

as fundamental points, X, F, Z, T, defined by

5X = A-E, 5Y = B-E, 5Z = C-E, 5T = D-E,
the original five points may be defined in terms of these, namely by

A=4<X-Y-Z-T, ..., E +X+Y + Z + T = 0.

With coordinates, a\ ?/, z, t, referred to X, F, Z, T, the twelve lines

of the double-six may be shewn to be, respectively, those given by
the symbols

a(y, z,x'; z, ij, t), b {z, ^, y ; x, z, t\ c {x, y,z; y, x, t\

d {t, x,z; X, t, y\ e {t, y^x\ y, t, z\ f{t, z^y\ z, t, x);

a {t, X, y ; x, t, z), h' {t, y,z\ y, t, x\ c' (t, z, x ; z, t, y),

d' («/, z,t; z, y, x), e' (z, x, t ; x,z, y), f {x, y, t ; y, x, z\

where, for example, the symbol a (y, z, x; z, y, t) means the line

given by the equations my + z + x = 0, 7nz -f 3/ + ^ = 0. If the first

row of these be denoted by 1, 2, ..., 6, and the second row by
1', 2', ..., 6', respectively, the other fifteen lines are then given,

respectively, by

C35(^,//-l-^); c^{t,y + zy, C3^{t,z-irx); c^5{t,x+y); c,^(i/+z,x+t),

Ci6{y,z + ^); Ci,{y,z+t); c,s{z,x + t); c^(x,y + t); C2,{z+x,y+ t\

c<n{z,x+y); Ci3{z,y + t); c,^{x,z + t); c^{y,x + t)', c^^i^+y^z + t),
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where, for example, the symbol C35 (^, 3/ + ^) means the line given by

X = 0^ «/ + ^ = 0.

It is easy, now, to verify that these twenty-seven lines all lie on
the locus given by the equation

a;^+i/^ + z^ + t^-{x + i/ + z + ty^ = 0,

and that the lines, 1', . .
.
, 6', of the second row of the double-six,

are, respectively, the polar lines of the lines, 1, ..., 6, of the first

row of the double-six, in regard to the quadric whose equation is

a;^+y'' + z'' + t^ + {x + ij +z+t)" = 0.

It may also be verified that one form of the equation of the cubic

surface is

{mi/ + z + t) (mz + a; + t) (ma; +y + t)

= (wi'y +z + t) {m'z + x + t) {m'x \- y + t).

The system of twenty-seven lines here considered is not the most
general possible. The lines of the double-six meet in pairs in six

points lying on a plane in ten different ways, these being the planes

containing the sets of three of the five points A, B, C, D, E ; the

other fifteen lines meet in threes in ten points, as we have seen, the

three concurrent lines lying in a plane. The cubic surface involved

is that called by Clebsch the diagonal surface.

Greometrical definitions of a cubic surface. Suppose we
are given any four lines, a, b, c, d, of which no two intersect, and
a point, O, of general position. Let the lines be considered as two
couples, «, b and c, d. If now a plane be drawn through 0, and its

intersections with the lines a, b be joined by a line, and its inter-

sections with c, d be joined by another line, these two joining lines

will intersect, in a point, Q, of the plane. We may consider the

locus of this point Q for all possible planes drawn through the

point O. The locus is in fact one of which there are three points

upon an arbitrary line, /. For, consider the two quadrics (a, b, I)

and (c, fZ, I) ; as they have a common generator, their common
tangent planes, other than those containing the line /, foi'm a cubic

developable, of which, then, three planes pass through O. Let one
of these three planes meet the line / in the point Q ; we prove that

this is a point of the locus spoken of. The plane in question,

touching the quadric {a, b, /), contains a generator of this which
meets the lines a, b, /, and, hence, passes through the point Q where
the plane meets /. Similarly, a transversal of the lines c, d can be
drawn, in this plane, passing through Q. Thus Q is a point of the

locus. We thus obtain three points of the locus upon /, and, con-

versely, can shew that there are no others. When the line /, in

place of being general, passes through the point 0, two of the
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planes of the developable through contain the line /; but there

are still two points, Q, upon /, beside O, each an intersection of a
line meeting r/, b with a line meeting c, d. We may, thus, speak of

the locus of Q as a cubic surface. Evidently this surface contains

the four lines «, 6, c, d ; for, for instance, from any point of the

line rt, a transversal can be drawn to c and d, and the plane through
O which contains this transversal will meet h in a point which may
be joined to the point already taken on a. Also, the surface con-

tains the transversal drawn from to a and h ; for, from any point

of this, a line can be drawn to meet c and d, through which, and the

former transversal, there passes a plane containing O. By a similar

argument, the surface contains the transversal drawn from to c

and d.

Ex. The figure consisting of four non-intersecting lines and a
point, depends on nineteen constants. If the four lines be divided

into tw'o pairs, and the two transversals be drawn from the point,

one to each of these pairs, we have a new figure, depending on the

same constants. And there are three such, corresponding to the

three ways in which the four lines can be divided into two pairs.

The conditions that a homogeneous cubic polynomial in the four

space coordinates should vanish for every point of each of the four

given lines, and also for the given point, are only seventeen in

number ; but if the cubic polynomial is further to vanish at every

point of either of the two transversals drawn from the given point

to two pairs of the four given lines, two further conditions are

necessary, and only one such cubic polynomial is possible. We
expect then that upon the locus represented by the vanishing of

such a cubic polynomial, the figure of four lines and two trans-

versals of two pairs of these, will be obtained. We shall in fact

identify this figure, below, as arising from the figure of twenty-seven

lines previously discussed.

Next, suppose we are given five non-intersecting lines, a,b,c^d,e^

which have a common transversal ; this transversal may, for the

present, be denoted by / ; later it will be called f. Then, the five

lines being regarded as consisting of the two couples a, b and c, d,

beside the line e, consider the two quadrics (a, b, e) and (c, J, e).

As these have in common the two intersecting generators I and ^,

their common points, other than those on these generators, lie on
a plane, and, therefore, on a conic ; and their common tangent

planes, other than those containing these generators, pass through

a point, and, therefore, envelop a quadric cone. Let be the vertex

of this cone. Evidently the planes joining to the six lines a, 6, c,

d, e, I are planes of this cone ; further, the plane of the two trans-

versals drawn from any point P, of the line e, one to the pair a, by

the other to the pair c, d, is a common tangent plane of the two
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quadrics, and passes through ; while, conversely, any tangent

plane of the cone meets e in a definite point, P.

Now let any line, say m, be drawn through 0. The two quadrics,

(«, b, 7n) and (c, d, r/?), having common the generator m, meet also

in a cubic curve, of which the lines a, i, c, d, as well as m, are chords.

From any point, Q, of this curve, can be drawn a generator of the

quadric (a, 6, ?»), meeting the lines a, 6, vi, and also a generator of

the quadric (c, c?, ?«), meeting the lines c, d^ m ; thus Q can be

constructed by drawing a plane through the line m, and, there-

in, joining the points where this plane meets a and h, and also

the points where this plane meets c and d, and taking the inter-

section of these joins ; the locus of such points, Q, for all such

planes through w, is the cubic curve in question. As, however, the

line m passes through the vertex, 0, of the quadric cone above

found, there are two planes through m which touch this cone ; and,

in each of these, by what has been said, the point Q, so obtained,

is a point, P, of the line e. The cubic curve which arises from the

line m has, therefore, beside a, 6, c, d, 7/i, also the line e as chord.

We thus obtain an infinite number of cubic curves having the

given lines a, 6, c, d^ e as chords, each having as chord also a par-

ticular line, wi, drawn through a point 0, this point being constructed

from a, 6, c, J, ^ by a certain procedure. The aggregate of the x ^

points, Q, of all these cubic curves is evidently that found by drawing
an arbitrary plane through and, therein, finding the intersection

of the line, joining the points where a, h meet the plane, and the

line joining the points where c, d meet the plane. It is thus a cubic

surface, II, containing a, 6, c, d, the point 0, and the transvei-sals

drawn from 0, to meet «, 6, and to meet c, d. The cubic curves

obtained, having a, 6, c, c? and e as chords, all lie on this cubic

surface, H ; moreover, since, in any plane through 0, an infinite

number of lines, we, can be drawn through O, there will be an in-

finite number of these cubic curves passing through the point, Q,
determined as above by this plane. Also, the surface O contains

the line ^, because, as we have shewn, through every point, P, of

this line, there passes a plane, also containing O, for which P satisfies

the condition by which points Q are determined. The surface also

contains the line /, every point of which satisfies the condition of

being the point Q for the plane joining to this line.

Every four of the five lines a, 6, c, d, e has, beside /, another

transversal ; we prove now that all these lie on the surface fl. For
the transversal, e', of a, b, c, d, this is clear, all points of this line

satisfying the condition for the point Q of the plane (0, e'). Con-

sider the transversal, (/', of «, b, c, e : from the point, P, where this

meets e, draw the transversal to c and d, meeting din D ; then, the

join of any point, Q, of d\ to D, meets c as well as d, and the point
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Q lies on the line d' which meets a and /;. Thus, this point Q satisfies

the condition for the point Q of the plane {D, d'); and this plane
passes through because it contains the transversals from P to a,b
and to c\ d ; by the construction made, this plane contains the line c.

Denoting, similarly, by a', b', c' the transversals, beside /, respectively

of (6, r, c/, e\ (c, «, d, f), («, 6, d, e)^ the point O is thus incidentally

shewn to lie on the four planes [a, b'], [«', b], [c, d'], [c, d], which,
therefore, meet in a point ; these planes are in fact all tangent
planes of both the quadrics (a, b, c) and (c, d, c). The line of inter-

section of the planes [r/, //], [«', Z>], which we may denote by Ci2, is

also on the surface 11, being the transversal drawn from to « and 6;

so is the line of intersection, C34 say, of the planes [c, f^'], [c', d\
Thus may be defined, when c\.2, c^ are given, as the intersection

of these lines.

We have constructed the point 0, and the cubic surface fi, from
the four lines «, 6, c, d, a transversal, /, of these, and a further line, e,

which meets /. Conversely, suppose a, b, c, d, and the point 0, to

be given, and / to be one of the transversals of a, 6, c, d. Then the

quadric cone, having O for vertex, which touches the five planes

joining to «, b, c, d, I, is definite ; thence the quadric surface

having this cone as enveloping cone and containing the two lines

rt, b as generators is also definite (just as, dually, the quadric con-
taining a given conic and also two non-intersecting lines each
meeting the conic once, is definite); sp also, the quadric having the

specified cone as enveloping cone and containing the two lines c, d
as generators, is definite. Of both these quadrics the line / is a
generator ; these quadrics will then have common another generator,

meeting /. This is the line e, which is thus constructed when a, b, c, d
and are given. However, the lines a, b, c, fZhave, beside /, another
common transversal, already named, e'. With this, and a, b, c, d, 0,
we then find a further line, say^^ which meets e. As then we pro-
ceeded from a, b, c, d, e, with the common transversal /, to find 0,
and the cubic surface, so we can construct 0, and the surface, from
a, 6, c, d, Jl with the common transversal e' ; it is easy to see that
the same surface is found, and that the lines a', b', c\ d', before

defined, as meeting, respectively, (b, c, d^ e), (c, a, d, e), (a, b, d, e\
(«, 6, c, e), all meet f. Thus a\ b\ c\ d\ e' have a common trans-

versal, and, incidentally, the theorem of the double-six is obtained.

In the construction of 0, and the cubic surface, from the lines

a, 6, 6", c?, ^, and their common transversal, /, we have proceeded in

an unsymmetrical manner in two respects, first in separating e from
a, 6, c, rf, and then in taking the two pairs a, b and c, d from these.

There are in all 5 . 3, or fifteen, ways in which we may proceed ; these

lead to fifteen points 0, but the cubic surface finally obtained is

the same in all cases, there being only one such surface which con-
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tains the six lines a, i, c, d, e and their common transversal I, when
these are general. For these involve the existence of fifteen other

lines on the surface, which can be constructed from these lines alone,

and the common points, of two cubic surfaces, lying in a general

plane cannot be more than nine in number. If, now denoting the

line / by,/", we associate the lines a, b, ..., e^J ; a\b\ ...^ ^\f\
respectively, with the numbers 1, 2, ..., 5, 6; 1', 2', ,.., 5', 6', and
denote the line of intersection of the planes [1, 2'], [!', 2] by Cjs,

and so on, the fifteen points O will be the various points of inter-

section {crsf Cij), where r, *, i, J are four different numbers from

1,2, ...,6.^

Ex. 1. Considering any plane through the line Cj.,, drawn to

contain two further intersecting lines of the cubic surface, and any
plane through the line C34, drawn to contain two further intersecting

lines of the cubic surface, it is the fact that either of the two former
lines, meeting C12, is met by one of the two latter lines, meeting C34.

For, otherwise, the line of intersection of these two planes, already

meeting the cubic surface in the point (Ci2, c^i), would meet the

surface in more than three points. For instance, the plane drawn
through Cjo may contain the lines 1', 2, and the plane drawn through
C34 may contain the lines 3, 4'; then the lines 1', 3 meet, as also do
the lines 2, 4'. Any line of the surface meeting Cjo, other than the

lines C34, C56, say, for instance, the line 2, is thus met by four of the

lines, other than Cjo and Cgg, which meet C34; and the other line, 1',

lying in the plane [2, fij], is met by the other four lines, beside Cjo

and Cgg, which meet C34 ; further, these two ranges of each four points,

respectively on the lines 2 and 1', are in perspective from the point

Prove that there are in all 1080 such pairs of ranges of four

points of intersection, in perspective from a point of intersection of

two lines of the cubic svu'face.

Ed\ 2. Prove further that, upon the line containing the three

points (Ci2, f34), (1', 3), (2, 4'), there is a point at which intersect

the planes containing, respectively, the three sets of lines (2, 1', C12),

(4', 3, 6-34), (C24, f]3, Tsb). These nine lines, arranged in the three sets

(2, 4', c.2i), (V, 3, Cjg), (f]2, ^34, Cgg), lie in three other planes, making
with the three former planes a pair of Steiner trihedrals. Shew also

that of such lines as that containing the three intersections (fi2? C34)

{!', 3), (2, 4), each containing three intersections, there are, in all,

720.

Ex. 3. Prove that there exist 120 pairs of Steiner trihedrals.

The definition of a cubic surface in general. The pre-

ceding geometrical definition of a cubic surface, which has led us

to the figure of twenty-seven lines previously discussed, forms a
sufficient basis for the development of all the properties. Greater
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freedom of argument will however be available in some cases if it

may be assumed that the surface so obtained has the generality of

the locus expressed by the vanishing of a complete homogeneous
cubic polynomial in the four coordinates of a point. We have given

reasons for expecting this to be so; in what follows we shall assume
that it is so. But it may be well to recognise explicitly that in so

doing we omit an algebraical discussion which should logically be
given.

The cubic curves of the surface which belong to a par-

ticular double-six. In the preceding discussion we have obtained

a system of cubic curves lying on the cubic surface, each the inter-

section of two quadrics (a, b, m\ (c, d^ m), where ??i is an arbitrary

line passing through the point (cjo, C34), which was called O. Through
an arbitrary point, Q, of the surface, there pass, we have seen,

infinitely many such curves, these corresponding to lines, m, lying

in the plane through which contains the transversals from Q,
respectively to a, h and to c, d. Through two points, Q and Q', of

the surface, each of which determines such a plane, there passes one
such cubic curve, corresponding to the line of intersection of these

two planes. Thus two of these cubic curves intersect in one point

only.

The line Cjo, meeting a and 6, and meeting the line m at 0, is a

generator of the quadric (a, 6, m) ; thus, through the lines a, 6, c^,

and any one of the cubic curves, there can be described a quadric

surface. Conversely, any quadric containing a, b, c\.2 has, at 0, a
generator, 7n, of the same system as a, b, and this quadric therefore

meets the cubic surface again in one of the cubic curves, which,

again, lies on the quadric (c, d, ni). It is clear, if we employ the

algebraic symbols, that the points common to a quadric surface

and a cubic surface lie on a sextic curve, that is, a curve meeting an
arbitrary plane in six points ; for the quadric meets the plane in a
conic, of which the points are expressible by quadratic functions of

a parameter, and the cubic surface meets the plane in a cubic curve,

from the equation of which, by substitution of quadratic poly-

nomials for the coordinates, a sextic equation results. Thus, when a
quadric surface is drawn through the three lines a, 6, Cjg, the cubic

curve in which this quadric further meets the cubic surface con-

stitutes the whole of the residual intersection. By a similar argu-

ment, a quadric surface can be drawn through this cubic curve

whose residual intersection with the cubic surface consists of the

lines c, d, C34. From this, by the symmetry between the lines of the

cubic surface, we infer that, if r and s denote any particular two of

the six lines a, b, ...,e,J', the cubic curves which we have obtained

on the cubic surface are all obtainable as the residual intersections

with the surface of the quadric surfaces, drawn through the three
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lines 7-, ,9, Crs' Thence it appears, from what has been said (p. 162
above), that we are to regard the sets of three lines such as r', ,s', c^.'^',

consisting of any two of the lines a', h' , ..., e\ /", and their asso-

ciated line tVs', ^*' particular forms of the cubic curves under dis-

cussion. But then, as the lines «', h\ ...>/' are quite similar to the

lines rt, &, ..'> fi it follows that there exists on the cubic surface

another system of cubic curves, each the residual intersection with

the surface of a quadric drawn, say, through the three lines 1', 2', Ci2.

This new system of cubic curves is, however, obtainable from the

former system ; for it is the case that any cubic curve of the former

system and any cubic curve of the latter system are, together, the

complete intersection of the cubic surface with a quadric. To prove

this, it is sufficient, after what has been said, to prove that, if we
take the cubic curves 7 and 7', of which 7 is the residual intersection

with the cubic surface of any quadric drawn through the lines

1', 2', Cjo, and 7' is the residual intersection with the cubic surface

of any quadric drawn through the lines 1, 2, Cjo, then the curves

7, 7' lie on a quadric surface. This will follow if we shew that 7, 7'

have five points in common, other than those on the specified lines ;

for, then, the quadric surface described to contain these five

points, and also two other points of each of the curves, 7, 7', as

then meeting each of the curves in seven points, Avill contain both

these curves. Now, the common points of 7, 7' are the points of

the cubic surface which lie on the common curve of the two general

quadrics described as above, respectively through 1, 2, Cj, and
through 1', 2', c^o. These quadrics, having the line c^^. in common,
meet otherwise in a cubic curve ; this curve passes through the two
points (1, 2'), (!', 2), which are on both quadrics, and also meets

the common generator Cjo in two points ; beside the four points

given by these, which lie on the cubic surface, the cubic curve will

meet the cubic surface in five other points, not lying, when the

quadrics drawn through the lines 1, 2, c^^ and 1', 2', c^^ are not

special, on any of these lines. This proves the result enunciated.

From this we see that, given a single cubic curve, 7, of either

system, the curves of the other system are obtainable by drawing

the most general quadric surface through the curve 7. Such a
quadric is identified by two points of the cubic surface not lying on

7, which also, we have seen, identify a cubic curve of the other

system.

It follows now, as in a previous section (above, p. 162), that the

quadric surfaces whose intei*section with the cubic surface breaks up
into cubic curves, one of each system, are, when expressed in point

coordinates, linearly deducible from nine of them, which may be

taken to be the same nine as those taken in the section referred to.

These quadrics are then all outpolar to the same quadric, 2, that,
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namely, in regard to which the six pairs of lines, (1, 1'), ..., (6, 6),

are polar lines of one another ; and, by what we have seen, this is

the same statement as that any quadric containing any cubic curve

of either system is outpolar to S.

A particular consecjuence is that the five points above shewn to

be common to two of the cubic curves, 7 and 7', of different systems,

are such that the plane which contains any three of them has, for

its pole in regard to S, a point lying on the join of the other two

points; or, in a phraseology previously employed (above, p. 37),

that these five points are a self-conjugate pentad in regard to !£.

To prove this, consider the general quadric surface passing through

these five points ; it is a linear aggregate of five such quadrics,

when expressed by its equation in point-coordinates ; these may
then be taken to consist of two quadrics through each of the two
cubic curves which intersect in the five points, together with the

quadric which contains both these curves, there being, as we know,

three linearly independent quadrics through any cubic curve in

space. We thus infer that every quadric through the five points is

outpolar to the quadric S. This leads to the statement made, since

a particular quadric through the five points is the plane-pair con-

sisting of the plane through three of these points taken with any

plane whatever through the other two.

Ex. 1. For the case of two degenerate cubic curves of the same
system constituted, respectively, by the lines a, h, Cjo, and by the
lines c, fi, Cjo, we saw that, if a plane be drawn through the point O',

or (Ci2, C34), which is common to these degenerate cubics, and the

join of the two points where this plane meets the lines a, h be

taken, as also the join of the two points where this plane meets the

lines c, d^ then these two joins meet in a point of the cubic surface,

all points of the surface being obtainable by varying the plane

drawn through 0. We consider now a theorem which is a generalisa-

tion of this result : If any two cubic curves in space, of the cubic

surface, belonging to the same system, be taken, intersecting in a

point, Q, of the surface, and a variable plane be drawn thi'ough Qy
meeting one of these curves again, say, in M and N, and the other

in M' and N\ then the lines MiV, M'N' meet in a point of the

cubic surface, all points of which are thus obtainable by varying the

plane. We base this theorem upon a property of the plwie cubic

curve in which the cubic surface meets an arbitrary plane, of which
we give the proof immediately (Ex. 2) ; this property is that, if

A, B, C, Q be any four fixed points of this plane cubic curve,

and anv conic be drawn through these points, meeting the plane

cubic again in the two points M and iV, then the third point in

which the line MN meets the plane cubic again is the same what-
ever conic be taken. Assuming this result, let co denote, in the

B. G. ni. 12
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theorem enunciated for the cubic curves in space on the cubic sur-

face, the plane cubic curve in which the cubic surface is met by the

plane which is drawn through Q ; and let A, B, C be the points in

which this plane curve co is met by the lines a, b, c,2, of the cubic

surface. The quadric surface containing these three lines, and also

one of the two cubic curves considered, say 7, which pass through

Q, will meet the plane in a conic containing the points Q, A^ B, C,

and also containing the two points, M and N, in which the plane

meets the curve 7, beside Q. All these points are on the curve co.

Let K be the third intersection of the line MN with the curve w.

By the property of a plane cubic curve which we have assumed,

this point K lies also on the line M'N'. Conversely, through any

point, K, of the cubic surface, a single chord can be drawn of any

assigned cubic curve in space, lying on the cubic surface, which

passes through Q. This chord and the line KQ determine a plane.

The theorem enunciated is therefore proved.

Ex. % Of the property, for a plane cubic curve, assumed in

Ex. 1, which is a very particular case of a general theorem for

plane curves, we may here give the following proof. The plane

curve which is the section of the cubic surface by a plane, is met by
an arbitrary line of that plane in three points ; it can thus be re-

presented by the vanishing of a homogeneous cubic polynomial in

the three coordinates of a point on that plane. We have assumed

that the cubic surface is that given by the vanishing of a general

cubic polynomial in the four space coordinates ; the plane curve

will, therefore, if the plane be general, be expressed by the vanish-

ing of a quite general cubic polynomial in the three coordinates,

containing, homogeneously, ten independent coefficients. Let this

equation be f— 0, and let U, V be two other cubic polynomials in

the three coordinates which both vanish at eight points of the curve

f=. 0. The equation U +W = then represents a cubic curve, in

the plane, passing through these eight points. We assume that the

common points of the curves C/ = 0, V = are nine in number, an

assumption, moreover, easily verified in the application of the

theorem made below. These curves will, therefore, intersect in a

further point beside the given eight points, and the curve U+XV=
will pass through this for all values of X. The value of \ is however

particularised when a point, other than the specified ninth point,

is assigned upon the curve U + \V = 0, and this curve is then

uniquely determined ; in particular, by taking this assigned point

to lie ony= 0, we see that the curve f= can be represented in the

form U + \V — 0, if A, be properly chosen. (Cf. Ex. 6, p. 156.)

Now, suppose that through the four points A, B, C, Q, of the

cubic curve y= 0, two conies S^ = 0, iSo = are drawn, meeting

y=0 again, respectively, in the points Mj, iV^ and the points
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3/0, A'',; let Pi = 0, P.j = () be the respective equations of the Hues

MiNi and M.^N.^. Then the cubic polynomials SiP. and S.,Pj^ both
vanish at the eight points A, B, C, Q, Mj, A^^,, M2, N., of the curve

y= 0. Thus, by what has been said, there is an identity of the

form y"=yLtiS'iPo+ i'»S'.,F,, in which /i, v are constants. This shews,

however, that the lines Pi = 0, Po=0 meet on the curvey=0, which
proves the property in ijuestion.

The general property, of which the above is a particular case,

may be enunciated for any plane curve, F = 0, which has no mul-
tiple points, as follows: let A, B, C, ..., T be any set of points on
F = ; let Si = 0,' S., = be any two curves, in this plane, of the

same order, both of which contain this set of points and meet the

curve jP = 0, respectively, in the further points M^, iVj, ..., Ui and
Mo, No, ..., U2, the number of points in these two further sets

being in fact the same. Now, let Pi = be any curve whatever
drawn through the points M^, N^, ..., C/j, having with the curve

P = the further intersections H,K, The property then is that

there exists a curve, of the same order as Pj = 0, whose complete
intersection with P = consists of the two sets of points

M,,N,,..., U,, H,K,..,.

Each of the two sets (ilfj, iVj, ..., C/i) and (Mg, iV^, ..., U^) is said

to be a residual of the first set, (A, B, C, ..., T), and these two sets

are therefore said to be coreddual. The set {H, K, . .
.
) is then a

residual of the set (M^, N^, ..., C/j). The property may then be
stated by saying that any residual of one of two coresidual sets is

equally a residual of the other.

E.v. 3. The property for plane curves just explained has an
analogue for surfaces, in which a set of points of the plane curve
is replaced by a curve on the surface, and residual sets of points by
residual curves on the fundamental surface, that is, curves which,
together, are the complete intersection of this surface with a further

surface. We first illustrate this by considering a particular case for

curves on the cubic surface. We denote the equation of the cubic
surface by P = 0. Through any line of this surface let two planes

be drawn, S^ — O, 8^ = ; the residual intersections, in general,

conies, may be denoted by M^, Mo, respectively. Let an arbitrary

quadric, say Pj = 0, be drawn through the conic Mi, and the residual

intersection of this quadric with the cubic surface be denoted by H.
Then it is the case that this curve H forms, with the conic M.2, the
complete intersection of the cubic surface with another quadric, say

Po = 0. In general terms, the curve H, which is a residual of one of
the two coresidual conies Mi, Mo, is equally a residual of the other.

To prove this, remark, first, that the curve H is a quartic curve,

meeting an arbitrary plane in four points; for the aggi-egate of this

12—2
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curve and the conic M^, being the intersection of a quadric surface

and a cubic surface, meets an arbitrary plane in six points. Next,

this quartic curve, H, meets every generator of the (juadric Pj =
in two points ; these, with the point where the generator meets the

conic Ml , are the three intersections of the hne with the cubic sur-

face, when this does not contain the Hne entirely. A quartic curve,

on a quadric, meeting every generator in two points, is however the

complete intersection of this quadric with another quadric, and a

quadric can be drawn through the curve and an arbitrary point.

Assuming this fact, which is proved below, consider the four inter-

sections of the quartic curve with the plane of the conic M.2 ; as the

curve is on the cubic surface these intersections, if not all on the

conic M2, can only be on the line of intersection of the planes of

the two conies Mj and M^, and, therefore, as the curve is on the

quadric Pj = 0, can only be where the conic Mj meets this line,

which requires a particular quadric Pj. Thus, in general, the curve

Avill meet the conic M^ in four points. Therefore a quadric can be
drawn through the quartic curve to contain also the conic Mo ; for,

we have only to describe a quadric through the quartic curve which
shall meet this conic in a fifth point other than those four in which

the quartic curve already meets the conic.

To prove the fact stated, that if a quartic curve, H, lying on a

quadric surface, P, meet every generator of the quadric in two
points, then a quadric can be drawn through the curve and any
other arbitrary point, we may argue as follows : Let the arbitrary

point be 0, and take eight points, A^, A^, ..., A^^ of general

position, upon the quartic curve ; describe the quadric surface, P',

through and these eight points ; this will meet the quadric P in

a quartic curve, H'. We prove that this coincides with the curve

H. For, first, this curve H' meets every generator of the quadric P
in two points, as we see by considering how many points of this

curve, not on this generator, lie on an arbitrary plane drawn
through this ; this plane meets the quadric P, further, in a line,

and meets the quadric P' in a conic. Wherefore, if we project the

two curves H^ H', on to an arbitrary plane, from one of the eight

points, Ai, ..., Ag, which are connnon to both curves, say from A^,

we obtain two plane cubic curves having nine points in common,
namely the projections of the seven points A.,, ..., Ag, and the

points where the generators of the quadric P, at the point A^,

meet this plane. We have proved above (Ex. 2) that, of the nine

intersections of a given plane cubic curve (here the projection of

the curve H) with another such curve, only eight can be taken

arbitrarily upon the first curve, the remaining one being then de-

terminate. In our present case, by retaining the same positions for

Ai,A2, . . ., ^7, and changing the position of Ag^ we can, if the curve
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H' is distinct from iY, assume the ninth intersection of two such
plane cubic curves quite arbitrarily upon one of them. We infer

therefore that H' coincides with H. The fact stated is then proved.

Ex. 4. The general property referred to, at the beginning of
Ex. 3, may be stated for a cubic surface (to which however it is not
restricted) as follows : Suppose that, through any curve, /, on- the

cubic surface, there pass two surfaces of equal order, jSj = 0, So = 0,

whose residual intersections with the cubic surface are, respectively,

the curves M^ and il/o ; let any surface whatever, Pj = 0, be drawn
through the curve Mj, having, as its residual intersection with the

cubic surface, a curve H ; then a surface, of the same order, exists,

whose complete intersection with the cubic surface consists of the
curves H and M.,. It seems desirable to enunciate this property ;

but we give only indications of the proof. This depends on the fact

that, if P = be the equation of the cubic surface, and *S = the

equation of another surface, then any surface containing the com-
plete intersection of P = and S = has an equation of the form
©F + PS = ; here ©, P are homogeneous polynomials in the

coordinates, of respective orders such as to make the left side of

the equation of the order of the surface which is to be expressed.

In our case take for S the surface S^ = 0, whose intersection with
the cubic surface consists of the curves / and M^ ; consider the

composite surface consisting of the surfaces S.2 = and Pj = 0, with
equation S.2P1 = ; as (Sg = contains the curve /, as well as the

curve Mo, and Pj = contains the curve Mi, as well as the curve jff,

this surface iS".,Pi =0 contains the intersection, (/, M-i), of the surfaces

P=0, (S] =0 ; there is thus, by what we have stated, an identity of

the form S.2Pi = &F -{- P.S^, wherein @, P., are appropriate poly-

nomials. The surface expressed by Po = thus meets the cubic

surface, P = 0, on the portion of the intersection of this with

/SoPi = which does not lie on S^ = 0. Wherefore, the curves M.^

and H lie on the surface Po = ; it was the existence of such a

surface which was to be proved.

The development of the properties of coresidual curves on a cubic

surface is of great importance, but would carry us too far. The
reader may consult a paper, Proc. Lond. Math. Soc. xi, 1912, p. 287.

Ex. 5. The quadrics which pass through the curve of intersec-

tion of two given quadrics meet an arbitrary line in pairs of points

of an involution. From the result of Ex. 3, it follows that the

conies in which the cubic surface is met by the planes drawn
through a line of the surface, say /, meet this line in pairs of points

of an involution. Of this result another proof arises below. The
double points of the involution are two important points of the line ;

in fact it will be found below that the line touches at these two
points the quartic surface known as the Hessian of the cubic surface.
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Ear. 6. The theorem stated in Ex. 5 is easily obtained analyti-

cally; and another result which includes this as a particular case

may be obtained at the same time. Let F = he the equation of

the cubic surface, and .rj, «/i, ,^'i, ^i be the coordinates of any par-

ticular point, Pj. The quadric surface whose equation is

[x^d/d.r + y.djdy + z.djdz + t.dldf] F =

is called the polar quadric of the point Pj in regard to the cubic

surface. It is such that the line joining Pj to any point, P, of the

curve of intersection of the cubic surface with this polar quadric of

Pi, meets the cubic surface in two coincident points at P, as we
may easily see by considering the equation in A, obtained by sub-

stituting in P = 0, for the coordinates, the values

^ + \a\ , 1/ + A,?/i , etc.

The general result referred to is that, if we take any particular line

lying on the cubic surface, the x ^ quadrics constituted by the

polar quadrics of all points Pj meet this line in paii's of points of

an involution. That this involution includes the pairs of points of

intersection, with the line, of conies lying on the cubic surface, in

planes passing through the line, is clear ; for a point, P, where
such a conic meets the line, arises twice over in the intersections

with the cubic surface of any line through P lying in the plane of

the conic. To prove the result, let the coordinates be so taken that

the line of the cubic surface which is considered is that given by
X = 0, 7/ = ; the equation of the cubic surface is then of the form

a'U + i/V = 0, where C/ = 0, F = represent quadric surfaces. The
polar quadric, by the form of its equation, is unchanged by any
particular choice of coordinates (cf. Vol. ii, p. 104). In the present

case, the equation of the polar quadric of Pj is

.i\U + i/,V + .vDU + TjDV = 0,

where D represents the operator by which the polar quadric,

DF — 0, is formed. The polar quadric thus meets the line .r = 0,

y = in the pair of points given by .^1 (f7) + v/i(F) = 0, where (t/),

(F), containing terms in z-, zt, t'-, represent the result of putting

ir = 0, ?/ = in U and V. We know that the pairs of points given

by this equation, when ,i\ , ?/i vary, belong to an involution (\'ol. ii,

p. Ill, Ex. 3). The general plane through the line *' = 0, ;?y
= 0,

say 1/ — X,r = 0, meets the cubic siu'face on the cjuadric cone ex-

pressed by [C/]+ X.[F] = 0, where [C7], [F] are obtained from

C7, F respectively, by substituting Xjt for y. This cone meets
j;- = 0, ?/ = in a pair of points given by (U) + \{V) = 0, belonging

to the same involution as before.

The double points of the involution, being harmonic in regard

to the intersections of the line with a polar quadric, are conjugate
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to one another in rej^ard to all polar quadrics. But there exist

pairs of points with this property not lying on a line of the cubic

surface, as we shall see (see below, under Hessian, surface).

Ex. 7. A result given above suggests another way in which we

may approach the theory of a cubic surface and the lines lying

thereon. Suppose that we are given two cubic curves, 7 and 7',

in three dimensions, having a point in common, say O. An
arbitrary plane, drawn through O, will meet these curves both

in two further points, say, respectively. A., B, and A', B'. We
may consider the locus of the point of intersection, P, of the

two lines AB^ A'B', as the plane drawn through varies. It

follows from what has preceded that the locus is a cubic

surface containing the curves 7, 7'. But this may be proved

directly. For, take nine points, other than 0, on each of these

cubic curves. The nineteen points thus obtained suffice to deter-

mine a cubic surffice, defined as the locus expressed by a cubic

polynomial in the four space coordinates. This surface will contain

both the cubic curves, as meeting each in ten points, nine being the

number of intersections of a cubic surface with a cubic curve.

There are, in general, ten common chords of two cubic curves in

space, as has been seen (above, p. 141); the quadric cones project-

ing the cubic curves 7- and 7' from O have four common generators,

which are among these ten. There remain, then, six other common
chords of these two cubic curves, say, a, b, c, d, e^f\ and each of

these chords, as meeting the cubic surface in four points, will lie

entirely thereon. It can be shewn that, taking two of these common
chords, say a and 6, there is a single line meeting both, and also

meeting each of the curves 7, 7', in such a way that the four points

of meeting are distinct. This line will then also lie on the cubic

surface. In general, four curves in space, of respective orders

?/?, /<, p, ^, are met by ^innpq lines (see below) ; this would give

eighteen lines meeting both a and h and also mee'ting each of the

curves 7,7' once. We can, however, with more careful examination,

see that seventeen of these lines are such as to meet the cubic

surface in less than four points ; it cannot, therefore, be inferred

that these lie on the surface. For, let the line a meet the curves 7 and

7', respectively, in the points A-^, Ao and A-^', AJ, and the line b meet

7 and 7' respectively, in B^Bj and 5/, B.^. Then, one of the seven-

teen lines is the transversal from O to a and b ; two more are the

joins of Ai to Bi and B.,\ and there are eight such lines in all ; if the

quadric be described containing the curve 7' and its two chords, a, 6,

there will be a generator of this through ^1, of the opposite system

from these, which will meet the curve 7', as well as «, b and the

curve 7 ; this is another of the seventeen lines, and there are four

such, respectively through ^1, A^^ 5^, B^. There are four similar
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lines definable by the quadric containing the curve 7 and its chords

a, h. Seventeen lines are thus accounted for, each of which meets
the cubic surface in three points only. There is, thus, as stated, one

line meeting the curves 7, 7' and the lines «, b, in four distinct

points, and, therefore, lying on the cubic surface. We may denote

this by Ci2- By taking every couple of the six lines a, 6, ..., e^f^ we
obtain in all fifteen such lines of the cubic surface ; the theory of

the surface can then be developed from this point.

To prove that there are ^mnpq lines each meeting four given

curves, of respective orders m, n, p, q, we may assume that a surface

•of order N is met by a curve in space, of order k, in Nk points. If

the surface and curve are defined by algebraic equations this is an

algebraic theorem, which needs proof. Assuming this, however,

consider first the particular case of the result under discussion

which asserts that there are %n lines meeting one curve of order m
and three lines. The transversals of these three lines generate a

quadric surface, which, by the assumption made, meets the curv'e

of order m in ^m points ; from each of these there is one of the lines

•desired, meeting the curve of order m and the three given lines.

Hence we have the result that the lines meeting a curve of order m,

and also meeting two lines, generate a surface of order 2w. By the

assumption made, this surface will meet a curve of order n in 9>mn

points; this is, then, the number of lines meeting two given curves

of orders m and n, and also meeting two given lines. Wherefore,

the lines meeting two given curves of orders m and ;/, and also meet-

ing a line, generate a surface of order 9,mn. By the assumption made,

this surface will meet a curve of order /; in %nnp points; this is, then,

the order of the surface formed by the lines meeting three given

curves of respective orders m, n, p. Hence, this surface meeting a

curve of order q in 9.mnpq points, there are ^mnpq lines meeting

four curves of respective orders ?/?, ;?, yx q.

Definition of a cubic surface by three related star-figures.

We have explained in Vol. i (p. 148) what is meant by two related

plane systems, wherein, to any point of one plane there corresponds

a point of the other, and to a range of points in one plane there

corresponds a related range of points of the other. Suppose the

points and lines of one of these planes are joined to a point, 0, not

lying in this plane, respectively by lines and planes; and, similarly,

that the points and lines of the other plane are joined to a point,

O', not lying in this plane, respectively by lines and planes. We
then obtain two star-figures, or central-systems, with vertices, or

centres, respectively at O and O', which are said to be related to one

another, any line, or flat pencil of lines, passing through O, corre-

sponding to a line, or related flat pencil of lines, passing through 0\
and conversely.
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Such a relation between two star-figures can be set up by means
of a cubic curve which contains the two vertices and 0'

. It is only

necessary to make correspond to any plane through O, which will

meet the cubic curve in two further points, the plane joining 0' to

the chord of the cubic curve which contains these points; then, any
line through O, which meets an infinite number of chords of the

curve, whose ends are pairs of an involution thereon, will correspond

to the line through 0' which meets all these chords. It may be

proved that any Hat pencil of lines through gives rise in this way
to a related flat pencil of lines through 0'; and, conversely, that

any two related star-systems may be regarded as arising in this way
from a cubic curve in space.

Now suppose we have three star-systems, of vertices O, 0' and 0",

of which anv two are related to one another, so that, to any plane
through O, there corresponds a definite plane through 0' and a

definite plane through O". We may then consider the locus of the

point of intersection of three such related planes. By what has

been said, this comes to supposing that we have two cubic curves

which meet in O, one of these containing 0', the other containing 0",

and that we draw through an arbitrary plane, meeting the first

cubic curve in the further points A\ B' and the second curve in the

further points A'\ B'\ and then consider the locus of the inter-

section of the lines A'B' and A"B". We are thus brought back to

the definition of a cubic surface which has been considered (Ex. 7,

p. 183); and it appears, since it has been shewn that, on a cubic

surface, there can be drawn one cubic curve of a definite system
through two arbitrary given points, that a cubic surface can be
generated by the intersection of corresponding planes of three

related star-systems in which the vertices, 0, 0', 0", are any three

points of the surface.

By choosing a proper system of coordinates, related to a cubic

curve containing the points O and O', the corresponding planes

through these points, intersecting in a chord of this curve, can
(above, p. 131) be supposed to have the equations

X -y {0 + (f}+ (o) +z(6(o +(f)(o + 0(f))
- tO(jico = 0,

.r-i/{e + (}) + o)') + z (d(o' + (f)(o' + d(ji) - tdcfxo' = 0,

or say ^ti + 'r]V + ^zv = 0, ^it + rjv' + ^xc' = 0,

wherein ^it^:^, = 1 : 6 + (p : 6(f),have ratios which vary as these planes

vary, but it^ = x — yw ; v, = — y + zw, w, = z—tco; u\ = x — y(o\ etc.,

are fixed. The planes ?/ = 0, r? = 0, w = 0, of the star-figure of
vertex 0, correspond then, respectively, to the planes u' = 0, v' = 0,

ic' = 0, of the star-figure of vertex O'. When we take any general

system of coordinates the equations of corresponding planes of the

star-figures (0), (0') will remain of the forms ^ti + tjv + ^zc = 0,
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^u' + 7]v' + l^zc' = 0, and the plane of the star-figure (0") which
corresponds to these will be of the form ^u" + rjv" + ^io" = 0, where
u", v\ ro" are fixed planes through O", corresponding respectively

to M, t', xi). The equation of the cubic surface is thus

= 0.

This form gives rise to several remarks. In the first place, con-

sidering the three quadrics which are represented by viv' — v'w = 0,

wu' — 7C u = 0, uv' — u'v = 0, the last two of these have in common
the line given by u = 0, u' = 0, and, beside this, intersect in a cubic

curve which lies on the first. Thus this cubic curve lies on the cubic

surface. It is evidently the cubic curve joining the points and 0'.

Similarly, the cubic curve of the surface joining the points and 0"

is that common to the three quadrics vzc" — v'lo = 0, icu" — xc"n = 0,

uv" — u"v — 0. We may, however, without altering the equation of

the cubic surface, replace «, f, re, respectively, by mi -h hu -|- cu"y

av + hv' + cv'\ aiv + hio' + cza'\ where a, 6, c are any constants ; and
at the same time make similar replacements for u', v', ic', and for

7i'\ v'\ xo". Thereby we obtain an infinite number of cubic curves^

lying on the surface ; it may be seen that these are such as those

previously described as belonging to one system. Any one of these

curves is obtained by taking two of the rows of the modified deter-

minantal equation of the cubic surface ; by dealing similarly with

the columns of the determinant, another system of cubic curves ot'

the surface is obtained. Moreover, as any minor of the determinant^

of two rows and columns, belongs as well to two rows as to two
columns, we see that any cubic curve of the first system and any
cubic curve of the second system are together the complete inter-

section of the cubic surface with a quadric, as was previously proved.

Further, the equations of all cjuadric surfjices so arising are linear

functions of those nine of them which correspond to the nine minors

of the determinant, of two rows and columns, as also has been

shewn above.

Ex. 1. The six lines which form one row of the double-six

associated with the present way of writing the equation of the cubic

surface are the common chords of one system of cubic curves. To
find them we are to express that the planes l^ii -\- i]V -f- ^zc = 0,

\;\i -f- 7/t'' -h "Qxc = 0, ^u" + r)v" + ^xc" = 0, meet in a line ; this

requires an identity, in regard to the coordinates, of the form

'E^{Xn + X'u' + X"n") = 0, in which the three parameters X, X', X"

are independent of the coordinates ; this again, leads to four

equations all linear both in ^, ?;, ^ and in X, X', X". By elimination

of X, X', X", from each set of three of these equations, we thence
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obtain cubic polynomials in ^^ rj, ^; the values of these for which
these polyiioniials vanish solve the problem. The other row of
the double-six is to be similarly found from the columns of the

determinant.

E.v. 2. The nine independent quadrics, each containing a cubic

curve, on the cubic surface, of each of the two systems, are outpolar
to a single (juadric, S ; in regard to this quadric, as has been seen,

the lines of one row of the double-six are polar lines of those of
the other row, respectively. This quadric, %, is inpolar to any
quadric which, expressed in point coordinates, is a linear function

of the nine quadrics. Now, the cubic surface being i'^ = 0, let DF =
be the polar quadric (above, p. 182) of any point (.T], ?/i, z^, t^), where
the operator D is a sum of such terms as OL\dldx. This is a linear

function of the nine quadrics referred to ; for, with the above
determinant form for F,

DF=
I
Du , Dv , Dxo + u ^ v

Du\ Dv'

za
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where ii is expressible in terms of j?, «/, z^ t by means of the relation

ax + by -V cz -V dt -\- eit = 0,

the general polar quadric is at once seen to be expressible as a linear

function of the four ^r- — tc^ = 0, 3/^ — ii- = 0, z" — u^ = 0, t^ — u- = 0,

namely to be of the form

'

"

A.v'' + Bi/ + Cz' + Dt- + Eu' = 0,

with A+B + C + D+E = 0. Thus a pair of points, (.r, ij, z, t, ii),

('^i?^i? ^1? ^1, Mi),which are conjugate to one another in regard to all

these quadrics must be such that

.rvTi = 1/9/1 = ^^1 = th = ^'"1 '•<

they must, therefore, be such that both of them satisfy the equation

ax-^ + hy-'^ + cz-'^ + dt~^ + eu'^ = 0,

which, conversely, is also a sufficient condition. It may easily be

verified that the polar quadric of either of the two points, in regard

to the cubic surface, is a quadric cone whose vertex is at the other

point ; this, as may easily be seen, is the same thing as that the two
points lie on a surface whose equation can be expressed by the

vanishing of a determinant of four rows and columns in which the

elements of the first row are d'^F/do"^, d-Fjdxdy, etc., those of the

second row are d^F/dydx, d'^F/dy'^, etc., and so on. For the form of F
under discussion, this equation reduces to that given, aa:~^ + etc. = 0.

As has been said, the surface is called the Hessian. With this form

for F, the equation of the Hessian can be seen to be capable, when
n is expressed in terms of .r, y, z, t, of the form

X + bcX + adP \-caY+hdQ + abZ + cdR = 0,

where

JC = yz~^ +y~^z, P = xt~^ + .r~^ ^, etc., and \ = a- 4- 6" + c- + d~ — e-.

This shews, however, that any seven points of the Hessian, of co-

ordinates (a-v, «/,-, ^r? tr)i for ?' = !, ..., 7, are connected, when
A-^, ..., A-; are suitably chosen, by the equation

7

2 Ar {u.v,. + vy,. + '.vzr-\-pt,) {ux,r^ + vy-^ + xcz^'^ +pt-^)= 0,

holding for all values of u, v, xc,p. This is the equation connecting

the tangential equations of any seven pairs of corresponding points

on the Hessian.

It may also be proved that the tangential equation of a general

quadric which is inpolar to all the polar quadrics of the cubic surface

is a linear function of the six quadrics such as

?<- + V- + re- + ])'- — Xvw/bc = 0, . . ., u^ + f- + zc- + p" — \upjad = 0,

where \ has the same value as above. Every Schur quadric is thus

expressible by these six quadrics.
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The representation of the cubic surface on a plane. In

the case of curves wc have distinii^uished between those, such as the
conic and the cubic curve in space, of which the coordinates of a
point are expressible by rational functions of a parameter, and those,

much the larger class, for which this is not so. The examples of the
latter class which we have met with most often are the cubic curve

in a plane, and the quartic curve which is the intersection of two
quadrics. In the case of surfaces a similar distinction is observ-

able : there are surfsu'es of which the coordinates of a point are

expressible as rational functions of two parameters, these para-

meters being themselves definable each as a rational function of the

coordinates of a point of the surface; but for the majority of
surfaces this is not possible ; nor is it easy, as it is for curves, to.

give a general criterion sufficient to ensure its possibility. A quadric
is a surface of which any point is given by the intersection of two
generators, each of which is determined by a single parameter, and
the expression in question is thence possible. We now proceed to

remark on the fact that a cubic surface also has this character. In
general, the two parameters, in terms of which the points of such a
surface are expressible, may be interpreted as ratios of the coordi-

nates of a point in a plane ; but it is possible, in an infinite number
of ways, to set up a correspondence, between any point of a. plane
and some other point and conversely, expressible by rational

equations. Thus, when a surface is representable on a plane in

one way, it is so representable in an infinite number of ways. In

general, any such representation must be expected to have singular

elements; a point of the surface may correspond, not to a point,

but to a curve, of the plane ; for instance, when a quadric is pro-

jected on to a plane from a point of the quadric, the point gives

rise to a line of the plane ; or, a curve of the surface may lead only

to a point in the plane, as we shall see in the case of the cubic

surface. The various representations possible for a given surface

are to be distinguished by the character of these singular elements.

The generation of the cubic surface by the intersection of corre-

sponding planes of three related star-systems leads at once to a
representation of the surface upon a plane. For we may regard the
planes of one, and therefore of all, of the star-systems, as being related

to the points of a plane. With symbols, the cubic surface being
obtained, as above, by the locus of the intersection of three planes

^u -f- 7?c' + t,ic = 0, ^11 + etc. = 0, |«" -(- etc. = 0, we may represent

this intersection by a point of coordinates ^, ?;, ^, in a plane. These
are then proportional to quadric functions of the coordinates,

x^ «/, z. <, of the point of the cubic surface ; conversely, x, y, z, t^

obtained from the three equations such as ^u -f- etc. — 0, are pro-

portional to cubic polynomials in ^, 77, ^, say, respectively, ^,(fi,yjr, ^.
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The correspondence between the planes ^u + etc. = 0, ^u' + etc. = 0,

was obtained by the fact that these intersect in a chord of a certain

cubic curve, say 7, each point of the curve being an intersection of

corresponding rays of two star-systems; through each point of this

curve there pass then an infinite number of pairs of corresponding

planes of these two star-systems, and the cubic curve is the locus

common to the three quadric surfaces vzv — v'w = 0, zm — w'u = 0,

uv — itv = 0. Another cubic curve, 7', common to vzv" — v"zo = 0,

zvu" — zif'u = 0, uv" — xi'v = 0, determines the correspondence be-

tween the planes ^u -\- etc. = 0, ^xi!' -\- etc. — 0. These curves meet in

a point, O, where xi = 0, v = 0, za — 0. From any general point, P,

of the cubic surface, a chord can be drawn to each of the curves

7, 7' ; the plane of these chords is the plane ^u -{- etc. = 0, passing

through the point O, and this determines the two corresponding

planes of the other two systems, and the ratios ^irj : ^. In particular,

when P is on the curve 7, the chord of 7' drawn from P determines

the plane ^xi + etc. = 0, and this determines the chord of the curve

7 through which the plane ^xi + etc. = also passes. Thus, any
point of the cubic surface determines a single determinate point,

(I, 7;, 0, of the plane. But, conversely, when P is on a line which
is a common chord, not passing through O, of the curves 7, 7', the

point (f, 77, ^) arises equally well from any point of this chord. We
have already remarked that there are six such common chords

(above, p. 183); thus there are six points of the plane (^, 77, ^) which
correspond to lines, say a, 6, c, d, e,y, of the cubic surface. This
result is obtainable also by considering the sections of the cubic

surface by planes which pass through a line, say /; if one such

plane have the equation Ao" + By + Cz + Dt = 0, its section with

the cubic surface corresponds to the plane curve

A'^ + B(t) + C^lr + Dx = 0,

which contains the three points of the plane corresponding to the

intersections of the line / with the surface. A point of the plane

(^, 77, ^), other than one of these three points, which is common to

two such plane curves A'^ + etc. = 0, A"^ + etc. = 0, corresponds,

therefore, to tzvo different points of the cubic surface, lying re-

spectively on the planes Aa' + etc. = 0, A\v + etc. = 0. Two plane

cubic curves have, in fact, nine connnon points. Thus the four curves

^ = 0, (}) — 0, V^ = 0, % = have six points in common ; these are

the six points referred to.

The loci in the plane (^, 77, ^) which correspond to the known
loci of the cubic surface can now be enumerated. If, through the

point O, there be drawn an arbitrary line, and ^lU + Vi''^ + ^1^'= 0,

^oXi + rj2V + ^»za = be two planes which contain this, the corre-

sponding lines of the other two star-systems are determined ; to

J
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4inv plane through the first Hue correspond definite planes through

the two other corresponding lines, and the locus of the intersection

of these three planes, when the first plane varies, is a cubic curve.

The points of this ' correspond to the points {^^ + 6^^, Vi + ^V^i

^1 + ^^2), of the plane (f, ?;, ^), obtained by varying 6. Such cubic

curves of the cubic surface, of which, for instance, one particular

case is the curve common to the three quadrics uv' — u'v = 0,

nv" — u"v = 0, u'v'' — u"i'' = 0, thus correspond to the lines of the

plane (^, 77, ^). The cubic curves of the cubic surface which are of

the same familv as the curves 7, 7', on which the vertices of the star-

systems lie, meet the cubic curves just obtained, each in five points,

and, moreover, meet each of the lines a, b, .. .,J"in tw^o points. The
cubics of the cubic surface of the family of 7 and 7' thus correspond

to curves, in the plane (^, 7;, ^), \vhich ai'e of the fifth order and have

a double point at each of the six singular points of this plane.

A particular case of a cubic of the same family as 7, 7' is the

aggregate of the lines a', b', Ci.,; a line a meets five of the lines

«, b, c, d, c,f, and is a chord of cubics of the family complementary
to 7, 7'. Thus the line a corresponds to a curve, in the plane

(^, 77, ^), which contains the five singular points corresponding to

6, f, d, £',y, and meets a line of this plane in two points; namely,

this curve is the conic containing the five singular points. The line

^12, which meets a, b and also a', b\ corresponds to the join of the

two singular points («), (6); the degenerate quintic curve corre-

sponding to («', 6', Cjs) consists of two conies and this line. The
fifteen lines Cyg thus correspond to the joins of the six singular

points.

More generally, it appears that, if we use the symbol TJ to denote,

either an arbitrary line in the plane (|^, 7;, ^), or the corresponding

curve of the cubic surface, of the family not meeting any of the

lines a, 6, c, d, e^f, and use the symbols A-^^ Ao, •.., A^ to denote,

either the six singular points of the plane, or the corresponding

lines a, 6, ...,yof the cubic surface, then a curve of order X,, in the

plane, which has a general multiple point of order \,. at the point

A,.(r = 1, ..., 6), may be associated with the symbol

\U — \iA^ — ... — Xfi^e

;

and that this will denote then, equally, a curve of the cubic surface

of order S\ — \— ... —\g. It is necessary to prove (see below,

Ex. 5), but it is stated here for clearness, that this curve is obtain-

able by the following process : Draw, through a set of X cubic

curves of the cubic surface, chosen arbitrarily from among those of

the family to which U belongs, any surface, O, of sufficiently high
order to contain these, and consider the curve which is the residual

intersection of this surface with the cubic surface ; through this
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residual curve draw the general surface, H', of the same order as fl^

which contains the line a as a Xj-fold line, the line 6 as a Xg-fold

line, and so on ; the remaining intersection of this second surface^

n', with the cubic surface, is a curve which is represented by the

symbol XU — \A^— ... — \^6 ; ^nd there is a family of such curves

when the conditions for the surface H' do not determine it uniquely.

The curves of the family U are the simplest example of the state-

ment, these being determined, as we have seen, by quadric surfaces

all passing through an arbitrary cubic curve of the complementary
family. The lines of the cubic surface such as Ci2 form another

example; on the plane (^, rj, t^) this line, passing through A^^ and
A2, is representable by U—A1—A2; on the cubic surface, we have

seen, the aggregate (cjo, a, b) form a particular curve of the family

of curves U. The representation of a conic, on the plane, passing

through A2, A^, ..., Ag, will be 2U — s + Ai, where s denotes

Ai + ... + A^; it has been seen that this conic represents the line

a of the cubic surface. That this follows from the rale stated above

we may see by drawing quadrics through two of the curves U, and
considering a quartic surface through the residual intersection of

these quadrics with the cubic surface ; this residual intersection

consists of two cubic curves of the complementary system ; the

quartic surface through these two cubic curves, and through the

lines &, c, (/, <?,y, will further meet the cubic surface in a locus of

order 3.4 — 2.3 — 5, that is, in a line. This is then the line a'y

which, meeting the quartic surface in the five points in which it

meets the lines b, c, d, e, f, lies entirely thereon. The representa-

tion, upon the plane (^, r), ^), of a plane section of the cubic surface^

being by a cubic curve through the singular points, will be asso-

ciated with the symbol SU — s. This is the same as

{u-A-A.;) +(m + A,-s)+A2,

in accordance with the fact that, on the cubic surface, the lines

c^o, «', b form a particular plane section. We may easily interpret

the symbol SU — s directly, on the cubic surface, in accordance with

the rule given above; for instance by using a sextic surface passing

through three cubic curves of the family complementary to U.

Ex. 1. With some loss of symmetry we may obtain the repre-

sentation of a cubic surface upon a plane in what is perhaps a more
natural way, as follows. Assume that the surface possesses two
non-intersecting lines ; then, from any point, P, of the surface, a

definite transversal can be drawn to these two lines, and this will

meet an assumed fixed plane in a definite point, Q ; conversely^

from Q we can in general pass back to P without ambiguity, also

by drawing a transversal, and considering its third intersection

with the cubic surface. In this representation, all the points of the
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cubic surface which lie on a line, lying on the cubic surface, which
is a transversal of the two given lines, correspond to the same
point, Q, of the plane. Through either of the two assumed lines

there pass five planes whose further intersection with the cubic

surface consists of two lines, as has been remarked ; the other of

the two assumed lines thus meets at least one of each of these five

pairs of coplanar lines. That is, there are five lines on the cubic

surface meeting both the two assumed lines. Denote the two
assumed lines by a' and 6', and one of the five lines meeting both
these by Cjo; take coordinates so that the line d is x = 0, ?/ = 0, the

line 6' is s = 0, ^ = 0, and the line Cja is ?/ = 0, ;f = ; these leave a
certain arbitrariness in x and z. It can then be shewn that the

equation of the cubic surface is of the form

.1- [z (lit - Ixy) + t{gt- a'x-g'y)\

^-y[z (bz +ft -f'y) + t{ct- c'y)} = 0.

Now take a point (^,77, ^), in a plane, such that

^:v:^=a't:yz:yt;

this point then corresponds to a definite line meeting the lines

a, b', and so to a definite point of the cubic surface; and points of

a line, l^ + mi] + )i^=0, correspond to the points on a cubic curve

of the cubic surface, lying on a quadric Ivt + myz + nyt = 0, which

is the general quadric containing the lines «', 6', Cjo. Conversely,

we find, for the point (.r, 7/, s, ^) of the cubic surface,

X : y : z : t =
^(f)

: ^<ji : Tjyp- : ^y{r,

where ^ = 0, -\^ = represent conies in the plane (^, ?;, ^). Thus a

plane section of the cubic surface corresponds to a cubic curve, in

the plane (^, 77, ^), with the equation

This, whatever A, B, C, D may be, has six definite points: the in-

tersections of the conies </) = 0, -v^ = ; and the two points, ^ = 0,

f= 0, on -«|r = 0, and 77 = 0, ^=0, on
(f)
= 0. The representation can

now be compared in detail with that given above.

Ex. 2. The symbol, for a cubic curve of the cubic surface, of
the family complementary to C/, represented on the plane by a
quintic curve having a double point at each of the singular points,

is 5C/ - 2*. We have 5U -^s+U = 2(SU -s), in accord with the

fact that two complementary cubic curves are together the inter-

section of the cubic surface with a quadric.

Ex. 3. A conic on the cubic surface obtained by a plane drawn
through the line a, is associated with the symbol SU — s — A^, and
leads, in the plane (^, t], ^), to a cubic curve passing through all

the singular points, but having a double point at -^1. A conic, on

B. G. III. 13
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the cubic surface, in a plane drawn through the line a', is asso-

ciated with the symbol U — A^, and corresponds to a line, in the

plane (^, 77, ^), passing through the point A^

.

Ea\ 4. On the cubic surface there are seventy-two families of cubic

curves, each having as chords the six lines of one row of one of the

double-sixes. For the row consisting of the lines 4', 5', 6', C23, C31, c^^

(see above, p. 161), the corresponding family of cubic curves is repre-

sented by ''ZJJ — A^ — A^ — Aq, giving, in the plane (|^, 77, ^), conies

passing through the three singular points ^4, A^, A^. For the row
consisting of 1, 2, 3, Cgg, Ce4, ^'45, the cubic curves are represented by
4t7 — s — A^ — A2 — A3. For the row consisting of 2, 2', Cy^, c^, C15, Cig,

the cubic curves are represented by SU — s + A^ — A.2. All other

cases are easily deducible from these.

E,v. 5. Two curves of the cubic surface associated, respectively,

with the symbols \U — "^XrA,-, /mU — X/XrAi-, meet one another in

XfM — SX,,.yu,. points. Further, a curve of the preceding symbol is one

of a family of which each curve is identified by the assignment of

^ (71 + m) points of it, so that the family is said to be of thisy^^^c^om.

Also the curves of this family are of genus 1 + ^(n — m). Here
n = \^ — ^Xr^, m = 3A, — 2\,., and the genus, tt, of a curve, without

actual multiple points, may be defined by saying that, of the inter-

sections of a surface therewith, if the surface be of sufficiently high

order, all but ir can be chosen at will. For these matters, and the

establishment of the general ideas, reference may again be made to

a paper, Proc. Loiid. Math. Soc. xi, 1912, p. 287 ; but see, also,

Clebsch, Die Geometrie mif der Fldchen dritter Ordnung\ CrelWs J.,

Lxv, 1866.

Ejc. 6. In the preceding theory, the cubic curves in the plane

(^, ?7, ^) which represent the plane sections of the cubic surface

have been supposed to arise from the cubic surface. We may, how-
ever, start with six quite arbitrary points of the plane, and, taking

the general cubic curve passing through these, whose equation will

be of the form A^ -f- B^ -t- C-^ -f- D^ = 0, consider the locus of a
point in three dimensions whose coordinates are given by

This locus will be a cubic surface, as the point (^, tj, ^), by which

^, ..., ;j^
are expressed, describes the plane. For ^, ^, t^, '^ we may

then take any four particular cubic polynomials vanishing in the

six given points, which are linearly independent of one another,

the consequent modification of .r, 1/, z, t being only a linear trans-

formation of these. A particular case arose in Ex. 1 above, where
the cubic curves were formed with the help of conies. Another
case arises by remarking that there are two cubic curves passing

through five of the given points which both have a double point
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at the remaining point. If we take |^, r; so that these both vanish

at this sixth point, but not at any of the other five, the equations

of tliese two cubic curves may be supposed to be f= 0, f = 0,

where _/'= a^'- + i^//f '; + br]'\ and fi = r/jp + 9,h^ ^rj + b^jf, in which
a, h, /;, Hi, Jii^ Z>i are all linear homogeneous polynomials in ^, 77,

and the third coordinate, ^. From these we deduce two other cubic

polynomials, (af — af)J7] and {fby —fb)/^, which, equated to zero,

represent cubic curves passing simply through all the six points.

The four cubics are linearly independent, since an identity

A{af-aJ)lv + B(fb,-fb)l^-Cf + Df=0,

in which A, B, C, D are constants, involving the identity

/// = (Aa^ - Bbv - C^v)KAa, ^-Bb,v- D^rj),

would require y^y*! to have a common factor linear in ^, ij, ^. We
thus obtain the cubic surface expressed by the formulae

x = (nf-a,f)/7j, y = {fbr-fb)l^, ^ = -/i, t=f
the point, (^, 77, ^), corresponding to any point, (.r, y, z, f), of this,

being obtainable by solving the equations

az + rtj^ + rjj: = 0, bz + bit-^i/ = 0,

which are linear in ^, ?;, ^.

Ex. 7. Given seven lines of which no two intersect, having a
common transversal, there exists a single point such that the planes

joining this to the eight lines touch a quadric cone (p. 150, above,

Ex. 4). Given six skew lines with a common transversal, the locus

of a point, such that the planes joining it to the seven lines touch
a quadric cone, is a cubic curve, having the six lines as chords but
not meeting the transversal (above, p. 1 36). Given five skew lines

with a common transversal, the locus of a point, such that the

planes joining it to the six lines touch a quadric cone, is a cubic

surface on which the six lines lie. The analytical proof of this leads

naturally to the formulae of Ex. 6.

Let the common transversal be taken for z = 0, t = 0, the planes

zxy, txy being any planes drawn through this. A quadric cone
which touches the line 2 = 0, ^ = will meet the planes zxy^ txy in

two conies touching one another on this line, say at the point

(77, — 1^, 0, 0). The equation of a plane being Ix + my + w^ +pi = 0,

the tangential equations of these conies are of the respective forms

n {It} - m^) - {aP + 9.hlm + bm') = 0,

p (It) — mf) — (aJ' + ^hjm + 61^2) = ;

thus, if we denote al'^ + ^hh7i + bm^, and aj' + ^hjm + bi77i% re-

spectively, by
(f)

(I, m) and </>! {I, ?/«), and denote ^ {^, 77) and (f>i (^, 7;),

respectively, byyandyj, the coordinates, I, f/i, n,p, of the general

13—2
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tangent plane of the quadric cone which touches the line ^ = 0,

< = at the point (t;, - ^, 0, 0), satisfy the relation

This, however, breaks up into the equation Irj — m^ = 0, and the

equation

I
'jfiszJhf + ,„ fh:^ _ „/, +j,f= 0,

V ?

which is thus the equation of the vertex of the cone. Herein the

quantities ^, rj, a, h, 6, «!, Aj, b^ enter homogeneously to the third

order in the aggregate, the expression (af^ — a-^f)l7], for example,

being of the first order in ^ and t], and of the second order in the

other six parameters.

Now, any line meeting the transversal ;s = 0, ^ = is given by

two planes px + gi/ + rz=0 and px + qt/ + st = 0, so that the co-

ordinates of the general plane containing this line are of the forms

(A, + fi)p, (X + /i.) g, X^r, fis. For this to be a tangent plane of the

quadric cone we require

\r(pr)-q^) - {\+ fi)(f){p, ^) = 0, fis (pv-gB - (^ + /^) MP^ ?) = 0;

thus, the condition for the cone to touch the line is

-pv + fj^ + -i> (P, 9) + -^i (P^ 9) = 0-

This is a linear condition for the parameters ^, rj, a, /<, b, «i, h^, b^.

Thus, when the cone is to touch seven such lines, beside their

transversal, it is determinate, in general. When the cone is to

touch six such lines, and their transversal, the six parameters, «, ^,

.,., &i are, in general, definite linear homogeneous functions of ^, t;;

and the vertex of the cone, whose coordinates are then homogeneous

cubic polynomials in ^, 77, describes a cubic curve. It may be shewn

that this line has the six skew lines as chords, but does not meet

their transversal ; it has already been remarked (Ex. 8, p. 135) that

the chords of a cubic curve which meet a line are projected, from a

point of the curve, by planes which touch a quadric cone touching

the line. Lastly, when the cone is to touch five skew lines and their

common transversal, the six parameters «, A, ..., 61 are expressible

linearly by ^, 7) and a third parameter, say ^; the vertex of the

cone then describes a cubic surface, upon which the five lines and

their transversal may be shewn to lie.

Derivation of a plane quartic curve from a cubic surface.

The converse of the result of the preceding example (7) is that,

with the notation we have employed, the six planes joining an

arbitrary point of a cubic surface to the lines b, c, d, e,f, of one

row of a double-six, and to the line, «', of the other row, which
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meets all these, touch a c^uadric cone. This result finds its proper

place in the considerations to which we now pass.

First, it must he made clear what is meant by the tangent plane

of the cubic surface at any point, and by the inflexional lines of

the surface at this point. If the equation of the surface bey= 0,

the three points in which the line joining two points (.I'o, y^, -Sq? ^o)»

(.r, ?/, z, t), meets the surface, are obtainable by solving the cubic

equation in A, which arises by substituting in the equationy= 0, for

the coordinates, respectively Xq + \x, iJq + A-?/, etc. If D denote the

operator xd/dxo + ydjdy^ + zdjdz^ + td/dto, and./o denote w^haty be-

comes when Xq^ ?/«, Zq, to are put for the coordinates, this equation

is /o + XDfo + \X'D% + Ixm% = 0. K (,ro, «/„, ^o,.^) be on the

cubic surface, or /„ = 0, one root of this cubic equation is zero, for

all points (a', y, z, t)\ namely, every line through {x^^ y^, z^, to)

meets the surface once at that point. If (x, y, z, t) lie on the plane

\vhose equation is Dfo = 0, every line drawn in this plane, through
the point (^05 ^0? ^o? ^0)? meets the surface twice at this point. This
is the plane which is called the tangent plane of the surface at this

point ; the curve in which it meets the cubic surface has a double
point at this point. Now consider the quadric surface whose equation

is D^fo = ; it is easy to prove that it passes through the point

{.ro, yo, ^01 io)-, ^"d has, for tangent plane at this point, the tangent

plane of the cubic surface. This plane therefore contains two lines

of this quadric. But when a point, (x, y, 2, t), satisfies both Df =
and D']fo = 0, the above cubic equation in A. has three zero roots.

We see thence that the generators at (xo, yo, Zq, to), of the quadric

D'fo = 0, meet the cubic surface in three coincident points at

(xo, yo, ^o, ^0); these are then the tangent lines at this point of

the two branches of the section of the cubic surface by its tangent
plane. They are the lines called the inflexional lines of the surface

at (xo,yo, Zo, to) ; they lie in the tangent plane at this point. More
generally, when (.i',,, yo, Zq, to) is not necessarily a point of the cubic

surface, the plane Dfo = is called the polar plane of (xo, yo, Zo, to)

in regard to the cubic surface, and the quadric D'fo = is called

the polar quadric ; it is easy to see that, if A denote what the

operator D becomes when x, y, z, t are interchanged, respectively,

with Xo, yo, -0, ^0 5 the polar plane can be given by A^y=0, and the

polar quadric by 4/= ; thus, if a point lie on the polar plane

of another point, this lies on the polar quadric of the first. In
particular, the polar quadric of a point (Xo, yo, Zo, to) meets the

cubic surface in points at which the tangent plane passes through

{xo, yo, Zo, to). Further, it may be remarked that if two curves on
a cubic surface intersect in a point O, the plane determined by
the tangent lines of these curves at is the tangent plane of the

surface.
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We take now a point, 0, of the cubic surface, not lying on any
of the lines of the surface. Then we consider the curve of the sur-

face which is the locus of points, P, of the surface, whereat the

tangent plane passes through ; as we have seen, this is the inter-

section of the cubic surface with the polar quadric of 0; moreover,

this polar quadric passes through 0, has the same tangent plane

as the cubic surface at O, and contains the two inflexional lines of

the surface at 0. The curve in question, being the intersection

of the cubic surface with a quadric, is of the sixth order ; by what
is said, it passes through 0, having there a double point, its two
tangent lines at this point being the inflexional lines of the cubic

surface. Thus an arbitrary plane through O meets the curve in four

other points, and the curve is projected from O, on to an arbitrary

plane, into a quartic curve. Conversely, it may be stated, any
general quartic curve in a plane can be shewn to be capable of

being thus derived. We shall denote the sextic curve on the cubic

surface by ^.

If an arbitrary quadric cone be drawn with vertex 0, four of its

twelve points of intersection with ^ will be at 0, and there will be

eight others ; it may happen that these eight other points coincide

in pairs, the quadric cone touching the curve ^ in four points, not

at O. When this is so, we may, for brevity, speak of the cone as a

contact cone. In such case, if a further arbitrary quadric cone be
drawn, with vertex at 0, to pass through the four points of contact,

with the curve ^, of the contact cone in question, the remaining

four intersections, with ^, of this further cone, are also points of

contact with ^, of a contact cone ; this we speak of as being of the

same system as the former. There are in all sixty-three different

systems of contact cones, with the same vertex, O. In particular

such a contact cone may consist of two planes ; then either it con-

sists of the tangent plane of the cubic surface at O, taken with the

plane joining O to one of the twenty-seven lines of the surface ; or

it consists of the planes joining to two non-intersecting lines of

the surface. There are 216 pairs of non-intersecting lines of the

surface, but it will be seen that these arrange themselves in sets

of six pairs giving degenerate contact cones of the same system.

We approach the proof of these statements by considering, first,

degenerate contact cones consisting of the tangent plane at O taken

with the plane joining to a line of the surface. When the curve ^
is projected from on to a plane, ct, the tangent line of the re-

sulting quartic curve, at any point, is evidently the intersection

with CT of the tangent plane of the cubic surface at the corresponding

point, P, of the curve ^, this tangent plane, by hypothesis, passing

through 0. In particular, by taking P at 0, the tangent plane of

the cubic surface at gives rise to a tangent line of the quartic
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curve ; but there are two ways of approach of P to O, along the

two branches at O of the curve ^ ; thus the tangent plane of the

cubic surface at touches the plane ijuartic curve in two points,

lying, namely, on the inflexional lines of the cubic surface at O.

The plane joining O to any one, say Z, of the lines of the cubic

surface, equally gives a double-tangent of the plane quartic curve

;

the points of contact are the projections of the two points of the

line I at which the plane 01 is a tangent plane of the cubic surface,

namely the points in which / is met by the conic in which the

plane 01 cuts the surface. We thus see that the plane quartic curve

has twenty-eight double-tangents. Now, let any plane be drawn
through the line /, meeting the cubic surface also in a conic, say a.

The six intersections of this plane with the curve ^ will contain

the two points of this we have just found lying on the line /, which

do not lie on o-, in general ; and there will be four other points,

which will lie on the conic a. We have remarked that, when two
curves of the cubic surface have distinct tangent lines at a point

where the curves intersect, the plane of these lines is the tangent

plane of the surface. Thus, the tangent plane of the cubic surface

at any one of the four intersections of the curve ^ and the conic o-,

touches both these curves ; while, by definition of ^, this plane passes

through the point 0. The quadric cone joining O to the conic a is

thus a contact cone, touching the curve ^ in four points. This

cone will meet the plane ct in a conic having four points of contact

with the plane quartic curve, and, therefore, no further intersections

w'ith this. We have remarked that, in general, the conic a does

not contain the two points where the curve ^ meets the line Z;

the curve ^, however, lies on a quadric, the polar quadric of ; the

section of this quadric by the plane of cr is a conic ; this conic

contains the two points where ^ meets /, and the four points where

^ meets a. This conic also meets the two generators at of the

polar quadric of 0. Thus, on projection to the plane ot, the four

points of contact of the conic arising by projection of <r, with the

plane quartic curve, lie on a conic whose other four intersections

with the quartic are the points of contact with this of two of its

double-tangents. Of the contact cones, Oa^ joining to a conic o",

there is an infinite number, each defined by a plane through the

line /; and, as an arbitrary line through meets the cubic surface

again in two points, two such cones pass through this line. In

particular, there are five planes through the line / for which the

conic <T breaks up into two lines, and the cone Oa becomes two
planes; we may also consider the plane-pair consisting of the plane

01 and the tangent plane at O as a sixth degenerate contact cone.

Thus, in the plane tn-, for the plane quartic curve, the result is that

two of the contact conies, of the system derived from the line /,
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pass through an arbitrary point of the plane, and six of them break

up into two hues, each a bitangent of the plane quartic curve. This

system of contact conies may remind us of the conies in a plane

which touch four given lines, which is indeed a particular case,

arising when the quartic curve breaks up into four lines. In the

particular case, all the conies are inpolar to any conic passing

through three particular points, which form a triad self-polar in

regard to all the conies touching the four lines. In the general

case now before us, it is also true that the contact conies of the

system considered are all inpolar to a conic, which is unique ; in

special this is true of the six contact conies which break up into

two lines. Thus, as a pair of lines inpolar to a conic intersect

thereon, we have the result that the six points of intersection of

the pairs of bitangents which are particular contact conies of the

system, lie upon a conic, to which all the proper contact conies of

the system are inpolar. Such a set of six pairs of bitangents is

called a Steiner system ; there are evidently twenty-seven systems

arising in this way. The proof of several of the statements here

made has not been given ; but the character of this proof will be

clear after the consideration of the thirty-six cases of contact conies

associated with pairs of non-intersecting lines of the cubic surface,

to which we now pass.

Consider one of the thirty-six double-sixes of lines of the cubic

surface ; with this, as we have seen, are associated two families of

cubic curves on the surface. Through the point O, and an arbitrary

point, say H, of the curve ^, a definite curve of one of these families

can be drawn ; this curve is projected from by a quadric cone,

whose residual intersection with the cubic surface is, as we have

seen, a cubic curve of the other family ; and these two curves cross

one another at five points, as was also proved. Of these five points,

is evidently one ; at any other point of crossing of these curves,

which lie both on the cone and on the cubic surface, the plane of

the tangent lines of the two curves is as well a tangent plane of the

cone, passing through 0, and a tangent plane of the cubic surface

;

thus the point of crossing lies on the curve ^. Wherefore, the

quadric cone touches the cubic surface, and the curve ^, at the

assumed point H, and also at three other points, say P, Q and R, and
is such a contact cone as was in view. It may be remarked, too,

that, in virtue of what has previously been proved (above, p. 177),

the polar line of OH, in regard to the Schur quadric belonging

to the double-six under consideration, lies in the plane PQR, the

five points O, H, P, Q, R forming a self-conjugate pentad in regard

to this quadric, while the contact cone is outpolar to this quadric.

The system of contact cones, of vertex 0, of the curve ^, obtained

in this way, consists of the cones projecting from the cubic curves,
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througli O, of either of the two families belonging to the double-

six ; and, since an arbitrary line through meets the cubic surface

in two further points, and a cubic cvn-ve of the fomily is determined

bv O and another point of the surface, we see that there are two
such cones containing, as generator, an arbitrary line drawn through

O. Now, suppose that a and a are two lines of different rows of the

double-six, not intersecting one another ; then, one cubic curve, of

those associated with the double-six, consists of the line a\ together

with the conic in which an arbitrary plane drawn through the other

line, (t, meets the cubic surface, other than a itself; a degenerate

cubic of the complementary family is, similarly, constituted by the

line a taken with a conic of the cubic surface lying in a plane

through a . Hence, a degenerate contact cone is constituted by
the two planes Oa, Oa. Also, if the conies in the planes Oa, Oa
meet a and a, respectively, in A, B and A\ B', it is easily seen, in

accordance with a remark made above, that A, B, A', B' form a

self-polar tetrad in regard to the Schur quadric belonging to the

double-six. On the other hand, the contact cones from O are all

inpolar to a definite quadric cone with as vertex. For, such a
contact cone is determined by one of the cubic curves, associated

with the double-six, which pass through O; and this curve is deter-

mined by its tangent line at 0. The equation of the cone thus

contains rationally a parameter, determining this tangent line in

the tangent plane at O of the cubic surface. We have remarked,

however, that there are two of these contact cones possible, con-

taining an arbitrary line drawn through O. The parameter thus

enters to the second order in the equation of the tangent cone

;

this equation is, therefore, of the form X^U +W + W — 0, where A,

is the parameter, and U, V, W are cones with vertex at 0. By
considering the tangential equation of this cone, we see that there

is a single definite cone, with O as vertex, which is outpolar to all

the contact cones. In particular, this single cone, say O, is outpolar

to all the plane-pairs such as Ort, Oa . Hence we have the result

that if rt, «'; h,h' \ ...^f,f' he the pairs of lines in the six columns

of a double-six, and be an arbitrary point of the cubic surface,

the six transversals from 0, to a and a ; to b and b' ; etc., lie upon
a quadi'ic cone, n.

Ex. 1. A similar argument is applicable to the case of the con-

tact cones obtained by joining O to the conies of the cubic surface

lying in planes through a line, /, of the surface. Hence we have the

result that, if C^, Co, ..., Cj be the points of intersection of the five

pairs of lines of the cubic surface, of which a pair lie in a plane
through the line /, then the quadric cone containing the five lines

OCr contains also the line in which the plane 01 meets the tangent
plane at 0. It will be recalled that it has been proved that the
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five planes joining to one from each of the five pairs of inter-

secting hnes meeting I, touch a quadric cone which touches the

plane 01 (above, p. 195).

It is known, too, that the lines joining the pairs of the five

points C,., and the planes containing the thi-ees of these, meet an
arbitrary plane in ten points, and ten lines, of which each point is

the pole of one of the lines in regard to a certain conic in that

plane (Vol. ii, p. 218). When the plane is any plane through the

line Z, the conic in question is the conic of the cubic surface which

lies in this plane ; and any cubic curve through the five points Cj.

meets this plane in points which form a self-conjugate triad in

regard to this conic (A. C. Dixon, Quart. J. of' Math., xxiii, 1889,

p. 343).

Ea.'. 2. We may deal with the theory of the contact cones of the

curve ^ with analysis. It Avill be sufficient here to consider the case

of contact cones associated with a double-six. As before, let O be

any point of the cubic surface, and «, a' be two non-intersecting

lines of the surface. Let the conies of the surface which lie in the

planes Oa, Oa meet the lines a, «', respectively, in A, B and A', B'.

Choose coordinates so that the planes Oa, Oa, OAA' are, respec-

tively, ?/ = 0, 2 = 0, .r = 0, the plane ^ = being any plane through

the line AA' . The line a, in the plane y - 0, will have an equation

^ + X^ = ; as it does not intersect the line a, it must intersect the

conic of the cubic surface which lies in the plane Oa , or ^ = 0,

the point of intersection being on the line «/ = 0, s = ; this conic

may then be taken to have the equations

z = 0, x^ -I- \di + mxy + nijt — 0.

The line a being, similarly, ," = 0, .r -\- ixt = 0, the conic in the

plane Oa has equations of the forms y = 0, x- 4- fixt + r.vz + kzt = 0.

Hence we find, for the equation of the plane OBB', ^=0, where

^ = {\- fi) X +y {n — nifju) + z {7'X — k) ; and, for the equation of

the tangent plane of the cubic surface at 0, P = 0, where

P = X/iix + njjLy + kXz.

Then the equation of the cubic surface is C = 0, where

C = f-P + tCl + R,
in which

Q = {\ + /x) .1-2 + (n + mjx) xy -I- (^ + r\) xz -I- yyz,

R = x^ {x + my + rz) -\-yz {ux -f- vy + icz),

f, u, V, to being constants. Taking, then, U = ^tP + Q, so that

U = is the polar quadric of O, we can verify the identity

4PC = U- - .i-^f + 4?/s>/r,

where

-^ = x^ (n - mX) (rfi - k) + P (ux + vy + zvz) -fQ +f'y^'
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This identity is the same as

wherein ^ = .r^ + 9Xijz, "^ = ^ + X.r^ + X'^yz^ and \ is an arbitrary

parameter. The curve ^, for which C = 0, t/ = 0, thus lies on the

quartic cone, of vertex 0, given by

<I)2 _ 4^;^^ = 0, or 1^^- — 4iyzy^ = 0,

and <I> = represents the general quadric cone, of vertex 0, con-

taining the points A^ jB, A\ B'. A general contact cone is therefore

given by "^ = 0,

It is clear from the first form of the identity that the points of

the curve given by the intersection of the cjuadrics

U + jf + ^\yz = 0, U- .if - 2X-1 a/t =

lie either on the cubic surface, or on the tangent plane, P = 0. It

can be seen that these quadrics have in common a line, through 0,

lying in the tangent plane, variable with X. The common curve of

these quadrics, however, lies on the cone ^ = 0, which thus contains

a cubic curve, of the cubic surface, passing through 0. Another
such cubic curve is obtained from the quadrics

U - .r^ - 2Xyz = 0, Z7 + .r^ + 2X-iA/r = 0.

Further elementary results will be found in papers, Pj-oc. Lond. Math. Soc,
IX, 1910, p. 145, and p. 205, the latter of which gives valuable references to

the literature. The theory of the contact cones was originally obtained with

the help of multiple theta functions, and belongs to any curve whatever M'hich

is not rational or elliptic. See C'lebscli, Crelles J., lxiii, 186-4, p. 189 ; and,

for a general introduction, the writer's Abel's Theorem (Cambridge, 1897)^

pp. 377—392. The result we have proved that, of the points of contact,

H, P, Q, R, of a contact cone with the curve 5, the three latter are determined
when the first is given arbitrarily, arises from the fact that the curve ^ is of

genus 3 (see above, p. 194). The number 4, of points of contact, is the value

of 2jo- 2 when />= 3 ; the number 63, of systems of contact cones, is the value

of 22p- 1 when j»= 3 ; the number 6, of degenerate contact cones of any system
is the value of 2^^~-(2p~i - 1) when jo= 3. For a general sextic curve obtained

by the intersection of any cubic surface with any quadric surface, there are,

similarly, quadrics which touch the curve in six points, the value of the

genus, p, in this case, being 4. An interesting geometrical introduction to

this case is given by Milne, Proc. Lond. Math. Soc, xxi, 1922, p. 373 ; see

also P. Roth, Monatsh. f. Math. u. Phys., xxii, 1911, pp. 64—88.

The equation of the cubic surface referred to two Steiner
trihedrals. Consider a cubic surface defined by the vanishing

of a general cubic polynomial in the coordinates .r, «/, z, t, and
assume that this surface contains at least one line, and thence

that there are five planes through this line whose further intersec-

tion with the surface consists of a pair of lines (as above, p. 167);

let the coordinates be taken, with the point o" = 0, y = 0, z = on

the surface, so that one line of the surface is a? = 0, < = 0, so that
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another pair of lines of the surface which meet this are ^ = 0, «/ =
and t =0, z = 0, and so that a further plane, containing a pair of

lines beside a' = 0, ^ = 0, is given by ^ + ^ — 0, these lines being,

respectively, ^ + ^ = 0, v = 0, and ^ + ^ = 0, w = 0, where v, zv are

homogeneous polynomials in .r, ?/, z. Then the equation of the

cubic surface is necessarily of the form t^P + t(f) + xyz = 0, where
(f>

is a homogeneous quadratic polynomial in .r, ?/, z, and P is linear

in these ; and, as t +x = intersects the surface in the lines for

which v=0, w = 0,we have cf)
= a-P + ijz — vza. The equation is,

therefore, t~P + 1 (,vP + i/z — vza) + xyz = 0. It is at once seen, how-
ever, that this is identically the same as

it + ^) (^ + hy) {t ^- cz) = t {t ^- X ^ qv) {t + X ^- rzv),

in which b, c, q, r are constants, provided that these constants can
be so chosen that be = qr, and also so that there is the identity

X \- qv + rzo — by — cz -\- bcP = ;

if we assume general values for v, zv, P, as linear functions of x, y, z,

write b = \q, c = X~^r, and equate coefficients of .r, y, z in this

identity, two of the resulting equations determine q and r uniquely

in terms, of X., and the substitution of these in the third equation

leads to an equation for X, of the fourth order. Thus the form in

question is possible. In more general terms, the equation of the

cubic surface is reducible to the form TJVW =U'V'W\ in which
t/ = 0, ... are six planes. By considering the geometrical meaning
of this (as will appear more particularly in a moment), we see that

these are the planes of a Steiner trihedral pair, previously explained

(above, pp. 164, 174); so that there are 120 ways in which the

equation of the cubic surface can be reduced to this form.

Now assume this form; and let Z7o, Fq? ••• be the values of

U,V, ..., respectively, at an arbitrary general point, (x^, y^, z^, to),

of the surface, which does not lie on a line of the surface ; put
u = U/Uo, v = V/Vo, etc.; then, in virtue of XJJ^,Wo = U,'V;W^,
we can suppose the equation of the surface to be uvzc = u'v'zo'. The
six planes ii — O, v = 0, ... must be expressible by four of them;
thus we can suppose the existence of two identities of the forms

ttiU + biV + c^zc = a^ii 4- b^v' + c/w',

QoU + 6-2 1' + C.2ZV — a^'U + b^v' + c^zo\

wherein, since u, v, ... reduce to unity at {x^, «/o, ^'o? ^o)» the constants

are such that

«i + 61 + Ci = flj' + 6/ -I- r/, rts + ^2 + <^'2 = a-l + b-i + c./,

and, therefore, such that

(fli+ o-fla)

+

{bx+ 0-62)+(q

+

ac.^= (///

+

<ja.i)+ (b(+ <jb.i)+ (r/+ o-c/).
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whatever a may be. AVe may, however, in three ways, choose cr so

that

(r/, + o-rto) (l\ + 0-6,.) (c'l + ac,^ = (a/ + 0-^2') (^/ + o"^/) (<i' + o'Cg')-

But, when we have six quantities X, /u, r, V, /x', v which satisfy the
two relations \ + /x + f = X. ' + /i' + i^', and X/u,i/ = \'fjiv\ if we put

a = (y^'-i/)/(A,-X'), ^ = {v-\)|{^Ji-^JL'\ y = {\'-fM)/{v-v'),

and, then, a' = 1 — a, /3' = 1 — /S, 7' = 1 - 7, it can at once be verified

that \, fjb, V, V, /jf, V are, respectively, proportional to Q'^\ 7a', a/3',

/3'7, 7'a, a'/3. Hence, in our case, the identities connecting u^v^...
are capable of the forms

for r = 1, 2, 3, these being equivalent to two independent equations.

If, then, we put

^r = /3,' Jr "'' Vr = JrCtrv\ ^r = Or ^r'^O ,

the equation of the cubic surface is capable of the forms

Avhere |^,., ?;,., ... are subject to two linear identities, of which one is

^r + Vr + ^r= ^r + Vr + Kr

With these equations we can at once specify the equations of the

twenty-seven lines of the cubic surface. In the first place, the line

of intersection of any one of the planes ^^ = 0, 77,. = 0, ^^ = with

any one of the planes |^/ = 0, 7]^ — 0, ^/ = is evidently a line of

the surface, the same line for the three values of the suffix ?% since

the plane ^^ = is the same as u = 0, etc. Denoting such a line by
^^'

•> ^v\ Gtc, we may represent these lines, respectively, with a
notation previously employed, by the scheme

tr, ^v', rr 2, 3', c,

and may thence recover the original definition of the trihedral pair.

In the next place, if X^, F/, Z/, respectively, denote
f,.', ??^', f^',

in some order, the line given by |^,. = X/ and 7;,. = F/ is, by the

identity connecting the six planes, also on the plane ^^ = Z/ ; and
thus lies on the surface. This line may be represented by {X\Y', Z'\ ;

by taking all three values of r, and all permutations for J^/, F/, Z/,
so that, for example, (^', f', r}')^ stands for ^^ = ^/, 7/^ = ^/, ^,. = 77/,

we obtain eighteen lines. With the previous notation they may be
identified as follows

:
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(V'l ^'i Or = '^i4> Ci5, 6'i6 ; {^', v\ D»- = ^24, Cog, Cor, ; d'? r» V')r = ^34,^35, Cgg

(r , V\ Or = ^56, c^64, ^45 ; (r, r, '/'V ="^^,5,6 ; (r;', ^ T). ^ 4', 5', 6',

where the meaning is, that, in each case, the three Hnes on the

right arise, respectively, for ?' = 1, 2, 3.

The Cremona form of the equation of the cubic surface.

Remarking the identity

(x + y + zy = x^ + y^ + z^+S(ij + z) (z + a') {.v + «/),

and putting

^ = a-2 + x-i, r] = .V3 + a\, ^= .t\ + x^i

I' = - (.^'5 + o'e), v' = - (^'s + ^i), K' = - (•'^4 + ^5),

or 2.r, = .7+^-|, ..., 2^, = r-77'-r, •••,

the two equations ^r]^— ^'v'^\ I + »? + ? = f + ^' + T? lead to the

two
/yt 3 l_ r^ 3 J_ ryi 3 „ I . /yt 3 t_ /y» 3 1^ /m 3 .^ I |

The cubic surface may then be supposed to be given by these two
equations, taken with another necessary Hnear equation connecting

Xi, ...,.r6. (Cremona, Math. Annal., xiii, 1878.)

The planes Xi = 0, ...,^^6 = 0, save for permutations, are deter-

minate, in association with a particular double-six of lines of the

cubic surface. For fifteen of the lines of the surface are given each by
a set of three planes such as oc^ + x^ = 0, x^. + ^4 = 0, x^ + Xq = 0. The
other twelve lines, which are 5, 5', c^^^ and 6, 6', rg,,, (for m = 1, 2, 3, 4),

form a double-six, and can be found in terms of the coefficients in

the remaining equation connecting .rj, ...,a'g, by the solution of

a quadratic equation.

The Sylvester form of the equation of the cubic surface.

The Cremona form may be regarded as a particular case of a form

"ZafX/ = 0, subject to the relation 'Sx^ = 0, with another linear

relation connecting ^i , ...,Xe; that namely in which the coefficients

«i, ..., «« are equal. As Reye has shewn {Crelle's J., lxxviii, 1874),

there exists a set of six planes x^ = 0, . .
.
, corresponding to any arbi-

trary line, for which the more general form is possible. We assume

this form, in order to reach a remarkable form, as a sum oi Jive

cubes, due to Sylvester (1851 ; Math. Papers^ i, p. 195) ; the method
we follow can in particular be carried out starting from the Cremona
form. It will be seen that it is supposed that the cubic surface is

quite general.

We assume, that is, the cubic surface given by the equations

tarX/ = 0, t Xr = 0, ^h,x,=0,
r=\ »=1 r=l
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of which the last is the second necessary condition connecting
•ri, .r'g, ...; in this we may, evidently, replace /ij, h^, ... by h^ + X,
A2 + X, . .

.
, where \ is arbitrary. We take the most general case

possible, assuming that no two of h^, ho, ..., hg are equal; this is

necessary for the method we employ. Then,
(f)

(a) denoting the
product of the six factors a — h,., and (^' (cr) = f/cjb (cr)/da; none of
the quantities ^' (//,.) is zero. We can also suppose that the sum,
of six terms, Sa^"^ </>' C^r)? does not vanish. For, the quintic poly-
nomial in X, expressed by S«,.~^0'(7«,. + A,) vanishes only for five

values of X, unless it vanish identically—and that is not so ; this
we see by equating to zero the coefficients of the various powers
of X, and eliminating, from the six resulting equations, the six
coefficients a,r'^ ; the result is the product of the differences of
/?,, ..., hg. To ensure that la,r^(f> (hr) does not vanish we have,
then, only to increase each of A^, h^, ... by a suitable value of X;
this we suppose to be done. Now we consider the expression

-^ (o-), = - </) (o-) 2 ^ ' '
r = l -h

by the condition just secured, this is a quintic polynomial in a ; let

its roots be ^'i, ..., ^g. It is necessary for the method we employ to
assume that no tioo of these roots are equal, 7ior any of them equal
to any qfh^, ..., /ig.

.r,

Next, let F(o-) = <^(o-) 2 , ,

,•=1 o" — hj.

so that, by the conditions connecting x^, ..., .Tg, this is a cubic
polynomial in a. The equation F{<j) = 0, when a\, ...,.^6, as well
as cr, are variable, is the equation of a plane of a cubic developable

;

as F(Jir) =
(f)'

(hr)xr, this is the cubic developable of which .rj = 0,
0:2 = 0, ..., .rg = are planes.

Now consider, as depending upon a, the fraction

[F(a)Ylc}>(a)^(a),

of which the numerator is of the ninth order, and the denominator
is of the eleventh order, and has its roots all different. Expressing
this in partial fractions we can infer that

as F (hr) = <!>' (K) Xr and -f (^r) = - «r~' [<^' (M]S the first sum is

— IttrO:/. If we put

^., = [(A(A-,)]^E,-\,
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so that ^,,,
= represents one of five particular planes of the cubic

developable containing the six planes j-f = 0, and also put

we are finallv able to infer that

>-=l s = l

where also S /i^s ?* = ; for
s = l

and we have only to consider the expression of F(cr) -v^fcr) in

partial fractions, regarded as depending on a. The relation

^H-B^s = is the only necessary relation among the five planes ^^ = 0.

This mettiod of deducing Sylvester's form was given by Beltrami {Bendic.

Lotnh.. Milan, xii, 1879. p. 24). Sylvester's own enunciation was accompanied
by indications of a proof, depending on the properties of the Hessian surface,

which has been developed by Clebsch {Crelle's J., lix. 18til, p. 103); the
nature of this proof will be understood from the properties of the Hessian
developed below on the basis of Sylvester's form. The reader may also consult
Gordan, Math. Annal., v, 1872, p. 341. Also Segre and Sturm, Archiv d.

Math. u. Phys., x, 1906, pp. 209, 216. And, generally, Steiner, Gesamnt.
Werke. ii, p. 657 ; Sturm, Synthetische Untersuch. ii. Fl. dr. Ordn., I^ipzig,

1867 ; Cremona, Memoire de geom. pure •sitr les surf. d. trois. ordre, Crelle's

J., Lxvin. 1868, and Grassmanu, Crelle's J., xlix, 1855, p. 37.

The polars in regard to a cubic surface. The Hessian
surface. We have already explained (above, p. 182) what is

meant by the polar quadric, and by the polar plane, of a point in

regard to a cubic surface. In regard to the polar quadrics, it is

convenient to notice here, («), that the polar cjuadrics of all points

of a line are a svstem of quadrics all passing through the curve of

intersection of any two of them, as is clear because the polar

quadric of a point is expressed by an equation which is linear in

the coordinates of this point ; and, (6), that the polar quadrics of

all points of a plane have common the eight points of intei-section

of any three of these cjuadrics. ^^'hen the polar quadi-ic of one
point passes through another point the polar plane of this other

passes through the first point ; there are thus eight points of which a

given plane is the polar plane. In regard to polar planes, we consider

similarly, («), the envelope of the polar planes of the points of a

given line. These planes are expressed by an equation of the form

[(Xo'i + fixo) didx + . . .?/= ^•

that is, of the form \-P + 2\/iQ + ^l-R = 0, where P, Q, R are linear

in the current coordinates x, y, z, t. These are the tangent planes of
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a quadric cone, whose equation is RP = Q^. But it may happen, as

will be seen, that the cone degenerates, all these polar planes having
a line in connnon. Furthei-, (/;), we consider the envelope of the

polar planes of the points of a given plane, say ot. It is clear that

the coordinates of such a polar plane are homogeneous quadratic

functions of three variable parameters. From this it follows (as will

be seen below, p. 222) that these polar planes all touch a particular

surface of the third order, which has four double points. The polar

(juadrics of the points of this cubic surface, taken in regard to the

original cubic surface, can then be proved to touch the plane, ot,

from which we began.

The polar quadric of a point, (.ro, «/„, z^, to\ may be a cone, of

vertex (.fi, 3/1, Zi^ t^). The condition for this is the coexistence of
four equations, linear both in regard to (.t'o-. «/o) -^o!. to)y and in regard
to (.ri, ?/i, Zi, ti), as we easily see; and these equations are sym-
metrical in regard to both these points. If we denote the values,

at (.ri, ?/i, ^1, ^1), of df/da:^, dfjdccdy, . .
.
, dfldf^^ whereiny= is the

equation of the cubic surface, respectively by^Ji, /la? -"tfi-, these

four equations are A\fy^ + y^f. + z^f^^ + t^f^ = 0, for r = 1, . .
.

, 4.

We infer, then, that the necessary and sufficient condition is that
both (a^o, ?/o5 -s^o' aiid O*"!, ?/i, 5^1, i^i) should be points of a quartic

surface whose equation is expressible by the vanishing of the deter-

minant, of four rows and columns, whose general element is f^g.
This is the Hessian surface of the cubic surface, of which (^o»,^0 5 -^o? 4)
and (^1,^1, ^1, t^ are then said to be corresponding points. (Cf. p. 188,
above.) It is important to recognise that this surface is independent
of the choice of coordinates by which it is expressed.

The Hessian may be formed by the rule for any cubic surface,

however special. When the surface is sufficiently general to be
expressible in Sylvester's form

ax^ -r hy^ + c^ + dt^ \- eu^ = 0,

with the condition

ax + by + cz + dt + eu = 0,

the polar plane of a point {X, F, Z, T, U), where also

aX+ ...+eU = 0,

is easily found to be

aX^x + bY^y + cZ'-z + dTH + eXJ-u = ;

and this equation is also that of the polar quadric of {x, «/, ^, ^, u)
when X, F, ... are regarded as current coordinates. Hence the
equation of the Hessian surface is

ax-^ + by-'' + cz-'^ + dt''^ + eir^ = 0,

the relation connecting corresponding points being

B. G.III. 14
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If jP = denote the Hessian, the tangent plane, at any point

(a'o, ?/o, ...) of this Hessian, calculated by the formula

[xdjdx, + ydjdijo + zd/dzo + td/dto] F = 0,

where, in F, the coordinate Uq has been replaced by

— e~^ {axa + hi/o + cZf, + dt^^),

may easily be seen to be

aa:a:o~- + . . . 4- dttQ~" + euUo~'^ = 0.

If (.ri,?/i, ...) be the point corresponding to (tro,?/o, ...),this equation

is the same as axxi^ 4- . . . + dtt^^ + euuj^ = 0. Thus the tangent plane

of the Hessian surface at any point is the polar plane, in regard to

the cubic surface, of the corresponding point of the Hessian. This

result may be obtained without the special form.

Now consider the relations of the five Sylvester planes, .r = 0, . . .

,

M = 0, to the Hessian surface. If these are clear, since the Hessian

may be formed from the original form of the cubic surface, the

method of reduction of this to the Sylvester form may be inferred.

The five planes, a^O, . .. , w = 0, meet in threes in ten points. It is

easily seen that every line drawn through one of these meets the

Hessian in two coincident points there. The Hessian has, therefore,

these ten points as double points. The five planes also meet in

pairs in ten lines, each of which, evidently, contains three of these

double points ; these ten lines lie wholly on the Hessian. In any

one of the ten planes there are four of the lines, and six of the

double points, lying at the intersections of the lines. The polar

quadric, in regard to the cubic surface, of any one of the ten points,

breaks up into two planes, containing the line of intersection of two

of the five planes and harmonic therewith. For instance, the polar

quadric of the point .r = 0, ?/ = 0, z^ 0, is dT-f + eJJ-u = 0. By this

condition the ten points are definable directly from the equation of

the cubic surface.

Ex. 1. Prove that the vertices of a pair of Steiner trihedrals

(above, p. 204) are corresponding points of the Hessian surface.

Ea\ 2. It has been seen that there are eight points of which a

given general plane is the polar plane, in regard to the cubic

surface. Prove that, upon the line joining any two of these eight

points, there is an infinite number of pairs of points, forming an

involution, such that the polar planes, in regard to the cubic surface,

of the two points of a pair, are the same. Also, that the polar planes

of all points of such a joining line pass through another line ; the

axial pencil of these planes, taken twice over, is then a degenerate

form of the quadric cone in general obtained by the envelope of the

polar planes of the points of a line. Prove also that, if the polar

planes of all points of a line, with respect to the cubic surface, pass
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through another line, then two of the four intersections of the

first Hue with the Hessian surface are corresponding points of this

surface.

Ea\ 3. Let P, P' be any pair of corresponding points of the

Hessian, and let the line joining these meet the Hessian again in

the points M and A^. Let M\ N' be the points of the Hessian

respectively corresponding to M and N. Prove, (1), that the line

M'N' is the intersection of the tangent planes of the Hessian at

P and P'; (2), that the polar plane of every point of the line PP\
with respect to the cubic surface, contains the line M'N\ and

(3), that the line M'N' touches the Hessian at M' and N'.

E,v. 4. The cubic surface which is the envelope of the polar

planes, in regard to the cubic surface, of the points of a plane,

touches the Hessian at the points of a sextic curve. This curve is

the locus of the points corresponding to the points of the plane

curve in which the given plane cuts the Hessian.

Ea\ 5. Let an arbitrary line meet the Hessian in points P,Q,R,S;
and let P', Q', R', S' be the points respectively corresponding to

these. The polar (juadrics of P', Q', R', S\ with respect to the cubic

surface, are cones, with vertices respectively at P, Q, R, S. Prove

that there are two planes, through the line PQRS, which are con-

jugate to one another in regard to each of these four cones. Then,
that these two planes, taken with the four planes each containing

three of the points P', Q', R', S', are six planes, say ^r = 0? in terms

of which the equation of the cubic surface is expressible in the form

lcrXr'=0, (r= 1, 2, ...,6). (Reye, Crelle's J., lxxviii, 1874.)

EcV. 6. Every line of the cubic surface touches the Hessian in

two points; these are corresponding points; and the twenty-four

points thus arising from the lines of a double-six are the inter-

sections, of the Schur quadric associated with the double-six, with

the curve, of order twelve, which is the intersection of the cubic

surface and its Hessian. When the cubic surface is Xaj^ = 0, with

Xa,v = 0, in Sylvester's form, the fifty-four points so arising satisfy

the equation Scix~^ = 0.

E.r. 7. If It = ax + bi/ + cz + dt, 1^ = 10" + my \- nz -f- p^, the Hessian

of the cubic surface whose equation is a?^ 4- if -t- 2^ -(- ^* -t- u^ + 5y^ = 0,

is given by

xyzt -Y uxyzt 2 a?x~'^ + vxyzt S Px~^

-f- uv [2 {dl — apfyz -\- S {hn — cv\fxt\ = 0.

^Vhen d = 0, so that the four planes x = 0, y =0, ^ = 0, ii = meet
in a point, if we put X, Y, Z, U, F, respectively, for p^x, p-y, p^z^

pHc, p'h', this reduces to the form

tV [t PYZ + UtX (bn - cmf] +{t + V) [XYZ + UXa-'YZ] = 0.

The six common generators of the two cones obtained by equating

14—2
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to zero the coefficients of tV and t + V, in this equation, which
have a common vertex, are then six intersecting hnes lying on the
Hessian surfjice. We infer that the cubic surface in question is not
general enough to be given by the Sylvester form, as a sum of five

distinct cubes. The line V = 0, t =0 also lies on this Hessian.

Reduced forms for twenty-three cases of cubic surfaces are given

by Cayley, Papers, vi, p. 359. It may be a curious problem for the
reader to enquire what is the fewest number of cubes by which
these forms can severally be represented. That any cubic poly-

nomial, in ^r, ?/, z, t, may be represented as a sum of cubes only,

each of a linear function of ^, ?/, z, t, with proper coefficients, is

clear; as a very particular case it may be shewn there is always an
unique representation by a selection from the following twenty
cubes: four cubes such as x"^ \ four cubes such as {y + z -\- tY -^ six

cubes such as {y + zy and six cubes such as {y — zy.

The representation of a general cubic surface upon a
quadric surface. As both a cubic surface and a quadric surface

may be represented upon a plane, it follows that a cubic surface

can be represented on a quadric surface. Let A, B, C, Z), E be five

points of a quadric; these lie in threes in ten planes, giving, in all^

ten conies lying on the quadric; there are two generators of the
quadric at each of the five points; there are also two cubic curves

lying on the quadric, containing the five points (above, p. 129). The
representation of the cubic surface upon the quadric can be made
in such a way that the twenty-seven lines of the cubic surface corre-

spond to the twenty-seven elements of the quadric which we have
enumerated, namely 5 points, 10 conies, 10 generators and 2 cubic

curves.

For let the cubic surface be given by ^r)^= ^'v'^'-> where ^, t], ^ are

such that ^ + v + ^=^'+V+^' and a^ + br) + c^= a'f 4- b'r]'+ c'^'.

Then, for any o-, we have the relation

(a + a)^ + ib + a)v + (c + a)^=(a' + (r)^' + {b' + a)rj' + {c' + a) ^\

There are two values of a for which

{a + a){b + a) {c+a) = {a' + a) (b' + a) (c' + o");

let these be ai and a-^ ; put ^j = (a -|- a^) ^, and ^o = (« + o"") |^> etc.

We then have ^rVrir = ^r'Vr^r, ^r + Vr+^r=^^r' + Vr+ir\ ^OT

r = 1 and r = 2. Now take x, y, z, t by the definitions

^it={v-0K^-n ^/t=(^'-mv-v'), ^it=(^'-vm-nr
and let x' = t — X, y' = t — y, z' = t — z. We easily verify that

^ ' V ' ^
'•
^' '• v' ' ^' = y^ '• ^^' '• ^y '-y^ • ^^ • ^'y-t

which involve the two relations ^7;^= ^'v'^'i ^ + V + ^= ^' + v' + ^

'

The remaining relation which limits ^,77, ... requires, however, that

ayz' + bzx + cxy' = a'y'z + b'z'x + c'x'y.

\
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and expresses that the point (.r, ?/, J2, t) lies on a quadric surface

containino' the five points (1, 0, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0, 0), (0, 0, 1, 0),

(0, 0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 1, 1).

Denote these points, respectively, by A, B, C, Z), E, the gene-

rators of one system of the quadric which contains these points,

respectively, by a,, ftj, Cj, di, ei, and those of the other system,

through these points, respectively, by iiz, b.,, c.^, d.^, eo. Further, let

the cubic curve lying on the quadric, passing through the five points,

which meets the generators of the first system each in one point be
denoted by 71, and the cubic curve on the surface, through the five

points, which meets the generators of the second system each in one
point, be denoted by 72- Then, denoting the line of the cubic

surface for which f = 0, ^' = by (^, |'), etc., the line which lies on
the planes ^= ^', rj = 77', ^= ^' by (|', r)', ^'), that which lies on the

planes fi = ^1', 771=77/, ^1=^/ by (|', 77', ^'X, and so on, it may
be verified that the twenty-seven lines of the cubic surface corre-

spond to the twenty-seven elements of the quadric surface which
have been specified, in accordance with the following scheme

:

(I, !')» the point A ; (f , rj), the plane ABD
;

(^, f), the plane CAE ; (^, 77'), the plane ABE ;

(77, 77'), the point B ; (77', ^), the plane BCD
;

(^', ^), the plane CAD ; (77, O, the plane BCE
;

(f, ^'), the point C.

<r, 77', r), ABC ; (77', r, r), e ; (r, r, v% d ; (f, r; v),ade;

<r, 77',n bde ; (77', r, n, cde , cr, 77', rx, 72 ; (v\ r, n. d, -,

(^\ V, D2, 7i ; (v, r> ^%, ^1 ; i^', r» v'h, ^1 ; {^', ^\ v')2, «2 ;

(r? v\ ^')2, *2 ; (v, r, D2, ^2.

A particular double-six of lines of the cubic surface corresponds

then to the two rows of elements on the quadric surface given by

A, B, C, D, e^, e,

BCD, CAD, ABD, ABC, 72, 7i

;

and, if the two rows of lines of this double-six be denoted, respec-

tively, by /i, ..., 4 and m^, ..., 7/1^, and the line which meets the two
If, nis, and the two 4, tw,, be denoted by ??„? the respective elements

7i,h (h = 2... 6), 71,1, (A- = 3 . . . 6), Wsr (r = 4!... 6), Wjs (* = 5, 6), 715s

,

are given by

ABE,CAE,ADE,a„a„ BCE, BDE,b„b,; CDE,c„c,; d„ do-, E.

Further, the cubic curve of the cubic surface, obtained by the
intersection of this with the general quadric containing the lines

7«.2, tn^t n23 (see above, p. 176), is found to correspond to the conic
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on the quadric surface given by P.v' + Qy' + Rz = 0, that is, to the

general conic of the quadric surface passing through the point

(1, 1, 1, 1). While, the cubic curve of the cubic surface which is

the intersection of this with the general quadric containing the

lines 4, /;,, nog corresponds to the sextic curve on the quadric given

by its intersection with the cubic surface Loc'yz + My'zx + Nzxy= Oy

or, what is the same thing, with the cubic surface given by
Lx-"- + My-^ + Nz-^ + Kt-^ = 0, wherein L +M +N ^-K = Q. As is

seen in the following note, this is the general cubic surface with

four double points, at the points A, B, C, D, which contains the

point (1, 1, 1, 1).

Ex. Determine the representation on the quadric of the other

cubic curves of the cubic surface.

Note on the cubic surface with four double points. The
present chapter has been devoted to the fundamental properties of

the general cubic surface. Many special cubic surfaces have inter-

esting properties; but there seems special reason for devoting some
remarks to that surface which has, in fact, the greatest number of

possible double points—as it presents itself in various ways. The
surface was first studied by Cayley, Papers, i, p. 183 (1844).

The equation x~'^ + y~^ + z~'^ + ^~^ = clearly represents a cubic

surface having each of the four points such as (1, 0, 0, 0) as a double

point. The six lines joining the pairs of these points lie entirely on
the surface; and there are three other lines, each meeting an opposite

pair of these six lines, which also lie on the surface. For instance,

one of these three lines is given by y -\- z = (), x -\-t = 0\ the plane

^4-^ = meets the surface in this line, and in the line .r = 0, ^ =
counting doubly. The three new lines lie in the plane a:'+?/+:2+^= 0;

and are the joins of the three pairs of opposite intersections of the

four lines in which this plane meets the four fundamental planes,

X = 0, etc. The surface contains no other lines than the nine which

have been mentioned ; if each of the six lines joining two of the

double points be counted four times, these nine lines count as

twenty-seven.

If we take three quantities, ^, 77, ^, which we may regard as co-

ordinates in a plane, defined by

^: 77 : ^= x{y + z) :y{z + x):z{x + y),

where x, y, z, t are the coordinates of a point of the cubic surface,

so that, as we may easily verify

then we deduce

x-':y-':z-':t-'=^-V-^-V-^-^-^-^-V-^ + V+^y
which evidently satisfy the equation of the cubic surface. By these

formulae, there is established a birational correspondence between
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the points of the cubic surface and the points of the plane (|^, >;, f).

In this plane there are four lines f±??±^=0, each of which
corresponds to one of the double points of the cubic surface, while

the lines ^=0, 77 = 0, ^=0 may be rei^arded as corresponding to

the three lines of the surface lying in the plane cc -Vy -\-z-\rt = Q.

In general, to the plane cubic curve in which the surface is met by
the plane Ax + Bif + C;^ + jD^ = 0, there corresponds, in the plane>

the cubic curve AYZT + ... + DZFZ = 0, where X, F, Z, T are,

for brevity, written for ^ — rj — ^, . .., ^ + rj + ^. This latter is the

general cubic curve passing through the six intersections of the

four lines X = 0, Y = 0, Conversely, to a general line of the

plane, u^ + vrj + zc^=0, there corresponds, on the cubic surface,

the curve in \\ hich this is met by the quadric cone

(v + ic)yz -\-{w-\- u) zx + (w + v) xij = ;

this curve lies on the cubic surface

iLv~^ + tvy"^ + K'2~i -\- {u -\-
V -\- w) ^-1 = 0,

which is another cubic surface having the same four double points

as the original. The curve of intersection of the original cubic

surface with that represented by ax~^ + hy^ + cz"'^ + dt~^ = corre-

sponds to the line, in the plane, given by

{d + a -b-c)^ + {d-\-h-c-a)ri-\-{cl + c -a-h)^ = Q,

that is to say, the portion of this curve of intersection other than
the six joins of the four fundamental points, so corresponds. It may
be convenient to describe as the fundamental cubic curves, of the
original cubic surface, these cubic curves, which are thus given by
its intersection with other cubic surfaces having the same double
points. Two of these curves have one common point, other than
the four double points, through which they all pass; and one of
these curves can be drawn through two arbitrary points of the
original surface.

There is, upon any one of these fundamental cubic curves, a par-

ticular point ; in fact the tangent planes of the cubic surface at all

points of this curve meet the curve again in the same point, which
is the point in question. For the curve given by the intersection of
the cubic surface with the surface

ux-'^ + vy^^ + icz-^ + {u + t' + to) t-^ = 0,

this particular point is of coordinates (x^, y^, Zg, 1), where

Xo = (w — u) (u - v)l(w + u) (u + v),

etc.; and, with this, the statement may be verified directly, the
equation of the tangent plane of the surface at {X, Y, Z, T) being
xX~^ + . . . + tT~- = 0. But the fact will appear from the argument
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below. Assuming the truth of this, it follows that the quadric

cone of vertex (^ro, 3/0, Zq, 1), which projects the cubic curve from

this point, touches the cubic surface at every point of this curve.

Moreover, as .Xo, v/,,, ;2„, are clearly unchanged by the substitution

of u~^, v~\ tcj-i, respectively, for ti, v, zv, there is another quadric

cone of vertex (.Tq, 1/0, ^o* 1) which touches the cubic surface along

a cubic curve, this being the curve lying on the surface

These two cubic curves, together, constitute the complete locus

of points of the cubic surface whereat the tangent planes pass

through (^0 5 3/01 ^0? 1)5 and may be spoken of as conjugate funda-

mental curves. The point {x^^y^,, Zq, 1) may be taken to be any
point of the cubic surface, the ratios of u^ v, to being then de-

terminable from the equations

u (1 + Xo~') + w (1 + ?/o~0 + r^ (1 + zf-') = 0,

U-' (1 -I- ^0"') + V-' (1 -I- 2/0-0 + ^~' (1 + ^o~') = 0.

The cubic surface is, therefore, such that the tangent cone, of order

four, di'awn to it from any general point of itself, breaks up into

two quadric cones, each meeting the surface in a cubic curve.

The cubic surface contains also another important system of

curves, those, namely, which correspond to the conies, in the plane

(^, r), ^), which touch the four lines ^ ± »/ ± ^ = 0. The equation of

such a conic is a~^ ^^ + b~^ ij^ + c~^^^ = 0, where a, b, c are any con-

stants for which a + b + c = 0. The corresponding curve on the

cubic surface satisfies the equation

a-^x- {y -\- zy + b-^y"- {z + .r)- + c'^z" {x + ?/)'^ = ;

or, as tx {y +z) = —yz{x + t), the curve satisfies the equation

a-' (^ + z) (x + t) + 6-1 (z + x) {y + t) + c'^ {x + y) {z-¥t) = 0,

equivalent with a^ {yz -f xi) + 6- (^^r -|- yt) -f- c- {xy -f- z{) = 0. This
equation represents a quadric surface, passing through the four

double points of the cubic surface, and touching the four lines in

which the plane x -\-y \-z-\-t-=^ meets the planes .r = 0, . . ., ^ = 0.

The curves in which these quadric surfaces meet the cubic surface

are then sextic curves, with four double points (at the fundamental
points). Two of these curves pass through an arbitrary point of the

cubic surface. These curves have the property, as will appear below,

or may be verified directly, that the tangent line of the curve, at

any point of the curve, is one of the inflexional lines of the surface

at this point (see above, p. 197); it meets the surfsice at this point

in three coincident points, and does not meet the surface at any
other point. They are, therefore, called inflexional curves ; and
there are no other inflexional curves on the surface than these.
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Consider, now, tho relation of three points of the cubic surface

which he on a line. The third of these is such that all plane sec-

tions of the surface which contain the first two equally contain the

third. A plane section of the cubic surface, however, corresponds,

in the plane (^, 7;, ^), to a cubic curve through the six points of

intersection of the lines ^ ± i] ±i^=Q. Thus, three points of the

cubic surface which are in line correspond to three points of the

plane, sav P, Q, /?, which have the property that all cubic curves

through the six fundamental points, and through P, Q, necessarily

pass through R ; the existence of such a property for plane cubic

curves has already been remarked (pp. 156, 178). Of such cubic

curves, however, a degenerate one consists of the line ^ + »; + ^=
taken with the conic defined by P, Q and the three intersections of

the other three fundamental lines ; and there are three other such

degenerate cubic curves. The point 7^ is thus the point through

which pass the four conies each defined as passing through the

three intersections of three of the fundamental lines, and also

through P and Q. With a phraseology previously employed, in

which P and Q are taken as Absolute points, and the conies are

described as circles, R is the focus of the parabola touching the

four fundamental lines (Vol. ii, p. 82). That is, if the unique conic,

of the form «~' |- + h~^r]- + c~^ ^- = 0, touching the four fundamental

lines, which touches PQ, be taken, R is the intersection of the two
other tangents drawn to this conic, one from P and one from Q.

A particular case, which we employ here, is that if P and Q coin-

cide on the line PQ, the cubic curves considered touching this line

at the point of coincidence, then R is the point of contact, with

the conic touched by the line PQ, of the other tangent drawn to

this conic from the point of coincidence. For distinctness, let the

conic, of the form «-'f- + h~^7f + c'-^^- = 0, (with a + 6 + c = 0),

which touches a given line PQ, be called the conic corresponding

to this line. There is then, upon the line, a particular point, the

point of contact of the line with its corresponding conic ; and,

when P and Q coincide at this point, the point R also coincides

with these. Thus we see that, upon any one of the fundamental

cubic curves of the cubic surface, there is a particular point, at

which the tangent line of the curve meets the surface in three

coincident points; this point lies on a particular one of those sextic

curves of the surface, previously spoken of, which correspond to

the conies ar^^"^ + etc. = (« + 6 + c = 0), and touches this curve

at this point. Moreover, through any point of such a sextic curve,

there passes a fundamental cubic curve of the cubic surface, touching

the sextic curve at this point. That these sextics are inflexional

curves, in the sense explained, is clear. We see, also, that, if we

consider the third point of intersection, with the cubic surface, of

14—5
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the tangent line of a fundamental cubic curve, at any point of this,

the locus of this third point is the inflexional curve of the cubic

surface which touches this cubic curve. Denoting the point of a

cubic curve of the surface where it touches an inflexional curve as

the inflexional point of the curve, and recalling that, through any

point of the plane, two conies of the set

a-ip + etc. = {a + b-¥c = 0)

can be drawn, we see that two of the fundamental cubic curves of

the cubic surface can be drawn through any point of the surface to

have this point as their inflexional point. In the plane, the two

tangents of the conies in question which pass through any point,

are conjugate lines in regard to all these conies ; and, if their

equations be u^ + vrj + zv^= 0, and Ui^ + i\r] -[ 70-^^= 0, we have

nUi = vi\ = ioiOi^. This relation then holds for the cubic curves in

question through any point of the surface ; and these curves may
be spoken of as conj ugate.

To any point, P, of the plane (f, •?/, ^), there corresponds a cubic

curve, passing through the six intersections of the four fundamental

lines, which has a double point at P. For, if we determine the

locus of the points of contact of the tangents from P to all the

conies «~^|^ -f etc. = {a -\-h ^- c = 0), we And, by elimination of

u, t', zo from the equations

wherein (^q? '?o? ?o) are the coordinates of P, the equation

? iv^o - vo^)-' + V (^^0 - ^oB-; + r(a - ^0^)-^ = 0,

which represents the curve in question, as is easily verified. If P
moves on a line, the various cubic curves so found all pass then

through the point where the line touches the conic which corre-

sponds to it. Now, such a cubic curve corresponds to a plane

section of the cubic surface having a double point, that is, to the

section of the cubic surface by a tangent plane. We can thus infer

that the tangent planes of the cubic surface, at all the points of one

of its fundamental cubic curves, pass through the inflexional point

of the curve, as was stated above.

Ea^. Another result may be referred to. To any point, (fo? Vay ^o)»

of the plane, there is associated a conic which is the envelope of the

polar lines of the point in regard to all the conies

a-i
f- + etc. = (a + b +c = 0);

in particular, this conic touches the two lines through (f„, 7?oi ^o)

which are conjugate to one another in regard to all these conies,

these being the tangents at (|o, Vo^ ^o) of the two of these conies

which pass through this point. The equation of this conic is
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it may be referred to, here, as the envelope conk for this point.

Correspondingly, on the c-ubio surface, there is associated to any

point, (.ro,^o) "0? to)-> '^ locus given by the equation

[|o.K.'/ + ^tf + etc. = 0.

The rational form of this, if we use the relations

tx" {y + ^) = - xyz (.r- + 1) and tyz (.«• + ?/) {x + .•:;) = xyz {tx - yz\

which follow from the equation of the cubic surface, is at once

found to be

yz (t), - ^„y + xt (vo + ?u)' + etc. = 0.

This is the same as PT = U'\ where

P = 'V (Vo + ?o)'^ + y (?, + ^oY + ^ (e> + V.y, T = X +y + z + t,

the equation, therefore, represents a quadric cone, passing through

the double points of the cubic surface, whose vertex is on the plane

T=0, which, moreover, touches this plane. The vertex of the cone

is given by

,_. _ ao+ go)(^«+r/o) .,^{^.+ Vo)(Vo±Q ._,_(^o + r«)(^o+|o)

""(?o-?o)(^o-^o)''^ (|o-'7«)('?o-ro)"^ (^o-?o)(^o-ro)'

Two cones can be drawn to touch the plane T = 0, passing through

the four double points, with vertex at this point ; the other is evi-

dently obtainable by writing |o~S Vo~\ ^o~^ for ^g, 7/,,, ^0, respectively.

The cone meets the cubic surface in a sextic curve with a double

point at each of the four double points of the surface ; indeed, such

a sextic can similarly be shewn to arise from any conic of the plane.

The particular sextic in question touches the three lines of the cubic

surface which lie in the plane T = ; and, also, touches the two

fundamental cubic curves of the cubic surface lying on the en-

veloping quadric cones drawn to the surface from (xq, yo, Zq, to).

Let this sextic be described, here, as the envelope sextic associated

with this point, and these two cubic curves as the associated cubic

curves.

From any point, (x^, y^, z^, t^), of the cubic surface, there can be

drawn four lines, each to meet both these cubic curves, other than

the four lines to the double points of the surface, and the one line

to the point (.Tc^oj ^o? ^0); for, these two cubic curves are projected

from (cTj, 3/1, 2i, ^1) by cubic cones, having, in all, nine common
generators. It can be shewn, now, that, when (.?'i, «/i, z^^ tj) is on

the sextic associated with (.To, ?/o, Zq, to), these four lines become
two pairs of coincident lines, each of which then meets these cubic

curves, respectively, in two points with the property that the tangent

lines of these curves at these points lie in a plane. This plane is
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then a plane of the developable formed by the common tangent

planes of the two associated cubic curves ; it meets the cubic surface

in a plane cubic curve which touches both these cubic curves ; this

plane cubic section also passes through (.t\, ij^, Zi, t^), and touches

the associated sextic at {.t\, ?/i, -':;i, ti). If the tangent line be drawn
at any point, H, of one of the two associated cubic curves, there

are, we know, four tangent lines of the other cubic curve which

meet the former tangent line ; the plane determined by the former

tangent line and one of these four other tangent lines of the asso-

ciated cubic curve, meets the cubic surface in a plane cubic curve

which, as the point fl^ of the first cubic varies, envelops the associated

sextic.

To prove this result, consider, in the plane (^, t], ^), the points,

say (^01 Vi^ii ^o) and (^i, rj^, ^,), corresponding, respectively, to the

points (<ro,,?/o, S'o, 4)? ('^']?,^i? ^'i, ^i) of the cubic surface, of which
the latter is, at first, taken quite arbitrarily. There are two conies

of the system a"^p + etc. = (a + b + c = 0) in regard to both of

which the points (^^i Vo-> ?oX i^i^Vn ^i) ^^'^ conjugate to one another.

For, if we consider the conic associated with the point (^i, t/j, ^j),

whose equation is {^i^y + iviv)^ + (^iO^ = ^-' there are two tan-

gents of this conic passing through the point (^oi Vo^ Co) ; and,

ii^ + VTj + zv^=0 being one of these, there is a particular conic of

the system a~^^^ + etc, = 0{a + b + c = 0) for which this line is the

polar of (^1, 97i, ^i), namely ^r^u^~ 4 t^c'^vt]' + Ci~^!X'C^ = 0, Consider

one of these two conies, of the system in question, in regard to

which (p, ?7o, Co) and (|^i, 77,, C) are conjugate: denote this by Sj.

The polar of (^„, ?7o, ^o) in regard to Sj, taken with the two lines

through (fo, ^0, Ko)-> say / and /', which are conjugate to one another

in regard to all the conies a~^p -I- etc. = (« + 6 + c = 0), determine

a self-polar triad in regard to Sj ; if then the two tangents be

drawn to ^1 from (^1, r;j, C), meeting the line /, say, in P and Af,

and meeting the line /' in Q and N^ it is easily seen that the two
lines PQ and MN are tangents of Si , which, by the construction,

touches PN and QM (see Vol. 11, Ex. 31, p. 58,' and Ex. 5, p. 28).

The three points, {^^, i]^, C), P, Q, thus correspond, on the cubic

surface, to a line drawn from (.Tj, «/i, ;Si, ^1) to meet the two con-

jugate cubic curves of the cubic surface associated with (.ro, «/o) ^05 ^o)?

as, likewise, do the three points, (fi, 771, ^1)5 -^^? ^- The two other

such transversals drawn from (,ri, 7/1, ;Si, i^i) similarly arise from the

other conic, S.,, in regard to which (|^o> Vo^ Co) and (|^i, 771, Ci) are

conjugate. Now, it may happen that the conies 2i, So coincide;

namely, when the envelope conic associated with (^1, 7/1, C) contains

(^o,;^o, Co), that is, when {^0^1)^ + iVoV^)^ + i^o^i)^ = 0. Then the

conies Xi, 2o become the same conic, a~'p -I- ^~^v^ + 7"^
C^ = ^5 with

a = (fol^i)^? etc., as is easily seen. When this is so, the point (^1, 771, Ci)
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is on the envelope conic arising from (^o» Vo-> ^o)> and the point

{j^i, ?/i, z^, t^) is on the sextic curve associated with (.ro, ?/o, ~0 5 ^o)-

This establishes the result which has been stated.

The theorem that tlie tangent line of a cubic curve on the cubic surface

meets tlie surface ajjain on the inflexional curve touching the cubic curve,

proved above, was given by Laguerre, Nouv. Ann., xi, 1872, p. 342 (Oeuvres,u,

pp. 275, 281). The representation of the inflexional curves by conies touching

four lines was remarked by Lie (see Geom. d. Beruhnmgstranxf., i, 1896, p. 342).

The theorem given in the example above is derived from F. Morley {An ex-

tension of Feuerhttclis theorem, Nat. Ac. of Sc, U.S.A., 1916 (2), p. 171). For

further references in regard to the cubic surface with four double points, the

reader may consult the author's j\hi/fip/y-periodic ftmctions (Camhridge, 1907),

pp. 139— iol, where the surface arises as touching the Kummer surface at

every point of its intersection with it; also Neuberg, Arch. d. Math. u. Phys.,

XI, 1907, p. 228, and Servais, Bull. Sc. Acad. r. de Belgique, viii, 1922, pp. 50—66
and 103—123.

The Steiner quartic surface. We may consider the surface

which is dual to the cubic surface just discussed. As the equation

of the tangent plane of the cubic surface is Xq~^x + «/o~^«/ + ... = 0,

the tangential equation of this cubic surface is P + m^ + n^ -\-p^ = 0^

and the equation of the quartic surface, dual to the cubic surface,

is ^'^ + y^ + z^ -\-f^ = 0. This meets each of the planes x = 0, ?/ = 0,

etc., in a conic, at every point of which it touches the plane, any

two of these four conies having a point of contact, on the line of

intersection of their planes. The surface has also three double lines,

.such as that given by«/ — ^ = 0, ^— ^ = 0; these meet in the point

(1, 1, 1, 1), which is a triple point of the surface. Every tangent

plane of the surface meets it in a curve breaking up into two conies;

the four intersections of these consist of the point of contact of the

plane, and the three points where the plane meets the double lines

of the surface. The surface can be represented, on a plane (|, rj, ^),

by means of the formulae

which are equivalent to

^(t + x-i/-z)=7] {t-\-ij-z-x)=^{t-irZ-x-y).

Conversely, let C7==0, F = 0, W = 0, P = 0, be any four general

conies in a plane, expressed in any variables. Then the surface

expressed by X:Y:Z:T = U .V-.W: P is essentially the same as

the above ; namely, we can find four linearly independent linear

functions of C7, F, W^ P which, in terms of suitable coordinates in

the plane, have the forms (^ - »? - D"? • • •? (^ + ^7 + D"- For, there

are two tangential conies which are inpolar to all of t/ = 0, ...,

P = ; let coordinates be taken so that the four common tangents

of these two tangential conies are | — '>7 — ^=0, ..,, ^ + »7 + ^=0;
the four original conies are then outpolar to the three point-pairs
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expressed tangentially by z'- — w" = 0, w'^ — u^ = 0, u^ — v" — 0, these

being the opposite pairs of intersections of the four hnes. The
general conic, a^- + 2/V;^+ ... = 0, outpolar to these point-pairs, is

f + »?^ + r +.2/^^+2^?? + 2//?^ = 0; aseachoff=' + 772 + ^^77^,^1,

^7) is expressible as a linear function of the four squares in question,

the result stated is proved. Incidentally, we remark, that, taking

-X, Y, Z, T proportional to 77^, ^^, fr;, p + 77-+ ^^, the equation of

the surface is capable of the form YZ- + Z'X^ + Jt^F^ - XYZT = 0,

which puts in evidence the double lines of the surface.

Thus, if U, V, W, P be any four linearly independent homo-
geneous quadratic functions of three variables, ^, 77, ^, the envelope

of the plane Ua' + Vij + Wz -\- Pt = is a cubic surface with four

double points. If t/j, C/o, O^s, respectively, denote dU/d^, dU/drfy

dU/d^, and [/„, U^,, ... denote 9-C7/8p, d^U/d^dt], ...,and so on^

and u^s denote C/^sA' + V^gy + W^s^ + P^^^, the point of contact of

the plane corresponding to a particular set of values of ^, 77, ^ is

given by the three equations TJrX + V^y + W^z + Prt = 0, and the

locus of this point of contact, that is, the surface enveloped by
the plane, is given by the equation, obtained by eliminating ^, 77, ^
from these three equations.

1*21,

where iij.s = Usr. The quadrics obtained by equating to zero the

first minors of this determinant have four points in common ; these

are the double points of the cubic surface.

Ea\ 1. For the general cubic surface, expressed, in Sylvester's

way, by 2a.r^=0, with ^acV — O, the envelope of the polar planes

of the points of the plane which passes through the three points

(j7i, ?/i, ...), (^2, 3/2, •••), (^3, ,?/3» •..)> (cf- P- 209), is expressible in

the form above, with

?fjj = axxi- + . . . + euUi^, and Wjo = axxi^'^ + ... + en ?<i?/o, etc.

Ea\ 2. It follows from the dual relation of the cubic surface

with four double points, and the Steiner quartic surface, or may
be proved directly, that, by the representation upon the plane, the

inflexional curves of the Steiner surface are made to correspond to

the conies, expressed by «~^^'- + etc. = (rt+ 6 + c = 0), \vhich are

inpolar to the conies to which the coordinates on the surface

are proportional.

Ex. 3. The inflexional curves of the Steiner surface are rational

quartic curves, having the three double lines of the surface as chords.

Of the four points in which any such curve is met by a tangent

plane of the surface, regarded as represented by the values of the
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parameter bv which any point of the curve may be rationally ex-

pressed, two are harmonic conjugates in regard to the other two.

E.r. 4. The inflexional curves of the surface expressed by the

equation .r'" + i/^ + ^"* + ^'"^ = satisfy the equation

{ax'^f + {by'^f + {cz>''f = 0,

where «, 6, c are any constants whose sum is zero. Verify this in

the case of the cubic surface with four nodes and in the case of the

Steiner surface.

Ex. 5. If <^i = 0, ..., ^6= be any six conies in a plane, the

equations .rj/^i = .rg/^a = • • • = -^e/^e represent, in space of five di-

mensions, a surface (containing x - points), known as Veronese's

surface. Evidently the Steiner surface may be regarded as arising

by projection of this surface,^ow a line.

Ex. 6. The lines joining a point, 0, of coordinates jc, y, z, t, to the points

(fl, 1, 1, 1), (1, 6, 1, 1), etc., meet the planes x= 0, y= 0, etc., respectively, in

coplanar points. Prove that the locus of is the Hessian of the cubic surface

^«(a-l)^(e-l)(3-2e) '

where e and u are defined by

l-t-2(fl-l)-i-H(e-l)-i= 0, 2.r(«-l)-i + «(e-l)-i= 0.

When a= b= c=d= -3, taking for Absolute Conic the intersection of the
plane je+y+ s+ t= with the quadric .r^ + y^ -{- z'^+ t'= 0, shew (after Steiner,

184.5) that tlie cubic surface witli four double points is the locus of a point
such that the feet of tlie four perpendiculars drawn from it to the four planes
.r=0, y= 0, etc. are coplanar. See Jessop, Quurtic Surfaces, p. 190 ; also p. 30
above. And Archiv d. Math. u. Phys. iv, 1903, p. 275 (a reference for which
the writer is indebted to Mr J. P. Gabbatt).

For the Steiner surface, the reader may consult Jessop, Quartic Surfaces
(Cambridge, 191(5), Chapter vii. For Veronese's surface, see Cayley, Papers,

VI, p. 198 (1868), and Bertini, Geometria projettiva d. iperspazi, 1907, Chapters
XIV, XV. See also Castelnuovo, Atti d. r. Ace. d. Lincei, in, 1894, p. 22, who
proves, after Kronecker, that an irreducible algebraic surface which is met
by » ^ planes in reducible curves, if not a ruled surface, is a Steiner quartic

surface.



CORRECTIONS FOR VOLUMES I AND II

VOLUME I.

Page 28, line 7. For FCF' read FEF'.
p. 39, 1. 22. For S^,^_-^ read So„_2.

p. 47, 1. 12 f. b. For insection read in-

tersection.

p. 48, 1. 8 f. b. For (2) read (3).

p. 65, 1. 13. For h + a. read + a,.

p. 68, 11. 2, 3. Both diagonal elements
should be a/3 - a'j3'.

p. 74, 1. 18. For meet read meets.

p. 75, 1. 20. For P= read P = 0.

p. 89, 1. 16. For C - mC read C - C.
p. 92, 1. 10 f. b. For apa-^B' read

o-/)-i(T-iB'.

p. 99, 1. 11. For A read A'.

p. 102, 1. 11 f. b. For any point read any
point except B or C.

p. 108, 1. 2 f. b. For B" read B'.

p. 127, 1. 14. For P and V read Pfl and V.

p. 155, 1. 5 f. b. After a, h, c, add and
A, B, C are not in line,

p. 156, 1. 3 f. b. When a, b, c meet in

a point, and A, B, C are in line, there

may be an infinite number of solutions.

p. 174, 11. 16, 17 f. b. Interchange
0', U', W and 0/, U/, Wi'.

p. 174, last line. For nii' + no' - n2' read
jn^' + m.^' - n-2'

.

VOLUME IL

8. For MacClaurin read

For PH, PK read PQ, PQ'.
For pole read polar,

b. For C read O.
For intersecting read in-

p. 13, 1.

Maclaurin.

p. 28, 1. 16.

p. 28, 1. 18.

p. 49, 1. 11 f.

p. 58, 1. 1.

teresting.

p. 65, 1. 13 f. b. For pole read polar.

p. 83, last 1. For hyperbolas read, hyper-
bolas.

p. 86, 1. 2 f. b. For from (S or read from
S (or.

p. 92, 1, 17 f. b. For 2, in A, B, C, D'
read S, and meets S in A, B, C, D'.

p. 96, 1. 10 f . b. For any algebraic sym-
bol read any algebraic symbol other
than zero.

p. 102, 1. 19. For we can read we can if

L contain x.

p. 114, 1. 18. See Morley, Bull. Amer.
Math. Soc. I, 1895, p. 116, and Proc.
Camb. Phil. Soc. xx, 1920, p. 119.

p. 119, last 1. Read
a-1- + b-m^ - n'^ + \ (1"- + m^).

p. 120, 1. 1. Read arl- for arh^.

p. 125, last 1. Read be' -+- b'c - 2ff '.

p. 130, 1. 15. For S read S,.

p. 140, 1. 7. For conic read conies.

p. 167, 1. 3 f . b. For his read this.

p. 169, 1. 24. For B^ + C2 - A2 - D^ read

A2 4-D--B2-C2, and so in 11. 25, 26.

In the first terms of j^ and Zj read

's.for y and z.

p. 197, 1. 23. For lines read segments.

p. 203, 1. 13f. b. For -{Ah-0) read
-(A + vt).

p. 205, 1. 7f.b. Read ' ''

^"'^'"'

CAJ
•

p. 212. In the left-hand diagram join

the points A, E.
p. 231, 1. 16. For three read the.

p. 234, 1. 4. For (QE, P'Q) and (EP, Q'E)
read (QE, P'Q') and (EP, Q'E'), re-

spectively. And so in 11. 5, 6.

p. 234, 1. 5 f . b. For X'U read X'U'.

p. 237. Add reference to Cayley, ' Sixth
Memoir on Quantics,' Pajyers, ii,

p. 583. Also to Beltrami, ' Saggio di

interpret, d. Geom. non-eucl.,' Giorn.
d. Mat. VI, p. 284 {Opere, i, p. 374),
1868 ; and ' Theoria fond. d. spazii di

curv. cost.,' Ann. d. Mat. ii, p. 232
[Opere, i, p. 406).

p. 238, 1. 14 of ref. to p. 41, in

Y(-D-^D' + A', B', C, D', 0), for
second D' read D.

The author desires to acknowledge the kindness of Miss H. P.

Hudson, London, of Professor Carslaw, Sydney, and especially of

Professor Wilton, Adelaide, for the majority of these corrections.



INDEX

Absolute conic, and plane^ 70
Apolar form, apolar to a system of

binary forms of the same order, 136
Apolar linear complexes, 66
Associated points, eight, 148, 154, 157
Axes of confocal system of quadrics,

98-100
Axis of a plane in regard to a system

of confocals, 93, 98 ; of a develop-

able, 133

Beltrami, 208, 224
Bertini, 223
Bitangents of a plane quartic curve,

199
Burnside, 168

Carslaw, 224
C'astelnuovo, 223
Cayley, 212, 214, 223, 224
Central systems, 11, 184
Centre of a quadric, 79
Centres of similitude of two spheres,

78
Chasles, 54, 67, 69, 111

Chords, ten, common to two cubic

curves in space, 141

Circles, 72
Circular sections of a quadric, 79
Clebsch, 170, 194, 203, 208
Coaxial system of spheres, 74
Complex, linear, of lines, 66, 61

;

quadratic complex, tetrahedral com-
plex, 99

Cone, quadric, defined, 4, 17 ; cone
of revolution, 81

Confocal paraboloids, 95
Confocal quadric surfaces, 91 ff. ; the

three through a point not always
distinct, 92 ; touching a line, 109

;

as dual of quadrics with a common
curve, 119; leading to Poncelet's

porism, 116
Congruence, linear, of lines, 65
Conies, meeting eight lines, 150
Conjugate lines, in regard to a quadric,

34, 59
Conjugate points and planes, in regard

to a quadric, 32
Contact cones, for a cubic surface.

leading to contact conies for a plane

quartic curve, 198
Coordinates of a line, 56

Coresidual sets of points on a plane

curve, 179
Coresiduation, tlieorem of, for plane

curves, 179 ; for surfaces, 181

Correspondence between generators

of a quadric determining cubic

curve, 135
Corresponding points of the Hessian

surface, 209
Cremona, 206, 208
Cubic curve in a plane, determination

of the ninth intersection of two
when eight are given, 156, 178, 217

Cubic curve, tangents belong to a
linear complex, 68 ;

generated by
points of contact of tangent planes

of confocals through a line, 107.

General consideration of cubic

curve in space, 125 if. ; drawn
through five points of a quadric,

129; four tangents meet a line,

132; outpolar to a quadric, 146;
constructed to satisfy six conditions,

129, 139-142; constructed to meet
each of four lines in a pair of an
involution given thereon, 145

Cubic developable, dual to a cubic

curve, 130, 135

Cubic surface, general account, 159 if.

;

theorem of coresiduation for curves

upon, 181 ; curves upon, 191

;

equations of, 203-208 ; determined
by six arbitrary points in a plane,

194; leading to a plane quartic

curve, 196 ; Hessian of, 208 ; cubic

surface with four double points, 214

Cubo-cubic transformation in space,

143
Curves of intersection of a quadric

with confocals projected into con-

focal conies, 113
Cuspidal edge of a developable, 131

Cylinder, 81

Dandelin, 44
Deformation of quadric with rigid

generators, 114
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Developable, 103; ofcommon tanjiceiit

planes of confocals^ 118; cubic,

130, 133, 135
Diagonal cubic surface, 170
Director sphere of quadric, 86
Dixon, A. C, 202; A. L., 118
Dobriner, 158
Double-six of lines, 159 if. ; deter-

mined by five arbitrary points, 168
Double tangents of plane quartic

curve, 199
Dual character of a quadric, 4, 5, 30,

32

Elliptic quartic curve, eight tangents

meet any line, 69, 151

Enveloping cones drawn from a point

to confocals, 110
Equation of a quadric, 7

Feuerbach, 221

Focal conies, 92, 95
Focal distance property of conies,

generalised, 96
Focal lines of contact cones drawn to

confocal quadrics, 109

Focal system, 61 ff., 135

Four curves in space, number of lines

meeting, 184
Four lines, condition they are tan-

gent lines of a cubic curve, 14:5

Freedom of a system of curves on a

surface, 194

Gabbatt, 223
Gaskin's theorem in three dimensions,

89
Generator of a developable, 131

Generators of a quadric, 5, 7 ; through

the umbilici, 80; at right angles,

90
Genus of a curve in space, 194

Geodesies, 112

Gordan, 208
Grassmann, 208

Hesse, 44, 154, 158

Hessian pair of three points of a cubic

curve in space, 137 ; Hessian of a

cubic surface, 181, 187, 188, 208

Hexad, self-conjugate, 48, 50, 146

Hierholzer, 151

Hudson, 224

Inflexional curves of the cubic surface

with four double points, 216 ; of
Steiner's quartic surface, 222

Inflexional lines at any point of a
cubic surface, 197

Inpolar, or outpolar, quadric, 52, 88
Intersection of two quadrics, 123
Invariant of two lines, 58 ; of two

linear complexes, 66
Involution, general, of sets of four

points of a cubic curve in space,

139
Ivory's theorem, 118

Jessop, 223

Kronecker, 223
Kummer's surface, 221

Laguerre, 221
Lie-Schefl"ers, 149 ; Lie, 221
Limiting points of two spheres, 74
Linear complex, 56, 61, 62, 66

;

linear congruence, 65
Lines of a quadric, 1 ; coordinates of

a line, 56 ; invariant of two, 58

;

lines and planes at right angles, 70
Liiroth, 151

Middle point, 70
Milne, 203
Moebius and focal systems, 69
Moebius tetrads, 67, 137, 138
Morley, 221, 224

Neuberg, 221

Normals of a quadric, 86 ; of confo-

cals, through a point, 104 ; at right

angles to a given line, locus of, 106

;

of three confocals through a point

are focal lines of enveloping cone,
109

Null system, 69

Osculating plane of cubic curve, 127
Outpolar, cubic curve, to a quadric,

146
Outpolar, or inpolar, quadric, 52, 88

Parabola /in a plane touched by axes
of confocals, 98

Paraboloid, 83
Parallel lines and planes, 70
Parallel tangent planes of confocals

have their points of contact on a

conic, 108
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Parametric expression of a quadric, 7

Pascal, 44
Pentad, self-conjugate, 37, -^0, 147, 177
PentiiiTon, skew, determines a focal

system, (i8

Perpendicular lines and planes, 70
Plane, equation of, 1

Plane sections of a sphere, 73
Pliicker, 102
Point-pair of Hessian surface ex-

Sressed by six point-pairs, 188
ar line of a line in regard to a

quadric, 28, 58, 09
Polar lines of a line in regard to con-

focals, locus of, 10(5

Polar plane of a quadric, from the
equation, 22, 23 ; defined descrip-

tively, 27
Polar point of a plane in regard to a

quadric, 29, 30, 31
Polar quadric, in regard to a cubic

surface, 182
Polar reciprocal in regard to a quadric,

93
Pole and polar, in a focal system, 61, 64
Poncelet, 10 ;

porism for conies de-

duced from theory of confocal sur-

faces, 116
Principal planes of a quadric, 79; of

enveloping cones drawn to confo-
cals, 109

Quadric polynomial reduced to sum
of squares, 15 ; representing a cone,

18; representing two planes, 19;
representing a repeated plane, 20

Quadric surface defined by its lines,

2 ; by two conies and a line, 7 ; by
two related central systems, 1 1 ; as

representing a plane with two funda-
mental points, 13. Possible intersec-

tion of two quadric surfaces, 123

;

self-polar tetrad of two, 152 ; three
intersect in eight points, 153, 154

Quartic curve, elliptic, intersection of
two quadrics, 69, 151 ; rational, 85,
150, 222

Quartic curve, plane, derived from
cubic surface, 196

Quartic surface determined by normals
of quadric at points of plane sec-

tion, 105 ; determined by tangents
of a cubic curve, 132 ; containing
umbilicar generators of a quadric,
i)3; Steiner's, 221

Radical plane of two spheres, 74
Rational curve in general, 149
Rational quartic curve, 85, 150, 222
Residual set of points on a plane curve,

179
Revolution, cone of, 81, 82
Reye, 49, 206, 211
Right angles, lines and planes at, 70
Right circular cone, 81, 82; circum-

scribing a quadric, locus of vertex,

95
Roth, 203

Schroeter, 158
Schur quadrics, 162, 168, 177, 187,

200, 211
Screw, 69
Section of a quadric by plane at right

angles to a focal conic, 95
Segre, 158, 208
Self-conjugate pentad, 37, 50, 147,

177 ; hexad, 48, 50, 146
Self-polar figure, a general, 40 .

Self-polar tetrad in regard to a quad-
ric, 33, 50, 52

Serret, P., 49
Servais, 221
Sextic curve in space, 154, 198
Similitude, centres of, for two spheres,

78
Sphei*es, 72 ; cutting at right angles,

76
Squares, quadric polynomial reduced

to, 16 ; expression of a quadric by
five, 38, 39 ; by six, 49

Star-systems, related, 11, 184
Staudt, von, 158, 168
Steiner points, for Pascal figure, 44
Steiner, ti'ihedral pairs, 164, 174,

203); also 208 ; Steiner system of
bitangents of a plane quartic curve,

200; Steiner's quartic surface, 221
Stenfors, 168
Striction, line of, on a quadric, 84
Stui-m, 208
Sylvester, 64, m, 206, 208, 210

Tangent cone, or enveloping cone, of
a quadric, 26

Tangent of a cubic curve, 127, 132;
tangent plane of a cubic surface,

197
Tangent plane of a quadric, 23, 27
Tangential equation of a quadric, 25
Telling, 148
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Tetrad, self-polar, 38, 50, 52, 145; of Umbilicus of a quadric, 80; of a

points whose opposite joins are paraboloid, 83 ; umbilicar genera-

conjugate points in regard to a tors of a quadric lie on a quartic

quadric, 35 ; of which opposite joins surface, 93

are at right angles, 78 ; two tetrads

in perspective, 37 ; two related by Veronese, 223

reciprocation, 41, 53

Tetrahedral complex, 99, 134 Wakeford, 148

Thomson and Tait, 132 Weddle's surface, 154

Transformation, cubo-cubic, in space, Wilton, 224

141
Trihedral, 164, 174, 203 Zeuthen, 158
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